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Preface

Just over 300 years ago Pierre Bayle (1647–1706) died pen-in-handwhile putting
the final touches to his last work, the Entretiens de Maxime et de Thémiste1
(henceforth Dialogues of Maximus and Themistius, or simply Dialogues). The
completion and publication of this book, translated into English for the first
time below, was important to Bayle, for he offers herein his last and fullest
attempt to set the record straight about what he believed and what he did
not believe concerning the issue that occupied him more than any other and
embroiled him in several debates throughout the last decade of his life. That
issue is the problemof evil, or why a perfectly goodGodwould permit suffering
and moral wickedness to enter the world.

A few people will be curious enough about the last words of the Philosopher
of Rotterdam that no further justification for this translation will be needed.
But for others the question will naturally arise: why do we need an English
translation of Bayle’s Dialogues three centuries after its publication? In the
remainder of this Preface I offer three answers to this question.

The first answer is suggested by Henri Basnage de Beauval below in his fore-
word to theDialogues. Explaining to the reader why hewill not give an intellec-
tual biography of the recently deceased author of theDialogues, Beauvalwrites:
“Those who do not know [Pierre Bayle] by the large number of works he pub-
lished are total strangers to the Republic of Letters.”2 So connected was Bayle
to the scholarly community, so widely readwere his works by learned and pop-
ular audiences alike, that to lack familiarity with Bayle and his oeuvre seemed
to Beauval equivalent to being a complete stranger to the intellectual milieu of
the day.

Three centuries of greater historical perspective confirm and enlarge Beau-
val’s assessment of Bayle’s importance. Not only were Bayle’s works instru-
mental to the development of the thought of his contemporary citizens in the
Republic of Letters, but today’s scholars also widely agree that Bayle’s writ-
ingswere foundational for the subsequent FrenchEnlightenment. Bayle’s influ-

1 The work has two parts (see Note on the Text below, 108–112, for more information about the
writing, printing, and order of these parts): Pierre Bayle, Entretiens deMaxime et de Thémiste,
ou Réponse à ce queMr. Le Clerc a écrit dans son x. Tome de la Bibliotheque Choisie contreMr.
Bayle (Rotterdam: Reinier Leers, 1707); Pierre Bayle, Entretiens de Maxime et de Thémiste, ou
Réponse à l’Examen de la Theologie de Mr. Bayle par Mr. Jaquelot (Rotterdam: Reinier Leers,
1707).

2 See below, 123.
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ences on Voltaire, Diderot, Berkeley, Hume, and Kant, for example, have been
well documented.Histories of skepticismcommonly identify Bayle’s thought as
an expansion and culmination of a renaissance of the ancient Pyrrhonian and
Academic schools of thought, and histories of religious toleration place Bayle
alongside Spinoza and Locke as one of the most important early advocates of
the wide freedom of religion that Western democracies enjoy today.

Yet, despite the unquestionable importance of Bayle in the history of mod-
ern philosophy, to my knowledge only five of Bayle’s dozens of books3 have
ever been published in English translation: Penseés diverses sur la comète (1683)
[Various Thoughts on a Comet];4 Ce que c’est que la France toute catholique
sous le règne de Louis le Grand (1686) [Wholly Catholic France];5 Commentaire
philosophique (1686–1688) [Philosophical Commentary];6 the Dictionaire his-
torique et critique (1697–1702) [Dictionary];7 and now the Entretiens deMaxime
et de Thémiste (1707), which is only the second new addition in over 250 years
to the list of Bayle’s books available in English.

3 For a complete list of Bayle’s writings see Gianluca Mori, Bayle philosophe (Paris: Honoré
Champion, 1999), 347–352. Of course, while only five of Bayle’s books have been translated,
these five works contain roughly half of the words Bayle published in his lifetime.

4 This work has been translated twice, first in 1708 and most recently as Pierre Bayle, Various
Thoughts on theOccasionof aComet, translated andwith an Introduction byRobert C. Bartlett
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 2000).

5 Pierre Bayle’s The Condition ofWholly Catholic FranceUnder the Reign of Louis theGreat (1686),
translated and introduced by Charlotte Stanley and John Christian Laursen, in History of
European Ideas 40:3 (2013), 1–48.

6 This work has been translated in its entirely only once (in 1708), and reprinted recently as
Pierre Bayle, A Philosophical Commentary on These Words of the Gospel, Luke 14:23, “Compel
Them to Come In, That My House May Be Full,” introduced by John Kilcullen and Chandran
Kukathas (Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, 2000). Parts i and ii (but not iii or the Supplement)
of the work were recently translated as Pierre Bayle’s Philosophical Commentary. A Modern
Translation and Critical Interpretation, translated by Amie Godman Tannenbaum (New York:
Peter Lang, 1987).

7 The entire Dictionaire was translated into English three times within fifty years of Bayle’s
death, and has not been translated into English in its entirety since. The first translation
was printed in 1710 in London in four volumes. The second translation was printed in the
period 1734–1738 in London in five volumes. The third translation was printed in the period
1734–1741, also in London, but in ten volumes. The 1734–1738 edition, which is the best,
has been reprinted twice in recent times: first by Garland Publishing in New York in 1984,
and then by Routledge/Thoemmes in London in 1997. Richard H. Popkin has given us the
most recent, but only a partial translation: Pierre Bayle: Historical and Critical Dictionary:
Selections (Indianapolis/Cambridge: Hackett, 1991). The main articles treating the problem
of evil, however, can be found in Popkin’s readily available edition.
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The first reason for translating and publishing these Dialogues, therefore,
is to increase the access of Anglophone scholars to the works of one of the
most important thinkers of the early modern period, and thereby to facilitate
a greater understanding of that important era in the history of philosophy.

However, the above reason does not address why this particular work, the
Dialogues of Maximus and Themistius, should be published at this time, nor
does it address why the currently existing English translations are insufficient
for understanding Bayle and his period. After all, one might argue that espe-
cially the Various Thoughts on a Comet, Philosophical Commentary, and Dictio-
nary are Bayle’s most original and influential works, so it is unsurprising that
Bayle’s first translators set to work on these, and that subsequent translators
have revisited themwith neweditions.Moreover, these threemost popular and
most often translated works of Bayle also contain substantial treatments of all
the subjects that occupied him throughout his life: skepticism, atheism, toler-
ation, superstition, the problem of evil, historiography and the history of the
Reformation, Rationalist metaphysics, especially the variations by Descartes,
Spinoza and Malebranche, conscience, religious controversy, and conversion.
Anybody who lacks French, but who would like to enter deeply into Bayle’s
mind, has only to consult these three books already available in English.

So, again: why the Dialogues, and why now?
After the appearance of Elisabeth Labrousse’s landmark two-volume study

of Bayle in 1964,8 European as well as Anglo-American philosophers and histo-
rians took renewed interest in Bayle. Publications on Bayle have been increas-
ing in number rapidly over the past fifty years, such that the last decade of
the twentieth century, for instance, saw the appearance of over one quarter
of all publications on Bayle in that century. The first decade of the twenty-first
century saw even more articles, books, conference proceedings, and informal
writings on Bayle than the decade before. The most remarkable feature of
this recent scholarship is the focus on what has come to be called “the Bayle
enigma.” Thomas Lennon, who has given the enigma its fullest treatment,9 has
also given us the most memorable summary of it:

To take just the twentieth-century literature, the suggestions are that
Baylewas fundamentally a positivist, an atheist, a deist, a sceptic, a fideist,

8 Elisabeth Labrousse, Pierre Bayle, Vol. 1: Du pays de Foix à la cité d’Erasme (The Hague:
Martinus Nijhoff, 1963); Elisabeth Labrousse, Pierre Bayle, Vol. 2: Héterodoxie et rigourisme
(The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1964).

9 See, especially, Thomas M. Lennon, Reading Bayle (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1999), 12–41.
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a Socinian, a liberal Calvinist, a conservative Calvinist, a libertine, a Ju-
daizing Christian, a Judaeo-Christian, or even a secret Jew, a Manichean,
an existentialist … to the point that it is tempting to conclude that these
commentators cannot have been talking about the same author, or at
least that they have not used the same texts. There can be overlap among
these classifications, so that not all of the interpretations entirely exclude
one another. Implausible as it may seem, moreover, all of these sugges-
tions have at least some plausibility.10

While it may be the case that the existing English translations of the Dictionary
and several otherworks provide readers with a representative sample of Bayle’s
thought, the problem is that Bayle’s thought is deeply enigmatic, and thus
stands in need of historical contextualization and insightful interpretation. It
is always clear what Bayle is arguing about in his works (i.e. the problem), but
it is not always as clear what he is ultimately arguing for (i.e. the thesis), or
exactly how he takes his argument to support his thesis. In some cases it even
appears as though Bayle’s arguments in fact undermine the thesis he claims
to support by those arguments. These interpretive problems are never more
apparent than in the case of Bayle’s treatments of the problem of evil at the
conclusion of which Bayle claims that people ought to believe firmly in God’s
unity and perfect goodness, yet in the process of which he argues repeatedly
against monotheism and on behalf of Manichean dualism, which posits two
gods, one of which is supremely evil. What are we to make of this?

With such interpretive puzzles in mind, it is surprising that a class of Bayle’s
writings has been largely neglected, even though this class is especially relevant
to the Bayle enigma. We might call these neglected works the self-interpretive
texts. The most famous example of such a text, and the one that has received
some scholarly attention,11 is the set of five Éclaircissements [Clarifications]
appended to the second edition of theDictionary. These are responses by Bayle
to various charges of impiety and impropriety that were brought against his
Dictionary. Bayle explains in great detail to readers how to read the relevant
articles of the Dictionary such that they will not appear scandalous. The Clarifi-
cations together comprise a text, therefore, inwhichBaylehimself explainshow
to read Bayle. There are other suchworkswhich have not been studied inmuch
detail, including the Addition aux Pensées diverses sur les comètes (1694) [Addi-

10 Lennon, Reading Bayle, 15.
11 See especially Hubert Bost andAntonyMcKenna (editors), Les “Eclaircissements” de Pierre

Bayle (Paris: Honoré Champion, 2010).
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tion to theVariousThoughts onaComet], inwhichBayle interprets via responses
to objections his Various Thoughts on a Comet and his Philosophical Commen-
tary; as well as La Cabale chimérique [The Chimerical Cabal] and other related
writings of the early 1690s written in defence against Pierre Jurieu’s attacks. But
the most important self-interpretive text for understanding Bayle’s thought is
the Dialogues of Maximus and Themistius.

The Dialogues is by far the most revealing and important self-interpretive
text in the Baylian corpus for several reasons. This book was the last one
written by Bayle, and in it he is forced by the objections that occasioned it
to address nearly every controversial aspect of his life’s work. The other self-
interpretive texts address only one work or only a few particular objections to
Bayle. The Dialogues, on the other hand, have both breadth and depth: they
treat a wide range of Bayle’s works and arguments, but they nevertheless focus
on the one issue that is central to every discussion of the Bayle enigma, the
problem of evil. Those who view Bayle as a skeptic, but also one who believes
in God, see his critique of reason as focusing mainly on this problem: “Bayle’s
skeptical arguments are directed not just against reason, or even against reason
on behalf of faith, but in particular against reason’s ability to solve the problem
of evil.”12 Likewise, thosewho see atheism, notmerely skepticism, as the logical
conclusion of Bayle’s thought claim that this is clearest in his reflection on evil:
“[Bayle] arrives at atheism (perhaps above all) by posing the question of the
origin of evil … ”13 The Dialogues comprises over 100,000 words by Bayle on
how to read his arguments on the problem of evil in the Dictionary and other
writings. It is difficult to imagine, therefore, a more promising starting point
from which to approach the Bayle enigma.

Moreover, as its title suggests, the Dialogues is not a scripted soliloquy by
Bayle, but a conversation. A word of clarification is in order, however, for
Bayle did little to bring the characters of this book, Maximus and Themistius,
into a compelling dialogue; they simply report what Le Clerc and Jaquelot
had last written, and then take turns responding on Bayle’s behalf. So it is
hardly an artful dialogue and from a literary perspective the book is rather
weak, bearing far greater resemblance to Leibniz’s staid New Essays than to
Hume’s extraordinary Dialogues on Natural Religion. The dialogues that will
grip the reader, however, are not those between the characters Maximus and
Themistius, but those between the conflicting ideas of Bayle andLeClerc, Bayle
and Jaquelot. If Bayle chose tomakeMaximus andThemistius hollow itwas not

12 Lennon, Reading Bayle, 10.
13 Gianluca Mori, Bayle philosophe (Paris: Honoré champion), 189.
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for lack of creativity, but rather to make the characters transparent, providing
readers with an unobstructed view of the more important dialogues that were
at stake.

Le Clerc and Jaquelot should be the envy of contemporary Bayle scholars,
for they could demand of Bayle straight answers to tough questions about the
meaning and intent of his views. Le Clerc in particular is adept at backing Bayle
into a corner, forcing him to enumerate, for example, the core religious beliefs
underlying his position on the problem of evil, pressing him to explain how his
skepticism does not destroy religion, challenging him to distinguish his argu-
ments from those of atheists, and to nameone single theologianwho thinks the
way he does about Providence. Bayle was sensitive to the public’s judgment, he
was aware that many intelligent readers were following his debates and that
they would sense if he was evading his opponents’ questions; so rather than
risk being accused of bad faith, he answered every charge put to him. And these
charges—of atheism, political subversion, Pyrrhonian skepticism, indifference
toward religion—correspond to the most radical options that contemporary
Bayle scholars entertain as providing interpretive keys to Bayle’s texts. So the
conversation happening today among Bayle scholars already began 300 years
ago with Bayle literally at the center of the dialogue.

The second reason for this translation of the Dialogues, therefore, is that it
promises to shed light on the Bayle enigma. A word of caution is in order here,
since I donotwant to suggest that this or anyotherworkwill ever solve theBayle
enigma completely and to everyone’s satisfaction. If one takes that enigma to
be the problem of how to classify the whole of Bayle’s thought, or how to read
between the lines of a text in order to peer into Bayle’s heart, then I am certain
that the Bayle enigma will remain forever insoluble. But there is nothing sur-
prising about that; given that conception of the term ‘enigma’, we should also
expect the Descartes enigma, the Hume enigma, the Kant enigma, the Any-
Author-Still-Worth-Reading enigma, to remain equally unanswered. But if by
the ‘Bayle enigma’ we simplymean widespread confusion andmisunderstand-
ing about Bayle’s works because of apparent contradictions within them, then
I am confident that reading the Dialogues can lead to considerable progress in
cracking the Bayle enigma, for the simple reason that the Dialogues is devoted
to clarifying and elaborating Bayle’s most notorious arguments. We can make
progress, however, only if we first understand the historical context of the Dia-
logues, of Bayle’s reflection on evil generally, and of his debates with Le Clerc
and Jaquelot. The purpose of the lengthy Introduction below is to provide that
context.

The third reason for translating Bayle’s Dialogues at this time is that there
has been a resurgence of interest in G.W. Leibniz’s Essais de Théodicée sur la
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bonté de Dieu, la liberté de l’homme et l’origine du mal [Theodicy] since 2010,
which was the 300th anniversary of that work, the only book that Leibniz
saw fit to publish in his lifetime. All readers of the Theodicy recognize that
the work is at least in part a response to Bayle’s reflection on the problem of
evil, but what most readers overlook is that the Theodicy responds at length,
in particular, to Bayle’s Dialogues. This is easy to miss, since Leibniz refers to
Bayle’s book throughout the Theodicy not by its main title, but by the subtitles
of the Dialogues’ two parts: “Bayle’s response to Le Clerc,” and “Bayle’s response
to Jaquelot.” Anglophone Leibniz scholars would not only benefit from having
anEnglish translationofBayle’sDialogues at handwhile they read theTheodicy,
but also from having the history of Bayle’s debates with Le Clerc and Jaquelot
related and analyzed (as I do in the Introduction below), since it is abundantly
clear from the Preface and Preliminary Discourse to his Theodicy that Leibniz
had followed these debates very closely and assumed familiarity with them in
his readers.14

14 There is an English translation of the Theodicy: G.W. Leibniz, Theodicy: Essays on the
Goodness of God, the Freedom of Man, and the Origin of Evil, translated by E.M. Huggard,
and edited with an Introduction by Austin Farrer (Chicago: Open Court, 1985). Another
translation, with substantial Introduction, has been undertaken by Sean Greenberg and
Robert Sleigh, Jr.
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List of Abbreviations

There are two sets of abbreviations below: the left column contains acronyms
or contractions that will be used only within footnotes; in the right column,
after the full original titles of works, English abbreviations in square brackets
are given that will be used in the text. These are the most important works in
Bayle’s debates with Le Clerc and Jaquelot; other works cited less often will be
cited first by their full title in the original language, and subsequently by an
English abbreviated title.

bc Jean Le Clerc, Bibliothèque choisie [Choice Library] (Amsterdam, 1703–1713);
reprinted (Genève: Slatkine, 1968).

cfr Isaac Jaquelot, Conformité de la foi avec la raison; ou défense de la religion, con-
tre les principales difficultez répandues dans le Dictionaire historique et critique
de Mr. Bayle [Conformity; full translation: The Conformity of Faith and Reason,
or a Defence of Religion against the Principal Difficulties Spread throughout the
Historical and Critical Dictionary of Mr. Bayle] (Amsterdam, 1705); reprinted
in Christian Wolff Gesammelte Werke Materialien und Dokumente, Band 96
(Hildesheim: Olms, 2006).

dhc Pierre Bayle, Dictionaire historique et critique [Dictionary] (Rotterdam: R.
Leers, 1697, 2nd ed. 1702). The most complete and authoritative edition, and
so the one that I will cite, is the so-called “fifth edition” (though it is really
the eighth), the 1740 edition of Amsterdam, Leyde, La Haye, and Utrecht in
four volumes. Citations will be given in the standard way, including the vol-
ume number, article title in French, remark (if applicable), page number, and
if applicable, ‘a’ or ‘b’ after the page number indicating the left or right column
of a remark. Within the main text I will translate the Dictionary’s article titles
into English.

emt Pierre Bayle, Entretiens de Maxime et de Thémiste [Dialogues] (od iv, 1–106).
The abbreviation ‘emt’ will be used in the footnotes to refer to the French text
of the od, while the title ‘Dialogues’ will be used in the text and footnotes for
internal references to this translation.

etb Isaac Jaquelot, Examen de la théologie de Mr. Bayle, Répandue dans son Dic-
tionnaire Critique, dans ses Pensées sur les Comètes, et dans ses Réponses à
un Provincial; où l’on defend la Conformité de la Foi avec la Raison, contre sa
Réponse [Examen; full translation: Examination of Bayle’s Theology as it is
Spread throughout hisHistorical and Critical Dictionary, his Various Thoughts
on a Comet, and in his Reponses to a Provincial’s Questions, in which the Con-
formity is defended against Bayle’s Response] (Amsterdam, 1706).
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od Pierre Bayle,Oeuvres diverses, four volumes (LaHaye, 1727–1731). Citationswill
include the volume number, page number, and ‘a’ or ‘b’ corresponding to the
left and right columns of text. Additionally, the title of the work cited as well
as chapter number may also be given.

Par Jean Le Clerc, Parrhasiana: ou pensées diverses sur des matières de critique,
d’histoire, de morale et de politique avec la défense de diverses ouvrages de
Mr. l.c., par Theodore Parrhase [Parrhasiana; full translation: Parrhasiana:
or Various Thoughts on Matters Relating to Criticism, History, Morality, and
Politics, withaDefence of VariousWorks byMr. LeClerc, byTheodoreParrhasius]
(Amsterdam, 1699). There is a complete English translation of the Parrhasiana
by an unknown translator: Parrhasiana, or, Thoughts upon several subjects, as
criticism, history, morality, and politics, by Monsieur Le Clerk (London, 1700).

rbl Pierre Bayle, Réponse pourMr. Bayle àMr. Le Clerc au sujet du 3. et du 13. article
du 9. tome de la Bibliothèque choisie [Response to Le Clerc] (od iii, 989–1009).

rqp Pierre Bayle, Réponse aux questions d’un provincial [Response to a Provincial’s
Questions] (od iii, 501–1084).
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Chronology of Bayle’s Life andMain Philosophical
Works

1647 Pierre Bayle is born the 18th of November at Le Carla (now Le Carla-
Bayle) in southern France.

1666 Bayle completes his Humanities education at the Protestant Academy
of Puylaurens.

1668 Bayle leaves Le Carla in November, never to return; begins to study
Philosophy at Puylaurens.

1669 Bayle arrives at Toulouse the 19th of February, converts to Catholicism
the 19th of March, and continues to study Philosophy at the Jesuit
College of Toulouse.

1670 Bayle completes his study of Philosophy with the Jesuits, leaves Tou-
louse the 19th of August, abjures Catholicism, returns to Calvinism the
21st of August, and flees to Geneva.

1675 Death of Bayle’s mother, Jeanne.
Bayle takes up post as Professor of Philosophy at the Protestant Aca-
demy of Sedan.

1681 Closure of the ProtestantAcademyof Sedan; Baylemoves toRotterdam
where he takes up post as Professor of Philosophy and History at the
École Illustre [“Illustrious School”].

1683 Publication of Bayle’s Pensées diverses écrites à unDocteur de Sorbonne,
à l’occasion de la comète qui parut au mois de décembre 1680 [Various
Thoughts on the Comet] (Rotterdam: R. Leers).

1684 The Nouvelles de la république des lettres [News from the Republic of
Letters (nrl)] (Amsterdam: H. Desbordes, 1684–1687) begins to appear
in the spring with Bayle as editor and principal author.
Death of Bayle’s younger brother, Joseph.

1685 Death of Bayle’s father, Jean.
Death in prison of Bayle’s elder brother, Jacob.
Revocation of the Edict of Nantes

1686 Publication of the first two parts of the Commentaire philosophique
sur ces paroles de Jésus-Christ: contrain-les d’entrer [Philosophical Com-
mentaryonLuke 14:23] (Amsterdam:A.Wolfgang), followedby the third
part in 1687 and the Supplement in 1688.

1687 Bayle falls ill, gives up editorship of the nrl, temporarily ceaseswriting
and teaching.

1689 Beginning of years of dispute with the Theologian of Rotterdam, Pierre
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Jurieu, during which Bayle published his most controversial critiques
of organized religion, including the Réponse d’un nouveau converti à la
lettre d’un réfugié [Response by a New Convert to the Letter of a Refugee]
(Amsterdam: A. Wolfgang, 1689), and Avis important aux réfugiés sur
leur prochain retour en France [An Important Warning to the Refugees
concerning Their Eventual Return to France] (La Haye: A. Moetjens,
1690).

1692 Bayle begins working on the Dictionary.
1693 At the behest of Jurieu, Bayle is removed from the École Illustre by the

Rotterdam city council, and prohibited from teaching privately in the
city.

1694 The Addition aux Pensées diverses sur les comètes [Addition to the Vari-
ous Thoughts on a Comet] (Rotterdam: R. Leers) is published to thwart
Jurieu’s efforts to have Bayle condemned for heresy by the Rotterdam
Consistory.

1696 The two volumes of the first edition of the Dictionary are published in
October.

1699 Publication of Jean Le Clerc’s Parrhasiana; beginning of the Bayle-Le
Clerc dispute (see subsequent Chronology for the remainder of the
texts of that debate).

1701 Publication of the second edition of the Dictionary in late December.
1703 The first volumeof theResponse toaProvincial’sQuestions appears (five

volumes in total were printed between 1703 and 1707).
1704 Publicationof theContinuationdesPenséesdiverses écrites àunDocteur

de Sorbonne [Continuation of the Various Thoughts on aComet] (Rotter-
dam: R. Leers, printed in August 1704, but dated 1705, two volumes).

1705 Publication of Isaac Jaquelot’s Conformity; beginning of the Bayle-
Jaquelot dispute (see subsequent Chronology for remainder of texts of
that debate).
Publication of the second and third volumes of the Response to a
Provincial’s Questions.

1706 Bayle completes Part 1 of the Dialogues, devoted to Le Clerc.
Bayle dies the 28th of December, putting the final touches to Part 2 of
the Dialogues, devoted to Jaquelot.

1707 Posthumous publication in February of the Dialogues of Maximus and
Themistius.
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Chronology of the Bayle-Le Clerc Debate

Below I have given all titles in their original languages so that scholars wishing
to do further research on Bayle’s debates will easily find the relevant works. If
not givenbelow, English translations of the titles andbibliographic information
can be found above in the “List of Abbreviations.” It is important to note that
works published in the latter half of a year (usually inAugust or later, depending
on the printer) sometimes bore themillésime of the following year. This makes
sense of 6 and 7 below, for example, where Bayle responds in 1704 to a work of
Le Clerc’s dated 1705.

1. Bayle publishes the first edition of the Dictionaire historique et critique
(1697), including the articles “Manichéens,” “Marcionites,” and “Pauli-
ciens.”

2. Le Clerc publishes Parrhasiana (1699), in which chapter vi is devoted to
answering Bayle’s Manichean objections.

3. Bayle publishes the second edition of the Dictionaire historique et critique
(1702), including a new remark e to the article “Origène,” which seeks to
refute the arguments of chapter vi of Le Clerc’s Parrhasiana.
The debate concerning the problem of evil is suspended and the debate
concerning plastic natures begins.

4. Le Clerc discusses Ralph Cudworth’s The True Intellectual System of the
Universe (1678) and Nehemiah Grew’s Cosmologia Sacra (1701), giving
Bayle access to the idea of plastic natures.
Le Clerc discusses Cudworth in Bibliothèque choisie (bc), tome i (1703),
article iii, 63–138; and bc, tome ii (1703), article ii, 78–130. Le Clerc dis-
cusses Grew in bc, tome i, article vi, 228–314; and bc, tome ii, article xiii,
352–411.

5. Bayle attacks Cudworth’s and Grew’s systems in Continuation des pensées
diverses (printed in August 1704, dated 1705), chapter xxi (od iii, 215b–
217b), thus beginning the debate over plastic natures. Bayle then cites
Le Clerc (tongue-in-cheek) in support of his views on Manicheism, in
chapter lxxvii (od iii, 301a).

6. Le Clerc clarifies and defends Cudworth’s and Grew’s doctrines in bc,
tome v (printing began in August 1704; issue dated 1705), article iv, 283–
303, in response to Bayle’s cpd.

7. Bayle responds in the learned journal editedbyHenri BasnagedeBeauval,
theHistoire desOuvrages des Savans (hos), datedAugust 1704 (but itmust
have been printed somewhat later in 1704), article vii, pp. 369–396.
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8. Le Clerc responds in bc, tome vi (dated 1705), article vii, 422–427.
9. Bayle responds in hos, dated December 1704 (but obviously appeared

after item 8 immediately above), article xii, 540–544.
10a. Concerning plastic natures, Le Clerc responds in bc, tome vii (1705),

article vii, 281–289.
10b. Le Clerc reopens the debate concerning the origin of evil once again in

bc, tome vii (1705), article viii, 330–352.
11a. Concerning plastic natures, Bayle responds in rqp ii (December 1705),

chapters clxxix–clxxxii (od iii, 881a–893a).

The debate over plastic natures comes to a close. The focus of the remainder of
the Bayle-Le Clerc debate will be on the problem of evil.

11b. Bayle responds to Le Clerc’s latest treatment of the origin of evil in rqp
ii (December 1705), chapters clxxii–clxxvi (od iii, 863b–873b). Bayle also
responds in rqp ii to works relating to the origin of evil written by other
Rationalist theologians: Jacques Bernard, William King, and Isaac Jaque-
lot.

12a. Le Clerc publishes “Défense de la Bonté et de la Sanctité Divine, contre les
objections de Mr. Bayle” (“Defence of the Goodness and Holiness of God,
against Bayle’s Objections”), in bc, tome ix (1706), article iii, 103–171.

12b. Le Clerc responds to the arguments concerning him in 11b above in bc,
tome ix (1706), article x, 361–386.

13. Bayle publishes his penultimate reply to Le Clerc, Réponse pourMr. Bayle
àMr. Le Clerc, au sujet du 3. et du 13.1 articles du 9. tome de la Bibliothèque
choisie (rbl) (od iii, 989–1009).

14. Le Clerc publishes his last reply to Bayle in the latter’s lifetime in bc, tome
x (1706), article viii, 364–426.

Death of Bayle on 28 December 1706.

15. Dialogues of Maximus and Themistius, Part 1, printed in February, 1707.
16. Le Clerc responds to the Dialogues in bc, tome xii (1707), article v, 198–

386.

1 The discrepancy here between Bayle’s numbering of the article and the one given in item
13 above (Bayle replies to the xiiith article, whereas I have cited the xth article in the
chronology) is due to a discrepancy between the table of contents of bc, tome ix, which lists
Le Clerc’s article against Bayle as article xiii, and the actual body of bc, tome ix, in which the
xth article is devoted to Bayle, and in which there is no xiiith article.
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Chronology of the Bayle-Jaquelot Debate

1. Bayle publishes the second edition of the Dictionaire historique et critique
(1702).

2. Jaquelot publishes Conformité de la foi avec la raison (1705).
3. Bayle replies to the Conformité in rqp ii (1705), chapters cxxviii–clxxi (od

iii, 760–839).
4. Jaquelot responds to Bayle in his Examen de la théologie de Pierre Bayle

(1706).
5. Dialogues of Maximus and Themistius, Part 2, printed in February, 1707.
6. Jaquelot responds to the Dialogues in his third book against Bayle, Réponse

aux Entretiens composez par Mr. Bayle, contre la Conformité de la Foi avec
la Raison, et l’Examen de sa Théologie [Response to the Dialogues written
by Bayle against the Conformity and the Examen] (Amsterdam: François
L’Honoré, 1707).
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Introduction

The Dialogues of Maximus and Themistius is divided into two parts: the first
part, which ismuch shorter than the second, is Bayle’s final response to LeClerc
after many rounds of debate between the two over nearly seven years; while
the second part is devoted to answering Jaquelot, who had just published his
second book against Bayle just several months before Bayle died. Though the
debates are for the most part independent, they both focus above all on two
aspects of Bayle’s thought: on a general level, they focus on Bayle’s treatment
of the conformity of faith and reason, and more particularly, the debates con-
cernBayle’s thesis that the problemof evil is insoluble by reason alone, and that
we must therefore have recourse to faith to solve it. The goal of this Introduc-
tion is to give readers the background needed to follow the arguments of the
Dialogues. Consequently, the Introduction has three parts: (1) a summary and
analysis of Bayle’s thought on the problem of evil and the conformity of faith
and reason which occasioned the debates; (2) a summary and analysis of the
Bayle-Le Clerc debate up to the Dialogues; and (3) a summary and analysis of
the Bayle-Jaquelot debate up to the Dialogues.f1

Part 1: The Problem of Evil in Bayle’s Dictionary

The Calvinist and Cartesian Contexts of Bayle’s Thought
Why a supremely perfect, and more precisely, a supremely good creator of
the universe would permit suffering and sin to enter the world—the problem
of evil—is one of the oldest and most frequently discussed problems in the
history of Western philosophy, and consequently, the search for a theodicy,2

1 I will not assume along with Beauval (in his Foreword below) that anyone who can read
will be familiar with the life and works of Pierre Bayle. However, like Beauval I will omit
any intellectual biography of Bayle beyond the Chronology given above since there are
brief English sources available. For a short biography by one of the best Bayle scholars in
recent memory, see Elisabeth Labrousse, Bayle, translated by Denys Potts (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1983). For a brief intellectual biography focused on Bayle’s philosophy, see
Thomas M. Lennon and Michael W. Hickson, “Pierre Bayle,” The Stanford Encyclopedia of
Philosophy (Winter 2013 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), url = http://plato.stanford.edu/
archives/win2013/entries/bayle/ (last accessed 5 January 2016).

2 The term ‘theodicy’ was coined by Leibniz in the late seventeenth century, but it has become
a common general term used to refer to any explanation of God’s reasons for permitting

http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2013/entries/bayle/
http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2013/entries/bayle/
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or solution to the problem of evil, is one of the oldest philosophical quests.
The problem of evil finds its source in two of the main original influences
on Western philosophy, the Platonic dialogues (especially Timaeus) and the
Judeo-Christian Bible (especially the first chapters of Genesis, the entire book
of Job, and Paul’s letter to the Romans).3 Hence both unaided reason as well
as revealed religion independently (it seems) gave rise to this problem in the
early days ofWestern philosophy. Later in the seventeenth century it was again
the accidental reinforcement of reason’s and religion’s confrontations with evil
that led to the problem of evil becoming an obsession throughout the early
modernperiod.Noother era in thehistoryof philosophy sawasmuch reflection
devoted to this problem, not even the early days ofChristianitywhenAugustine
renouncedand thenattackedvehemently the sect ofManicheism(moreon this
sect below). The two causes of the renewed modern interest in the problem of
evil were Calvinist theology and Cartesian philosophy.

In the case of Calvinist theology, the troublesome doctrine was Calvin’s view
of divine predestination, which is summarized in L’ Institution de la religion
chrétienne [Institutes of the ChristianReligion] as follows: “[I]n accordancewith
what scripture clearly shows, we say that the Lord once established in His
eternal and immutable counsel whom He would take to salvation and whom
He would leave in destruction. We say that He receives those whom He calls
to salvation by His free mercy, without any regard for their own worth; on the
contrary, that the entrance into life is closed to all thosewhomHewishes to give
over to damnation and that this is done by His secret and incomprehensible
but righteous and fair judgment.”4 Calvin was careful to leave the details of this
doctrine unstated, but in doing so invited subsequent theologians to spell out
the doctrine with all its paradoxical implications.

By the late sixteenth century a second generation of Calvinist theologians,
led by Theodore Beza, were interpreting the passage just quoted and others
like it as containing a doctrine of double predestination, according to which
God not only predestined certain people to salvation and brought them to
that state by grace without regard for their merit, but He also willed just
as positively and effectively that certain people be damned, again without

any kind of evil to enter the world. I will use the term in this informal way throughout this
Introduction, realizing that my use of the term is mostly avant la lettre.

3 For a more detailed historical survey, see Michael W. Hickson, “A Brief History of Problems of
Evil,” in A Companion to the Problem of Evil, edited by Justin McBrayer and Daniel Howard-
Snyder (Wiley-Blackwell, 2014), 3–18.

4 John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion: 1541 French Edition, translated by Elsie Anne
McKee (Grand Rapids: W.B. Eerdmans, 2009), 417.
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regard for their merit or lack thereof.5 According to this doctrine, “God actively
rejects some men and women; God does not simply permit them to be lost.”6
Beza’s doctrinewas supralapsarian (or antelapsarian), which entails that God’s
election of the saved and reprobation of the damned preceded God’s decree
that the Fall (lapsus) take place. (“Precedence” here is to be understood log-
ically, as in the mind of God, not temporally, since God transcends time.)
The consequence of this logical order of decrees is that it was not ultimately
because of the Fall of humankind that God saved some and damned others;
those elective decrees were made logically prior to and independent of the
Fall.

Doctrines of predestination are intimately intertwinedwith doctrines of free
will, and on Beza’s view, free will of a libertarian sort is out of the question.
Neither the saved nor the damned are free to do or not to do God’s commands;
the universe of Beza’s God, rigourously regulated by the sovereign divine will,
is deterministic. Any account of human free actionmust be upheld (if at all) in
compatibilist terms, as action done in the absence of constraint, or action that
is the expression of prior deliberation.What leads the elect to salvation and the
reprobates to their damnation is not their own wills, but the grace of God or
the lack thereof. Consequently, divine grace is, according to Beza, irresistible;
those who have it, the saved, are led ineluctably to heaven, while those who
are damned must not receive any share of God’s grace at all. Relatedly, the
redemption accomplished by Jesus Christ was intended and effective only for
the elect, not for the damned. These views of the narrow scope of grace and
redemption became known as Particularism.

Beza’s interpretation of Calvinist theology was inspired largely by Scripture
and Calvin’s own writings, but it is worth noting that the interpretation had
important philosophical motivation.7 If we understand divine providence as
God’s direction of the universe toward the end that He had in mind when
creating it, then Beza’s theology, with its emphasis on the sovereign divine will,
lays a solid foundation for providence. To direct the universe to some end God
must beomniscient;Hemust knowall thatwill happen, how itwill happen, and
when it will happen, otherwise He cannot govern infallibly. Beza’s emphasis
on the absolute and eternal character of the divine decrees grounds divine

5 For a detailed overview of Calvin’s view, see Fred H. Klooster, Calvin’s Doctrine of Predestina-
tion, second edition (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1977).

6 David Curtis Steinmetz, Reformers in theWings: FromGeiler vonKaysersberg to Theodore Beza
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 119.

7 See Labrousse, Pierre Bayle ii, 388.
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omniscience conveniently, for God knows all that will happen through the
necessary knowledge that He has of His own decrees, which logically precede
creation.

To critics of Beza and his followers this set of interrelated doctrines seemed
monstrous, for it seemed to imply that God freely-willed to create certain
people just in order to damn them. As one historian puts it, “[t]o many non-
Calvinist Christians, Beza’s interpretation of the whole human story after the
Fall in Eden savoured suspiciously of a divine put-up job; one could accuse
God of being the author of Adam and Eve’s fault and hence of all human sin
…”8 An erstwhile defender of Beza’s orthodoxy, Jacobus Arminius, began to
teach and preach his doubts about this dominant interpretation of Calvinism
around the turn of the century. In the early seventeenth century followers of
Arminius published their famous Remonstrance in opposition to Beza’s theol-
ogy. The most important error according to the Calvinist Arminians was that
Beza’s “insistence … upon God’s omnipotence and man’s helplessness … led
immediately and necessarily to the conclusion that God Himself was respon-
sible for man’s sins and was the cause of his damnation.”9 This implication
was unacceptable to the Arminians, since it seemed to conflict with everything
that reason teaches about the nature of goodness. TheArminians consequently
afforded human free will greater power and responsibility in matters relating
to salvation in order to place the authorship for sin squarely on human beings,
and not on God. They also distinguished themselves from followers of Beza by
their belief in the resistibility and universality of divine grace. The reason for
the damnation of the wicked, according to the Arminians, is that they freely
turn away from the grace of God, which is universally given to all humankind.

The Arminians were postlapsarians (or infralapsarians); that is, they be-
lieved thatGoddecreed that certain peoplewould be saved and others damned
because of the Fall, which was foreseen by God but brought about solely by
human free will. God foresaw and permitted the Fall, He did not positively
decree that it should take place. Arminians were also Universalists, holding
that both divine grace and Christ’s redemption were intended for all people,
who could either accept or reject these gifts. The Arminian position, especially
concerning free will and universalism, had significant Scriptural support, but
the position also had philosophical advantages over Beza’s theology by pre-
serving the common notions of justice when explaining salvation and damna-

8 Diarmaid MacCulloch, The Reformation: A History (New York: Penguin, 2003), 375.
9 Walter Rex, Essays on Pierre Bayle and Religious Controversy (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff,

1965), 80.
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tion. Humans deserve these things to a certain extent by their virtuous actions
or crimes (although to say that humans earn their salvation completely by
their own efforts would be a form of the heresy of Pelagianism). However, the
Arminian position is difficult to square with divine omniscience. If humans are
genuinely free, in the sense of possessing a freedom of indifference, then how
canGod foresee human free actions, andhowcanGoddirect the universe infal-
libly toward His ends?

TheDutchCalvinist Churchwas split over theRemonstrance, andultimately
a Synodwasheld atDordrecht in 1618 todecidewhetherArminians, or so-called
“Remonstrants,” with their beliefs in the freedom of the will and the univer-
sality of divine grace, could be considered orthodox. The Acts of the Synod
demonstrate an effort to find middle ground wherever possible, but in time it
became clear that the conservative orthodoxy of Beza and his champion Fran-
ciscus Gomarus, but not the liberal theology of the Arminians, had won the
day.10 This validationby internationalCalvinist leaders ofwhat seemed tomany
a scandalous interpretation of important Christian doctrines attracted addi-
tional criticismofCalvin’s theology, not only fromwithin thenowsplit Calvinist
church, but also fromCatholics and Lutherans. The accusations that Calvinists
taught that God is the cause of sin and that God positively willed that certain
people be damned became commonplace. Calvinists in turn retorted these
accusations against their critics. A century of vitriolic, sectarian theological
controversy over human freedomandGod’s causal role in sin anddamnation—
all issues central to the problem of evil—had begun, as Bayle reports in his
Dictionary:

Since Luther and Calvin appeared, I do not think that a single year has
passed without someone accusing them of making God the author of sin.
[The Calvinist theologian, Pierre Jurieu] argues that in the case of Luther
the accusation is fair; the Lutherans today claim the same thing with
respect to Calvin. The RomanCatholicsmake the accusation against both
Calvin and Luther, and the Jesuits in particular havemade the accusation
against the Jansenists as well.11

A few decades after the Synod of Dordrecht, the philosophical impetus for
the renewed interest in the problem of evil was given by René Descartes in
his 1641 Meditations. In his search for unshakeable certainty, Descartes settled

10 Rex, Essays, 87–88.
11 dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. f, 628b.
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his philosophical system upon God’s perfect goodness. Since God is perfectly
good, He is no deceiver, and since God is no deceiver, we can be certain
that our mental faculties, which have their origin in God, are always reliable.
The fourth Meditation raises a problem of evil that threatens to undermine
this foundation of Cartesian philosophy: how does human judgment, which
is part of God’s good creation, err at all, let alone so frequently? The success of
Descartes’ metaphysical project hangs on the ability to answer this problem.
The “theodicy of error” of the fourth Meditation is basically the traditional
Augustinian free-will defence. God is not the cause of human error, humans are
the cause of human error through their misuse of the supremely good divine
gift of free will, which is the cause of all misjudgment. Admirers and critics
of Descartes were thus encouraged by the Meditations to revisit the history of
the problem of evil, focusing above all on the evil of error, and to evaluate the
effectiveness of appeals to free will in answering that problem.

The Calvinist and Cartesian confrontations with the problem of evil in early
modernity are especially crucial to bear inmindwhenapproaching the thought
of Bayle. Bayle’s upbringing in a Protestant region of France, and his interac-
tion with celebrated Cartesians such as Jean-Robert Chouet and later Nicolas
Malebranche, immersed Bayle in the debates surrounding Calvin’s theology
and Descartes’ philosophy, which are consequently the contexts necessary for
approaching Bayle’s thought on any subject, not just the problem of evil. More-
over, despite growing up in the home of a Calvinist minister and despite early
excitement about Descartes’ philosophy and Malebranche’s development of
Cartesianism, Bayle’s earliestwritings demonstrate ample skepticismabout the
Protestant debates surrounding predestination, and about Cartesian attempts
to explain the origin of error.12 For our purposes, what is important to bear in
mind is that by the time he wrote the Dictionary, Bayle was decidedly anti-
Arminian and anti-Cartesian in the articles that treat the problemof evil. These
facts are important since both Le Clerc and Jaquelot were Cartesian-inspired
Arminians who would have found their philosophical and theological views
repeatedly attacked by Bayle.

In the article, “Arminius,” remark e, for example, Bayle argues that Arminius
never should have made his doubts about Calvin’s view of predestination pub-
lic, and that Arminius’ remedies to soften that view were completely ineffec-
tive:

12 For Bayle’s pre-Dictionaire engagement with the problem of evil, see Michael W. Hickson,
“Reductio ad malum: Bayle’s Early Skepticism about Theodicy,” in Modern Schoolman 88:
3/4 (2011), 201–221.
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[T]he Arminians can hardly respond to the very objections that they
claim are irrefutable against Calvin’s system; moreover, they are them-
selves susceptible to additional objections that can be answered only by
appealing sincerely to the weakness of the humanmind or to the infinite
incomprehensibility of God. So was it worth it to object to Calvin? …Why
not just begin [with the weakness of reason and the incomprehensibility
of God] if you must end up there in any case?13

The Dictionary includes numerous other articles devoted to figures and sys-
tems related to Calvin’s views of human and divine causality in human affairs:
“Calvin,” “Gomarus,” “Hall,” “Luther,” “Melanchthon,” and “Synergistes,” to name
a few. In all of Bayle’s discussions of the Protestant debates over sin, grace, pre-
destination and free will, Bayle’s message is the same: there is no progress in
these debates, which always end with St. Paul’s famous refrain in Romans 11:33:
“O the depth of the riches of thewisdomand knowledge ofGod!Howunsearch-
able are his judgments, and his ways past finding out!” Rather than end with
these lines, Bayle would prefer if writers began their discussions touching the
origin of sin and suffering with them: “All Christians … must learn from these
lines of St. Paul never to argue about predestination, but instead to offer these
lines immediately as a rampart against all the subtleties of the human mind,
whether our ownminds present the subtleties to us during our privatemedita-
tions on this great subject, or whether somebody else proposes them to us.”14

Bayle’s Dictionary shows similar pessimism about Cartesian attempts to
resolve the origin of error. Though in his 1683 Various Thoughts on the Comet
Bayle drew heavily upon the theodicy of Malebranche’s recently published
Traité de la nature et de la grace [Treatise on Nature and Grace], and though he
said of that work that “[n]othing ismore fitting than this supposition to resolve
a thousand objections made against divine providence …,”15 in the years that
immediately followed Bayle lost confidence in Malebranchian theodicy. The
reason can be seen in Bayle’s reviews in the News from the Republic of Letters
of the debates between Arnauld and Malebranche that the latter’s Treatise
occasioned.Arnaudultimately convincedBayle thatMalebranche’s systemwas
just as susceptible to fatal objections as all previous philosophical systems.16

13 dhc i, “Arminius,” rem. e, 335b.
14 dhc i, “Arminius,” rem. e, 335a.
15 Bayle, Various Thoughts on the Comet, chapter 234 (od iii, 141b).
16 See rqp ii, clv (od iii, 825b), where Bayle credits Arnauld and Le Clerc for his abandon-

ment of Malebranchian theodicy.
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Bayle was forced to conclude that just as in theology, so too in philosophy, no
real progress can be made in matters dealing with the origin of evil.

By the time of the Dictionary Bayle was ready to conclude that Cartesian
philosophy was “brought to ruins”17 by questions concerning God and evil. The
problem in particular is that human reason cannot be certain that deception
is incompatible with divine goodness. The relevant article is “Rimini, Gregoire
de,” in remark b,where Bayle recapitulates an argument found in theObjections
to Descartes’ Meditations, and analyzes Descartes’ subsequent Reply. In the
second set of Objections to the Meditations, those compiled or written by
Mersenne, the possibility that God can deceive and has in fact deceived is
raised in objection to Descartes’ insistence on absolute divine veracity as an
effect of God’s perfect goodness: “Cannot God treat men as a doctor treats the
sick, or a father his children? In both these cases there is frequent deception
though it is always employed beneficially and with wisdom.”18 Mersenne cites
the Medieval theologians Gabriel Biel and Gregory of Rimini for this view
of a deceiving, yet loving and wise God, and points to several stories of the
Bible, including the hardening of Pharaoh’s heart, and God’s promise through
a prophet that Nineveh would be destroyed in forty days, which suggest that
God can deceive and has deceived.

In a rare act of engaging with theologians on theological matters, Descartes
makes a distinction that will allow him to maintain God’s absolute veracity,
but also account for the above-mentioned Scripture passages. The distinction
concerns degrees of truth in Scripture. Some passages of Scripture contain
truths that are merely “appropriate for ordinary understanding” and that are
“relative to humanbeings.” Thepassages that suggest thatGoddeceives contain
this level of truth.While itmaybe true thatGodpermittedprophets toutter lies,
it is nevertheless not true that this deception stemmed from any “malicious
intent to deceive,” which Descartes claims is incompatible with the divine
nature. Other passages of Scripture, and all exact philosophy, aim at the “naked
truth—truth which is not relative to human beings …,”19 such as the truth that
God cannot have any malicious intentions.

After summarizing this exchange, Bayle explains how Descartes’ distinction
could be used by an able skeptic to argue that even our clearest and most
distinct ideas might be false: “If I am deceived, the skeptic will say, by the

17 dhc iv, “Rimini, Gregoire de,” rem. b, 57a.
18 René Descartes, The Philosophical Writings of Descartes, translated by John Cottingham,

Robert Stoothoff, and DouglasMurdoch (csm) (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press),
ii: 90.

19 csm ii, 102.
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ideas that represent matter to me as an extended substance, this is merely a
deception that is exempt from all malicious intent, a deception that may even
bebeneficial tome in the state inwhich I findmyselfwhilemy soul is united to a
body, a state that in certain respects resembles that of a sick personor a child.”20
SinceDescartes conceded thatGodmayhave inspiredprophets to lie, as long as
this is notmeant to imply that God himself is malicious or deceptive by nature,
then the skeptic can argue against Descartes that the mind is like a deceiving
prophet, inspired by God to tell us what is most beneficial to us, rather than to
tell us the “naked truth.” Our errors, then, can be imputed to God in important
respects, contrary toDescartes’ fourthMeditation theodicy, according towhich
only the human will’s lack of restraint is responsible for error.21

The above-mentioned articles of the Dictionary demonstrate Bayle’s anti-
Arminian and anti-Cartesian convictions, but they are not the Dictionary’s
principal articles dealing with the problem of evil, nor were they the articles
heavily criticized by Le Clerc and Jaquelot. However, these neglected articles
may help us to understand why Le Clerc and Jaquelot, who appear to be
Bayle’s kindred spirits in many other respects (as we will see below), would
attack Bayle so passionately. For as we will see, the wider theological and
philosophical commitments, but especially the approaches to the problem
of evil of both Le Clerc and Jaquelot, can be characterized as Arminian and
Cartesian. Bayle’s debates with Le Clerc and Jaquelot concerning the problem
of evil, therefore, can and should be understood as important moments in the
larger history of the Arminian controversy within Calvinism, and the rise and
fall of Cartesian Rationalism within philosophy.

TheDictionary’s Most Notorious Articles: “Manicheans” and
“Paulicians”

The articles of the Dictionary that are the focus of Bayle’s debates with Le
Clerc and Jaquleot are “Manicheans” and “Paulicians,” which are nominally
devoted to the history of various sects of Manicheism. The Manicheans were
a sect founded in the third century by the Persian philosopher, Manes, who
taught that there are two fundamental causal principles in the universe: all the
good in the world is the effect of a perfectly good deity, while all the evil flows
from a thoroughly malevolent deity. The two gods work out their respective

20 dhc iv, “Rimini, Gregoire de,” rem. b, 57a.
21 For a detailed analysis of Bayle’s article “Rimini, Gregoire de” within the context of the

fall of Cartesianism, see Gianni Paganini, Skepsis: Le débat des modernes sur le scepticisme
(Paris: Libraire Philosophique J. Vrin, 2008), 359–384.
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domains in a sort of divine state of nature, wherein each realizes the other’s
equal power, and therefore settles on a shared sovereignty over worldly affairs
rather than waging all-out war. Bayle traces this thesis back to Zoroaster, and
associates the thesis with Plato and his school, as well as with the second-
century heretic, Marcion. The fame of the sect owes, however, to Augustine’s
early espousal, and later refutation, of the teachings ofManes, and so the thesis
of the two principles bearsManes’ name. The Paulicians were a group of Arme-
nianManicheans of the seventh century, under the leadership of a certain Paul.

The articles in the Dictionary devoted toManicheans are scarcely important
for their contribution to the history of those sects, and considered as history,
they occasioned no controversy. Their importance and notoriety arose instead
from the numerous philosophical footnotes treating the problem of evil to
which these articles give rise. In these notes Bayle relies little, if at all, on the
writings of historical Manicheans, but instead elaborates decades worth of his
own original thought about the problem of evil. As usual, Bayle is anything
but systematic in his philosophical reflection, but when eventually pressed
by Le Clerc to enumerate clearly the principles of his “doctrine” concerning
the problem of evil, Bayle reduces the pages of dense argumentation to the
following three theses, which are useful for recapitulating the arguments of
“Manicheans” and “Paulicians”:

[p1] The natural light and revelation teach us clearly that there is only
oneprinciple of all things, and that this principle is infinitely perfect.

[p2] The way of reconciling the moral and physical evil of humanity
with all the attributes of this single, infinitely perfect principle of all
things surpasses our philosophical lights, such that the Manichean
objections leave us with difficulties that human reason cannot re-
solve.

[p3] Nevertheless, it is necessary to believe firmly what the natural light
and revelation teach us about the unity and infinite perfection of
God, just as we believe in the mysteries of the Trinity, the Incarna-
tion, etc., by faith and by submission to divine authority.22

Nobody questioned Bayle’s espousal of p1, an unfortunate fact according to
Leibniz, since forcing Bayle to defend p1 at greater length would have “led him
to say a thousand beautiful things that would have been advantageous both

22 Bayle, rbl iii (od iii, 992b–993a). The labels ‘p1’, ‘p2’, and ‘p3’ are mine; otherwise this is a
quotation of Bayle’s précis of his doctrine.
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to religion and to himself.”23 The debates between Bayle and Le Clerc, as well
as Bayle and Jaquelot therefore centered on p2 and p3, as well as the logical
and psychological transitions from the former to the latter. In the following
paragraph I give an overview of Bayle’s arguments in defence of p1–p3, after
which I devote separate discussions to a more elaborate analysis of the themes
and arguments in “Manicheans,” remark d, and in “Paulicians.”

In “Manicheans” Bayle briefly defends each of p1–p3 through a feigned dia-
logue between themonist24 philosopher, Melissus, whose partial victory in the
debate motivates p1, and the dualist philosopher (and hence representative of
Manicheism), Zoroaster, whose partial victory in turn gives rise to p2. The two
interlocutors arepersonificationsofaprioriandaposteriori reason respectively,
so their overall stalemate is intended to demonstrate the internal conflict of
reason and the need for the supplement of faith when treating the origin of
evil, i.e. p3. In “Paulicians” Bayle expands his defence of the most controversial
principle, p2. The method Bayle employs is a survey and refutation of histori-
cal theodicies. Hence most of the arguments found troubling by Bayle’s critics
are laid out in “Paulicians.” Before treating that article, however, amoredetailed
analysis of “Manicheans”will provide the best viewof the overall logic of Bayle’s
position on the problem of evil.

The Internal Conflict of Reason: “Manicheans,” remark d
Bayle’s philosophical reflection on the problem of evil in the Dictionary first
appears in remark d of “Manicheans,” and is introduced by the following claim
in thebodyof that article: “Onehas to admit that this false doctrine [Manichean
dualism],which ismucholder thanManes and is unsustainable onceweaccept
either the whole or just part of Holy Scripture, would be very difficult to refute
if it were defended by pagan philosophers who were trained in the weapons
of debate.”25 Remark d is devoted to illustrating how the ablest pagan philoso-

23 G.W. Leibniz to Beauval, 19 February 1706; quoted from Hubert Bost, Pierre Bayle (Paris:
Fayard, 2006), 487.

24 In this Introduction I use theword ‘monism’ to capture in awordwhat Baylemeant by “the
system of one unique principle,” and to mean roughly what ‘monotheism’ means today
(except that ‘monotheism’ entails belief that the first principle is a god, while ‘monism’ is
more general and better captures what Bayle’s pagans would uphold). By ‘dualism’ I am
referring to what Bayle called “the doctrine of two principles,” i.e. the view that there are
two ultimate, coeternal first principles of the universe. By ‘monism’ I do not mean the
belief that there is only one substance in existence. And by ‘dualism’ I am not referring to
mind-body dualism.

25 dhc iii, “Manichéens,” in corpore, 303–304.
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phers might have developedManichean dualism into a compelling philosoph-
ical system that could rival monism. The remark begins, however, with a brief
defence of p1. Bayle claims that the pagan philosophers who could build a plau-
sible rational system out of Manichean dualism would nevertheless be easily
defeated if their debate withmonists were restricted to a priori reasons. Here is
the a priori argument that Bayle believes establishes the truth of monism and
the evident falsity of dualism:

[Defence of p1] The clearest and most certain ideas of order teach us that
a being that exists by itself [par lui-même], a being that is necessary and
eternal, must be unique, infinite, all-powerful, and endowed with every
sort of perfection. Thus, in consulting these ideas, we find nothing more
absurd than thehypothesis of two eternal principles, each independent of
the other, of which one principle possesses no goodness and can impede
the designs of the other.26

The argument is that any being that is self-caused (i.e. “exists by itself”), nec-
essary and eternal must also be unique, infinite, all-powerful and possess all
perfections, including goodness. But according to Manicheism, there are two
independent principles, each of which is allegedly self-caused, necessary, and
eternal, but neither of which can claim to be the unique first cause, infinite, or
all-powerful, andoneofwhich lacks theperfectionof goodness. SoManicheism
must be false, since it contradicts these “clearest and most certain ideas of
order.” To most readers today this argument will seem weak, to the point that
one might charge Bayle with insincerity. Bayle had to give Christian monothe-
ism some rational support lest he be suspected of atheism, so he gave Christian
monotheism this very slight a priori victory. Supporters of the atheist reading
of Bayle will be inclined to this interpretation of the defence of p1.

Another plausible interpretation of the brevity of this defence, however, can
be offered on the basis of work done by Jean-Luc Solère on theMedieval origins
of Bayle’s philosophical reflectionon first causes.27 Bayle’s defence of p1 above is
a mere précis of a Medieval argument with which most philosophers in Bayle’s
time would have been acquainted, so there was no need for Bayle to expand
it. The main missing premise, which is an axiom of Medieval metaphysics that
also plays an important role inDescartes’Meditations, is that “nothing is limited

26 dhc iii, “Manichéens,” rem. d, 305a.
27 See Jean-Luc Solère, “Bayle, les Théologiens Catholiques et la Rétorsion Stratonicienne,”

129–170, in Antony McKenna and Gianni Paganini (eds), Pierre Bayle dans la République
des Lettres (Paris: Honoré Champion, 2004).
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by itself, but only by external agents.”28 So a being that exists by itself, i.e. a
necessary being that has caused itself to exist for all eternity, could not limit
itself, and so would have to give itself every perfection in the act of causing
itself. That themissing premise in thedefence of p1 above is theMedieval axiom
of the impossibility of self-limitation is clear when Bayle restates that defence,
this time putting it more succinctly into themouth of his characterMelissus: “a
necessary being cannot be limited, therefore it is infinite and all-powerful, and
therefore it is unique …”29

Further support for this interpretation is given by the fact that Bayle uses
this same Medieval argument in a later work, the Continuation of the Various
Thoughts on a Comet (cpd), where he objects to the idea of a being that exists
by itself but that lacks certain perfections: “it is against the ideas of order for
such a being to lack an infinite number of perfections. Tell me why it is limited
to the precise number of perfections it has … Nothing stood in its way as
an obstacle, so what could limit it?”30 Furthermore, in the same work, Bayle
employs the a priori Medieval principle, Ockham’s razor, to argue that a being
that is infinitely perfect must also be unique. An infinitely perfect being would
have the ability to bring about everything that we observe (otherwise it would
lack perfect power), so it ismetaphysically superfluous to assume that there are
two such beings.31We can fill in Bayle’s defence of p1, therefore, usingMedieval
metaphysics that Bayle knew well and employed elsewhere in precisely the
way that is needed to fill in the defence of p1: existence-by-itself entails a lack
of limitations; lack of limitations entails infinite perfection; infinite perfection
entails uniqueness. It is likely that Bayle assumed his readers would not require
the missing premises to be identified.32

If p1 is backed by the “clearest and most certain ideas of order,” then why
does Bayle believe that Manichean dualism could be well defended if backed

28 See Solère, “Bayle, les Théologiens Catholiques,” 144. (Descartes assumes the axiom when
he argues in the Third Meditation that the fact of his own limitation entails that he is not
the cause of himself.)

29 dhc iii, “Manichéens,” rem. d, 305b (emphasis mine).
30 Bayle, cpd, cxiv (od iii, 346b).
31 Bayle, cpd, cvii (od iii, 337a).
32 An interpretive difficulty concerning the defence of p1 remains, however, for again in the

cpd Bayle writes, “You and I find it evident that what exists by itself cannot lack any
perfection, but there were no pagan philosophers who knew this truth” (cpd, cvii; od iii,
337b). The problem is that in remark d of “Manichéens,” Bayle puts this truth into the
mouth of a pagan philosopher. The problem is resolved, I think, by interpreting the pagan
philosophers Melissus and Zoroaster not as historical figures, but as personifications of
reason that speak always on Bayle’s behalf.
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by an able philosopher? Bayle’s answer to this question turns the discussion
in remark d toward the defence of p2: “For a system to be considered good, it
requires two things: first, its ideas must be distinct; second, it must be able to
account for experience. So now we must see whether the hypothesis of one
principle accords well with the phenomena of nature.”33 The discussion turns
from a priori reasoning, which supportsmonism, toward a posteriori reasoning,
which will be the stronghold of the Manichean interlocutor Zoroaster. Not all
experiences will provide the basis of Zoroaster’s arguments, however, but only
the experiences of human beings. Bayle explains the reason for this in one of
the most quoted passages of the Dictionary:

[Evidence for p2] The heavens and all the rest of the universe preach the
glory, power, and unity of God; man alone, that masterpiece of the Cre-
ator among things visible,man alone, I say, furnishes very great objections
against the unity of God. Here is why. Man is wicked and unhappy: every-
one knows these two things by what takes place within himself, and by
the business he is forced to have with his neighbours. Five or six years
alone are sufficient to be perfectly convinced of these two points. Those
who live longer and those who are deeply involved in public affairs know
these things even more clearly. Travels are perpetual lessons on the sub-
ject. They demonstrate man’s condition by many monuments of human
misery and vice, by endless prisons and hospitals, gallows and beggars.
Here you see the debris of a once-flourishing city; elsewhere you cannot
even find ruins … The learned, without leaving their libraries, acquire the
greatest appreciation of these two facts by reading histories, which per-
mit us to survey all the ages and nations of humankind. Indeed history
is, properly speaking, just the collection of the crimes and misfortunes of
humanity. But let us note that these two evils, one moral and the other
physical, do not take up the whole of history, nor the entire experience of
individuals. We find everywhere both moral and physical goodness, sev-
eral examples of virtue, and some instances of happiness; that is what
makes the matter difficult. For if everyone were evil and unhappy, then
it would not be necessary to appeal to the hypothesis of two principles. It
is the mixture in human experience of happiness and virtue on the one
hand,withmisery and vice on the other that demands the dualist hypoth-
esis.34

33 dhc iii, “Manichéens,” rem. d, 305a.
34 dhc iii, “Manichéens,” rem. d, 305b.
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I have labelled the famous passage above “Evidence for p2” and not “Defence
of p2” for obvious reasons. We have here the data, as it were, upon which the
dualist Zoroaster will later draw in his debate with the monist Melissus, but
we do not yet have a proper argument. Nevertheless, the foundations of the
argument are clearly laid. The idea is that on the basis of the hypothesis of
one causal principle, the existence of the contraries good/evil, pleasure/pain,
fortune/misfortune, happiness/misery cannot be explained. These contraries
must all have their source in the same causal principle, since there is by hypoth-
esis but one. This principle, however, is supposed to be supremely perfect,
while half of these contraries are kinds of imperfections. Moreover, the prob-
lem with imagining both good and evil arising from the same source is clearer
if we notice that several lines above the passage just quoted Bayle assumes that
monism professes not only the unity of the first cause, but also the simplicity
and immutability of that cause.35 (The assumption that unity, simplicity, and
immutability are tightly linked is evidence of another unspoken debt of Bayle’s
to Medieval philosophy.36) If the first cause is simple, then it seems impossible
for contraries to exist simultaneously in that principle and consequently give
rise to divisionswithin it; and if the first cause is immutable, then thepossibility
of contraries existing in the principle at different times is ruled out. All of these
difficulties can be avoided, thinks Bayle, if we assume along with dualists that
there are two principles of all things, one simply good, the other simply evil.

At this point in remark d Bayle introduces Melissus and Zoroaster as the
proponents of a priori and a posteriori reasons respectively, and briefly repeats
the defence of p1 through Melissus. Zoroaster concedes that the monist argu-
ment of Melissus is from the point of view of reason alone, independent of
experience, superior to any a priori argument on behalf of dualism. However,
Zoroaster claims that the most important part of a rational system is not its
a priori element, but its ability to account for experience and observation, i.e.
its a posteriori element. Zoroaster then poses a series of questions to Melissus
to demonstrate the weakness of monism in accounting for human experience:
“If man is the work of a single supremely good, holy, and powerful principle,
can he be exposed to sickness, to cold, to heat, to hunger, to thirst, to pain,
to sadness? Can he have so many bad inclinations? Can he commit so many

35 Bayle clarifies that the dualist is trying to raise “…anobjection against the unity, simplicity,
and immutability of God.” Bayle goes on a few lines later to say the monist’s goal is to “…
save the simplicity and immutability of God’s ways …” See dhc iii, “Manichéens,” rem. d,
305a–b.

36 See, for example, Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae i, qq. 3, 9, and 11, where God’s
simplicity, immutability, and unity (respectively) are intricately connected.
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crimes?Canperfect holiness produce criminal creatures?Canperfect goodness
produce unhappy creatures?Wouldn’t the combination of supreme power and
infinite goodness completely fill its work with goodness, and keep away from
its creation anything that might offend or sadden it?”37

Melissus responds to Zoroaster with an argument that Bayle calls the “most
reasonable” response to the ancient problem of the origin of evil. As we will
continue to see, this response on behalf of monism is, in Bayle’s view, the
best theodicy within the bounds of reason alone. Bayle’s first statement of the
response will therefore be quoted in full:

[Melissus’ Free-Will Theodicy] Melissus will respond that man was not
wicked when God made him. He will say that man received from God
a happy state, but since he did not follow the light of his conscience,
which God intended to lead man along the path of virtue, he became
wicked, and consequently deserved to feel the effects of thewrath of God,
who is supremely just as well as supremely good. Therefore, God is not
the cause of moral evil, though He is the cause of physical evil, which
is nothing other than punishment for moral evil; punishment which,
far from being incompatible with a supremely good principle, in fact
emanates necessarily from one of His attributes, namely justice, which
is no less essential than His goodness … All that can be said, therefore, is
that once he left the hands of his creator, man possessed [no inclination
toward evil] but merely a power capable of determining himself toward
evil, and that once he had determined himself toward evil, he alone was
the cause of the crime he committed and of the moral evil that entered
the universe.38

Some key points of this free-will theodicy deserve to be highlighted. First, the
theodicy claims that no actual evil was produced by the infinitely perfect God,
but it does not deny that the potential for moral evil was present in human
beings from the beginning. When humans were created, they were created
morally innocent and happy, but they were created free and therefore able
to turn away from this happy state. Second, God provided the first humans
with conscience as a means of guiding them toward continued innocence and
happiness, but this moral guide was evidently violable. Third, though humans
possessed no original inclination toward sin, humans nevertheless employed

37 dhc iii, “Manichéens,” rem. d, 306a.
38 dhc iii, “Manichéens,” rem. d, 306a.
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their power of self-determination (i.e. free will) to violate conscience and
incline themselves toward evil. Finally, there is no denial in this theodicy that
God is fully responsible for one class of evil, physical evil or suffering. However,
suffering is alleged to be a necessary emanation of justice, which is in turn an
essential attribute of the perfect divine nature.

Bayle offers two main objections to the traditional free-will theodicy at this
point and promises that others will follow in remarks to the article “Paulicians.”
Both are a priori objections. The first challenges the very concept of free will as
it is used to exculpate God from any causal role in sin. The second is based in a
priori reflections concerning the moral duties of an infinitely good first cause.

[First Objection to Free-Will Theodicy] [W]e have no distinct idea that
permits us to understand how a being that does not exist by itself can
nevertheless act by itself. Zoroaster will therefore say that the free will
given to man is not able to give itself an actual determination, since it
exists constantly and totally through the action of God.

[SecondObjection to Free-Will Theodicy] [Zoroaster]will ask this question:
did God foresee that man would make use of his free will in this way? If
Melissus answers ‘yes’, then Zoroasterwill respond that it does not appear
possible for anything at all to foresee that which depends uniquely on an
indeterminate cause. But I will grant you, hewill say, that God foresawHis
creature’s sin, and I will conclude that God should have prevented that
sin; for the ideas of order will not tolerate that an infinitely good and holy
cause that is capable of preventing the introduction of moral evil should
not in fact prevent it, especially considering that by permitting sin, God
will be obliged to heap punishment upon His own creation. If God did
not foresee the Fall of Man, He at least judged that it was possible. God
wouldhave realized that ifHis creatures in fact sinned,Hewouldhavehad
to renounce His paternal goodness in favour of taking on the character
of a severe judge in order to make His creatures miserable. So He would
have chosen instead to determineman towardmoral goodness, just as He
determines him toward his physical good. Hewould not have left inman’s
soul any power to commit sin, just as He did not leave in man’s soul any
power to lead himself toward unhappiness considered as such … [O]r, if
God did give creatures the power of freewill, Hewould havewatched over
them constantly to ensure that they did not sin.39

39 For both objections: dhc iii, “Manichéens,” rem. d, 306a.
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Bayle’s claim in remark d of “Manicheans” is not that these two objections
in particular are unanswerable. In fact, he admits that Melissus would have
much to answer to both objections. The claim instead is that “all that Melissus
could answer would be opposed immediately by arguments just as plausible as
his own, such that the dispute would never end.”40 Putting all of this together,
we can conclude that Bayle’s defence of p2 in “Manicheans,” remark d is the
following (which is a reconstruction, not a quotation):

[Defence of p2] The most reasonable response that can be offered in
defence of monism when faced with the problem of the origin of evil
is Melissus’ free-will theodicy. If any theodicy can successfully respond
to Manichean objections like those of Zoroaster, then this theodicy can.
However, reason cannot ever fully vindicate Melissus’ free-will theodicy
(or therefore any other theodicy); there will always remain convincing
Manichean objections to it.

This is merely an initial defence of p2, which Bayle promises to expand in
“Paulicians.” Two aspects of the defence require further attention. First, Bayle
has thus far sampled only a single theodicy. His claim that this is the best
theodicy from the point of view of reason requires further support. Second,
even if we grant that the free-will theodicy as sketched above is the best that
reason can do against the problem of evil, nevertheless Bayle has not yet
defended that theodicy against his twomain objections to it. His claim that the
dispute between the monist and dualist on this front would be interminable
requires further support. As we will see, these two shortcomings of the initial
defence of p2 also indicate the lines along which Bayle’s future debates with Le
Clerc and Jaquelot will run. Le Clerc will open his debate with Bayle by alleging
that a theodicy that Bayle never considered, that of the ancient Church Father
Origen, can answer all of reason’s objections far better than any theodicy that
Bayle has surveyed. Jaquelot, on the other hand, will work from the beginning
to the endof his debate todefenda versionof the free-will theodicy andprove to
Bayle that theMelissus-Zoroaster debate can be ended in short order in favour
of the monist.

The remainder of remark d is concerned with the transition from p2 to p3.
Bayle outlines the sort of narrative that Zoroaster could tell about the contest
between Good and Evil that his dualism proposes. He suggests that despite its
hypothetical nature, the foundation of this narrative is more solid than that of

40 dhc iii, “Manichéens,” rem. d, 306a.
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monism, at least from an a posteriori perspective. All the duality experienced
in the human condition points to an initial duality of good and evil, not to a
simple, perfectly good first cause. Therefore, Melissus has decidedly won the
a priori debate, while Zoroaster has won the a posteriori debate. The result is
that reason alone is incapable of determining whether one all-perfect cause
or two limited causes is/are responsible for the creation of the universe. The
worry, of course, is that this conclusion seems to undermine the foundation of
Christianity. However, this is where Bayle adds another of theDictionary’s most
quoted passages, this time concerning the weakness of human reason, and the
need for faith:

[Defence of p3] Human reason … is a principle of destruction, not of
construction. It is good only for forming doubts, for turning us around
in circles, and for making debates endless. I doubt I will go wrong if I
say of natural revelation, i.e. the light of reason, what theologians say
of the Law of Moses. They say that it was good only for demonstrating
to man his imperfection and his need for a redeemer and for a merciful
law. It was a teacher (in their terms) meant to lead us to Jesus Christ. Let
us say roughly the same thing about reason: it is good only for showing
man his blindness, his weakness, and the necessity of another revelation.
That other revelation is Scripture. There we will find something with
which to refute the hypothesis of two principles and all the objections
of Zoroaster. There we find the unity of God and his infinite perfection,
the Fall of Man and all its consequences. Let someone tell us with an
array of arguments that it was not possible for moral evil to introduce
itself into aworld created by an infinitely good and holy first principle; we
will respond that nevertheless this happened, and consequently it is very
possible. Nothing is more senseless than arguing against facts: the axiom,
ab actu ad potentiam valet consequentia [the inference from actuality to
potentiality is valid], is as clear as the proposition ‘two plus two equals
four.’41

Since reason is divided over the monism-dualism debate, reason cannot itself
determine the truth of the matter. This much of Bayle’s defence of p3 is clear.
However, the move from the defeat of reason toward the victory of Judeo-
Christian Scripture is hasty. As it stands, Bayle’s fideism appears unmotivated,
and hence insincere. Leibniz was right, if we restrict our attention to remark

41 dhc iii, “Manichéens,” rem. d, 306b.
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d of “Manicheans,” that Bayle silenced reason only after having made it speak
too much. The transition from p2 to p3 will not be developed much further in
“Paulicians,” and so it is not surprising that both Le Clerc and Jaquelot will chal-
lenge Bayle to clarify his understanding of the relationship between faith and
reason that underlies this transition.However, aswewill see, Bayle does expand
the transition from p2 to p3 in his Clarification on the Manicheans, which was
appended to the second edition of the Dictionary. So as was mentioned above,
“Manicheans” should be read only as Bayle’s first pass at the issue of the prob-
lem of evil, and his overview of the logic of his doctrine; it is far from his final
word. In what remains of this section of the Introduction, I will briefly review
the additions to the defences of p2 and p3 that Bayle makes in “Paulicians” and
in the “Clarification on the Manicheans.”

The Failure of Rational Theodicy: “Paulicians”
The philosophical treatment of the problemof evil is taken up again by Bayle in
theDictionary in “Paulicians,” remark e.42 ThoughBayle’s treatment again lacks
the appearance of a system, nevertheless he continues to unfold and elaborate
the doctrine presented above—p1, p2, p3. Nothing is added in “Paulicians”
concerning p1, and so the discussion delves immediately into p2 and concludes
with p3. Before getting to thenewarguments for theseprinciples, it is important
to note that remark e of “Paulicians” begins bymaking twomodifications to the
discussion of evil in “Manicheans.”

In “Manicheans” Bayle’s two interlocutors,Melissus and Zoroaster, were pre-
sented as pagan philosophers ignorant of revelation. Hence both a priori and
a posteriori reason were understood to be completely independent of the rev-
elation of the Bible. In “Paulicians,” however, and in most of his subsequent
related discussions of evil, including Bayle’s debates with Le Clerc and Jaque-
lot, only ‘a priori reason’ will continue tomean reason alone, independent of all
revelation. That is because, from now on, Bayle will focus on debates between
thinkers who accept all or part of the Judeo-Christian Bible, such as Chris-
tians, Manicheans, and Paulicians (the latter two of which accepted the whole
of the Christian Scriptures, but only part of the Hebrew Scriptures). For these
thinkers, the “data” given in the Bible count as facts that can inform a posteri-
ori reason, and must be accounted for by it. Understanding a posteriori reason
to include the “facts” of Scripture is the only way to understand this otherwise

42 Between “Manichéens” and “Pauliciens” there is a substantial contribution to the discus-
sion in “Marcionites,” remarks f andg,which treat the compatibility of freewill and divine
grace. Bayle’s comments in “Marcionites” are repeated and expanded in the remarks to
“Pauliciens” to be treated below.
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puzzling early claim in remark e of “Paulicians”: “The Fathers of the Church …
responded poorly to the objections concerning the origin of evil. They should
have abandoned all a priori reasons … and contented themselves with a poste-
riori reasons.”43 This claim is puzzling because the Fathers of the Church were
monotheists, and according to Bayle’s discussion in “Manicheans,” remark d,
the stronghold of monotheists is a priori reason, not a posteriori reason. But if
we understand apriori reason now tomean reasons independent of experience
and revelation, and a posteriori reason to mean reason informed by experi-
ence and revelation, then the claim is consistent with Bayle’s conclusion in
“Manicheans,” remark d.

The second modification to the discussion is more significant. In “Mani-
cheans” Bayle was content to prove that better-skilled Manicheans would be
“difficult” to defeat in debate over the problem of evil; they could level objec-
tions against monists that were “just as plausible” as the responses given by
monists. These are the ways that Bayle expresses p2 in “Manicheans.” The tone
of the discussion in that article suggests a weak interpretation of the insolubil-
ity of the problem of evil for monists. That discussion proves at best the claim
that dualists are formidable debate partners formonists in discussions over the
origin of evil. But Bayle does not say anything about the possibility of rational
theodicy considered in itself. Is there a true theodicy, discoverable by reason?
Bayle’s discussion in “Manicheans” does not explicitly say. It merely argues that
any theodicy put forward will be susceptible to an endless series of compelling
objections. However, the presence of good objections is not always an indica-
tion of falsehood (before the invention of telescopes there were excellent, even
unanswerable objections to innumerable astronomical truths). In any case, at
the outset of remark e of “Paulicians” Bayle announces that his thesis p2 should
be taken in a stronger sense to imply that there is no true theodicy discoverable
by human reason, which is why there are invincible objections to every theod-
icy:

[Strong Interpretation of p2] [T]he manner in which evil was introduced
under the empire of an infinitely good, infinitely holy, infinitely powerful
sovereign being is not only inexplicable, but incomprehensible, and every
objection that is opposed to the reasons why this sovereign being permit-
ted evil is more in conformity with the natural light and the ideas of order
than these reasons are.44

43 dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. e, 625a.
44 dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. e, 625a–b.
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However, in “Paulicians,” Bayle will not attempt to demonstrate the strong
interpretation of p2 just quoted. That is, he will not give reasons of a general
nature that lead validly to the conclusion that no rational theodicy is possi-
ble.45 Instead, he will make the thesis compelling and probable by treating
numerous attempts at rational theodicy, and by showing how these fail. This
argumentative strategy is one of the main reasons why Le Clerc and Jaque-
lot criticized “Manicheans” and “Paulicians,” which obviously claimmore than
they rigourously prove. These articles invite the invention of rational theodicies
that Bayle failed to consider and further defences of the theodicies that Bayle
claimed to refute. Yet, as wewill see, Bayle’s case studies in “Paulicians,” though
they do not comprise a demonstration of the strong interpretation of p2, nev-
ertheless anticipate nearly every theme and objection that Le Clerc or Jaquelot
would later introduce, the most important ones of which I survey immediately
below. Rather than continuing with my line-by-line analysis of Bayle’s texts
(which would become repetitive and tiresome), I have organized the rest of
Bayle’s arguments in “Paulicians” by theme.

Perfect Goodness
Bayle argues that monism cannot account for the mixture of good and evil
because the perfect goodness that it ascribes to the first principle cannot give
rise to such a mixture: “If we depend … only on a single all-powerful, infinitely
good, infinitely free cause that universally disposes of its beings according to
the good pleasure of its will, then we should never experience any evil, all of
our goods should be pure, andwe should never encounter the least unpleasant-
ness.”46 Bayle’s concept of perfect goodness will always remain the same in his
treatment of the problem of evil. By ‘perfect goodness’ hemeans not only high-
est goodness, but also pure goodness that does not tolerate the least mixture of
evil. Perfect goodness is therefore amatter not only of quantity, but also of qual-
ity. Bayle’s interlocutors, especially Le Clerc, will press him to consider other
definitions of ‘perfect goodness,’ but Bayle will remain committed to the purity
condition, insisting at all times that “if theAuthor of our being is infinitely good,
then he must take continuous pleasure in making us happy and preventing
anything that might trouble us or diminish our joy. This is an essential charac-

45 I argue elsewhere that Bayle offers a metaphysical defence of the strong interpretation of
p2 in the article “Synergistes,” remarks b and c, of the second edition of the Dictionary. See
MichaelW. Hickson, “Theodicy and Toleration in Bayle’s Dictionary,” Journal of theHistory
of Philosophy 51:1 (2013), especially 66–71.

46 dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. e, 626a.
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teristic of the idea of perfect goodness.”47 Charges of anthropomorphism and
anthropocentrismwill be hurled about in this debate: anthropomorphismwill
be charged by Bayle against Le Clerc and Jaquelot for their insistence on using
impure human goodness as the model of perfect divine goodness; and anthro-
pocentrism by Le Clerc and Jaquelot against Bayle for his insistence that God
should serve the interests of humankind without ever subjecting the latter to
the slightest disagreeable experience.

The Utility and Necessity of Evil
Bayle’s concept of perfect goodness, and his belief that a world is possible in
which no sentient beings ever suffer, lead him to reject any theodicy based
on the alleged utility or necessity of evil in the divine plan. A God who must
employ evil to bring about His plans is either weak or unwise. Bayle’s first
discussion of this point arises when he treats the theodicy of the ancient
Church father, Lactantius, who responded to arguments ascribed to Epicurus
against divine providence.48 Lactantius argued that we must first know evil
before we can become virtuous. Since the nature of virtue involves patiently
overcoming adversity, there must necessarily be some adversity if there is to
be any virtue. So God permitted evil in order to permit the realization of virtue.
Moreover, since virtue is required beforewisdomcan be attained, evil is further
necessary for the realization of wisdom. Both Le Clerc and Jaquelot will offer
similar lines of reasoning.

Bayle opposes this theodicy first with a posteriori arguments based in Chris-
tian tradition, and second on a priori grounds. The first refutation goes as fol-
lows. If Lactantius is correct that some evil is required for the acquisition of
wisdom and virtue, then it follows that Adam and Eve were deprived of these
things before the Fall when, according to tradition, there was not yet any evil in
the Garden. So the first humans, who are by tradition themost perfect humans
that ever lived, were unable to be virtuous or wise. Moreover, it would follow
that the angels are neitherwise nor virtuous, since they are not subject to either
physical evil (since they lack bodies) ormoral evil (since they enjoy the beatific
vision). But these claims that the first humans and all the angels lack virtue and
wisdom are unacceptable. Therefore, moral goodness without any evil is pos-
sible.

The a priori argument focuses on a secondary point made by Lactantius,
namely that pain is required before pleasure can even be experienced. Bayle’s

47 dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. e, 626a.
48 This theodicy can be found in the thirteenth chapter of Lactantius’ De Ira Dei [On the

Wrath of God].
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refutation of this claim involves a lengthy discussion of the epistemic indepen-
dence of the knowledge of pleasure and the knowledge of pain whose details
are too numerous to summarize here. The basic idea is that physical pleasure is
agreeable in itself, not merely in comparison with pain, and it is possible that
God could prevent the experience of pleasure frombecoming insipid over time
by reversing the dulling effects on the brain that are the cause of that insipid-
ness. A life of constant pleasure, frombeginning to end, is therefore apossibility
within God’s power to bring about. This thesis, in combination with the con-
clusion of Bayle’s a posteriori argument, entails that there is a possible world in
which humans live lives of uninterrupted pleasure, virtue, and wisdom. A per-
fectly good God would surely choose this possible world. So Bayle concludes
that the experience of alternating pleasure and pain, virtue and vice in our lives
is a strong argument for the greater probability of dualism, which accounts for
it very easily.

Bayle raises another objection to theodicies that rely on the utility or neces-
sity of evil when he discusses the Stoic Chrysippus, who made points similar
to those made by Lactantius. The problem with both of these authors’ theodi-
cies is that the amount of evil in the world is surely more than what is needed
to make pleasure or virtue possible. Bayle quotes Plutarch as his witness: “[A]ll
humanaffairs are full of vice, and thewhole of human life, from thepreamble to
the very end of the conclusion, is disordered, depraved, and disturbed; not one
part of it is pure and irreprehensible. Human existence is the most wretched
and disagreeable of farces.”49 If evil is necessary to render certain goods pos-
sible, then God would choose to actualize only the minimum amount of evil
required for the purpose. But surely there is more evil than what is necessary
to realize any good purpose.

Kinds of Evil
Throughout themajority of his writings on the problem of evil, Bayle will focus
above all on two kinds of evil: physical evil, i.e. physical or emotional pain;
and moral evil, i.e. vices, sins, and violations of conscience. But in remark l
of “Pauliciens,”50 Bayle uncovers a third kind of evil in the writings of the early
Platonist, Maximus of Tyre, as well as a monist theodicy based in reflections
on that third kind of evil. This third category of evil is not named by Bayle,

49 Plutarch, Adversus Stoicos; quoted and translated from dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. g,
630b.

50 This remark first appeared in the second edition of the Dictionary, and was therefore
unknown to Le Clerc when he wrote the Parrhasiana, which was the beginning of the
Bayle-Le Clerc controversy.
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but it bears a strong resemblance to what Leibniz refers to as metaphysical
evil. According to Maximus, matter and the human soul both suffer from
inherent depravations which are the occasional causes of physical evils and
moral evils respectively. The perfectly good artisan god was hence limited in
what he could bring about from the material and animate substances upon
which he set to work. Every good thing that comes about from matter or souls
should be attributed to the artful work of the creator, but every bad thing
should be ascribed to accidental side effects of the god’s workmanship that
arise necessarily from the imperfect quality of matter and soul. Maximus uses
an analogy to clarify his theodicy. When the artist strikes hot iron, the artist
intends to impose a formon the rawmaterial, so all of the resulting form should
be ascribed to the intentionof the artist. But in theprocess of creating this form,
sparks will fly due to the inherent nature of hot iron. None of these accidental
sparks, which are Maximus’s analogue for physical evils, are intended by the
artist, and therefore he should not be held responsible for them or any damage
they go on to cause elsewhere.

The inherent depravation of matter, particularly that of the human body, is
always the occasional cause of moral evil, according toMaximus, who borrows
Plato’s analogy to clarify his point. The soul was placed by god in a human
body to lead it, as a charioteer leads a team of horses. But these horses (the
body) are bynature unruly, and listen to only some commands of the charioteer
(the will), while disregarding the rest. On some occasions the unruliness of
the body infects the soul and inspires the inherently depraved will to indulge
in sins. Bayle levels two principal objections against this theodicy based on
metaphysical evil. The first objection is that the theodicy, while posing as
monist, is in fact dualist since it recognizes a second principle, matter, not
completely under the control of the good god.51 The inherent depravation
of matter is not the result of god’s creative work, and so it must be treated
in this theodicy as an independent first cause. The second objection is that
the theodicy fails to justify the perfect goodness or holiness of god, as Bayle
succinctly notes: “A good and virtuous father would never let his children ride
unruly horses …”52

51 Bayle’s refutation of Maximus of Tyre’s theodicy perhaps anticipates how Bayle would
have responded to Leibniz’s Theodicy, had he lived long enough to read it. See David Fate
Norton, “Leibniz andBayle:ManicheismandDialectic,” Journal of theHistory of Philosophy
2(1): 23–36 (1964).

52 dhc iii, “Paucliciens,” rem. l, 634b.
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Five Further Objections to Free-Will Theodicy
Since Bayle identified the free-will theodicy in “Manicheans” as reason’s best
attempt at resolving the problem of evil, it is not surprising that much of
“Paulicians” is devoted to that argument, which Bayle describes as a “beautiful
argument that contains a certain je ne sçai quoi that dazzles readers with its
grandeur; but an argument that can ultimately be defeated by reasons that are
more within the reach of commoners, more well-founded in good sense and
in the ideas of order.”53 There are five objections to free-will theodicy spread
throughout the various remarks to “Paulicians.”

Bayle summarizes the free-will theodicy of St. Basil and then objects that the
argument is guilty of begging the question against dualists.54 Bayle’s objection
applies, however, to any free-will theodicy. The dualists ask monists how, on
their account, it was possible for evil to enter the universe, considering that
it is governed by a single perfectly good and sovereign God. St. Basil answers
that it was through the evil free action of humankind. But then the dualists
will ask why or how humans were created evil by the perfectly good God. St.
Basil responds that humans were created perfectly innocent, not evil, but then
they abused the free will given to them by God, and this is how both moral
and physical evil entered the world. But as it stands, this “solution” offered
by St. Basil does not answer the problem of evil at all, but merely restates or
refocuses it. Now the dualist will want to know how it was possible for an
innocent creature to fall from goodness in a universe governed by a single
perfectly good and sovereign God. As the free-will theodicist continues to give
details to deepen his story, Bayle will continue to restate the original problem.
According to Bayle, free-will theodicy cannot ever demonstrate the consistency
of the existence of evil and of a single perfectly good God; it must always beg
the question by assuming that consistency.

The second objection to free-will theodicies is that they usually assume
that free will was a good, and perhaps even the best, gift that God made to
humankind. The goodness of the gift of free will serves to explain why God ran
the risk of introducing sin into the world when He gave this gift. But, Bayle
argues, if we think rationally about the morality of gift giving, the way that
Seneca does inDeBeneficiis and theway that Cicero does through his character
Cotta in De Natura Deorum, then we are led to the conclusion that free will
is far from satisfying the conditions of a good gift. The first principle of gift-
giving is that “it is part of the essence of a benefactor never to give a gift that he

53 dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. e, 627a.
54 dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. e, 626b.
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knows the recipientwill abuse in such away that the gift will ruin the recipient.
Only enemies would be eager to give gifts that will be abused and that will
ruin their recipient. It is part of the essence of a benefactor to spare nothing
to guarantee that his gifts will render their recipient happy.”55 Having foreseen
that human beings would abuse free will, God should have either withheld
the gift altogether or accompanied the gift of free will with a greater purity
of heart and a more ardent taste for goodness in human beings. But, some
will respond, without free will human beings could not love God freely. Bayle
responds by pointing out that even with free will, very few human beings love
God as they should, and many more employ free will to act contrary to God’s
commands. “With these reasons inmind, it is easy to demonstrate that the free
will of the first man, which was preserved in its entirety in the circumstances
in which he abused it in such a way that led to his own demise, to the ruin of
humankind, to the eternal damnation of the majority of his descendants, and
to the introduction of a terrifying flood of sin and suffering, was not a good
gift. We will never understand how this gift could be preserved by an effect of
goodness and the love of holiness.”56

The third fault with free-will theodicies is that they fail to recognize, in
Bayle’s view, that the capacity of the will to commit evil must itself be con-
sidered an evil, because “everything that can produce evil is itself bad, since
evil can be born only of an evil cause.”57 Whereas the second objection out-
lined immediately above seeks to show that free will is circumstantially evil,
this new objection is that the will is inherently, though not completely, evil.
Only the dualists can explain the mixture of good and evil that characterizes
the faculty of free will. It is worth noting that Bayle’s objection here seems to
assume that evil is something positive, and notmerely a privation asmany ear-
lier thinkers had thought. In fact, Bayle shows only disdain for privation theory,
and assumes throughout his writings on the problem of evil that “malice is no
less a real being than goodness.”58 It is a remarkable feature of Bayle’s debates
discussed below that neither Le Clerc nor Jaquelot made use of the privation
account of evil, which Bayle totally disregards, but which seems pertinent in
all these instances where Bayle declares that evils are as real as goods and need
just as positive a causal explanation.59

55 dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. e, 627a.
56 dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. e, 627b–628a.
57 dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. f, 628a.
58 dhc iii, “Manichéens,” rem. d, 305b (see also note 53 in the margin).
59 The account of evil as a privation is used against Bayle, however, by Dom Alexis Gaudin,

who wrote La Distinction et la Nature du Bien et du Mal (Paris: Claude Cellier, 1704). Bayle
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The fourth new objection in “Paulicians,” found in remark m, begins by
granting that once God decided to give free will to human beings, He had an
obligation not to interfere with the use that humans made of that gift. Bayle
recognizes in this objection only a prima facie divine obligation to respect
the autonomy of human free will. However, Bayle stops the theodicy short by
arguing that God does not have an absolute obligation to respect the choices
made by humans; in some extreme instances He is obligated to interfere with,
or remove altogether the gift He made. Bayle again uses an analogy to make
his point. One nearly always has a duty not to pull the Queen’s hair. However,
if the Queen is about to fall over a cliff and the only way to save her is by
grabbing her by the hair and dragging her to safety, then one has a very strong
duty indeed to pull the Queen’s hair. Similarly, the duties of perfect goodness
far outweigh any privileges of non-interference of free will when humanity is
about to fall into damnation. Reason leads to the conclusion, therefore, that
God ought to have interfered with Adam’s and Eve’s freedom just prior to their
succumbing to temptation. Theodicies that appeal to the “inviolable privileges
of free will” consequently fail in those very cases they are meant to address—
the extreme cases where the abuse of free will has devastating and eternal
consequences.

While the previous objection was based on reflections on the nature of
perfect goodness and the duties it entails, the fifth new objection to free-will
theodicy appeals to the nature of infinite power and wisdom. Bayle begins by
granting for argument’s sake that once God gave free will He had an absolute
duty to refrain from interfering with it in any way. Still, Bayle argues, God
could have foundways to lead human beings away from sin. Infinite power and
wisdomentail thatGod couldhave inspired thoughts in theminds ofAdamand
Eve that would have thwarted their wills’ desires to sin. “It is infinitely easier for
God to inspire in the souls of humans an act of the will that pleases Him than
it is for humans to fold a napkin.”60 Bayle’s disdain forMalebranchian theodicy
is evident throughout the whole article “Paulicians” in which Bayle insists
that an infinitely good and wise God would perform any number of particular
volitions that would be required to keep His creatures safe and happy. The lack
of simplicity in the ways of Bayle’s God would be challenged later by Jaquelot.

responded to this work and gave his longest refutation of privation theory in the journal
Histoire des Ouvrages des Savans, August 1704, article vii (reprinted in od iv, 179a–181b).

60 dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. m, 635a.
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Divine Permission and Divine Foreknowledge
Bayle’s critique of Christian theodicy leads him to a surprising conclusion:
Christians are in fact all “unreasonable Manicheans.”61 He explains this by
imagining a Manichean speaking to a Christian:

[I]f you examine your system carefully, youwill notice that you adopt two
principles, one good and the other evil, just as clearly as I do; but instead
of placing these two principles in separate subjects, you combine them
together in one single substance, which is monstrous and impossible.
The unique principle that you admit willed from all eternity that human
beings should sin, that the first sin should be contagious, that it produce
endlessly and continuously all imaginable crimes on the face of the earth;
after whichHe prepared for human beings in this life all the suffering that
can be conceived—pests, war, famine, pain, sadness—and after this life
a hell in which nearly all people will be tormented for all eternity in ways
that make your hair stand on end when you read about them.62 If such a
principle is perfectly good, and if He loves holiness infinitely, must we not
also recognize that this same God is perfectly good and perfectly evil at
the same time, and the He loves virtue no more than He loves vice?63

The common response to such a charge is that God did not will that human
beings should sin; He merely permitted the sin which humans alone freely
willed. Bayle finds two problems with the “mere permission thesis.” First, the
mere permission thesis is incomprehensible, since it entails that creatures are
the sole causes of their sinful actions. But, as Bayle argued in “Manicheans,”
we cannot conceive of a created being that is the cause of its own movement,
independent of its creator’s power. If the movement of the will is a mode
identical to the substance of the soul, then the cause of the soul is also the cause
of the will’s movement. If the movement of the will is a mode not identical to
the substance of the soul, then that movement is a created being and therefore

61 In remark i of “Paulicians,” Bayle explains that to accuse a Christian of Manicheism is to
accuse them of making God the author of sin.

62 Bayle’s assumptions that hell exists, is eternal, andwill house themajority of people for all
eternity will be challenged by Le Clerc, whowill offer a theodicy based on the assumption
that all people are eventually saved.

63 dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. f, 629a. In addition, Bayle devotes the entirety of remark h
of “Pauliciens” to the Manicheism of Christianity, emphasizing in particular the belief in
Satan, who is elevated by some Christians to the status of a Princely rival of God who has
the authority to cause evil.
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requires the power of a creator. But all philosophers and theologians, Bayle
claims, agree that humans lack the power to bring new beings into existence.
So either the movement of the will is caused by God, or it is created ex nihilo.
Perhaps the power of the will originates in God, but human beings have the
power to direct or stop that power (and this redirection or stopping is the cause
of sin). “That is contradictory,” Bayle argues, “for it requires no less force to stop
that which moves, than is required to move that which is at rest.”64

The second problem with the mere permission thesis is that it destroys
divineomniscience.Meredivinepermissionof sin cannot serve as a foundation
for divine omniscience. If humans alone decide that and when they will sin,
then their sins must be unforeseeable by God, and so God evidently fails
to be all-knowing. This is why “the majority of theologians” agree that God
made a decree of all that would happen, and included in that decree the
fact that the first humans would sin. Only by the necessary knowledge of
such a decree could God foresee human sin infallibly. Other theologians argue
instead that God’s decree was merely that human beings would be placed
in a set of circumstances in which God foresaw that they would sin (Bayle
ascribes this view to Luis deMolina, and refers to it often as theMolinist view).
So on the Molinist view, there is a distinction made between God’s decree
and the foreseeable consequences of God’s decree. God wills the former but
merely permits the latter. On this view, therefore, not human sin itself, but
the circumstances surrounding and occasioning the sin were part of God’s
decree (e.g. Eve placed in the Garden near the Forbidden tree at the same time
as the serpent). However, since God foresees sins, He includes in His decree
subsequent punishment for those sins. Therefore, at least part of the divine
Decree is made as a result of God’s foreknowledge that humans will sin.

In Bayle’s opinion, both views entail that God willed that human beings sin.
It is clear why Bayle thinks this in the case of the first, supralapsarian view.
But God wills sin on the Molinist view as well, according to Bayle, because
God could have chosen to place humans in different circumstances, or to place
different humans in the same circumstances, such that no human being would
ever sin. (It is consequently an assumption of Bayle’s that there is a possible
world in which humans exist but no human ever sins.) The success of the
mere permission thesis will be a dominant theme in the Bayle-Jaquelot debate,
particularly in these Dialogues.

It is possible to respond to Bayle’s arguments above by sacrificing divine
omniscience (Bayle anticipates that the Socinianswoulddo so), but in that case

64 dhc iii, “Paulicians,” rem. f, 628a.
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Bayle retorts that God should have either withheld free will altogether, since
He would have foreseen at least the possible consequences of its misuse, or
intervened in somenatural ormiraculousway in theGardenof Eden just before
Adam and Eve were about to sin, at a time when humanity was still innocent,
but at a time when God knew infallibly that they would lose that innocence
without His extraordinary aid.

Scandalous Comparisons
A common theme in the attacks of Bayle’s critics is that the most solid proof
of Bayle’s anti-religious intent in the Manichean articles are his comparisons
between the actions of God and those of the worst human beings, especially
bad parents and monarchs. The analogies were seen by readers of the Dictio-
nary as irreverent at best, and scandalous atworse. Baylewould insist, however,
that polemical writers had made use of even more scandalous analogies, and
that he was merely copying their style in his Manichean articles.65 He would
also insist, however, that the analogies are solid from the point of view of our
common notions of good and evil. The comparisons aim to demonstrate that
God is guilty of actions that nobody would condone in a human parent or
monarch, and therefore ordinary ideas of morality, grounded in reason, are
inadequate for assessing the divine character.

For example, some argue that God permits evil in order to manifest His
wisdommore clearly, perhaps by demonstrating His ability to repair the effects
of evil actions or to bring about good effects from evil causes. But, Bayle argues,
this attempt at theodicy likens God to a father who allows his child to fall
from a great height when he could have prevented the accident just in order
to demonstrate to the townspeople his ability to mend broken bones; or to
a Monarch who allows plots, sedition, and violence to progress throughout
his realm when he could have prevented them from ever taking root just in
order to demonstrate his political savvy later in resolving these ills.66 Nobody
would count this father or this monarch among the wise. The truly wise father
is the one who can foresee and prevent all harm from coming to his children;
the truly wise Monarch is the one who rules in such a way that removes all
motives for plots, sedition, and violence. So why would anyone consider God
wise for allowing the Fall and other subsequent tragedies, assuming that He
could have prevented them (which we must assume in order to uphold divine
omnipotence and divine omniscience in Bayle’s view)?

65 See dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. f, 629a, note 50 in the margin.
66 dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. e, 626a.
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Some (including Jaquelot, as wewill see) argue that God desired for a variety
of reasons to give human beings free-will, and once He made this gift He was
obliged to respect its autonomy and therefore neither withdraw nor impede
it. Bayle’s most daring analogy comes into play in order to refute this line of
reasoning. This strand of the free-will theodicy likens God to a mother who
allows her young daughter to go to a ball, knowing well that there will be some
men there who will try to seduce her. (The story of Eve and the serpent in the
Gardenof Eden comes tomind.) Bayle goes further. Assume thismother follows
her daughter to the ball and watches her carefully through the windows as a
man corners her, charms her, and leads her upstairs into a bedroom. (If God is
omniscient, He always sees what is happening and what is to come, evenmore
clearly than this mother would have seen.) Assume, finally, that the moment
arrives when the daughter is about to succumb to the man’s advances and lose
her virginity. (The Fall.) Who, Bayle asks, would excuse this mother for not
interfering on the grounds that themother had a duty to respect her daughter’s
freedom, which the mother granted the daughter for the evening? Nobody,
Bayle believes. Instead, everyone would say that the mother loves neither her
daughter nor virtue if she allows the scene to unfold before her eyes when only
a tap on thewindowpanewouldhaveput it to a stop. But thenwhydoes anyone
judge God differently for His permission of Eve’s seduction at the hands of her
tempter?67

Others argue that God permitted evil in order to manifest not His wisdom,
but His justice and His mercy. God’s justice is manifested in the punishment of
sin, andHismercy in its forgiveness through a Redeemer.Without punishment
and forgiveness, these divine attributes would be unknown. But, Bayle retorts,
justice could have been clearly demonstrated in a world without sin, where
everyone always obeyed God’s laws. Who could appear more just than a Prince
who never punishes the innocent? The non-punishment of the innocent is just
as clear a manifestation of justice as the punishment of the guilty. Moreover,
God’s justice is known a priori through the contemplation of “the mere idea
of a supremely perfect being.”68 No proof of the attribute is needed for those
who believe in a single creator. As for mercy, Bayle asks his reader to judge
two Princes: one Prince allows his subjects to suffer for a time before he finally
gives them all they need; another Prince always provides all that his subjects
need so that they will never suffer. Which Prince is the more merciful toward
his subjects? This is Bayle’s response to what might be called the Felix Culpa

67 See dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. e, 627b.
68 dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. e, 627a.
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theodicy, according to which the Fall in Eden was in fact a good thing because
it led ultimately to the gift of the Redeemer. A happier state of affairs, Bayle
argues, would have been the continuation for all eternity of the innocence and
beatitude of Adam and Eve and their descendants.

Transition from p2 to p3: How the Failure of Theodicy Leads to Faith
The remarks to the article “Paulicians” contain no new defence of p3 beyond
what Bayle already offered in remark d of “Manicheans.” However, the “Clarifi-
cation on the Manicheans” contains new and interesting defences both of the
strong interpretation of p2 and the fideist principle p3. These defences begin by
noting that most of the critics of the first edition of the Dictionary grant Bayle
that divine providence is ultimately mysterious. But these critics deny that the
mysteriousness of providence entails the insolubility of the problem of evil.
It is possible, in other words, to believe that divine providence is mysterious
and that a true theodicy is nevertheless discoverable. Bayle denies this claim
and shows why the admission of the mysteriousness of God’s ways entails the
impossibility of rationally resolving the problem of evil. Bayle’s starting point
is the equation of the notions that “x is a mystery” and “x is above reason,”
which was common in Bayle’s time. Then the crux of the argument, as well
as of Bayle’s view of the conformity of faith and reason, is the following pas-
sage:

If some doctrine is above reason, then it is beyond reason’s reach. If the
doctrine is beyond reason’s reach, then reason cannot attain it. If it cannot
attain it, then it cannot understand it. If it cannot understand it, then
it cannot find any idea, any principle, which could serve as the basis of
a solution to objections; consequently, the objections raised by reason
against the doctrine will remain without response, or, what amounts
to the same thing, reason will be able to respond only by means of a
distinction just as obscure as the thesis under attack. Now, it is certain
that an objection based on very distinct notions will be equally victorious
whether nothing is said in response to the objection or the response given
to the objection is impossible for anyone to understand.69

In this single passagewehave an argument both for the strong interpretation of
p2 and alsomotivation for p3. Rational theodicymust fail, i.e. any theodicy will
be devastated by rational objections, because the ways of God are mysterious,

69 dhc iv, Éclaircissement sur les Manichéens, 630.
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that is, above reason. For something to be above reason, in Bayle’s view, entails
that reason is incapable not only of understanding the thing, but also that rea-
son is incapable of finding rational principles on which to base responses to
objections. The passage just quoted leads from the concept of mystery to the
implication that allmysteries are combattedby invincible objections. The argu-
ment appears to be thatmysteries are above reason, and that whatever is above
reason is also against reason. Bayle will be forced to clarify in the Dialogues
whether he in fact believes that everything above reason is against reason. But
assuming that something like this is his view, then Bayle has given motivation
for abandoning reason inmatters that aremysterious. Thesematters are above
and against reason, so something other than reason (i.e. faith) is needed to
access these truths.

Part 2: Bayle’s Debate with Le Clerc

Since Jean Le Clerc’s and Isaac Jaquelot’s names have been all but forgotten
even among scholars of Early Modern Philosophy, and since there are no read-
ily available English introductions to their lives and works, some biographical
context will be given for each. In this part I begin with a brief biography of Le
Clerc, followed by an analysis of the main themes of his debate with Bayle. As
the Chronology above shows, the Bayle-Le Clerc debate before the Dialogues
was comprised of hundreds of pages of sometimes short, sometimes prolix,
often disorganized journal articles. Rather than follow the debate chronolog-
ically, text-by-text, therefore, I have opted below to give some structure to the
debate by dividing it up into its main philosophical themes.

Jean Le Clerc70
An overview of the life and works of Jean Le Clerc leaves one puzzled as to
why he and Bayle, leading figures in the Republic of Letters, became enemies
rather than friends, collaborators, and allies. Both were forced to leave their

70 For background on the life and works of Le Clerc, as well as for background on his debates
with Bayle, I have relied mainly on the following sources: Annie Barnes, Jean Le Clerc
et la République des Lettres (Paris: Libraire E. Droz, 1938); Samuel A. Golden, Jean Le
Clerc (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1972); Maria Cristina Pitassi, Entre Croire et Savoir:
Le Problème de la methode critique chez Jean Le Clerc (Leiden: Brill, 1987); Stefano Brogi,
Teologia senza Verità: Bayle contro i “rationaux” (Milano: FrancoAngeli, 1998); Stefano
Brogi, “Bayle, Le Clerc, et les ‘rationaux’,” in Antony McKenna and Gianni Paganini (eds.),
Pierre Bayle dans la République des Lettres: Philosophie, religion, critique (Paris: Honoré
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homeland early in life and ultimately establish themselves in Holland because
of scandals surrounding early books they wrote. Both were influenced by the
Cartesian Robert Chouet, but then later turned against Cartesian metaphysics
as it was applied to theological matters. Early writings of both authors argue
for extensive religious toleration, and consequently both gained an enemy in
Pierre Jurieu. LeClercwould contribute early on toBayle’sNews fromtheRepub-
lic of Letters, and would later establish his own series of journals. Inventories
of 18th-century libraries show that Bayle and Le Clerc were tied among the
leading journalists of their period.71 Just as Bayle was preparing his Dictio-
nary, Le Clerc was busy revising and re-editing Moreri’s Grand Dictionnaire
Historique. Even concerning the problem of evil, the issue that would divide
them, the early biographies of Bayle and Le Clerc show many similar trends in
thinking. Both demonstrated disgust at the odium theologicum in the debates
over grace and predestination that raged throughout the 1670s in Geneva, and
both became skeptical at the outset of their careers about attempts at theodicy
by Cartesian metaphysicians, each devoting parts of their first works against
such attempts.72 There were so many opportunities for fruitful collaboration;
perhaps, however, they were too alike, and saw in the other only competi-
tion. It probably did not help that they were also both in dire need of money
throughout most of their lives and desperately needed their books and jour-
nals to sell just to make ends meet. They could not have known that the mar-
ket they were both targeting was large enough for both of them to flourish
in, since their journals and Dictionaries helped create and expand that mar-
ket.

Le Clerc was born in 1657 in Geneva, the citadel of orthodox Calvinism.
His early education, unlike Bayle’s, was carefully guided both at the schools
he frequented and at home by his learned and eccentric father, Etienne Le

champion, 2004), 211–230; Elisabeth Labrousse, “Introduction,” in od iv, vii–xv; Jonathan
Israel, EnlightenmentContested: Philosophy,Modernity, and theEmancipationofMan, 1670–
1752 (Oxford/New York: Oxford University Press), especially 63–94.

71 M.Mornet surveyed 500 private libraries from eighteenth-century Europe and discovered
that Bayle’s and Le Clerc’s journals both appeared in 101 collections, placing them in a
tie for second after the journals of Desfontaines. See M. Mornet, “Les Enseignments des
Bibliothèques Privées,” in Revue d’Histoire littéraire de la France xvii (1910), 449–496; 479.

72 In Bayle’s case the relevant work is the 1679 Objectiones primae in libros quatuor de Deo,
animo, et malo, cum responsionibus authoris (od iv, 146–161). Le Clerc’s work that Bayle
cites along with Arnauld’s writings as having led him to abandonMalebranche’s theodicy
(see od iii, 825b, note t) is the second part of the Entretiens sur diverses matières de
théologie (Amsterdam, 1685).
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Clerc, who was a physician, philologist, professor of Greek and Philosophy,
and finally an influential magistrate in Geneva. Le Clerc was first educated
at the College of Geneva, and then later at the Genevan Academy (now the
University of Geneva), both institutions founded by Calvin himself. If Bayle
had accepted a position offered to him at the Academy in 1670, he would
have been one of Le Clerc’s teachers. Of the teachers Le Clerc did have at the
Academy, the young philosophy professor, Chouet, had the greatest influence.
Chouet’s Cartesianism and scientific research left a lasting impression on Le
Clerc which shows in his writings. Whereas Bayle shied away from reviewing
scientific works in his nrl, Le Clerc distinguished himself as a journalist by
popularizing the great scientific works published in his day.

Le Clerc was consecrated and became a Reformed Minister in 1680, which
required that he sign the Consensus Helveticus, which affirmed Le Clerc’s com-
mitment to orthodox Calvinist teaching. Very shortly thereafter, Le Clerc,
whose life was hitherto on a path toward a serene, prosperous and unevent-
ful future, was shaken in his orthodox Calvinist faith when he obtained and
read the work of his Arminian uncle, Etienne de Courcelles, the 1659Quaternio
dissertationum theologicarum adv. Sam. Maresium. Barnes identifies the read-
ing of this work in 1680 as the event that led Le Clerc privately to convert to
Arminianism: “He found therein the answer to all his aspirations for a lovable
Christianity, which dared to proclaim that Christ died for all, that religious tol-
eration is the first duty of Christian charity, and which left room for reason
to approach the mysteries of the Trinity and original sin.”73 Further reading of
influential Arminians, such as SimonEpiscopius, confirmedLeClerc in his con-
version and led him to realize that he would have to renounce his ministry and
any ties to his intolerant homeland of Geneva. Le Clerc left for England inmid-
1682, where he lasted half a year before his own intolerance, of the weather, led
him to look elsewhere. The time in England was not wasted, however, since Le
Clerc picked up enough English during his sojourn that hewas able to serve the
rest of his life as a sort of cultural and scientific ambassador of England to con-
tinental Europe.74 In this capacity Le Clerc is best known for his early French
translation and abridgement of Locke’s Essay, which made Locke famous out-
side of England. Le Clerc would ultimately settle in Amsterdam in 1683, where
initially he preached in the Arminian Church, andwhere he would later obtain
a post as professor of philosophy at theArminian Seminary. During the last fifty
years of his life, Le Clerc never left Holland.

73 Barnes, Jean Le Clerc, 53.
74 This is the focus of Golden’s book, the only English work devoted entirely to Le Clerc.
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Like many of his family members (and like Bayle), Le Clerc demonstrated
from the time of his earliest writings a fierce independence of thought, which
never failed to attract controversy. In 1681, therefore shortly after his private
conversion toArminianism,while living in Saumur, Le Clerc had a short anony-
mous work published, Liberii de Sancto Amore Epistolae theologicae, in quibus
varii scholasticorum errors castigantur [The theological letters of Liberius de
Sancto Amore, in which several errors of the Scholastics are corrected]. The sec-
ond letter contains an ingenious argument for religious toleration which, how-
ever, scandalized many. Le Clerc imagines educating two boys in classical lan-
guages and philosophy, and then sending them off to separate wings of a house
for several years to study the Bible on their own. When Le Clerc has the two
boys re-emerge after their years of study, both have become heretics, and one
has even become a Socinian. The argument is essentially the same as one that
Bayle employs in the Philosophical Commentary: since the Bible is so vague on
most doctrinal points, even to those who are well educated, we must adopt a
wide spirit of toleration toward those whose views differ from our own.75 Le
Clerc never admitted publicly to writing the Liberii de Sancto Amore, but he did
confess his authorship to close friends, and he was suspected by many others
of penning the work. It was on account of this book’s plea for toleration and
its radical claim that the Trinity was not an essential doctrine of Christianity
that Le Clerc was first accused of Socinianism, a charge against him that would
become common and that gives unity to his many polemics and controversies.

For a number of reasons it was not uncommon in the period for Armini-
ans to be suspected of Socinianism.76 Since the latter is a subject frequently
raised by Bayle, some background will be given here. Socinianism has its roots
in the thought of two Italians, thehumanist Laelius Socinus (1525–1562), andhis
nephew, Faustus Socinus (1539–1604). The latter is the better known because
of his theological influence on the Polish Brethren. Socinianism is associated
mainly with the denial of the Trinity and affirmation of the unity of God (for
which reason they are also called ‘Unitarians’), as well as with their denials

75 Brogi argues on behalf of a more general similarity between Bayle and Le Clerc, claiming
that both adhered to a kind of “theological hypotheticalism” which renders the majority
of divisive doctrines unnecessary. See Brogi, Teologia senza verità, 256.

76 An excellent volume of essays has recently been published that clarifies the complex
relationships between Arminianism and Socinianism in the early modern period. See
Martin Mulsow and Jan Rohls (editors), Socinianism and Arminianism: Antitrinitarians,
Calvinists and Cultural Exchange in Seventeenth-Century Europe (Leiden/ Boston: Brill,
2005). See 67–74 for the case of Le Clerc in particular. Also helpful is Israel, Enlightenment
Contested, 115–135.
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of the divinity of Jesus Christ, of original sin, and of God’s omniscience. On a
more fundamental level, one that explains the above denials, they are asso-
ciated with the view that reason is the correct guide to the interpretation of
Scripture; whatever is contrary to the evidence of reasonmust be rejected. The
resultant Socinian theology, therefore, is one in which reason and theology are
consistent, never at odds. On the political plane Socinians were proponents
of a wide toleration for dissenting views. In 1658, after decades of growth in
Poland, the Socinians were expelled from that land and dispersed throughout
Europe. Many arrived in Holland where they were welcomed into the tolerant
Arminian communities. The two sects—Socinianism and Arminianism—had
much in common, most notably their mutual commitments to toleration and
theological Rationalism.

‘Theological Rationalism’ is a potentially misleading term, and we must be
careful to understand what it means in the case of Le Clerc, whose name has
been attached to this term as closely as anyone else’s in the seventeenth cen-
tury. In particular, we must be careful not to equate Rationalism naively with
Cartesianism. As we will see, Jaquelot’s Rationalism was very Cartesian and
metaphysical, largely inspired by Malebranche; whereas Le Clerc’s theological
Rationalism, though greatly influenced by the foundations of Descartes’ epis-
temology, was first articulated in a work written in opposition to the influence
of Cartesian metaphysics in religion, namely the 1685 Entretiens sur diverses
matières de théologie [Dialogues on diverse theological matters], which Le Clerc
co-authored with Charles Le Cène, but the second anti-metaphysical part of
which is entirely from his pen. In this work, Le Clerc denounces the recent
infiltration of Cartesian philosophy into theology, especially through the writ-
ings of Malebranche. Theology ought to be based on Scripture alone, not on
the writings of modern philosophers. Moreover, theology ought to be thin, not
fattened by the addition of metaphysical speculation. The bulk of Le Clerc’s
contribution to this work comprises an attack on Cartesian metaphysics. Le
Clerc expresses his basic committment to Descartes’ method as expressed in
the Discourse, as well as to Descartes’ reliance on rational evidence as a guide.
However, Le Clerc then attacksDescartes’metaphysics on the basis that it deals
with matters which are far from evident, and which God never intended the
human mind to know.

The basis of this critique is Le Clerc’s view that God intended humans to
inquire into only those things connected to their happiness, their fulfilment
of moral obligations, and their eternal salvation. Le Clerc’s theology is there-
fore thoroughly moral. Nothing else should be the concern of human beings.
Le Clerc therefore possesses two separate criteria of theological truth: first,
whether the doctrine cohereswith rational evidence; second, whether the doc-
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trine is necessary to believe in order to be happy, good, or saved. LeClerc’s list of
essential theological doctrines is therefore sparse. It is worth listing these doc-
trines, which Le Clerc considers rational and necessary for salvation, since they
correspond exactly with the doctrines that Le Clerc believes he must defend
against Bayle’s attacks, and so they help us to understand the motive for his
entering into debate with Bayle: “I conceive distinctly the omnipotence of God,
his goodness toward his creatures, his holiness, or in other words, his love of
virtue and hatred of vice, and his mercy … I perceive that I am free, and I am
evidently persuaded of God’s omniscience.”77When one reduces to theology to
such a meager foundation, one has good reason to defend that foundation.

One of the great ironies of Bayle’s debates with Le Clerc and Jaquelot stems
from Le Clerc’s contribution to the Dialogues on Diverse Theological Matters.
A few decades after this work was published, Bayle would credit the work,
along with Arnauld’s writings, as one of the motives that led him to abandon
Malebranche’s theodicy.78 Indeed, Le Clerc’s contributions to the Dialogues
on Diverse Theological Matters include many arguments that anticipate some
of the main lines of Bayle’s own attacks against rationalist theodicies.79 In a
letter to Bayle, Le Clerc summarized his aim in offering those arguments, and
anticipated by a decade Bayle’s own skeptical attitude toward the problem
of evil: “It seems that you believe that the aim of the author of the second
part [of the Dialogues on Diverse Theological Matters] was to attack Father
Malebranche directly; but the author had no other aim than to show that this
author undertook to discuss a subject that it would be better to leave alone,
since whatever opinion one chooses will be surrounded by insurmountable
difficulties. All the systems concerning such abstract matters serve only to give
rise to doubts, rather than to dissipate them.”80 The irony is that Bayle reviewed
the Dialogues in his News from the Republic of Letters (nrl), describing Le
Clerc and his co-author [without naming them] as heterodox,81 which clearly
insulted Le Clerc.82 In a few years it would be Le Clerc accusing Bayle of

77 Jean Le Clerc, Dialogues on Diverse Theological Matters, 219–220.
78 See rqp ii, clv (od iii, 825b, note t).
79 See, for example, Dialogues on Diverse Theological Matters, 276–282.
80 See Jean Le Clerc to Pierre Bayle, 11 May 1685, Correspondance de Pierre Bayle, volume 5,

edited by Elisabeth Labrousse, AntonyMcKenna, Laurence Bergon et al. (Oxford: Voltaire
Foundation, 2007), 353.

81 nrl, April 1685 (od i, 277).
82 See Jean Le Clerc to Pierre Bayle, 11 May 1685, Correspondance de Pierre Bayle, volume 5,

edited by Elisabeth Labrousse, AntonyMcKenna, Laurence Bergon et al. (Oxford: Voltaire
Foundation, 2007), 352.
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heterodoxy for an opinion concerning the problem of evil that Le Clerc himself
may have persuaded Bayle to adopt!

Thiswouldnot be theonly time that BaylewouldoffendLeClerc bymeans of
his impression of one of Le Clerc’s books. Le Clerc’s first single-authored work,
and the one thatwould render him famous throughout Europe,was his critique
of Richard Simon’s Histoire critique du vieux Testament (History of the Old Tes-
tament), which had created a scandal on account of Simon’s arguments that
Moses could not have written the whole of the Pentateuch, contrary to long-
standing tradition. Le Clerc’s Sentiments de quelques théologiens de Holland sur
l’Histoire … (Opinions of Several Dutch Theologians concerning the History …)
did not make its mark by defending orthodox beliefs about Scripture against
Simon’s attacks, but rather by taking Simon’s radical views to even further
extremes. For example, whereas Simon leaves some role to Moses in the com-
position of the Old Testament, Le Clerc denies any role for Moses whatsoever.
Bayle felt it necessary in his review of Le Clerc’s Opinions to attribute the most
radical parts of thebookdealingwith the inspirationof theprophets to a “friend
of the author” (in case anyone discovered that Le Clerc was the author), since
Bayle considered these parts to be reflective of a strong Spinozistic influence
(a well-founded suspicion, since Le Clerc had read Spinoza’s Tractatus several
years before writing his Opinions).

Privately Bayle felt it necessary to admonish Le Clerc in a frank letter to
him: “Permit me to tell you that all those who read [the Opinions] found it far
more dangerous than Father Simon’s book. We expected Holland to produce
a response that would reaffirm the foundations of the faith that this priest
wished to obscure, but instead we found that you obscured those foundations
muchmore than he did, and that your entire ‘Treatise on the inspiration of the
prophets and apostles’ will only serve to cast a thousanddoubts and a thousand
seeds of atheism into your readers’ minds.”83 This letter is fascinating, since it
presents a role reversal viz-a-viz the later Bayle-Le Clerc polemic: in 1685 it is
Bayle who is worried (sincerely, it would seem, for the context is a personal
letter) about Le Clerc’s works spreading atheism; just a few decades later it
will be Le Clerc who takes Bayle to task for undermining the foundations of
religion. It is interesting to note what each author defended: Bayle felt he had
to defend the foundations of faith, namely the inspiration of Scripture; Le Clerc
would later defend the foundations of rational theology, especially the rational
support for belief in a morally good, just, and merciful God.

83 Pierre Bayle to Jean Le Clerc, 18 July 1685 in Correspondance de Pierre Bayle, volume 5,
edited by Elisabeth Labrousse, AntonyMcKenna, Laurence Bergon et al. (Oxford: Voltaire
Foundation, 2007), 431.
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In 1686 Le Clerc became Bayle’s competition in the world of learned jour-
nals with the founding of his Bibliothèque universelle et historique (Universal
and Historical Library), which he oversaw for eight years. This journal was like
Bayle’s in its focus on providing timely reviews of works that were difficult
to acquire outside of Holland, but it distinguished itself from Bayle’s by the
inclusion of reviews of English books and scientific works. This journal was
succeeded by two other journals undertaken by Le Clerc: Bibliothèque choisie
(Choice Library; 1703–1714), which Le Clerc would employ to publishmost of his
attacks against Bayle, and Bibliothèque ancienne etmoderne (Ancient andMod-
ern Library; 1714–1726), which included reviews of whatever Le Clerc happened
to be reading at the time. Whereas Bayle preceded Le Clerc in the journalistic
field, Le Clerc was first to engage in writing Dictionary articles, having agreed
to reviseMoreri’sGrandDictionnaireHistorique for the new editions of 1691, 94,
98, and 1702. Whether this competition with Bayle gave rise to their later dis-
putes is doubtful; however, the journalistic and encyclopedic achievements of
both parties rendered their disputes a matter of public interest.

One other work by Le Clerc which appeared prior to his dispute with Bayle
casts some light on the intellectual motives behind that dispute. The 1696 De
l’ incrédulité84 (On Unbelief ) is a treatise devoted to the reasons that atheists
give, and the motives they do not themselves recognize or admit, for reject-
ing religion, from passion and pride to scandals and unending divisions within
every religion. Part ii, chapters six and seven, of OnUnbelief consider the ways
in which unbelievers use philosophical difficulties raised against religion as
their “excuse” for rejecting God. In chapter six the more particular motive for
atheism considered is the inability of theologians to answer the atheists’ objec-
tions. In chapter seven the concern is with difficulties that religious believers
themselves recognize within their systems, and that are intrinsic to religion on
account of the sublimity of its subjectmatter. The relevance of these chapters to
Bayle’s discussions of the problem of evil (which were published roughly at the
same timeasOnUnbelief ) is immediately apparent: Bayle concludes that unbe-
lievers can raise insoluble objections against Christian systems of providence,
and Le Clerc is worried that such an admission can and will be used by certain
people as justification for atheism. It should not be surprising, therefore, that
shortly after Le Clerc had read Bayle’s Dictionary he wrote in opposition to the
Manichean articles.

84 Jean Le Clerc, De l’ incrédulité, où l’on examine lesmotifs et les raisons génerales qui portent
les incredules à rejetter la religion Chrétienne [On Unbelief ] (Amsterdam: Henri Wetstein,
1696).
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Several of the dominant themes of the Bayle-Le Clerc controversy are also
predictable in light of these two chapters of On Unbelief. Bayle will of course
insist that his reflections on Manicheism do not lead to atheism, but rather to
the abasement of reason before the superior light of faith. Le Clerc argues inOn
Unbelief, however, that such fideism is a dangerous feature of modernity that
will only increase the number of atheists. LeClerc anticipates Bayle’s resolution
of the Manichean objections as follows: “There are many today who claim
that we should make no use of reason, or of discernment, in religious matters.
They maintain that we must believe it to be revealed, without knowing why;
that when it is a matter of discovering the meaning of some revelation, or the
Books containing revelation, we must not reason in order to understand it,
but we should even accept things that conflict most of all with reason, rather
than abandoning the literal interpretation.”85 Why does such fideism lead to
atheism? “The unbelievers will conclude that they are being deceived, and that
we knowverywell that our dogmas are unjustifiable becausewewill not permit
them to be examined.”86

Fideism is a dangerous foundation for religion, and must be replaced with
several fundamental rationalist doctrines if atheism is to be prevented. First,
it is acceptable to speak about doctrines that are “above reason,” but never
about doctrines that are “contrary to reason,” for “it is impossible to extract a
single proposition from the Gospels, or from the other writings of the Apostles,
expressed in their own terms, which is not perfectly conformable to reason.”87
This conformity of faith and reason entails that despite the possible good
intentions of certain theologians who speak in this way, “it is entirely false that
God willed that there be mysteries in religion that exceed all understanding
solely in order to humble the human mind.”88 The conformity of any mystery
with reason can be fully explained, even if the mystery itself cannot be fully
understood. There cannot be insoluble objections to Christian mysteries as
Bayle will argue there are in the case of Manicheism; to argue otherwise,
in Le Clerc’s view, is to undermine the foundation of religion. This brings
us finally to Bayle’s debate with Le Clerc over the problem of evil and the
conformity of faith and reason. In what follows I organize and analyze the
debate’s main themes and arguments that forced Bayle to clarify his position
and his intentions.

85 Le Clerc, On Unbelief, 251.
86 Le Clerc, On Unbelief, 254.
87 Le Clerc, On Unbelief, 257.
88 Le Clerc, On Unbelief, 262.
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AnOverlooked Theodicy: Origen and the Possibility of Universal
Salvation

In 1699, two years after the publication of the first edition of Bayle’s Dictionary,
Le Clerc’s first response to Bayle’s treatment of the problem of evil appeared in
his anonymous Parrhasiana. LeClerc opens the relevant sectionof thatworkby
recounting theways inwhichBayle had armed theManicheanswith objections
to the unity of God and to the theological systems of several Christian sects.
He takes Bayle’s conclusion to be that every Christian ought to remain silent
concerning the nature of providence, believe all that Scripture teaches on
the subject, and refrain from worrying about any apparent inconsistencies
between theBiblical account of divine governanceand the light of reason; these
inconsistencies are supposed to be useful for humbling reason. Le Clerc does
not share Bayle’s opinions on thesematters, summarizing his own view of faith
and reason as follows: “Reason and Revelation are Heaven’s two daughters who
never quarrel with each other.”89

Two important clarifications about Le Clerc’s intent precede his defence of
divine providence. First, he makes absolutely clear that he does not attribute
Manicheism or heterodoxy of any kind to Bayle; nor does he accuse Bayle of
supporting atheism intentionally or inadvertently. Rather, “we must take the
difficulties that Bayle proposes to be the sort of objections that one finds in the-
ology and philosophy lecture halls, where the more a difficulty is pressed, the
greater the honour one can achieve by responding to it.”90 To use a contempo-
rary distinction, at this point in the debate LeClerc understands the problemof
evil in Bayle “aporetically, as generating a puzzle,”91 rather than atheistically, as
challenging core religious beliefs (even though, as mentioned above, Le Clerc
probably worried that Bayle was inadvertently giving support to atheists). The
second clarification is an act of self-defence. Just as nobody should attribute
Manicheism to Bayle, though he made use of that sect to drive home his point
about faith and reason, so too nobody should attribute Origenism, or any par-
ticular Origenist beliefs, to Le Clerc if he makes use of that sect to respond to
the Manichean objections. Obviously this second clarification is also a fore-
shadowing of the argumentative strategy the reader is about to encounter.

Before Le Clerc gets to any arguments, however, he deals first of all with the
pessimistic and plaintive tone of Bayle’s reflections on evil. Le Clerc reveals his

89 Le Clerc, Par, 356.
90 Le Clerc, Par, 302.
91 See Marilyn McCord Adams and Robert Merrihew Adams (eds.), The Problem of Evil

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), 2.
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pastoral side by giving therapy before theodicy. The dual basis of LeClerc’s ther-
apy are the claims that humanbeingspossess libertarian freewill, and therefore
have no right to complain if they fall into sin or suffer its consequences, and
that God is forgiving, and therefore humans consequently have reason to hope
for deliverance from suffering. First, the fact that we possess free will is clear
in Le Clerc’s view both “by one’s own experience, or by the inner feeling of the
power to do or refrain from doing good or bad actions,”92 and by the considera-
tion that God’s punishment for sinwould not be just if humans lacked freedom.
Freedom is an excellent gift since it “makes room for virtue and vice, praise and
blame, reward and punishment.”93 Finally, the fact that we are free entails that
humans alone are responsible formoral evil, and thatwe consequently lack the
right to complain about physical suffering because “sinful men are not worthy
of receiving supernatural intervention fromGod that would deliver them from
this kind of evil.”94 In other words, assuming human responsibility for moral
evil, any complaint about God’s permission of (or active role in) physical evil is
unwarranted. Le Clerc relies here on the traditional Augustinian view of suffer-
ing as just punishment for sin.

Le Clerc further claims that there can be no just complaint to God for
opening the door to sin by the gift of freedom because God does not ask
humans to be perfect, nor does He properly speaking punish sin, but He asks
only for repentance, and punishes only its lack. Bayle’s frequent complaints in
“Paulicians” that free will was a bad gift assume that God demands impeccable
behaviour from human beings. While God undoubtedly desires perfection for
His creatures, Le Clerc thinks that the only unqualified divine command is that
His creatures ask forgiveness whenever they fail to reach that perfection. The
failure to repent is the only truly damnable act, because even the weakest-
willed person is capable of sincere remorse. God may not have created all
humans with wills powerful enough to achieve moral sainthood, as Bayle was
fond of pointing out, but He did create all humans with enough strength of
will to ask for forgiveness for each of their sins. Conscience is never fully
extinguishedandGod looks favourably onevery act of remorse. Bayle’s frequent
estimations of the number of the damned are surely exaggerated.

From these therapeutic reflections Le Clerc moves on to theodicy. But first
he summarizes what he takes to be Bayle’s two strongest problems of evil in the
Dictionary:

92 Le Clerc, Par, 306.
93 Le Clerc, Par, 306.
94 Le Clerc, Par, 307.
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(a1) If God causes moral or physical evil, then He is not benevolent;
(a2) If God permits evil althoughHe can prevent it, thenHe is indifferent

to human suffering and sin, and consequently He is not benevolent;
(a3) Moral and physical evil exist;
(a4) God either causes these evils or permits them although He can

prevent them.
(a5) Therefore, God is not benevolent.

(b1) If God condemns the majority of humankind to suffer eternally in
hell, He is not benevolent;

(b2) According to Christians, God condemns most of humankind to suf-
fer eternally in hell;

(b3) Therefore, according to Christians, God is not benevolent.95

Le Clerc gives three replies in all: one to argument a, limited to physical evil;
another to argument a, limited to moral evil; and one to argument b. All
three responses rest on the supposition of the same doctrine of the early
Church father, Origen, the doctrine of Universal Salvation, according to which
all humankind will ultimately be free from suffering (and possibly experience
eternal beatitude). The possible truth of Universal Salvation (which Bayle nei-
ther considered nor denied nor refuted) demonstrates the consistency of posit-
ing a single benevolentGodwhile acknowledging the existence of physical evil,
moral evil, and a non-eternal hell (or purgatory).

Le Clerc’s first response goes as follows. Since the duration of any instance
of physical suffering, no matter how intense, is finite, but the freedom from
suffering (and possibly eternal happiness) will be infinite for every human
being, all suffering is infinitely outweighed by its lack in the eternal lives of
all humans, leaving God’s benevolence intact, contrary to the claims in a1 and
a2 (limited to physical suffering). God is like a physician who inadvertently,
but foreseeably, makes a child cry for a short while as he administers the
needed treatment for some illness. The child’s complaints, since they are a sign
of his ignorance and limited perspective, are not evidence of malice on the
part of the physician, and they may even cause the physician to laugh at the
child’s shortsightedness. God’s benevolence is not contradicted by the plight of
suffering humans, who need only to elevate their minds to see their pain from
God’s perspective as a finite preparatory prelude to eternal bliss.

95 Neither of these arguments is laid out this explicitly by Le Clerc. The premises and
conclusions can all be found, however, in Par, 304–305.
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Another argument from analogy serves as Le Clerc’s defence of God in light
of moral evil. If a clockmaker made a pendulum that kept time over the course
of a whole year, except for the loss of two seconds, we could not say that the
craftsman lacked concern for his works. Similarly, “if God one day rectifies all
the disorders caused by themisuse of freewill, wewould not be astonished that
He did not put an end to themwhile we were still on the earth.”96 Again, God’s
benevolence is questionable only from the shadowy standpoint of human
minds; once our minds are enlightened, the consistency of God’s benevolence
and the existence of sin will cease to strike us as doubtful. Asserting a1 and a2
is a symptom of human myopia.

Le Clerc’s strategy, used twice now, of increasing the mind’s distance from
all the evil in the world’s finite history until all that evil shrinks away entirely,
is ineffective when it comes to the eternal punishments that Christians allege
will be suffered by the damned in hell. Taking advantage of the fact that
Bayle omitted mentioning its possibility, Le Clerc employs once again Origen’s
hypothesis of Universal Salvation—the claim that suffering is not eternal for
anybody—to answer this most difficult objection to the benevolence of God: “I
do not deny that Jesus Christ threatened the wicked with eternal fire, and I will
not appeal to the ambiguity of these terms; I only ask: who told theManicheans
that the Supreme Legislator of the universe does not have the right to remove
these punishments, by means of which He threatens the wicked, whenever He
sees fit?”97 Le Clerc continues: there is nothing contrary to the divine goodness,
and on the contrary, there is much in conformity with divine mercy, in God’s
leading sinners to believe they will suffer eternally, but then freeing them from
their pains after they have been purified by them.98 If God in fact acts in this
way, then even the suffering of the damned in hell, temporary as it is, will one
day appear as nothing compared to the eternal joy that they will experience in
heaven. God’s benevolence, Le Clerc believes, has been fully vindicated against
Bayle and the Manicheans.

Le Clerc’s Parrhasiana was published in time for Bayle to include a rebuttal
in the second edition of his Dictionary. The true origin of the Bayle-Le Clerc
debate lies here, in Bayle’s response to Le Clerc in “Origen,” remark e, for
whereas Le Clerc had engaged Bayle in the Parrhasiana in a blithe scholarly
manner, Bayle responded in the Dictionary as though he had been fiercely
attacked by a sworn enemy. Bayle’s complete disregard for the doctrine of

96 Le Clerc, Par, 311.
97 Le Clerc, Par, 311.
98 Le Clerc, Par, 312.
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reciprocal force surely marked Le Clerc, though it did not move him immedi-
ately to respond to Bayle, as we will see.

Bayle focuses his rebuttal on three of Le Clerc’s theses: (1) that the duration
of the suffering and sin in the world is nothing compared to the duration of
eternal paradise, such that evil does not compromise either God’s benevolence
or holiness; (2) that God created human beings free in order to make possible
both virtue and vice, reward and punishment; (3) that God damns human
beings only for failing to repent, not for sinning.

The opening argument in Bayle’s reply introduces what will become the
central philosophical topic throughout his debate with Le Clerc: the nature
of goodness. The main fault of Le Clerc’s response to the Manichean objec-
tions is that he did not adequately conceivewhat ismeant by perfect goodness.
TheManicheans demand that Christians explain the origin of evil while main-
taining the purity of the goodness of their God; not even the slightest trace of
evil can be present in the account of the Christian God, lest the Manicheans
claim that this evil is evidence of the influence of a second malevolent prin-
ciple. Bayle defines the ‘ideal goodness’ that Christians must uphold to be
that which “disposes its subject to make gifts which by the shortest and most
certain means possible will render the recipient of the gift happy. This ideal
goodness essentially and necessarily excludes everything found in a malicious
being.”99

Bayle’s abstract concept of goodness provides him with an immediate
response to the first and most important of Le Clerc’s theses: “Now in consult-
ing this idea of goodness, we do not find that God, a supremely perfect being,
could have postponed making His creatures happy until several centuries of
misery had passed.”100 In Bayle’s view, such action is suitable only to a limited,
imperfect goodness. Bayle’s ideal goodness also supplies him with a response
to the second of Le Clerc’s theses that Bayle targets: “Vice and blame should not
have any place in the works of a cause that is infinitely holy … Since everything
should be happy in the empire of an infinitely good and powerful sovereign
Being, punishment should not have any place there either.”101 In other words,
God’s alleged motive for giving human beings free will is not purely good—for
why would God want to make room for vice, blame, and punishment?

Bayle was aware that Le Clerc would reply to this last question by saying that
Godwanted humanbeings tomerit the happinessHe had in store for them; evil

99 dhc iii, “Origène,” rem. e, 542a–b.
100 dhc iii, “Origène,” rem. e, 542b.
101 dhc iii, “Origène,” rem. e, 543a.
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had to be possible so that it could bewisely avoided, or if needed, courageously
overcome. Bayle preempts this response by adding to his concept of divine
goodness: all the gifts of a perfectly benevolent being are purely free and too
wonderful ever to be earned by mere humans. A human being can be worthy
of the gift of another human; butwhen the gift is eternal paradise, andwhen the
benefactor is God, meriting the gift is out of the question. But even if humans
could do something pleasing toGod towinHis favour, their actions could never
be the motive for divine gift-giving, which is always free. There is no quid pro
quo in the designs of a perfectly benevolent God.102

Having dealt in a preliminary way with the first and second of Le Clerc’s
theses, Bayle proceeds to dismiss the third by focusing on the tension that
exists between the omniscience of God and His benevolence. On Le Clerc’s
view, although He damns a majority of human beings, God is nevertheless
benevolent because He has given humans two opportunities, not just one, to
employ their freedom well, and so to merit eternal paradise: first, humans are
free not to sin; second, if they do sin, they are free to repent at any moment
before they die. But, Bayle responds, God knew from all eternity who would
sin and who would fail to repent; why, then, did He make the gift of freedom
to these people and promise them salvation on the condition of repentance?
Le Clerc’s view is that the promise to reward a very imperfect use of free will is
what saves God’s benevolence in light of the reality of hell, but Bayle argues in
response that “[i]f one promises to pardon someone on the condition that they
repent, and if one knows ahead of time with great certainty that this person
will never repent, then properly speaking one promises nothing at all.”103 We
cannot be perfect, Le Clerc admits, yet he claims without proof that we can all
be perfectly repentant.

The rest of the rebuttal focuses again on the first and most important of Le
Clerc’s theses. Bayle’s strategy is to emphasize additional tensions that exist
between divine goodness and other divine attributes. For instance, divine
mercy seems to conflict with God’s goodness as Le Clerc understands it, since
the former attribute, if perfect, should not permit God to subject humankind
to any suffering whatsoever, but the latter attribute, as Le Clerc sees it, permits
God to allow humans to endure the pains of hell for hundreds, thousands, or
millions of years before He sees fit to free them. Bayle consequently corrects
Le Clerc’s notion of divine goodness in light of its need to conform to divine
mercy: “You cannot therefore attain the supreme goodness of God, except by

102 See dhc iii, “Origène,” rem. e, 543a, toward the bottom.
103 dhc iii, “Origène,” rem. e, 543b.
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removing the punishments of hell down to the very last minute.”104 Mercy, as
Bayle sees it, demands that God spare human beings all suffering; if goodness
is to conform tomercy, therefore, not amoment of hell should be permitted, or
needed in the first place.

God’s omnipotence is then brought into conflict with divine goodness
through a refutation of Le Clerc’s argument from medical analogy. After con-
ceding that it is common for physicians to make their patients suffer in the
process of healing them, Bayle notes that “there is neither doctor nor apothe-
cary who does not apologize for the bitterness of his remedies, and who does
not assure us that if it were possible, he would replace these disagreeable treat-
ments with medicine as sweet and pleasing as anything a dessert chef could
prepare.” Bayle refuses to see anyone limit God’s power, and thereby limit the
manifestation of divine goodness: “The idea of divine goodness excludes all the
weakness that is found in the way that men deal with one another.”105

The principal failure of Le Clerc’s Parrhasiana, Bayle believes, is this ten-
dency to diminish God’s perfection through puerile analogies with human
experience. Bayle’s refutation of Le Clerc’s clockmaker analogy demonstrates
how we are supposed to understand the divine attributes, if we are to claim
victory over the Manicheans: “We praise the skill of a clockmaker when his
pendulum loses less than two or three seconds per year. But the exactness of
a craftsman who is supremely perfect excludes absolutely all exceptions: his
holiness, his wisdom, etc., are absolutely simple, and without any mixture of
contrary qualities.”106

Bayle’s understanding of the divine attributes entails that the defeat of the
Manicheans by reason requires not only defending monotheism, the oneness
of God, but also divine simplicity—both the simplicity of each divine attribute,
but also the simplicity of the divine nature in general—which is a more diffi-
cult kind of unity to uphold and explain in the face of evil. In other words, there
is one divine nature—a simple perfection—and so there can be no conflict
of any sort within God. The Christian must explain God’s creation and provi-
dence as devoid of all hesitation, all compromise, all regret, all conditionality:
these are foreign to a simply perfect being. In Bayle’s view perfection is pour-
ing forth unqualified goodness in one overwhelmingly powerful, beautifully
harmonious act. Neither Le Clerc’s regretful physician God, nor his fumbling
clockmaker God, nor his divine judge who utters false threats of eternal pun-
ishment is perfect in this respect.

104 dhc iii, “Origène,” rem. e, 543b.
105 Both quotations in this paragraph are from dhc iii, “Origène,” rem. e, 544a.
106 dhc iii, “Origène,” rem. e, 543b.
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In requiring Le Clerc to refute Manicheism without positing any conflict
within or between the divine attributes, i.e. without compromising divine sim-
plicity, Bayle introduces the most difficult problem of evil in the history of
philosophy—to reconcile the evil in the world with a perfectly good, com-
pletely simple first cause. Bayle does not deny that we have a rational concep-
tion of ideal goodness, he claims only that we cannot apply that conception
to the works of God so as to fully satisfy the Manichean objections. Le Clerc
remained silent on these issues for several years, without offering a word in
response to “Origen,” remark e.

The Debate over Cudworth’s Plastic Natures
Anearly four-year hiatus ensued in theBayle-LeClerc debate overManicheism.
Much is made of this fact by Bayle at the outset of the Dialogues: does not
Le Clerc’s silence prove that when he finally decided to defend his imagined
Origenist it was not from any real concern for the issues at stake, but from ani-
mosity toward Bayle? True religious zeal would have pushed Le Clerc to defend
his cause immediately. In any case, in the intervening years Le Clerc became
intensely engaged in yet another disputewith Bayle touching the foundation of
religion, this time surrounding the plastic natures of RalphCudworth.Whether
or not the heat of this latter debate fully accounts for Le Clerc’s decision in 1705
to take up his Origenist’s cause once again, it is unquestionable that this heat
was transferred to the second-stage of the dispute between Le Clerc and Bayle
over Manicheism.

In the first and second volumesof hisChoiceLibrary (bothpublished in 1703),
LeClerc gave aprécis in FrenchofCudworth’s 1678True Intellectual Systemof the
Universe, which had gained a considerable reputation in England, but which
had not yet been translated into French. Since Bayle could not read English,
but had heard of Cudworth’s new system, he eagerly read Le Clerc’s substantial
reviews. The new dispute between Le Clerc and Bayle began when the latter
published his own reflections on part of Cudworth’s system—the doctrine of
plastic natures—arguing that the supposition of these entities removed one of
the strongest objections to atheists, thereby inadvertently aiding their cause.
Since Le Clerc was an acquaintance of Lady Masham, Cudworth’s daughter, he
felt obliged to defend her late father’s good name by distancing his works in
every way from the support of atheism.

Bayle’s understanding of plastic natures came entirely from reading LeClerc,
who summarized the view and the need for it as follows:

Since not everything is producedby themechanicalmovements ofmatter
alone, and since we cannot reasonably believe that God does everything
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directly by His own activity, there must be some inferior nature beneath
Him, which executes the orders of His Providence concerning the regular
movements of material beings. It must always be remembered, however,
that this inferior nature does not excludeHis Providencewhich, presiding
over that nature, often supplies what is lacking to it, and often drives it
by Itself; for this Plastic Nature acts without choice and discernment. In
this way the divine wisdom is not closed in on itself, but appears outside
itself …107

Plastic natures forge a compromise between materialism and occasionalism,
and they were an integral part of Cudworth’s attempt to Christianize the cor-
puscularian philosophy. But in Bayle’s opinion, plastic natures only weaken
the case of Christians against atheists, since these natures render more plau-
sible the idea of a godless world: “Nothing is more troubling for atheists than
to find themselves forced to explain the formation of animals by a cause that
has no idea of what it is doing, yet regularly executes the same plan despite
its complete ignorance of the laws governing that plan.” The idea of a plastic
nature—an entity lacking mind, but which acts along with matter to create
order and regularity—strikes Bayle as providing just what the atheist would
most like to have: a proof of the possibility of mindless matter organizing itself
into complex beings. Sure, Le Clerc had emphasized the dependence of plastic
natures on divine concurrence and even occasional intervention; but Bayle’s
point is that “if God was able to give such a plastic virtue to matter, then this is
a sign that it is not repugnant to the nature of things that there be such agents;
plastic natures could therefore possibly exist by themselves, the atheist will
conclude.”108 The argument that is undermined by the supposition of plastic
natures is that it is inconceivable that matter alone could form complex organ-
isms on a regular basis.

Since it was Le Clerc’s review that provided Bayle will this objection to
Cudworth, and since Lady Masham had personally protested to him about
Bayle’s remarks, Le Clerc could not let the issue go as he had done with Bayle’s
refutation of the Parrhasiana. The details of the ensuing debate over plastic
natures do not concern us here, except to say that the fiery back-and-forth over
several years betweenBayle andLeClerc in theChoice Library andHistory of the
Works of the Learned surely played a role in Le Clerc’s decision finally to launch
a second attack on Bayle’s Manicheans.109

107 Le Clerc, bc ii, 84.
108 Both quotations in this paragraph are from Bayle, cpd, xxi (od iii, 217a).
109 For more on the Bayle-Le Clerc debate over plastic natures, see Thomas M. Lennon,
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The Great Chain of Being
In 1705,while still debatingplastic natureswithBayle, LeClerc insertedadigres-
sional defence of his Origenist refutation of Bayle in a review of the second
edition of The Works of the Most Reverand Dr. John Tillotson. The occasional
cause for the defencewas a remark by Tillotson concerning the divine threat of
eternal punishment; but themore relevant cause, aswe learn fromLeClerc,was
that many people had read and were impressed by Bayle’s response to him in
“Origen,” remark e. Le Clerc waited so long to write a rejoinder to Bayle, he tells
us, because he could not believe that Bayle’s response would convince anyone;
he now realized that he was wrong about that. Le Clerc continues to treat the
Manichean objections as if they were simply offered as an academic exercise,
but Le Clerc also voices the concern that the logical consequence of Bayle’s
thought is the overturning of the consistency of Scripture, and therefore the
truth of Christianity. LeClerc has begun to set himself up as the public defender
of religion against Bayle.

Le Clerc insists on the validity of his original defence, namely that the
duration of evil is infinitely less than the duration of paradise, but he also
realizes that this Origenist argument has been severely damaged, and so he
builds another case against Bayle on a new philosophical foundation. Since
Bayle had placed such great weight on the nature of ideal goodness in his
response, Le Clerc abandons the Origenist line for most of his rejoinder and
directly takes up the issue of how a perfectly benevolent being can best express
its goodness in creation. The strategy that Le Clerc employs is the ancient
Rationalist device that has come to be called the Great Chain of Being.110

Bayle’s constant contention is that ideal goodness demands thatGod see to it
that every human being is perfectly happy and free of all vice. Not a single trace
of evil should be found in humans. Punishment and hell should be obviated
altogether, not merely mitigated, by a perfect God. Bayle’s thesis, in short, is
that the purity and perfection of God’s goodness should be manifest in every
particular person. Le Clerc now contends, on the contrary, that God’s goodness
must be manifest in creation taken as a whole, not in every particular part.
The universe, not individual human beings, bears the infallible mark of God’s
perfection: “I respond that God, having willed to produce an infinite number
of creatures, more or less perfect than one another, so that the full extent of his

“Cudworth and Bayle: An Odd Couple,” in Thomas M. Lennon and Robert Stainton (eds),
The Achilles of Rationalist Psychology (Springer, 2010), 139–158.

110 The authoritative study of the history of this idea is Arthur O. Lovejoy, The Great Chain of
Being (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1936). Lovejoy nowhere mentions Le
Clerc, and makes only passing reference to Bayle.
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power could shine forth in infinitelymanyways, formedman, who, in his order
is neither themost perfect nor themost imperfect.”111 Neither themind nor the
body of imperfect human beings was made immune to suffering: “And so God
did not create man so perfect in mind that he could not stray from his duty
or from the rules that reason and Revelation prescribe to him so that he will
remain agreeable to God and happy on the earth; and as for the human body, it
was notmade so strong that it would not be subject to numerous afflictions.”112
God gave human beings enough mental and physical power, however, that
they could attain happiness in this life and the next if they were prudent and
wise.

As LeClerc understands Bayle’sManichean objections, God’s goodnessmust
be fully exhausted in each and every creature, or else there will be traces
of evil throughout the universe, which is incompatible with ideal goodness.
But, Le Clerc argues, this argument entails that God, in order to manifest
His goodness, had to create as many Gods as there are creatures, “which is
contradictory.”113 The properway to understand divine benevolence in creation
involves accepting that “the goodness of God is in itself infinite, but that each
creature is finite and incapable on account of that of exhausting this goodness.
But the infinity of the divine goodness still appears by the infinite number of
objects over which it extends in infinitely many ways more and less, and above
all by the eternal goods it bestows on infinitely many intelligent creatures.”114
But the goodness of God does not appear only in the universe taken as a whole;
even the lesser parts, like frail humans, are good effects:

[A]n infinitely good being, like God, is in no way obligated to communi-
cate itself to all creatures equally; it can give to certain ones a gratuitous
happiness, if youwill, or in otherwordsmake themhappy from the begin-
ning of their existence, while itmakes others purchase in a certain respect
their happiness. The reasons for this are the following. First, it is clear that
one who is not obligated to give always does a favour whenever he gives.
Second, it follows that he can give more or less as he sees fit. So God, if
He so willed, could have given to some of His angels happiness without
pain and without delay, while also making a creature less perfect than
such angels, a creature that arrives at happiness only after some suffering.
Either God could have acted in this way, or we must say that God should

111 Le Clerc, bc vii, 333–334.
112 Le Clerc, bc vii, 334.
113 Le Clerc, bc vii, 336.
114 Le Clerc, bc vii, 336.
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have made all intelligent creatures equal, which would have destroyed
entirely the beauty of the universe, for there would not have been any
free creatures, such as man … I claim, therefore, that a free creature, one
capable of sinning and of attaching itself to virtue, is a good effect in this
universe …115

The Great Chain of Being explains how we ought to think about the manifes-
tation of divine goodness, and it also accounts for the ultimate cause of evil:
“the imperfection of man was the cause of his being able to abuse his freedom
and stray from his duty, because of which he then attracted every other evil
in this life and the next to himself.”116 The imperfection of humans—a meta-
physical evil—which is anecessary evil becausehumans are createdbeings and
not gods, leads humans to abuse their freedom, which is ultimately the cause
of all evil. The necessary imperfection of human beings entails the possibility
both of sinning and of suffering physical evil; there could not be creatures of
the human kind without the risk of evil. Whereas in the Parrhasiana freedom
was portrayed in a positive light as a great gift from God allowing humans to
attain eternal paradise, it has now turned into a necessary imperfection of the
human link in theGreatChain of Being: “The freedom todo evil is aweakness in
a changing creature like man, if he is compared to more elevated creatures.”117
God created the Great Chain of Being with imperfect humans as one of the
links, so is God the ultimate cause of the moral evil to which humans give rise?
Le Clerc insists that God is not the cause of moral evil, though He does permit
it: “creatures have amutable nature, a nature that in fact changes for the worse
because God leaves the creature’s freedom intact …” However, this permission
is not itself a culpable evil because “God remedies [the creature’s abuse of free-
dom] afterwards and in a way that is admirable and worthy of eternal acts of
praise.”118 In this last passage Le Clerc supports his Great Chain of Being theod-
icy with his prior Origenist theodicy.

In his reply to Le Clerc, Bayle focused on two main objections to the Great
Chain of Being theodicy. The first objection is that Le Clerc has not explained
the cause of actual sins, but only the cause of the possibility of sin.119 Bayle
agrees that no creature has the right to complain that it was not created as
perfect as some other creature. But he argues that this was never the nature

115 Le Clerc, bc ix, 125.
116 Le Clerc, bc vii, 336.
117 Le Clerc, bc vii, 337.
118 Le Clerc, bc vii, 340.
119 See especially Bayle, rqp ii, clxxiii (od iii, 865b).
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of the Manichean complaints, which concern not the regrettable capacity to
sin arising from the frailty of human nature, but the actual fact of sin that has
followed from that imperfection. The Manichean objections were not built on
the foundation that humans could sin, but on that fact that some actually did
and do sin. From a given act of sin it necessarily follows that some creature
was able to sin; but from the ability to sin it does not necessarily follow that
a creature must sin. A universe free of sin and suffering, but also containing
creatures with free will, is a possibility, and this possibility might have been
actualized by God if He had only supplied the sufficient grace that each sinful
creature needed to avoid falling into vice.

The second objection naturally follows the first and tends to this conclusion:
Le Clerc must admit that God positively willed actual human sins. The argu-
ment begins by observing that divine omniscience implies that God placed
certain creatures in circumstances in which He foresaw infallibly that they
would sin. Next, omniscience also implies that God possesses the counterfac-
tual knowledge that these creatures would have persisted in virtue if they had
been placed in other circumstances, or if they had been supplied with suffi-
cient grace. Bayle then adds the following controversial assumption, which he
would have to defend in future rounds of debate with both Le Clerc and Jaque-
lot: “we do not will an event any less when we render it infallible than when
we render it necessary.”120 It follows from these premises that because God
foresees the fall of certain people infallibly, He therefore wills their fall as com-
pletely as He would have if He had necessitated it. Le Clerc’s assumption that
human beings are endowed with free will, and are therefore always capable of
repenting is neutralized: despite human free will, sin and lack of repentance
are infallibly foreseen by God, and are therefore willed by Him as long as He
permits them.

Bayle agrees with Le Clerc that God was not obligated by the rules of jus-
tice to supply creatures with sufficient grace to avoid sin, considering that He
created them from nothing and assuming that He had already endowed them
with sufficient power in the form of free will to accomplish a virtuous life. But
Bayle asserts that this observation changes the state of thequestion,whichdoes
not concern divine justice, but divine goodness in all its purity. The common
notionswehaveof perfect goodness are irreconcilablewith the suppositionof a
benefactor who foresaw and permitted a great deal of evil without intervening
in it, although He could have ended that evil succession much earlier, or obvi-
ated it altogether. Le Clerc, who insists on the compatibility of our common

120 Bayle, rqp ii, clxxiii (od iii, 867b).
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ideas of goodness and the observed conduct of Godmust explain that compat-
ibility in detail without changing the focus of the discussion from goodness to
justice; otherwise the Manichean objections remain unanswered.

LeClerc’s response to the twoobjections tohisGreatChainofBeing theodicy
is simply free will: the cause of actual sins is the misuse by human beings
of free will, and the reason why God is not guilty of positively willing sin is
that Hemerely permits sin, while humans alone will that sin. Themetaphysics
of this response is never fully explored; the Bayle-Jaquelot debate elaborates
the free-will defence of God’s goodness. Le Clerc instead continues to exploit
the Origenist assumption that God’s perfect goodness will be manifested to
everyone at the end of time, even though different human beings will take
different paths to arriving at their eventual happiness:

God willed to create two sorts of men: one sort that will pass through
certain dangers before arriving at happiness, without suffering anything
other than several inconveniences in the course of their lives, which are
nothing in comparison with the happiness that awaits them after they
have fulfilled their duty; and another sort thatwill succumb to these same
dangers by their own fault, and will consequently meet with punishment
proportionate to their sins, and placed in a state inferior to that of the
previous, for a duration that nobody knows.121

Le Clerc insists that the above scheme is consistent with a perfectly good
divine nature, since all will end well for suffering and sinful humans. Bayle
is too focused on the here-and-now; he must elevate his mind and take the
perspective of the whole of eternity.

By the time Bayle wrote the Dialogues he and Le Clerc had reached a stale-
mate in their debate over Origenism and the Great Chain of Being; very little
is consequently said about these issues in the work translated below, although
this background is assumed by Bayle and essential for understanding much of
what he does say in the Dialogues. One final passage of Le Clerc’s on these top-
ics is worth quoting, however, since Bayle will use it as evidence that Le Clerc,
at bottom, agreed with his position on the problem of evil. Conscious that he
was not fully answering, but was often evading Bayle’s objections to free will,
Universal Salvation, and the Great Chain of Being, Le Clerc wrote the following
in his Defense:

121 Le Clerc, bc ix, 146.
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If my responses do not fully satisfy someone, and if nothing better is
found, then still it will not follow that one can accuse God of injustice or
of lacking goodness. It would be necessary instead to say that we do not
fully understand the words of Jesus Christ, assuming that the manner in
whichweunderstand them is not compatiblewith the goodness or justice
of God. It should not seem strange that we do not understandmany of the
discourses in which things that exceed human perception are discussed.
It would be far more reasonable to confess one’s ignorance than to attack
the goodness and the holiness of God.122

Since Bayle did not see himself as “attack[ing] the goodness and the holiness
of God,” he could not agree more with the last sentence quoted above. Part of
Bayle’s goal in the last rounds of debate with Le Clerc, therefore, was to show
his adversary that they were largely in agreement with each other. Le Clerc’s
goal, however, became increasingly polemical: he aimed to demonstrate that
Bayle’s intentions were subversive of religion, and that his reflection on evil
leads directly to atheism. Much of the Dialogues, Part One, is concerned with
answering these charges, which were not baseless accusations by Le Clerc, but
the conclusions of careful analyses of Bayle’s texts dealing with evil.

Belief, Evidence, and Bayle’s Hidden Intentions
Numerous times in the Response to a Provinical’s Questions Bayle suggests
that the debate needs to focus on questions concerning the role of evident
(évidentes) notions123 in forming our judgments about the conduct of God
as it is presented to us in experience and in Scripture. Different conceptions
of rational evidence and belief formation are the source of any difference of
opinion that still divides Bayle and Le Clerc, and they indeed became the focus
of their debate in its last two rounds. But first Le Clerc had another level of his

122 Le Clerc, bc ix, 148.
123 Throughout this Introduction, and in my translation of the Dialogues of Maximus and

Themistius below, I translate the French words ‘évidence’ and ‘évident’ as ‘evidence’ and
‘evident’ respectively. When faced with these French terms, some translators opt for “self-
evidence” and “self-evident,” which are fine in many cases, but misleading in the case of
the Bayle-Le Clerc debate. ‘Self-evidence’ is primarily a logical term, referring to the fact
that some proposition does not require proof. It is also a binary term: some proposition
is either self-evident or it is not. However, much of the Bayle-Le Clerc debate is focused
on epistemological évidence, which we can think of as the appearance of clarity and
distinctness in some idea. The debate also turns on whether there are various degrees
of évidence, which Bayle insists there are.
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own to introduce, or rather to impose upon Bayle: the question of intentions.
Why does Bayle constantly defend Manicheism against all comers? Whereas
in the previous rounds of discussion Le Clerc insisted that he believed that
Bayle’s motives were good (viz. to encourage philosophers and theologians to
respond more strongly to the problem of evil than they had yet done), in the
first twelve pages of the Defense of the Goodness and Holiness of God, against
the Objections of Mr. Bayle Le Clerc asserts that he has changed his opinion
of Bayle. From now on Le Clerc will refuse to distinguish Bayle’s views from
those of his imaginedManicheans; the former, like the latter, aim to undermine
Christianity.

What caused this change in Le Clerc’s attitude toward Bayle? It was the fact
that Bayle “in the last two volumes of the Response to a Provincial’s Questions,
seriously upheld the Manichean sect against the divine goodness.”124 William
King, Isaac Jaquelot, and Jean Le Clerc had all shown Bayle the way to resolve
the problem of evil. But rather than “thanking those who had lifted his difficul-
ties, as is the custom in theological and philosophical auditoriums,” Bayle did
just the opposite: “he attacked the Christian religion from under the mask of
Manicheism.”125 While he recognizes that Bayle has always claimed to defend
the orthodox Reformed doctrine on predestination against its critics, Le Clerc
declares that he will no longer be deceived; from this point, Le Clerc will treat
Bayle as an enemy of religion because he:

Invented difficulties against providence; expressed them as speciously as
possible; repeated them on every occasion, both in his Dictionary and
in a book [Continuation of the Various Thoughts on the Comet] whose
design was to excuse atheists as much as possible; did not wish to accept
any arguments against his objections, but quibbled about every detail;
compared the conduct of God to that of the worst men, and did not wish
to recognize any difference between them…126

Bayle cannot expect his readers to believe that his intentions are in any way
compatiblewith the flourishing of theChristian religion: “What he says squares
very well with aManichean, or if you prefer, a Pyrrhonian, whoworks to render
everything doubtful both in religion and in civil society; but what he says is in
no way becoming of a Christian …”127 Le Clerc draws the logical conclusions

124 Le Clerc, bc ix, 104.
125 Le Clerc, bc ix, 107.
126 Le Clerc, bc ix, 112.
127 Le Clerc, bc ix, 111.
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of Bayle’s thought on evil: God is neither good nor holy; Scripture is full of
contradictions and must be rejected as false; all religions are equally valid,
or rather, equally invalid; all societies should be replaced with the Society of
Atheists on behalf of which Bayle gives the apology in his Various Thoughts on
the Comet and its sequels.

This new round of debate between Le Clerc and Bayle begins the exchange
that will most interest those who are fascinated with the Bayle enigma. Le
Clerc pushes Bayle to answer questions about his intentions. To ensure that
Bayle will comply, Le Clerc asserts in the Defense that he will do the same;
henceforth, rather than arguing solely through an imagined Origenist, Le Clerc
will speak on the basis of his own beliefs. Bayle should therefore do the same:
“if he wishes to attack the New Testament, which I feel obliged to defend, then
he must declare what principles of theology and of philosophy he plans to
follow; for it is an infinite task to respond to a man whose opinions are totally
unknown.”128

Le Clerc is certain that regardless of what Bayle says about his motives, the
psychological effect of Bayle’s Manichean articles on his readers will be an
increase in atheism (a predictionperhaps justified by subsequent earlymodern
history). The reason for this is that Bayle recommends that his readers aban-
don evident notions ofmetaphysics andmorality and rest their religious beliefs
instead on blind faith. Le Clerc has passages like the following in mind: “It is
necessary to choose between philosophy and the Gospel: if you do not want to
believe anything but what is evident and conforms to common notions, take
philosophy and abandon Christianity; if you want to believe the incompre-
hensible mysteries of religion, then take Christianity and abandon philosophy:
for to possess evidence and incomprehensibility together is not possible …”129
This advice to abandon evident notions is essential to Bayle’s doctrine on evil
(particularly the move from p2 to p3). In p2 Bayle claims that the Manichean
objections are superior to any responses to them from the point of view of the
evidence of the propositions advanced. However, Bayle claims in p3 that we
ought to abandon evidence as the basis of our religious beliefs. Bayle’s advice
to abandon rational evidence as a criterion of belief is, in LeClerc’s view, impos-
sible, or at least very dangerous, to follow.

The case for the impossibility of following Bayle’s advice follows from the
psychological impossibility of renouncing evident notions, which are on Le
Clerc’s view (and Descartes’) always clear and distinct, and which therefore

128 Le Clerc, bc ix, 141.
129 Bayle, dhc iv, “Éclaircissement sur les Pyrrhoniens,” 644.
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compel assent.130 Le Clerc asserts this impossibility several times in the De-
fense,131 always without argument: “These things are well-known, and do not
need to be proven.”132 But even if it were possible to renounce commonnotions
of reason, Le Clerc objects to this foundation of faith on account of its deleteri-
ous consequences. First, itwould lead straight to themost extremePyrrhonism:
“If the evident lights of reason could deceive, then we could never trust rea-
son; for if having perceived something clearly, and unable to prevent myself
from assenting, I was nevertheless deceived, then there would be nothing that
I could know without being deceived.”133 Le Clerc rests again on a Cartesian
principle: whatever deceives even once must be abandoned as a criterion of
truth. Le Clerc does not fail to observe that many people believe that Bayle’s
ultimate design in discussing the problem of evil was to establish Pyrrhonism
in his readers.

LeClerc then argues that abandoning the criterion of evidencewould lead to
undermining Christianity, which is based on the message contained in Scrip-
ture, but which in turn can be discerned only by using reason, especially its
evident commonnotions. “Revelationwouldbecomeuseless because itwasnot
given to beasts, but to men, and it assumes common notions throughout.”134
Bayle’s suggestion that we abandon reason and turn to the Gospel is imprac-
tical; Scripture, like all books, requires reason even for basic understanding
and interpretation. Bayle’s renunciation of rational evidence leaves humans no
more intelligent than beasts, and so incapable of participating in religion.

It is true that Scripture says that God is good and holy; but these, says
our author [Bayle], are a goodness and holiness that we cannot defend
without renouncing the common notions that we have of these virtues;
which is to say that we have no idea, according to Bayle, of the meaning
intended when Scripture says that God is good and holy … I believe, he
says, that God is perfect, and consequently that he is good and holy; but
I have no idea of these perfections; they are names that mean the same
thing to me as hocus pocus.135

130 “Admittedly my nature is such that so long as I perceive something very clearly and
distinctly I cannot but believe it to be true.” Descartes, Meditations v (at vii, 69; csm ii,
48).

131 Le Clerc, bc ix, 152, 156, 158.
132 Le Clerc, bc ix, 152.
133 Le Clerc, bc ix, 162.
134 Le Clerc, bc ix, 163.
135 Le Clerc, bc x, 396.
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But even if enoughof reasonwere left after the abandonment of certain com-
mon notions that participation in religion were still possible, Le Clerc observes
that all religionswould likely appear equal.136 Bayle therefore establishes—just
as Jurieu accused him of doing in 1686 by means of his theory of toleration—
total indifference in religiousmatters. The situation is the samewith respect to
morality: without firm common notions at its basis, morality would be under-
mined.137 Le Clerc assumes that some reader has been convinced by Bayle’s
arguments, and has consequently abandoned common notions, and then has
the person ask Bayle: what shall I believe now concerning right andwrong, and
onwhat basis shall I believe that rather than something else? Bayle would have
no answer for the man, and would lead him to moral relativism.

Finally, and predictably, comes the charge against Bayle of attempting to
replace religion in society with atheism bymeans of his objections to Christian
theodicy.138With reasonundermined, religion rendered useless and amatter of
indifference, morality stripped of firm principles, what remains? “Would it be
this Society of Atheists that becomes every daymore famous by Bayle’s writings,
and in which people observe all the rules of virtue and beneficence despite
being persuaded that these are only words floating in air?”139 The salutary
antidote to Bayle’s multiple poisons is, in Le Clerc’s view, to believe that “right
reason is a light from God that never deceives us as long as we follow it with
precision.”140 If we believe this, then wewill never be led to suspect that reason
and Scripture conflict, for both have their origin in the same divine nature.
Some of what God reveals may be above reason, but nothing is contrary to
reason, as Le Clerc repeats following a long tradition.

In much of the Dialogues, Part 1, Bayle responds to Le Clerc’s objections
and accusations just summarized, and so I leave the reader to peruse Bayle’s
defences below (see also the Afterword below this Introduction, in which I
lay out Bayle’s response to Le Clerc’s position on evidence). These chapters
of the Dialogues are some of the most important passages in the late Baylian
corpus, since they mark an important shift in Bayle’s thinking about moral
rationalism. In his earlier works, like the Philosophical Commentary, Bayle
relied on the evident truth of moral common notions to make his case for

136 Le Clerc, bc ix, 166.
137 Le Clerc, bc ix, 168.
138 The accusation against Bayle of writing on behalf of atheism is taken up more fully by Le

Clerc later in bc ix, article x, 361–386. That article deals, however, with the dispute over
plastic natures, and not with the problem of evil, so I will not discuss it here.

139 bc ix, 169.
140 bc ix, 152.
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religious toleration; at the end of his career Bayle seems to undermine the
rational foundation of his earlier thought by arguing that we both can and
sometime should abandon evident notions.141

Three Final Arguments Proving Bayle’s Atheistic Intent
In conformity with his usual style, but also in response to the demands of
controversialist literature, Bayle fills much of his Dialogues with quotations
from Le Clerc’s Remarks on the Response on Behalf of Bayle to the 3rd and 10th
articles of the Choice Library,142 the last response by Le Clerc that Bayle would
ever read. Itwould be redundant, therefore, to offer a linear commentary on the
Remarks, since Bayle will effectively do that himself in the translated Dialogues
that follow. However, Bayle is sometimes guilty of portraying his adversary’s
arguments as pitifully weak and unfounded when in fact the arguments can
at times be quite compelling. So in what follows I attempt to give a more
sympathetic treatment of Le Clerc’s best arguments for the claim that the logic
of Bayle’s reflection on evil leads to atheism. Along the way I note the passages
in Bayle’s Dialogueswhere the responses to these arguments can be found.

Le Clerc’s final work before Bayle’s Dialogues is his best. The arguments, or
rather charges, that he lays out are the strongest arguments offered in Bayle’s
day for the claim that Bayle’s philosophy leads to atheism. The genius of Le
Clerc’s strategy lies in his having found passages, mainly in the Dictionary,
where Bayle himself argues that such-and-such hypothesis leads to atheism;
then Le Clerc demonstrates that Bayle, in his reflection on the problem of
evil, endorses that particular irreligious hypothesis, which allows Le Clerc to
conclude that according to Bayle himself the logic of Bayle’s reflection on evil
tends to underme theistic belief.

Teaching that God is the Author of Sin: The First Argument for
Bayle’s Atheism

The strongest such argument is based on a remark made by Bayle in the
Dictionary, article “Paulicians,” remark i, which Le Clerc quotes at length for
his reader:

After reporting various methods that have been employed to exculpate
Providence, Bayle speaks in the following way … ‘Why so many supposi-

141 For an analysis of this volte-face, see Gianluca Mori, “Pierre Bayle on Scepticism and
‘Common Notions’,” in Gianni Paganini (ed.), The Return of Scepticism: From Hobbes to
Descartes to Bayle (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2003), 393–415.

142 Le Clerc, bc x, 364–426.
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tions? What was the measure, what was the rule for all this reasoning? It
was the desire to exculpate God; it was the clear understanding that the
whole of religion depends on it, and that once one dares to teach
that [God] is the author of sin, one will necessarily lead men to
atheism. So we see that all the Christian sects who are accused of this
doctrine defend themselves against it as from a horrible blasphemy and
an execrable impiety, and they complain of having been victims of terrible
calumny’.143

It is unquestionable on the basis of this passage that Bayle believes that if you
teach that God is the author of sin, then you will necessarily lead people to
atheism. The basis for this claim is Bayle’s view that God’s principal attribute is
goodness; any being that lacks supreme goodness is not aGod. Therefore, if one
teaches that God is responsible for evil, then one teaches that God is evil; or in
other words, that God is not God. This is contradictory, and will lead people to
the denial of God’s existence. Le Clerc’s strategy, therefore, is to show that the
logic of Bayle’s reflection on evil leads to the conclusion that God is the author
of sin. From there LeClerc can offer the following argument: Bayle believes that
teaching that God is the author of sin leads to atheism; Bayle teaches that God
is the author of sin; therefore, Bayle believes that Bayle is leading his readers to
atheism.

The first premise of the argument is well established by the quotation taken
from “Paulicians,” remark i. And the conclusion follows necessarily from the
premises. So the question of Bayle’s atheism has been narrowly focused on the
second premise: does the logic of Bayle’s reflection on evil entail that God is
the author of sin? Le Clerc’s evidence for this premise is twofold: first, Bayle’s
reflection on evil demonstrates that all existing Christian systems relating to
providence lead to the conclusion that God is the author of sin (that is the
point behind Bayle’s saying that the Manichean objections are insoluble); and
second, Bayle offers no better system. Le Clerc therefore summarizes Bayle’s
reflection on evil as follows: Bayle demonstrates that all existing rational reflec-
tion on providence entails that God is the author of sin; Bayle claims that there
is nobetter philosophical system thatwould avoid this consequence; andhence
Bayle believes that all rational teaching about providence ultimately amounts
to teaching that God is the author of sin. Consequently, the upshot of Bayle’s
reflection on evil is that God is the author of sin, and by his own admission, this
conclusion leads people to atheism.

143 Le Clerc, bc x, 371–372. The emphases are Le Clerc’s.
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This is a compelling argument for Bayle’s atheism, and gives rise to an
entire chapter of the Dialogues—namely Part 1, chapter 2. Themost important
response Bayle offers is based on reflections he had already made in the sec-
ond edition of the Dictionary, “Synergists,” remark b. Bayle devotesmuch of the
article “Synergists” to praising the theologian, Philip Melanchthon, especially
his conduct during his disputes with Calvin over the problem of evil. What is
admirable about Melanchthon is that “he was equitable enough to distinguish
these two things from one another: Calvin’s doctrine as he [Melanchthon] con-
sidered it; and Calvin’s doctrine as Calvin considered it.” From Melanchthon’s
point of view, Calvin’s doctrine of predestination logically entailed the conclu-
sion thatGod is the author of sin. But this is not a consequence thatCalvin drew
from his own doctrine, though he could appreciate Melanchthon’s reasons for
thinking that his doctrine entailed such a horrible conclusion. Melanchthon’s
tolerant attitude toward Calvin stemmed from his understanding that a per-
son does not necessarily believe or teach all the things that his doctrines
can be convincingly shown to entail. In other words, if I believe p, and you
can demonstrate very plausibly that p entails q, it does not follow that I do,
or even that I ought to, believe q. Consequently, the fact that Bayle shows
that all systems of thought lead to the conclusion that God is the author
of sin does not entail that anyone does, or should, believe that God is the
author of sin. In Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 2, Bayle defends this Melanchtho-
nian point, which he considers important for maintaining religious tolera-
tion.

Bayle’s response to this particular charge of atheism is problematic, how-
ever. After all, Le Clerc’s worry is that Bayle’s readers will be led to atheism,
and those readersmay not have the tolerant attitude ofMelanchthon. If Bayle’s
readers take his texts at face value and derive logical conclusions from them,
will they not be led to reject God? Bayle is clearly conscious of this worry,
which is why he reflects at length in Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 1, on his inten-
tions fromareader’s point of view, demonstrating themany reasons that readers
would have to impute motives to Bayle that are consonant with Christian-
ity.

The Pyrrhonist’s Real Intentions: The Second Argument for Bayle’s
Atheism

LeClerc quotes a passage from the article “Rufin” inwhichBayle asserts that the
Pyrrhonian arguments against divine providence tended to undermine belief
in God more generally. In what follows I quote Le Clerc’s quotation of the
passage, in which he includes his own commentary, which I have placed in
square brackets:
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ThePyrrhonians, under thepretext of opposing only thedogmatists’ argu-
ments for the existence of God, undermined the doctrine as well. They
declared [just as Bayle does] that they were in agreement with common
opinion, without attaching themselves to any particular sect; that they
agreed that there are gods which they honoured; that they
attributed providence to those gods; but that they could not endure that
the dogmatists should have the temerity to reason about such
things; followingwhich they proposed to them [just as Bayle does] vari-
ous objections, which by way of overturning providence tended to under-
mine the very existence of God.144

Le Clerc believes that in this passage Bayle “describes his own behaviour,
without realizing it, since he has placed himself among the Pyrrhonians, whose
arguments tend to destroy the existence of God.”145 The force of the accusation
derives from Le Clerc’s assumption that Bayle’s treatment of the problem of
evil has the same goal as the arguments of Sextus Empiricus, which aimed
to overturn the arguments in favour of benevolent divine providence. If this
assumption is granted, then the inference from Bayle’s Pyrrhonism to atheism
is provided by Bayle himself in the passage just quoted. So again, this is a
formidable charge of atheism against Bayle.

An entire chapter of the Dialogues—Part 1, chapter 6—is devoted to expli-
catingBayle’s relation toPyrrhonism, especially in the article “Pyrrho,”whichLe
Clerc frequently cites against Bayle. However, that chapter is not themost rele-
vant if we are seeking Bayle’s response to the accusation of supporting atheism.
Bayle’s solution is rather to be found scattered throughout Dialogues, Part 1, in
the many passages where he lays out the difference between, on the one hand,
arguing that some claim is met with insoluble objections, and on the other,
arguing that that claim is false. Part 1, chapter 1 of the Dialogues is devoted to
upholding this distinction against Le Clerc, who does not recognize it, andwho
constantly blurs the distinction in an attempt to disgrace Bayle.

Again, this distinction that Bayle offers is not concocted adhoc just to escape
Le Clerc’s charge. It appears, in fact, several lines above the passage quoted
above, where Bayle writes: “I must not finish this remarkwithout observing the
injustice of certain peoplewhobelieve that once one rejects the reasons offered
on behalf of some doctrine, one consequently rejects the doctrine itself.”146

144 Le Clerc, bc x, 374. The emphases are Le Clerc’s.
145 Le Clerc, bc x, 374.
146 dhc iii, “Rufin,” rem. c, 101a.
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The case of the Pyrrhonians is offered by Bayle as an exception; they used this
distinction to cover their true intention, which was to do damage to religious
belief. Why should we not believe that Bayle is doing the same thing—hiding
behind a distinction that he does not truly acknowledge just so that he can
undermine religionwith impunity? The only possible answer that can be given,
unless we are ready to call Bayle an atheist, is that Bayle does sincerely accept
the distinction he draws, and in that respect differs from the Pyrrhonians (as
he portrays them). This leads us to consider the third charge of atheism, in
responding to which Bayle again reflects at length on the difference he rec-
ognizes between arguing that the Manichean objections are insoluble, and
denying divine providence.

The Retortion of Socinianism: The Third Argument for Bayle’s
Atheism

Le Clerc had been accused of Socinianism around the time of his dispute with
Bayle, a fact that Bayle uses to his advantage in the last round of debate. Le
Clerc spends much of bc x responding to the charge of Socinianism, and he
makes the mistake of advising Bayle that he should have informed himself of
the proceedings that had been brought against Le Clerc before weighing in
on those charges. In the months prior to the composition of the Dialogues,
therefore, Bayle secured all the relevant documents, and makes sure that his
readers have easy access to their damning condemnations of LeClerc’s writings
(see Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 4).

Of interest to us are the retortions of Socinianism against Bayle found in this
last reply of Le Clerc. One of the prime characteristics of Socinianism was its
rejection of the doctrine of the Trinity on the grounds that it conflicts might-
ily with the most evident notions of reason. Predictably, therefore, Le Clerc
turns to the notorious “Pyrrho,” remark b, where Bayle argued by means of
his Pyrrhonian abbé that basic mathematical principles (for example, a = d
and b = d and c = d implies that a = b = c) conflict with the doctrine of the
Trinity (because though the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are all identical to
God, nevertheless the Father is not identical to the Son, and neither Father
nor Son is identical to the Holy Spirit). Now, Bayle himself claimed, in oppo-
sition to Le Clerc, that Socinianism is worse than atheism. So it follows that
in the article “Pyrrho,” Bayle advances ideas that are, by his own admission,
worse than atheistic. Bayle devotes chapter 10 of Part 1 of the Dialogues to
investigating Le Clerc’s own views on the Trinity that are laid out in bc x, as
well as to revisiting whether Le Clerc’s humbling of reason, a key part of bc
ix as we saw, is just the same thing as what he calls Pyrrhonism in Bayle’s
case.
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The more interesting charge of Socinianism against Bayle, however, is given
by Le Clerc in this passage: “[Bayle] claims that it is necessary to humble rea-
son beneath faith; but he will have to become Socinian despite himself, for we
cannot fail to believe evident things.”147 Le Clerc’s point is that, like the Socini-
ans whomake reason the judge over all matters proposed for belief, Baylemust
likewise follow reason wherever it leads, whenever evident notions are con-
cerned.Wherever there is evidence, belief is compelled. Therefore, when Bayle
claims that the Manicheans bring evident objections against Christian theol-
ogy, Bayle must believe that the targeted aspects of Christian theology are false
becausehe cannot fail to follow the evidencewhichpoints to that conclusion. It
follows that Bayle’s Manichean objections against providence, like the Pyrrho-
nian objections in his opinion, undermine providence and therefore also the
existence of God.

Le Clerc denies once again, therefore, that Bayle can uphold the distinction
between claiming that some proposition is met with evident insoluble objec-
tions, and claiming that the proposition is false. The foundation of Le Clerc’s
view is thatwe simply cannot believe thatwhichwe recognize to be opposed by
insoluble evident objections.What Bayle called Socinianism is in fact just a fea-
ture of human psychology in certain contexts: perceived evidence forces belief.
In order to respond to Le Clerc’s doxastic determinism—what Themistius calls
“the fundamental axiom of the whole trial” at the outset of chapter 1 of the
Dialogues—Baylemust show that it is possible to reject an evident proposition.
This is the subject of the most philosophically interesting pages of Dialogues,
Part 1—the whole of chapter 5. In demonstrating the possibility of believing
that which is opposed by evident objections Bayle distinguishes himself from
the Socinians as LeClerc portrays them, and from the Pyrrhonians as Bayle por-
trays them. He thereby responds to the last two charges of atheism.148

Part 3: Bayle’s Debate with Jaquelot

The Bayle-Jaquelot debate before the Dialogues, unlike the Bayle-Le Clerc
debate, comprised only a few well-organized books, as the Chronology above
shows. So after a brief biography of Jaquelot, the remainder of this section

147 Le Clerc, bc x, 388.
148 For further analysis of the Bayle-Le Clerc over the psychology and ethics of evident belief

rejection, see Michael W. Hickson, “Belief and Invincible Objections: Bayle, Le Clerc,
Leibniz,” in Leibniz et Bayle: confrontation et dialogue, ed. Christian Leduc et al. (Franz
Steiner Verlag, 2015), 69–86.
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is organized by “round”: first Jaquelot’s Conformity is discussed, then Bayle’s
Response to a Provinical’s Questions, and finally Jaquelot’s Examination. The
individual works are further organized by theme to help track the dialectic.

Isaac Jaquelot149
Isaac Jaquelot was born one month after Bayle in Vassy (near Champagne,
France) on 16 November 1647, and he died less than two years after Bayle in
Berlin on 20 October 1708. The two had far more in common than their age,
however, and just as with Le Clerc, so too with Jaquelot, the study of his life
makes one wonder how Jaquelot ever came to verbal blows with Bayle. Like
Bayle, Jaquelot was the son of a Reformed Minister and later experienced all
the insecurity that went along with being a Huguenot in Louis xiv’s France,
to the point that Jaquelot, who became a Minister and worked alongside his
father formany years as Pastor of Vassy,was forced to leave France permanently
following the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685. Fortunately for Jaquelot
he had become a renowned preacher, praised for his learning and his ability to
touch listeners’ hearts (despite his infamously feeble and squeaky voice), and
hewas ultimatelywelcomed as preacher at TheHague by the nobles in that city
who paid him well, allowing him to focus on studying and writing. Jaquelot’s
earliest works, like Bayle’s, targeted the Catholic persecution of Protestants
in France and urged mutual toleration. Aligning himself with les tolerans in
Holland Jaquelot, along with Bayle and Le Clerc, made himself an enemy of
Jurieu and was ultimately pursued by the Theologian of Rotterdam at the
Synod of Leiden in 1691 on suspicions of Socinianism. The background to
this Synod, particularly to the allegations of Socinianism against Jaquelot, is
worth reporting, since Bayle assumes and draws upon this background in his
debate with Jaquelot, and because it clarifies Jaquelot’s understanding of the
relationship between faith and reason which motivated his attacks against
Bayle.

149 Besides the works already mentioned, I have relied mainly on the following for back-
ground on Jaquelot’s life and works and on his debate with Bayle: David Durand, La Vie
d’ Isaac Jaquelot [Life of Isaac Jaquelot] (London, 1785); Anonymous, “Vie deM. Jaquelot,” in
Isaac Jaquelot,Dissertations sur l’ existence deDieu (Paris, 1744), tome 1, xli–xcii; RuthWhe-
lan, “Reason and Belief: The Bayle-Jacquelot Debate,” Rivista di storia della filosofia 48:1
(1993), 101–110; Jean-Luc Solère, “Creation continuelle, concours divin et théodicée dans le
débat Bayle-Jaquelot-Leibniz,” in Leduc et al., Leibniz et Bayle, 395–424; Inès Kirschleger,
“Les premières armes d’un apologiste: les sermons sur leMessie du pasteur Isaac Jaquelot
(1692),” in Nicolas Brucker (ed.), Apologétique 1650–1802: La Nature et la grâce (Berne, etc:
Peter Lang, 2010), 127–149.
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Beginning in 1686 Jurieu became known for prophetical writings in which
he predicted the fall of Roman Catholicism in France followed by the return
and official establishment of the Reformed Church. TheGlorious Revolution in
1688 badewell for Jurieu’s predictions, which had begun to focus on 1689 as the
miraculous year when France would become Protestant. Huguenot refugees in
Holland and elsewhere were critical of Jurieu’s predictions which smacked of
superstition, and they warned him that he was inviting ridicule from Catholics
and making the eventual return of the Reformed to France more difficult. The
most famous attacks against Jurieu from this period are Bayle’s controversial
works, Réponse d’un nouveau converti [Response of a New Convert] (1689) and
Avis aux Refugiés [Advice to the Refugees] (1690). Along with his coreligion-
naires Élie Saurin, Jacques Bernard, Gédeon Huet, and the Basnage brothers,
Jaquelot spoke out publicly against Jurieu’s prophecies. The mounting criti-
cism led Jurieu to publish a series of letters, ultimately printed together as
the Tableau du Socinianisme [The Portrait of Socinianism] (1690), in which he
warned that a cabal of allegedly Reformedministers, but who were actually all
Socinians, was forming in Holland and was attempting to undermine Chris-
tianity from within. What united the various critics in Jurieu’s mind and led
him to charge them all with Socinianism? It was predominately their common
commitment to toleration, which Jurieu was never able to distinguish in his
ownmind from pure indifference toward all religions, as well as their principle
that all articles of faith must be in clear conformity with reason, and never be
opposed to evident rational maxims.

An anonymous work that Jaquelot never admitted to writing, but which
Jurieu, Bayle, and others knew was Jaquelot’s, appeared shortly after Jurieu’s
first letter of the Tableau, and was entitled Avis sur le Tableau du Socinianisme
[Notice Concerning the Portrait of Socinianism] (s.n.s.l., 1690). Neither of Jaque-
lot’s earliest biographers, including David Durand, whose biography borders
on hagiography, raises any serious doubts that Jaquelot was the author of the
Notice. We can safely assume that Jaquelot did write it since much of what he
says, especially concerning the fundamental issue of the conformity of faith
and reason, coheres perfectly well with what he earlier and later wrote on the
subject. In the Notice Jaquelot summarizes the core of his position as follows:
“When the issue is how to understand a passage of Holy Scripture that admits
of two different interpretations, one in conformity with right reason and one
contrary to right reason, then wemust decide in favour of the interpretation in
conformity with reason, unless it ismanifestly opposed to thewords, the inten-
tion, or the reasoning of the author of Scripture.”150

150 Jaquelot, Notice, 13.
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Jaquelot claims that this principle is so obvious that he cannot imagine
anybody denying it in general. Moving to more particular matters, Jaquelot
argues that we can and ought to continue to believe doctrines that are above
reason, as long as reason can grasp the doctrine in part. Jaquelot gives the
doctrine of the resurrection of the dead as an example of something that is
above reason, yet is still partly rational because Scripture speaks very clearly
about this doctrine and because the idea of the infinite power of God is capable
of answering every rational objection to the doctrine. Faith is able to support
reason’s weakness and uphold the belief. But when reason cannot grasp even
part of a doctrine, then to say that the doctrine is above reason and to say it
is against reason amount to the same thing, and to urge belief by faith alone
in the doctrine is futile because it is impossible to believe something that
contradicts the light of reason: “Because man is essentially rational, he can see
or believe what is against reason less than the eye can perceive shadows or the
void.”151 Whatever we believe must have some rational basis; faith and reason
are consequently always in conformitywith each other. Nobody can arguewith
these points, claims Jaquelot; the dispute with Socinians does not concern this
fundamental positionon the conformity of faith and reason, it concerns only its
application to specific topics like the Trinity. Jaquelot was ultimately acquitted
at the Synod of Leiden in part because Jurieu presented insufficient proof that
Jaquelot was a Socinian or the author of the Notice, but also in part because
Jaquelot was very well connected to influential nobles throughout Holland.

Jaquelot’s Notice gives us a helpful perspective on his future debate with
Bayle. Like Le Clerc, Jaquelot preferred a minimal theology, and since he re-
duced the necessary doctrines to a very small number, he was all the more
motivated to defend those fundamentals. Belief in the existence of God, the
goodness of God, and divine providence were among Jaquelot’s core doctrines.
It was thus imperative for Jaquelot to defend the rational basis for belief in
these doctrines, since without a strong rational basis, these doctrines would
slide from being merely above reason to being also against reason. Bayle’s
Manichean articles, in Jaquelot’s view, attempted to convince the public of the
conflict of reason with the most basic Christian tenets, like God’s benevolence
and the human origin of evil in the world.

Durand, Jaquelot’s biographer, gives two further compelling reasons why
Jaquelot wrote against Bayle. In 1702 Jaquelot accepted an offer from Freder-
ick i of Prussia to become the King’s court preacher in Berlin. Once in Berlin
“Jaquelot found people of both sexes and of the highest quality who always

151 Jaquelot, Notice, 14.
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had the unfortunate [Manichean] objections of Bayle on their tongues. There-
fore, Jaquelot resolved to write on this great subject and to attack this proud
Goliath who defied all the weapons of Israel.”152 This motivation is consistent
with the portrait of Jaquelot that emerges from all reports of his life, namely
that he was a devout pastor first and foremost, and a philosopher-theologian
second. The other motivation given by Durand is also compelling, in that it
connects the two issues of theodicy and toleration, which were never far from
one another in the period. Jaquelot was concerned upon reading the Dictio-
nary that Bayle’s focus seemed to land on the subjects most divisive among
Protestants. In the Manichean articles, the principal issues were predestina-
tion and free-will, which had divided the Reformed into Remonstrants and
Counter-Remonstrants earlier that century, and which had never ceased to
cause turmoil. Jaquelot felt it was the duty of anyone interested in the eventual
reunion of Christian churches to oppose Bayle by demonstrating a simple way
to resolve themost difficultManicheanobjections in amanner acceptable to all
Protestants. This story is plausible. One defender of toleration (Jaquelot) was
essentially warning another defender of toleration (Bayle) that the latter’s writ-
ings risked reopening old wounds and leading to future intolerance. The story
also helps explain what is otherwise rather mysterious, namely why Jaquelot
waited so long to write against Bayle. He likely waited to see what the effect of
Bayle’s Dictionary would be on its readers, and as the first motivation given by
Durand confirms, Jaquelot found that Protestants were in fact deeply troubled
by Bayle’s Manichean objections.

Jaquelot’sConformity of Faith and Reason (1705)
Despite its subtitle, “Defence of Religion against the Principal Difficulties
Found in the Historical and Critical Dictionary of Mr. Bayle,” less than half of
Jaquelot’s Conformity of Faith and Reason is a response to Bayle’s Manichean
objections concerning theoriginof evil.Overhalf of Jaquelot’s first bookagainst
Bayle lays out proofs of the existence of God, the immortality of the soul, the
truth of Scripture, the existence of angels, the spiritual nature of the soul, and
other basic tenets of Christian theology.When Jaquelot finally turns to the Dic-
tionary’s Manichean articles he insists that the existence of human freedom
is capable of answering every one of Bayle’s objections. Consequently, much of
the book aims to prove the existence of freedom, answer objections to its possi-
bility both fromBayle andothers, anddemonstrate how the origin of evil canbe
and should be attributed solely to human choice, and not at all to divine activ-

152 Durand, Life of Isaac Jaquelot, 381.
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ity. In what follows I present Jaquelot’s theory of human freedom, his theodicy
based on it, and his criticism of Bayle’s skepticism.

The Existence and Nature of Human Freedom
Jaquelot defines human freedom as follows: “we will define freedom as the
power that a man has over his actions, such that he does what he wills because
he wills to do it, and if he did not will to do it, he would not do it and would
instead do the contrary.”153With this definition in place, there isnothing clearer
in Jaquelot’s mind than the fact that human beings are free. Indeed, this fact is
at least as certain as Descartes’ famous cogito:

I claim now that in fact there is not a single reasonable man who is not
convincedby the knowledge that hehas of himself andbyhis own feelings
that he is the master of his actions in just the way that I have described.
For it is just as certain when I am alone in my room that I read or do not
read, that I rise or sit, that I walk or stop, every time that I will to do so and
because I will to do so, as it is certain that I am, because I think.154

So it is primarily by means of our immediate awareness of ourselves that we
can know that we are free. But there are other proofs of human freedom as
well. If human beings were not free, and merely reacted to the sum of the
impulses acting on them from within their minds and from outside their bod-
ies, then erratic behaviour would be the norm—we would constantly see peo-
ple walking and then halting only to start walking again; speaking, stopping
mid-sentence, changing subjects, yelling, whispering; etc. But what we witness
instead in people, on the whole, is steadfastness of intent through the constant
barrage of impulses with which they are everywhere and always confronted:
people walk until they reach their destination despite encountering tempta-
tions along the way; they finish a sentence before moving on to the next; and
so on. This demonstrates that humans are not merely puppets controlled by
the sum of the forces acting on them, but are masters of their own activity.

To clarify his account of freedom Jaquelot imagines reasons and motives in
the humanmind as weights placed on a balance. Those who deny that humans
are free, or who reduce freedom to spontaneity, argue that human actions are
determined by the distribution of these weights: I raise my left arm rather than
my right arm because the reasons and motives for moving the left are greater

153 Jaquelot, cfr, 143.
154 Jaquelot, cfr, 143–144.
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than those formoving the right. Against this deterministic view Jaquelot argues
that we are all immediately aware of its falsehood: “however powerful the
reasonmight be that persuadesus,we feelwithinourselves a superior force that
renders usmasters of our actions. Far frombeing dragged along by reasons that
we cannot resist, on the contrary, it is necessary for us to give our consent and,
so to speak, our permission to the reasons that pull us before they can send us
toward any action or movement.”155 Regardless of how the weights are placed,
and however powerful themotivating reasons for or against an act, the balance
tilts when and only when, and to the degree that, the will permits.

Free action is not independent of reasons, however. In fact, the will decides
which motivating forces will be permitted to affect behaviour by examining
those forces, which is a process presented by Jaquelot as a sort of normative
reasoning: “we feel within ourselves and we are convinced that we have the
power to stop the impression that the strongest reasons make on us, to the
extent that, having carefully examined andweighed them, we give our consent
to those which appear to us to be those which ought to determine us and
make us act.”156 Jaquelot is aware of the objection that an infinite regress is
lurking close by: motivating reasons are given permission to influence action
by appeal to further meta-reasons (i.e. reasons about the relative worthiness of
certain reasons tomotivate us),which in turn arepresumably chosenby further
appeal to reasons, and so on. However, Jaquelot ends this line of objection
by stipulating that a human ought to be considered completely free as long
the following conditions are met: (1) that the nature and weight of proposed
motivating reasons have been examined; (2) that themotivating effect of these
reasons has been successfully suspended during the period of reflection; (3)
that it is possible to stop or start one’s activitywhenever it is appropriate to give
a demonstration of one’s freedom; and (4) that in general, motivating reasons
lead us to act only once they are given permission to do so.

Human beings are free, therefore, in the sense that they have the power to
reflect on their motives, suspend the effect of potential motives of action for
a time, choose which motives are the best from the point of view of reason,
and further choose the time at which the best motive(s) will compel their
action. Freedom is therefore closely connected to reason: “It is consequently
an incontestable proposition that a man, when he acts freely, always follows
reason, that is, that he knows the motive that makes him act.”157

155 Jaquelot, cfr, 145.
156 Jaquelot, cfr, 146.
157 Jaquelot, cfr, 148.
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Jaquelot’s goal in explicating his account of thewill is to render the following
two claims consistent and plausible: (1) the will is alwaysmoved to act by some
reason(s); and (2) after all reasons and other motives have been examined, the
will is always free to act or not to act on the basis of any one or combination
of them. At first glance these claims seem contradictory. The first stipulates
that the will is always compelled by some reason, while the second appears
to make the will independent of all reasons, and in possession of a strict
indifference. Jaquelot addresses the seeming incompatibility of the two claims
in the following manner.

Free will, after its deliberation is complete, can be considered in two ways:
just before it acts, and at the time of its action. Considered at the time of action,
a free will is always found connected to some reason; free action is always
performed with a known purpose. It is a false idea of freedom that makes the
free will act independently of reasons; such a will would become more free to
the extent that it was ignorant, and less free the more that reason directed it,
which are both absurd consequences. But to say that a freewill is alwaysmoved
by some reason or another is not to say that there is someparticular reason that
necessitates thewill to act. Considered just prior to action, a freewill is one that
has not yet consented to any of the competing reasons and motives of action;
it is a will that may very well consent to none of these motives and remain in
a state of suspense. Such suspense will be free if it is prolonged for the sake of
demonstrating the will’s freedom. (There is an unresolved problem here: isn’t
“demonstrating thewill’s freedom” just another competingmotive that thewill
must consider? Jaquelot raises the worry, only to dismiss it.)

Jaquelot has not aimed to give a complete theory of the freedom of the will,
nor has he claimed to be original in his reflections. The tone of his discussion
reveals that he thinks the wholematter is so obvious that it hardly deserves the
lengthy analysis that he deigns to give it. We have only to look into ourselves to
know that we are free and to know what that means.

The Origin of Evil
There are two goals of Jaquelot’s reflections on freedom, one negative and one
positive. The negative goal is to answer Bayle’s doubts about the existence of
freedom that are presented in “Manicheans” and “Paulicians.” It was partly by
means of these doubts that Bayle attempted to refute free-will theodicies.With
the freedom of will vindicated, an appeal can be made again to that strand of
response to the problem of evil. The positive goal follows from this, namely to
set up Jaquelot’s own free-will theodicy.

First Jaquelot explains in the following manner how he understands the
problemof evil: “All thesedifficulties turnon these twoquestions: one,whyGod
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formedman capable of offending him and of sinning; the other, why he formed
man with the fatal ability to render himself eternally unhappy as a result of his
sins.”158 The two questions seem to reduce to just one, both in their exposition
here and in Jaquelot’s treatment of them. The problem of evil for Jaquelot is
just this: why did God make human beings capable of sinning? The question
is difficult because sin both offends God and leads to eternal damnation for
human beings.

Jaquelot responds to the question by arguing that God made human beings
free, obviously not in order that theymight offendHim by sinning, but in order
to give Himself the greatest possible glory: “God cannot act except for Himself
and for His own glory.”159 Offence and sin are the unintended by-products of
free will, which is so valuable that its introduction was worth the risk of, and
eventually the fact of, evil that succeeded it. If freedomwas aminor perfection,
then God might have refrained from giving it to creatures on account of its
potential to cause evil, but freedom is in fact the greatest perfection in all
of creation: “Now of all possible beings, we can assert that this being that
God formed intelligent and the free master of its actions, having the ability
to do what it pleases, is by far the most excellent and the most perfect of all
creatures.”160Unsurprisingly, themost perfect creature is also the creature from
which God derives the greatest glory, which justifies His running the risk of
creating free creatures. To illustrate God’s plan more clearly, Jaquelot makes
use of an analogy between God and an artist:

Finally, to conceive more easily God’s intentions, it is necessary to know
thatGod, desiring tomakeHimself knownbyHisworks, remainedhidden
behind His creation much as a painter, if it is permissible to make such a
comparison, stands behind his canvas to hear the judgment that people
make of it. In this way humans were created free for this reason, in order
to judge God’s grandeur by the magnificence of His works.161

158 Jaquelot, cfr, 179.
159 Jaquelot, cfr, 161. The obvious parallel between Jaquelot and Malebranche on theodicy

has been noted, but also overestimated. The emphasis on God’s glory and wisdom is the
same, but much differs in the succeeding layers of thought. For Malebranche’s theodicy,
see Denis Moreau, “Malebranche on Disorder and Physical Evil: Manichaeism or Philo-
sophical Courage?” in Elmar J. Kremer and Michael J. Latzer, The Problem of Evil in Early
Modern Philosophy (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001), 81–100.

160 Jaquelot, cfr, 162.
161 Jaquelot, cfr, 165.
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The main reason, therefore, why God created human beings intelligent
and free, was so that they could discover God in His works by forming a
free and sincere judgment of the surpassing beauty of those works. It is in
witnessing this praise by humans that God finds His greatest glory. There are
other reasons for creating free creatures that Jaquelot mentions mainly in
passing. God desires to be discovered in His works; intelligence is required to
find God in His works, but intelligence requires free will, because intelligence
requires choosing to act on thebasis of one’s knowledge rather thanon thebasis
of someothermotive; thereforeGodmade free creatures.162 God loves holiness,
but only free creatures can be holy, therefore God created free creatures.163
Freedom is that which renders a creature most like its divine creator, even
more so than intelligence (presumably because intelligence requires freedom
on Jaquelot’s view).164 God wanted His creatures to praise him and to be
praiseworthy in turn, but both directions of praise require freedom.165 And so
forth.

The choice to create free creatures was an obvious one, if it can even be
called a choice. At times Jaquelot portrays the creation of free creatures as if
it were necessary: “If a free and intelligent being is the most excellent work of
an infinite power, as we have seen, then we can already conclude that nothing
could or should prevent the creator from producing it, even if this free being
would make ill use of its freedom.”166 Free creatures are so excellent that God
had to make them, or else lose perfection in His creation, and consequently
sacrifice glory for Himself.

So how do humans, such excellent and perfect parts of creation, actually
sin? With the divine justification for risking evil behind him, Jaquelot now
moves on to address the actual origin of evil, whether it is in God or wholly
in human beings. Obviously the source of evil is not in God for Jaquelot, so
it must reside exclusively within human beings: “Self-love is the source of evil
in free and intelligent beings, for this knowledge and this love that we have
of our own being leads us to grant that being as much weight and impor-
tance as possible.”167 Self-love was given to human beings, just as thirst and
hunger were, for the sake of promoting well-being, to keep pains and pleasures

162 Jaquelot, cfr, 180.
163 Jaquelot, cfr, 181.
164 Jaquelot, cfr, 164.
165 Jaquelot, cfr, 164.
166 Jaquelot, cfr, 167.
167 Jaquelot, cfr, 183.
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in their proper balance in the pursuit of the good life. But self-love has a natural
tendency to overvalue pleasures, and if left unchecked, this leads the creature
to prefer itself to God and others.

Both free will and self-love are God-given characteristics of human beings
and require God’s conservation to remain in existence while they are being
used, so Jaquelot must explain why God is not responsible for the ill use made
of these gifts. There are two objections that present themselves: first, why is
God not the efficient cause of the sinful movements of the will?; and second,
why is God not morally responsible for these sins? The first objection is given
its strongest foundation in the doctrine that Bayle and many others upheld,
namely that conservation is just continuous creation. At every instant of a crea-
ture’s existence, God re-creates that creature with every one of its determina-
tions. So properly speaking, God is the efficient cause of every action, including
sinful acts. Jaquelot devotes several pages of theConformity to this doctrine and
to this objection.168 His response is to assert, but hardly to elaborate or defend,
the classic doctrine of concurrence, according to which creatures participate
in some measure in their actions. Jaquelot distinguishes the first moment of
creation, which is solely the work of God and totally an effect of His divine will,
and subsequentmoments of conservationwhen “the creaturemust necessarily
contribute something.”169 God is free to create an eye, whose essence is sight,
opposite the sun,whose essence is to emit light. This creation is an effect ofGod
and God alone. But in the second instant, God’s conservation is constrained by
the natures of the created objects. If God is to conserve an eye, He must con-
serve a seeing thing; if God is to conserve a sun, he must conserve a shining
thing; if God conserves a healthy eye opposite the sun, then the eye must see
light in that instant.

Jaquelot’s response to the moral objection is that God is not an accomplice
to sin just as awinemaker is not an accomplice to the sins that proceed from the
drunkenness brought about by his wine. But this response makes God’s causal
role in sin more distant than it should: winemakers do not have the ability to
annihilate the wine as the drinker pours too much into his glass, but God does
have the ability to destroy the sinner’s freedom, or even the sinner himself, if
the need arises. A second response therefore follows. God is not responsible
for sin because He has provided everything that is necessary for free creatures
to achieve moral goodness. He has arranged everybody’s circumstances with a
view to their well-being, and if creatures abuse their surroundings, that is their

168 See Jaquelot, cfr, 254–265.
169 Jaquelot, cfr, 255.
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fault. But there is the problem of divine foreknowledge—God knew that the
circumstances of Eden, for example, although they could be used to benefit
humankind, would not in fact do so. Jaquelot responds to this objection only by
noting that the problem would be much worse if we assumed, which Jaquelot
does not, that every sin corresponded to an inviolable and eternal decree of
God. On Jaquelot’s view, as we have seenmany times, sins are effects of human
wills, not of the divine will.170 And yet again, wemust remember how excellent
and perfect a thing freedom is, and how impoverished the world would be
without it.

In chapters ix and x of the Conformity, Jaquelot applies his reflections on
free will to resolve the main difficulties that Bayle raises in “Manicheans” and
“Paulicians”: “Despite all these efforts to critique the ways of God by speaking
of the origin of evil as if it were abysmal to the human mind, free will clears
away every shadow.”171 Since Bayle will attack mainly the foundations of these
responses already given above rather than the arguments based upon them, I
will not delve into the details of Jaquelot’s objections to Bayle. What is worth
noticing is that in these chapters more than the others Jaquelot’s critique of
Bayle soundsmuch like Le Clerc’s, both in terms of Jaquelot’s portrayal of Bayle
as an enemy of religion, and in terms of the particular arguments that Jaquelot
employs.

Jaquelot considers the existence of hell to be a formidable objection against
the goodness of God, but he insists thatwe know too little about it to determine
whether or how it conforms to thewisdomofGod.172 (Unlike LeClerc, however,
Jaquelot treats the eternity of hell as if it were a fact clearly enunciated in Scrip-
ture.) Like Le Clerc, Jaquelot also rests heavily on the Great Chain of Being to
respond to the bulk of Bayle’s difficulties. Where Bayle mainly went astray was
in treating human beings as if they were the only creatures God hadmade, and
as if God weremorally obligated to exhaust his goodness on them alone. But in
fact, human beings occupy only one rung on the ladder of perfection, and only
a view of God’s outpouring of goodness on the whole ascent of creatures can
give a proper perspective on the morality of His treatment of human beings:
“all the difficulties … resolve themselves once we consider this immense uni-
verse as a Whole, as a composite of infinitely many parts, in such relationship
and connectionwith one another that this variedmultiplicity of creatures con-
tributes to themanifestation of thewisdom, the power, and the goodness of the

170 Jaquelot, cfr, 191.
171 Jaquelot, cfr, 250.
172 Jaquelot, cfr, 220.
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creator.”173 In following the Great Chain of Being defence as Le Clerc had done,
Jaquelot similarly leaves himself open to Bayle’s principal rebuttal that we have
already seen, namely that this “variedmultiplicity” justifies only the creation of
free creatures that can sin, not free creatures that actually do sin.

The Role of Reason in Religion
Although Jaquelot refrains at the outset of the Conformity from judging Bayle’s
intentions or accusing him of anywrongdoing,174 the tone becomes adversarial
in the final chapters in which Jaquelot discusses Bayle’s article “Pyrrho,” the
goal of which Jaquelot takes to be the undermining of religion. The chapter
devoted to “Pyrrho” begins: “There is nothingmore dangerous or more capable
of destroying religion than to claim that it is always contrary and opposed
to reason, and that to receive religion it is necessary to abandon reason as
quickly as possible, and to renounce common sense in order to shelter oneself
by faith.”175 Jaquelotwill go on to show that thesedangerous things areprecisely
what Bayle repeatedly does in the Dictionary, and that consequently Bayle
leads his readers straight to atheism: “To everywhere oppose faith and reason
is a pernicious maxim that pushes men toward atheism, libertinism, and the
complete renunciation of religion and holiness.”176

Much of the chapter is devoted to surveying the usual traditional explana-
tions for the Trinity and the Incarnation, the two mysteries that Bayle takes
in “Pyrrho,” remark c, to be contrary to evident notions. Jaquelot attempts to
convince the reader that there is no need to renounce common notions to
explicate these mysteries, which are wholly in conformity with reason. What
is interesting for our purposes are Jaquelot’s principles governing the necessity
of reason in the practice of religion. Like Le Clerc, Jaquelot insists that reason is
first of all necessary to prove certain preliminaries, like God’s existence and the
immortality of the soul, but especially to verify the divinity of Scripture. The
second use of reason is in reading Scripture, and getting the proper meaning
out of it, another point that Le Clerc emphasized. Jaquelot’s third principle is
the one that brings him into closest contact with the material of Bayle’s article
“Pyrrho”:

173 Jaquelot, cfr, 248.
174 “I declare that I have no plans to attack the person or the heart of Mr. Bayle. I esteem his

erudition, his mind, his penetration, and all his excellent talents that distinguish him in
the Republic of Letters.” Jaquelot, cfr, preface.

175 Jaquelot, cfr, 265.
176 Jaquelot, cfr, 267.
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The third principle is that it is necessary to admit a maxim that is gener-
ally approved. It is that in the verymatters that are theuniquedomain and
competency of reason, what is true and well-proven at one time remains
always true, even if the doctrine subsequently leads to incomprehensible
consequences. The infinite divisibility of extension, for example, is a truth
as certain from the point of view of reason as the continuous division of
fractions, which can be carried on infinitely, is in arithmetic. Yet it is not
conceivable that the parts of a grain of sand can equal the number of the
parts of the universe, which is nevertheless a necessary consequence of
the divisibility of extension to infinity … From which it is necessary to
conclude that an object can be luminous and accessible to reason from
one perspective, and obscure and incomprehensible from another; but
this does not give us the right to reject the object. I will name the con-
sent that we give to these consequences that are far from reason’s reach
the faith of reason, because reason acts in such cases by authority over
the mind to make it accept consequences that it does not understand, by
virtue of the principles whose truth it has previously proven and demon-
strated.177

This passage is one of the best examples of the way in which Jaquelot’s Ratio-
nalism can both differ from and resemble Bayle’s skepticism. Jaquelot’s phrase,
“the faith of reason,” could just as easily have been coined by Bayle, who insists
that his flight to faith is ordered by reason itself. But the phrase in Jaquelot is
intended to resist Bayle’s urge to renounce reason’s maxims once they come
into conflict with articles of the faith. Both Jaquelot and Bayle, however, agree
that some propositions that are demonstrated by reason lead to apparently
absurd consequences, and that this poses a problem in the domain of the ethics
of belief. So once again, the Bayle-Jaquelot debate will parallel the Bayle-Le
Clerc debate, aswewill see in greater detail aswe turn to the subsequent rounds
of the debate.

Bayle’sResponse to a Provincial’s Questions
The structure of Bayle’s response to Jaquelot’sConformityparallels the structure
of that work given above: Bayle organizes the chapters of his Response to a
Provincial’s Questions into objections to Jaquelot on free will, the origin of evil,
and Pyrrhonism.

177 Jaquelot, cfr, 275.
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Freedom of theWill
Jaquelot devoted much of his Conformity to a discussion of free will in order
to refute what he took to be Bayle’s rejection of freedom, as well as to build
the foundations of his theodicy. Bayle begins his response by denying that
he ever rejected the idea of the freedom of the will; he merely declared the
matter insoluble: “I can assure you, from one philosopher to another, that the
question of the freedom of the will is far from decided.”178 Those whomaintain
that the will is free have the advantage of better explaining human morality,
while those who object to, or outright reject the notion of free will, stand their
ground on the side of metaphysics. The result is another stalemate in Bayle’s
view.

If the will is truly free, the proximate efficient cause of its effects, then Bayle
believes the will must be endowed with a freedom of indifference: “Those who
uphold the freedom of the will properly speaking, attribute to man a power to
determine himself either to the left or to the right side even when the motives
are perfectly equal on the sides of each of the opposing objects. They claim
that without having any other reason than to make use of their freedom, our
souls can say: I prefer this to that, even though I see nothing more worthy of
my choice in this compared to that.”179 Bayle rightly maintains that Jaquelot’s
theory of freedom contains and depends on this freedom of indifference, and
so he focuses his objections on that conception of freedom.

To defend his view that the debate over freedom is still undecided, Bayle
demonstrates that all the phenomena explained by Jaquelot’s theory of free-
dom can just as easily be explained by a form of determinism. The particular
kind of determinism that Bayle defends over an entire lengthy chapter of his
Response to a Provincial’s Questions is psychological in nature and maintains
that human beings “are the playthings of their passions—now of one, now of
another. There are several passions that can coexist, but there are others that
battle each other for territory, and it is always the strongest that prevails. A pas-
sion’s empire is often short, such that it may in a single day be the victor as well
as the vanquished. But sometimes a passion establishes itself so firmly that it
becomes a habit, which nevertheless does not guarantee immunity from sud-
den revolutions that irrevocably steal its dominance.”180

Bayle attempts to suspend the readers’ judgment about free will by consid-
ering Jaquelot’s argument that only free will can explain the effectiveness of

178 Bayle, rqp ii, cxxxix (od iii, 782b).
179 Bayle, rqp ii, cxxxviii (od iii, 780a).
180 Bayle, rqp ii, cxxxix (od iii, 783b).
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a king’s decrees, or any positive law, in thwarting criminal behaviour. Jaque-
lot had argued that “the idea alone of the prohibition would not be sufficient
to undermine a longstanding habit.”181 The supposition of the freedom of the
will is required to explain how, in an instant, a habitual gambler can stop gam-
bling upon learning of its illegality. The “mental weight” of the law, assumes
Jaquelot, cannot explain this about-face given the power that habits have over
us. But Bayle responds that, on the contrary, the balance model of the will cap-
tures preciselywhat is happening to the gambler: “Jaquelotwill understand this
immediately, if hewould just pay attention. It is not the idea [of theprohibition]
alone that prevails over the habit in the first instant, but rather it is that idea
united with a great fear or hope.”182 The fear of the king’s punishment is what
is particularly effective in rendering his subjects obedient, not the idea of the
law on its own. Ideas may not be stronger than habits, but the fear of gallows
certainly is.

While Bayle denies that he ever rejected the idea of the freedom of indif-
ference, he nevertheless admits that he offered several serious objections to it,
which he revisits and strengthens in light of Jaquelot’s attempted responses.
The main objection to freedom found in the Dictionary (and repeated else-
where) is this succinct one: “We have no distinct idea that allows us to under-
stand how a being that does not exist by its own power could nevertheless act
by its own power.”183 As we have seen, this argument is supported by recourse
to the doctrine of conservation as continuous creation:184 since each created
being requires God’s constant creative power to remain in existence, then at
every moment it is properly speaking God’s creative power that acts, never the
creature’s own power.

In addition to Jaquelot’s response to this objection considered above, he
offered an analogy to establish this possibility of creaturely action in an indirect
way: “I askwhetherwe do not have a distinct idea of our existencewheneverwe
say, I think, therefore I am; yet we do not exist by our own power. It is therefore
no more difficult to conclude, I know and I sense clearly and distinctly that I
do whatever I will in my sphere of activity, therefore I am free; even though I am
dependent on my creator to act, as well as to exist.”185 The force of the analogy
derives from that of the cogito: we can hardly doubt that we know thatwe exist.
Yet we cannot easily account for the power by means of which we exist—it is

181 Jaquelot, cfr, 157.
182 Bayle, rpq ii, cxxxix (od iii, 783b).
183 dhc iii, “Manichéens,” rem. d, 306a; see also rqp ii, cxl (od iii, 785a).
184 Bayle, rqp ii, cxli (od iii, 787–791).
185 Jaquelot, cfr, 234.
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not clearly and distinctly given to us in the way that the fact of our existence
is given (according to Jaquelot in any case; Descartes would have disagreed).
So Jaquelot’s point is that we can know clearly and distinctly that we are free,
though we lack such certain knowledge of the metaphysics of freedom.

Bayle appropriates the analogy tomake his initial objection clearer. Wemay
indeed be certain that we exist. The fact of existence is well established, even
though, as Jaquelot argues, the cause of that existence at any given moment
is not immediately given. We must deduce that cause through a process of
reflection. So too in the case of our actions. Bayle then argues that only the
fact that we act is immediately given, i.e. clearly and distinctly perceived. But
the cause of that action—whether we ourselves or some other cause—is not
immediately given, which entails that the alleged freedom of our action, which
is a causal account of that action, is never immediately intuited, but must be
deduced also through careful metaphysical reflection. Jaquelot therefore con-
fused two distinct things—our actions and our alleged freedom—and wrong-
fully assumed that we know the fact of both just as clearly as we know that we
exist.186

But the dispute over the nature and possibility of free will is not central
to the debate in Bayle’s view. Therefore, despite Jaquelot’s prolix cogitations
on the subject, Bayle leaves the subject aside relatively early in his response.
He will treat the matter even more cursorily when he writes the Dialogues.187
Bayle’s stronghold is the moral objection, the argument that God is morally
responsible for evil, even if He is not physically responsible for it (i.e. the
efficient cause of the will’s movement toward sin). Bayle is willing early on to
permit Jaquelot to employ any theory of the freedom of the will he pleases;
none of these, in Bayle’s view, will permit Jaquelot to exculpate God from the
moral objection.

The Origin of Evil and Jaquelot’s FreeWill Theodicy
In the Dictionary Bayle left relatively unclear the question of what, exactly,
would satisfy him in a response to the problem of evil. Since, in Bayle’s opinion,
Jaquelot and Le Clerc had both strayed very far from the heart of the matter,
Bayle lays out more explicitly than he or anyone had ever done before, and
perhaps even more clearly than has ever been done since, what is required of
a successful Christian theodicy. The first thing to note is what is not required
of a theodicy; in other words, what is not being disputed at all. For Bayle, it is

186 See Bayle, rqp ii, cxl (od iii, 785b).
187 See below, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 1.
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not a question of whether this world—past, present, and future—conforms in
every respect to the infinite perfection of its maker. The clearest idea of reason,
Bayle often repeats, tells us that everything thatGoddoes is doneperfectlywell.
So this universe of ours, regardless of appearances to the contrary, must in fact
be good. No Christian theodicy is required to demonstrate that the presence of
evil is compatible with God’s perfection.

The challenge for Christian philosophers and theologians is to demonstrate
how evil is compatible with God’s perfection, and this requires not only con-
vincing human reason that there is such a compatibility, but even enlightening
reason in these matters by revealing at least some of the details of that com-
patibility. So that there could be no further question about what is required
of theodicists like Jaquelot when faced with the problem of evil, Bayle goes
on to enumerate in painstaking detail the precise theological doctrines and
philosophical maxims that must be brought into conformity with one another.
Since these principles reveal Bayle’s theological commitments and his opinion
of what ought to be taken for granted in philosophy, as well as because the rec-
onciliation of these principles is the criterion for victory in the dispute between
Bayle and Jaquelot, a complete summary of the principles follows:188

Seven Theological Doctrines

t1. God, the eternal and necessary being that is infinitely good, holy,
wise, and powerful, possesses eternally both a glory and beatitude
that cannot ever increase or diminish.

t2. God determined Himself freely to produce creatures, and He chose
from an infinite number of possible beings those creatures to which
it pleased Him to give existence and with which it pleased Him to
populate the universe, and He left all other beings in nothingness.

t3. Among the creatures God willed to create wereman and woman, to
whomGodgave, amongother things, the gift of freewill, bymeansof
which they were able either to obey or to disobey God’s commands.
But God threatened the first humans with death if they should ever
disobey His order not to eat a certain fruit.

t4. Yet they ate that fruit and were consequently condemned along
with all their posterity to themiseries of this life, to temporal death,
to eternal damnation, and to an inclination to sin to which they
abandon themselves almost endlessly and ceaselessly.

188 See Bayle, rqp ii, cxliv (od iii, 796b–798b).
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t5. Because ofHis infinitemercy it pleasedGodnevertheless to deliver a
very small number of humans from this condemnation by providing
them with assistance in this life when confronted with the corrup-
tion of sin and with misery, an assistance that can ultimately lead
them to the attainment of the eternal happiness of paradise.

t6. God has foreseen eternally all that will ever happen, He rules over
all things, He puts each thing in its place, He leads and governs con-
tinuously according to his goodpleasure, such that nothing happens
withoutHis permission or againstHiswill, andHe is able at all times
and as often as it pleases Him to prevent anything from happening
that displeases Him, including human sin, and to place in human
minds any thought that He finds acceptable.

t7. God offers graces to human beings who He knows will not accept
them, and who will render themselves more culpable than they
would have been if they had never been offered these graces. He
declares to these human beings that He wants them to accept these
graces, and He does not give to these humans the graces that He
knows they would accept.

Nineteen Philosophical Maxims

p1. Since the infinitely perfect being finds in Himself a glory and beat-
itude that cannot either increase or diminish, His goodness alone
determined Him to create this universe; the ambition to be praised
and self-interested motives of conserving or augmenting His glory
or beatitude played no part.

p2. Each of the attributes of the infinitely perfect being is infinite, but
an attribute would not be infinite if we could imagine an increase in
it. This is the case, in particular, with the goodness of the infinitely
perfect being, as well as with His love of virtue and hatred of vice:
these are infinite, but would not be infinite if we could conceive an
increase in them.

p3. Since, by p1, infinite goodness led the perfect being to create this
world, it follows that all the wisdom, skill, power, and beauty of the
universe exist for the sake of the happiness of intelligent creatures.
The creator expressed His perfection in creation so that intelligent
beings could find their happiness in the knowledge, admiration, and
love of the perfect being.

p4. Gifts given by the creator to His creatures capable of happiness aim
only at their happiness, so He never permits those gifts to render
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them unhappy. If some misuse of the gift by the creature were
capable of harming the creature, then the creator would intervene
to ensure that the gift was always used well. Otherwise the gift
would not truly be a gift, or the creator would not be infinitely
good.

p5. A maleficent being is very capable of heaping gifts on his enemies
when he knows these gifts will destroy them. It is therefore not
consistent with the idea of the infinitely good being to give His
creatures a free will that He knows very certainly will be misused
by them and render them unhappy. Therefore, if God gives human
beings freewill, thenHe adds to that gift the necessary skill required
always to use it well, andHe never permits them to neglect that skill.
If therewere no suremeans of guaranteeing the gooduse of freewill,
He would refrain from giving that gift rather than permitting it to
cause themisery of His creatures. This is all themore true given that
free will is a pure grace given by the creator freely without creatures
ever having asked for it, and because the creator would be more
responsible for the creatures’misery in this case than ifHehad given
free will only because creatures had asked for it.

p6. The following means of taking a man’s life are equally effective: (a)
give him a noose when you knowwith certainty that he will use it to
hang himself; (b) stab himwith a knife; (c) have another person stab
him with a knife. By employing (a) one does not demonstrate less
desire for theman to die than onewould demonstrate by employing
(b) or (c); in fact, (a) seems most malicious, since one leaves the
man with all the trouble and all the blame associated with his
death.

p7. A true benefactor gives promptly and does not wait to give until
after those he loves have suffered on account of the privation of his
gift that he could easily have given earlier. If the advantages that
could be derived from an evil that is suffered could be derived just
as easily by the route of pure goodness without suffering, then the
latter approach to obtaining those advantages is always taken.

p8. The greatest glory that one who is the sovereign over others can
acquire is tomaintain virtue, order, peace, and contentment among
them. Glory derived frommisery is false glory.

p9. The greatest love of virtue that a sovereign can demonstrate is to
guarantee that virtue is always practiced, without any mixture of
vice. If the sovereign can easily procure this good (of always prac-
ticing virtue) for his subjects, but instead chooses to allow evil to
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rear its head and then to punish subjects for committing evil after
having tolerated it for a long time, then the sovereign’s love of virtue
is not infinite.

p10. The greatest hatred of vice that a sovereign can demonstrate is not
to allow it to reign for a long time and then to punish it, but rather to
crush it before its birth; that is, to prevent it from ever coming into
existence in the first place.

p11. A sovereignwho is interested in the virtue andwell-being of his sub-
jects takes every care to guarantee that his subjects do not disobey
his laws; and if it is necessary to punish them for disobedience, he
guarantees that the punishment removes every inclination to dis-
obey in the future and reestablishes in their souls a firm and con-
stant disposition to do the good.

p12. To permit the evil that one can prevent is tantamount to not caring
whether the evil is committed, or even to hoping that the evil will
be committed.

p13. It is a great flaw in those who govern not to care whether or not
disorder is present in their States. The flaw is even greater if they
desire disorder in their States. If, by hidden and indirect, but infal-
lible means, the sovereign excited sedition in his State in order to
bring it to the brink of destruction, just so that the sovereign could
win the glory of demonstrating that he had the courage and pru-
dence necessary to save a great realm about to perish, then hewould
be condemnable. But if the sovereign excited this sedition because
there was no other way to prevent the total ruin of his subjects,
then it would be necessary to complain of the miserable necessity
to which the sovereign was subject, and to praise him for the use he
made of it.

p14. The permission of a particular evil is excusable only when one
cannot avoid the evil without introducing an even greater evil. But
the permission of a particular evil is never excusable in the case of
one who has an effective remedy for this evil as well as for every
other evil that might arise from the suppression of this evil.

p15. The infinitely powerful being, the creator of matter andminds, does
whatever He wills with that matter and those minds. There is no
movement, arrangement or shape that He cannot give to matter,
and there is no thought that He cannot communicate to minds.
Therefore, if He permitted some physical evil or moral evil, it was
not becausewithout that evil some greater physical or greatermoral
evil would be entirely inevitable. None of the arguments about the
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mixture of good and evil based on the limitations of benefactors
apply to Him.

p16. One is as much the cause of an event when one brings it about
by moral means as when one brings it about by physical means. A
Minister of State who, without leaving his office, undermined the
plots of some cabal by merely manipulating the passions of the
cabal’s leaders would be asmuch the author of the ruin of that cabal
as he would be if he used his own two fists to destroy it.

p17. It is all the same thing to employ a necessary cause and to employ
a free cause when the action of the cause is determined. Suppose
that a certain cannon powder has the property of either igniting or
not igniting when fire touches it (so it is “free”), but that I knowwith
certainty that the powder will ignite if fire touches it tomorrow at
eight o’clock (so it is determined to ignite at that time). Then, if I put
fire to the powder at eight o’clock, I would be as much the cause of
the “free” powder’s ignition as I would be if I knew that the powder
had the property of always, necessarily igniting when fire was put
to it. That is because, from my point of view, the powder would no
longer be a “free” cause if I put fire to it at the very moment that I
knewwith certainty that it would be determined by its own “choice.”
It is impossible for a being to be free or indifferent with respect to
that to which it is already determined or with respect to the time
at which it is determined. Everything that exists exists necessarily
while it exists.

p18. When a large population is found guilty of rebellion, it is no sign of
mercy to pardon a tiny fraction of the people while putting to death
all the rest, including babies at their mothers’ breasts.

p19. Suppose there is a supply of medicines capable of curing some
disease, and among these several that would be taken by a patient
with pleasure. Now suppose that some doctor chooses instead a
medicine that he knows infallibly will be refused by that patient.
Then the doctor can exhort the patient to take the medicine all he
wants, but we will still have good reason to suspect that he does
not want to heal the patient. If he wanted to heal the patient, then
he would have chosen one of the good medicines that is easy to
swallow. Moreover, if the doctor knew that this refusal of medicine
by the patient would lead to the patient’s death, then we could not
prevent ourselves from thinking that the doctor desired thepatient’s
death.
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After enumerating the doctrines and maxims that Jaquelot had to bring
into conformity, Bayle goes on to demonstrate the failure of Jaquelot’s free-
will theodicy to reconcile these principles. Bayle’s first critique demonstrates
that Jaquelot failed to show how t1, t3, t4, and p5 are consistent. How are the
facts that God is infinitely holy and all-knowing, that He gave humans free
will, and that humans misused it to their demise, consistent with the maxim
that an infinitely holy being does not give gifts that He foresees will destroy
the recipient, but always ensures that His gifts will be used well? A response
might be that God could not ensure that free will would be used well; it is
the very nature of free will to be unmanageable. But Bayle anticipates this
reply and employs an ad hominem to prove that Jaquelot agrees with Bayle
that God was able to give the gift of free will and also to ensure its constant
good use. The proof of this agreement is that Jaquelot wrote in the Conformity
that “[t]he state of the blessed [in heaven] is a state of reward in which the
knowledge of the blessed is so elevated, so pure, and so vivid that it directs the
self-love and the love of bodily goods, which in this life are the sources of sin, in
such a way that the freedom of the blessed is always led toward goodness, and
never to evil.”189 Bayle observes two things about this passage. First, Jaquelot
assumes that the blessed in heaven retain their freedomof thewill. Second, the
elevation of theminds of the blessed has the effect of always leading their wills
toward what is good, and preventing them from ever sinning. Bayle concludes
that Jaquelot must admit that a universe containing free creatures that never
sin was possible, since it is in fact actual: the eternal paradise of the saved,
however small, is such a universe. Bayle’s first objection to Jaquelot therefore
follows: “Let us grant Jaquelot for themoment that the lack of any free creatures
would be an imperfection in the universe greater than the imperfection caused
by the presence of sin. Nevertheless, Jaquelot must admit that the presence
of free creatures that never sin would render the universe more perfect than
would the presence of free creatures that do sin. Now, it was easy to join
together constantly and invariably free will and the practice of virtue; Jaquelot
acknowledges such a conjunction in the case of paradise.”190 Assuming t1 and
t3,maxim p5 entails that paradise should be the only state ever experienced by
free creatures; doctrine t4, however, entails that this is not the case. Jaquelot
does not explain how t4 and p5 are consistent.

Bayle anticipates Jaquelot’s response, and in so doing gives us a glimpse of
how Bayle might respond to a recently resuscitated theodicy. Jaquelot would

189 Jaquelot, cfr, 230.
190 Bayle, rqp ii, cxlv (od iii, 800a).
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respond that God willed that free creatures experience progress in the course
of their existence; or, to employ terminology from recent literature,Godwanted
creatures to experience “soul-making.”191 Free creatures were not created per-
fect like the blessed in heaven, but were created fallible; they are born in a
state of trial, and through their good actions they are capable of achieving the
state of reward.192 The possibility and realization of this progress, and there-
fore the existence of these two distinct states, is a good feature of the uni-
verse. Bayle responds by acknowledging that progress in souls can indeed be
a good thing, as long as the souls begin innocent and happy, and progress from
there to ever greater happiness, all the while preserving their innocence. Soul-
making does not necessitate original sin or original misery. God’s goodness
and love of virtue would not be infinite if He willed a form of soul-making
that progressed from sin and misery toward eternal happiness; for an even
greater goodness and even greater holiness would be manifested in a contin-
uous path from goodness and happiness toward greater goodness and hap-
piness. So by p2 and p9, soul-making must exclude sin and misery. Another
problemwith Jaquelot’s two states is that they cannot be distinguished as long
as we assume that God is all-knowing. It is no “trial” if the judge knows the
verdict even before the trial begins. Like Bayle, Jaquelot acknowledges that
God’s foreknowledge extends even to future contingents: according to Jaque-
lot, the cause of future contingents “is no less determinedwith respect to God’s
foreknowledge,” even though these contingents are “indeterminate in them-
selves.”193 Bayle again cites p17 in this context to undermine Jaquelot’s two-state
distinction.

Jaquelot responded to an objection like the one just outlined as follows.194
A creature that always chooses freely and deliberately to lead a virtuous life
is greater than a creature that is necessitated always to lead a virtuous life.
Therefore, God created free creatures in order that the universe would contain
someof these greater creatures, rather than containing only virtuous automata.
Bayle’s objection to this response is that it is no response at all to the problem
of evil, which is the problem of why God permitted sin, not why God permitted
free creatures to exist. This response by Jaquelot only exacerbates the problem,
especially in light of the above paragraphs, since it reinforces Bayle’s claim that
God should have given creatures free will and then guided them all infallibly

191 See John Hick, Evil and the God of Love (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 253–262.
Hick attributes his soul-making theodicy to St. Irenaeus.

192 Jaquelot, cfr, 230.
193 Jaquelot, cfr, 79.
194 See Jaquelot, cfr, 232.
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in a continuous virtuous use of that free will. Since Jaquelot has admitted
the possibility of this state of affairs, it does nothing to emphasize further the
excellence of the virtuous use of free will.

Bayle employs an element of the Molinist account of divine foreknowledge
in order to construct another objection to Jaquelot, who relied on thatmodel of
foreknowledge. First, Bayle observes that he and Jaquelot are in agreement that
God’s decreeswere formedafterHehad foreseen themisuse thatAdamandEve
wouldmakeof their freewill in theGardenof Eden. Thequestion iswhether the
fact that God decreed that the Fall take place entails that God positively willed
that the Fall take place. Bayle argues that in this and in every case, what God
decrees God also positively wills. This is because God surveys, on the Molinist
account, an infinite number of possible circumstances in which He can place
each human being, and He foresees the ways in which they will employ their
free will in those circumstances, before He decrees that such-and-such will be
the actual circumstances inwhich theywill be placed. God in fact placedAdam
and Eve in circumstances in which He knew infallibly that they would sin. But,
Bayle asserts, among the infinitelymany other possible circumstances thatGod
surveyed prior to forming His decree, there must have been at least one set in
which Adam and Eve would not have sinned. So God positively willed to place
Adam and Eve in circumstances (the Garden with the serpent) in which they
would sin; He was not forced to do so by any necessity. Consequently, even if
God is not responsible for sin in a physical sense (i.e. in the sense of efficiently
moving the wills of Adam and Eve to sin), He is undoubtedly responsible in
a moral sense for their sin by p6, since God gave Adam and Eve the “noose”
of free-will knowing infallibly that they would use it to hang themselves along
with their posterity. Jaquelot also violates p9 if he acknowledges that therewere
circumstances thatGod couldhave chosen, but didnot, inwhichAdamandEve
would not have sinned.

Bayle cites a number of passages wherein Jaquelot seems to admit that God
positively willed that humans sin, and that sin was even necessary to augment
the glory of God. These passages extol the uses that God makes of human sins
to bring about good effects; the wisdom of grace; the marvel of divine redemp-
tion; the need for vice in order to know virtue; and so on. Bayle suggests that
Jaquelot was led to this way of thinking by his exclusive focus on divine wis-
dom, power, and glory, and by his neglect of the demands of divine goodness.
Bayle cites a number of passages again to show that when Jaquelot mentions
divine attributes, he often omits goodness, yet alwaysmentions wisdom. But in
order to uphold t1, Jaquelot must demonstrate the conformity of all the divine
attributes with the permission of sin. It may be the case the divine wisdom is
manifested by permitting sin and thenderiving good effects from it; but infinite
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goodness is in no waymanifested by such an arrangement (by p9, p10, and p11).
When Jaquelot does mention divine goodness, he asserts that we would need
to understand the infinite God and have a view of the entire universe before
we could complain that this universe is not perfectly good. But, Bayle observes,
this is just the sort of move that rigidly orthodox Calvinists make whenever
they cannot answer an objection to their view. So, once again, Jaquelot has
offered nothing better than the view (that of the orthodox Predestinarians)
which everyone, including Calvin, agrees is met with insoluble rational objec-
tions, and which ultimately rests on faith.

Bayle anticipates a response that Jaquelot and others will give to these
objections. It is not the case that because God created this universe, therefore
He willed (in the sense of desired or lauded) all the events in this universe.
We must distinguish two different wills in God: an “absolute and independent
will, by which Godwills that all things happened exactly as they happen, and a
relative will, which concerns merit and blame, and by which God wills that all
humans obey His laws.”195 Therefore, everything that happens is in conformity
with God’s absolute (or what is also called God’s ‘consequent’ or ‘permissive’ or
‘governing’ or ‘revealed’) will; but not everything that happens is in conformity
with God’s relative (or ‘antecedent’ or ‘legislative’ or ‘hidden’) will. With this
distinction one can uphold simultaneously that nothing can occur unless God
wills it (which one wants to uphold since God is the unique and all-perfect
creator), and also that God does not will everything that occurs (which one
wants to uphold because God is good and some things that occur are bad).

Bayle rejects the two-will distinction. Either God wills something or He
doesn’t; there cannot be any conflict or contradiction in the divine nature,
which is simple. To say that God willed that Adam and Eve sin with His per-
missive will, but also willed that Adam and Eve obey Him with His legislative
will is to reduce the legislative will of God to a velleity in this case. But “it would
be useless to inform you that a supremely perfect nature is not capable of hav-
ing velleities.”196 A velleity is a sign of some weakness or constraint, but God
is not subject to either. What the two-wills distinction amounts to, in Bayle’s
mind, are the claims that (1) God willed that Adam and Eve sin, and (2) God
willed that Adam and Eve believe that He willed that they obey Him. When
understood in this way, there is no conflict in the divine will. But there is also
no solution to the problemof evil, which is further intensified, once again, since
(2) portrays God as deceptive.

195 Bayle, rqp ii, cliv (od iii, 821b–822a).
196 Bayle, rqp ii, cliv (od iii, 822a).
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The two-wills distinction relies on the claim that to permit something is not
always the same as to will that thing positively. Bayle rejects the claim that God
permits some things that happen without also willing them positively. If God
permits certain things without willing them positively, then onemust sacrifice
God’s omniscience and His providence. God knows only what He decrees, and
He decrees only what He wills. So God knows only what He wills. If permitting
a thing is distinct from willing that thing, then what God permits He does not
will, and what He does not will He also does not know. But what God does not
know, He cannot direct, and therefore both omniscience and providence are
destroyed. If, however, there were some way to explain how God can know
and direct something that He merely permits but does not will, then there
is another problem. On this view, God foresees what He permits, anticipates
the consequences of His permission, and then directs those consequences
toward some good end. Omniscience and providence are saved. But in this
case, the permission-will distinction breaks down, since what God permits He
also directs, but what He directs He must will as the means to the end that He
decrees. Bayle quotes a passagewhere Jaquelot speaks of the divine permission
as something hardly distinguishable from what God wills: “since God directs
everything by His wisdom, when we say that He permits something, this does
not merely mean that He does not will to prevent it, because He also directs
all the things He permits toward the execution of His plans … [s]uch that the
permission of God brings about that things happen when it pleases Him and
however it pleases Him.”197

Finally, Bayle criticizes Jaquelot’s reflection on physical evil by demonstrat-
ing that in every instance Jaquelot resolves the problem of suffering by sacrific-
ing or limiting some attribute of the supremely perfect being. When Jaquelot
treats the suffering of moral saints, for example, he extols the good effects that
can come from such suffering. Bayle responds that only a limited being, not
a supremely perfect being, would have recourse to unjust suffering in order
to bring about some good effect. This is again Bayle’s response to Jaquelot’s
explanation of animal suffering, which is that such suffering generally serves
the purpose of the animal’s survival. But a supremely perfect God could have
found away to employ pleasure, not pain, tomake the animal aware of dangers
to its life. Jaquelot argues that if we posit, as Le Clerc had done, that there is
no eternal suffering awaiting the wicked, then the whole problem of evil van-
ishes. Bayle repeats that a supremely perfect Godwould not permit amoment’s
suffering, which can be significant to the one who suffers. Every theodicy of

197 Jaquelot, cfr, 313–314.
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physical evil limits, constrains, or sacrifices attributes of the divine nature. But
all such limitations, constraints, and sacrifices are victories for the Manichean
hypothesis.

The Relationship between Faith and Reason
The final issue that divides Bayle and Jaquelot is the conformity of faith and
reason. Bayle will insist throughout his debate with Jaquelot that the two are
substantially in agreement, since they both acknowledge that all the mysteries
of the Christian faith accord perfectly with reason in general. The disagreement
lies solely in the details of explaining that accord. To make this clearer, Bayle
distinguishes what we might call “orders of theodicy.” “First-order theodicy”
is the level on which Bayle disagrees with Le Clerc and Jaquelot. This order
involves explaining in detail how the seven theological doctrines and nineteen
philosophical maxims above are consistent. A successful first-order theodicy
will employ other, equally evident principles to demonstrate the conformity
of these doctrines and maxims. First-order theodicy involves demonstrating
the conformity of the articles of faith with finite human reason. Bayle does
not believe that this can be done. The reason this cannot be done is one of
the following (it is not entirely clear which Bayle advocates): (1) because God
has acted contrary to one of the nineteen philosophical maxims for a reason
that only His wisdom is capable of appreciating; or (2) because God’s actions
are indeed in conformity with all the doctrines and maxims, but we do not
have enough information, or a wide enough view of the universe, to perceive
the whole range and nature of God’s actions. Both (1) and (2) are examples of
what we might call “second-order theodicy.” Second-order theodicy explains
why first-order theodicy must fail, but it also justifies the ways of God in light
of the facts of evil. Whether (1) or (2) is the case, there is a sense in which faith
and reason are in perfect conformity. But “reason” in this case does not refer to
finite, human reason, but to general, divine reason. If (1) is the case, then there is
some divine reason, inaccessible to humanminds, which explains why certain
philosophical maxims were violated. If the human mind were enlightened, by
the beatific vision perhaps, then human reason would be satisfied with this
rational exception to evidentmaxims. If (2) is the case, then faith and reasonare
compatible in a simpler way, without requiring any violations of any maxims,
but the limitations of the human mind prevent us from seeing this. So both
Jaquelot and Bayle are committed to the conformity of faith and reason in
general, but Jaquelot is additionally committed to the human capacity to prove
that conformity in considerable detail.

Bayle critiques Jaquelot’s use of the famous “above reason” versus “against
reason” distinction. The mysteries are above reason, Jaquelot maintains, but
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not against reason. But the distinction, Bayle argues, rests on an equivocation
of the word “reason”; we slip from talking about human reason to talking about
divine reason. Themysteries are indeed above human reason, but they are also
against human reason, Bayle claims, since human reason does not perceive a
successful first-order theodicy. However, if we speak throughout about divine
reason, then the mysteries are neither above nor against divine reason. Bayle
employs an analogy (whichLeibniz admires in theTheodicy) to explain the case
of human reason. When we perceive a square tower in the distance as round,
the square shape of the tower is not only above our vision, but also against our
vision, since our vision perceives a contrary shape in the tower. Similarly, when
our reason grapples with the problem of evil, various articles of faith are not
only above reason, but also against it, since those articles appear to contradict
evident philosophical maxims.

Finally, Bayle surprisingly accepts Jaquelot’s accusation that he “establishes
Christianity in his heart in the ruins of his reason.” Bayle argues that, in fact,
“there is no faith that is better established in reason than faith that is estab-
lished in the ruins of reason.”198 Bayle explains that true faith is belief in the
word of God, not belief in the words or reasoning of men. It is therefore more
reasonable to establish faith in the word of God, which Bayle urges his read-
ers to do, rather than in human reason, which both Le Clerc and Jaquelot urge
their readers to do. Bayle claims that his recourse to faith is what is encour-
aged by the words of Jesus to St. Thomas the Apostle: “Happy are those who
believe without having seen.”199 Bayle will repeat in the Dialogues that his lim-
ited rejection of reason in matters of faith is in fact the most rational action for
a true religious believer to take, since reason is rejected in favour of amore reli-
able guide, Scripture. It is reason itself that urges us to abandon evident notions
of reason in favour of the words of the Bible, which are clear when it comes to
the unity and goodness of God.

Jaquelot’s Examen
Since Bayle summarizes and quotes extensively in his Dialoguesmuch of what
Jaquelot argues in his last work, the Examen, it will be unnecessary here to
give a substantial analysis of that work; Bayle will do so in great depth, and he
presents Jaquelot’s work, for themost part, very faithfully. There is one possible
exception to Bayle’s fidelity, right at the beginning of the second part of the
Dialogues, where Themistius claims that the first 304 pages of Jaquelot’s 472-

198 Bayle, rqp ii, clxi (od iii, 863b).
199 John 20:29.
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page Examen can be ignored because they are irrelevant to the dispute. The
justification for the claim is that these pages concern the freedom of the will,
and that Bayle had made the dispute independent of that issue through his
reflections in the Response to a Provincial’s Questions; Jaquelot was henceforth
free to assume any theory of the freedom of the will he liked, and Bayle’s
arguments would retain all their force. Concerningwhether Bayle’s position on
the problem of evil is equally justifiable no matter what theory of freedom one
espouses, I will let the reader judge for him- or herself by reading what Bayle
has to say about this in the rest of theDialogues. But a briefword is in order here
about the content of the first 304 pages of the Examen, because in fact only 100
of these concern free will. Why did Bayle omit all mention of the first 200 pages
of the work?

This last question is an important one, since the first 200 pages of Jaquelot’s
book aims to demonstrate that Bayle’s intent, for over twenty years, had been to
undermine religion and to put atheism in the best light possible. In particular,
Bayle’s aim in his discussions of the problem of evil is to “deny human free-
dom, as the pagans did, in order to convince reason that God is the author of
sin and the cause of evil.”200 So these pages are relevant for approaching the
Bayle enigma. However, a close reading of these pages shows that Jaquelot’s
strategy is to repeat, and sometimes to augment with additional citations from
Bayle’s works, older criticisms brought against those works, mainly by Jurieu,
to which Bayle had already replied in his Clarifications appended to the sec-
ond edition of the Dictionary. The first fifty pages of the Examen, for example,
aim to prove that Bayle’sManichean articles have the same aim as Bayle’smuch
earlier Various Thoughts on the Comet, namely to demonstrate the rational vic-
tory of atheists over Christians. There is no new evidence brought forward by
Jaquelot, and there are no new accusations that Bayle had not already tried to
answer in his Addition to the Various Thoughts on the Comet and in his firstClar-
ification. The next fifty pages of the Examen argue that Bayle aims throughout
the Dictionary to demonstrate that reason and faith contradict one another,
and that consequently, the proper response of reason is to reject Christian-
ity. Bayle’s Clarifications concerning theManicheans and the Pyrrhonians treat
this objection at length. Jaquelot then turns to Bayle’s vulgarity in the Dictio-
nary, arguing that it is scandalous to readers and encourages libertinism in
them. Bayle dealt with this problem in theClarification concerning obscenities.
Jaquelot devotes the last fifty pages of Part One of the Examen to summarizing
his own view of the relationship between faith and reason, to supporting that

200 Jaquelot, etb, Preface.
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view with numerous citations from celebrated theologians, and to outlining
the differences between his view and Bayle’s. In my view, Bayle was justified
in ignoring these first 200 pages of the Examen, which were repetitive in a
variety of ways, and in any case, did not have anything at all to do with the
arguments advanced by Bayle in the Reponse to a Provincial’s Questions. Their
value is rhetorical; they place doubts in the readers’ minds about the sincer-
ity of Bayle’s professions of faith and about his intentions in elaborating the
Manichean objections.

Bayle was also justified in ignoring the next 100 pages of the Examen which
aim to demonstrate the following: that Bayle’s purpose whenever he discussed
freedom was to destroy his readers’ belief in the freedom of indifference; that
Bayle thereby aimed to undermine all religious devotion, which assumes that
humans are free to love or to reject God; that Jaquelot’s arguments on behalf
of the freedom of indifference rose to the level of demonstrations; and that
none of Bayle’s objections to Jaquelot’s account of freedom have any merit
whatsoever. Bayle will explain in chapters 4 and 5 of Part 2 of the Dialogues
below why none of these points is worth discussing in further detail. He will
claim, rightly, that he had ended the discussion concerning the freedom of
indifference by permitting Jaquelot to assume it, even to the point of allowing
him to discuss the origin of evil from a Pelagian perspective, if he wished.
Bayle’s doctrine on the problem of evil is meant to hold whether or not human
beings possess the freedom of indifference. Moreover, among Bayle’s list of
theological doctrines, t3 assumes that humans were given free will. Jaquelot’s
aim in the Conformity and in the Examen was to prove that the existence of
human freedom is a philosophical maxim, not merely an article of faith; but
none of this is relevant any longer to the discussion of the origin of evil, in
which Bayle not only permits, but even demands that his readers believe, at
least for argument’s sake, in human freedom. Jaquelot believes that carefully
articulating the basis of this belief will solve the problem of evil; Bayle denies
that. The Dialogues below are the test to determine who was right.

Sowe are left with 168 of the 472 pages of Jaquelot’s Examen that are devoted
to answering Bayle’s strongest objections concerning the origin of evil, which I
take tobe the following: (1) that the consistencyof the theological doctrines and
philosophical maxims Bayle enumerated cannot be demonstrated to the satis-
faction of human reason; (2) that Jaquelot’s theodicy subordinates and even
sacrifices divine goodness to the other divine attributes; (3) that a perfectly
goodGodwould create a universe, not like this one, butwith free creatures that
never sin; (4) that Jaquelot’s account of why God permitted sin makes sin into
a necessary feature of this universe; (5) that God does not have two wills, but
only one, and consequently He wills directly and positively whatever He per-
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mits; (6) that, in general, divine permission cannot be explained in such a way
that God is exculpated from any role in human sin. In what follows I assemble
Jaquelot’s responses to each of these points.

(1) Jaquelot informs his readerwithout delay that he has no intention of playing
Bayle’s game according to Bayle’s rules. The philosophical maxims that Bayle
enumerated are like “lead swords” that he insists his opponents employ to
defeat him. These maxims were not offered in good faith, but only in order to
tilt the balance in Bayle’s favour. Consequently, Jaquelot has next-to-nothing
to say about those maxims, in themselves or as a set, in the remainder of the
Examen.201 To demonstrate the consistency of those doctrines and maxims
would require answering every possible objection to divine providence, which
Jaquelot considers impossible. Instead, Jaquelot aimsmerely to clarify theways
of divine providence by shedding some light on them, but not by making
them completely evident to human reason.202 Five principles will form the
foundation of Jaquelot’s response to Bayle: first, “the pre-eminence of God
is infinitely beyond all creatures, such that it would be mad for humans to
claim to enter into all the ways of God and all His plans when He created the
universe”; second, “one must not judge the plans of God or the manifestation
of His attributes in the creation of this universe solely by means of the way
things are on this Earth, which is less than a point in comparison to the
whole universe”; third, “God placed humans on this Earth in order that they
might apply themselves to the search for God in His works”; fourth, “God
has done everything for His glory” (Jaquelot later defines God’s glory as the
manifestation of his power and wisdom); and fifth, “God directs his creatures
by immutable laws that He established and from which he never derogates
without a miracle.”203 So in response to the first main objection by Bayle
outlined just above, Jaquelot concedes that he cannot render all of Bayle’s
principles consistent, but instead provides other principles to guide his effort
at theodicy.

201 In 1708 Philippe Naudé published his La souveraine perfection de Dieu dans ses divins
attributs in response to Bayle’s Manichean objections. Naudé considered Jaquelot’s Exa-
men a failure at least in part because he ignored Bayle’s challenge to demonstrate the
consistency of the theological doctrines and philosophical maxims, a task that Naudé
takes up himself at great length (see chapter 2, pages 68–118).

202 Jaquelot, etb, 309–310.
203 Jaquelot, etb, 312, 313, 315, 317, and again 317 respectively.
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(2) One might have expected Jaquelot to take particular issue with Bayle’s
accusation that he sacrifices divine goodness when he upholds God’s other
attributes. After all, a theodicy is an attempt to justify the attribute of divine
goodness in the face of evil. However, Jaquelot instead admits that he has
intentionally subordinated goodness beneath two divine attributes that he
considersmore important to uphold: power andwisdom,which togethermake
upGod’s glory,which is theonly reason that couldhavemotivatedGod to create
(according to Jaquelot’s fourth principle). According to Jaquelot, Bayle is wrong
to argue that God’s purpose in creating must have been to render intelligent
creatures happy. As far as we know, humans are the only intelligent creatures
and they occupy a tiny part of the universe. Moreover, the universe existed
long before humans and it is full of insensible creatures that God designed
and carefully placed: “if the goodness of God was the first motive that made
Him act, then what good is this nearly infinite space full of insensible objects
incapable of being the recipients of God’s goodness …?”204 Jaquelot’s answer
is that the myriad stars in the sky are not evidence of divine goodness, but of
divine power andwisdom,which are consequently the firstmotives of creation.
Divine goodness was manifested when humans arrived on the scene with all
the intelligence and freedom required to search for God in His works.

(3) The crux of the debate between Bayle and Jaquelot, according to the latter,
is the question whether God could have and should have created a universe
better than this one. Bayle argues that human reason leads us to respond ‘yes’,
and even provides us with the particulars of how God might have done so:
He simply had to prevent humans from sinning, and thereby avoid all crime
and suffering in the world. Jaquelot responds primarily by appealing to his first
and second principles above. To find fault with this universe is to think one
knows more than one does, and it is to judge the whole universe by what takes
place in this small corner of it. But Jaquelot is aware that this response comes
very close to repeating Bayle’s own fideistic denouement, so he goes on to give
more philosophical clarification. What matters is not that God created beings
that could sin, but rather that God created all beings with everything they
needed to avoid sin. If free creatures sinned, then this was certainly not part
of God’s plan for the universe, but a result of themisuse of freedom. To prevent
this misuse along the lines Bayle suggests would require God constantly to
derogate fromhis general laws, bothwith respect to the physical circumstances
in which humans find themselves, and with respect to God’s conservation of

204 Jaquelot, etb, 363.
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and concurrence in human free will. God would have to perform infinitely
many miracles in order to prevent humans from sinning, but this is beneath
God’s wisdom, though it is within His power. Therefore, God permits sin.

(4) The notion of permission occupies Jaquelot through most of the Examen.
A preliminary objection to his account is that it is misplaced; God cannot
be said to permit what is in fact necessary, and Bayle has argued at length
that sin was necessary in the universe if Jaquelot’s account of divine creation
and foreknowledge are correct. Bayle argued that if God’s motive for creating
the universe was the manifestation of His glory, and if God knew infallibly
before creating that this universewould contain sin, then it follows that sinwas
necessary in order to manifest God’s glory, otherwise God would have chosen
some other means of manifesting His glory. Jaquelot answers by assuming,
along with Bayle, that an infinitely wise Godwould havemanyways of creating
the universe in order to glorify Himself. It follows that God does not love
any of these means necessarily, since He could have chosen, in accordance
with His freedom of indifference, any of them. Jaquelot disagrees with Leibniz,
therefore, about the uniqueness of the best universe. As it happens, in the
world that God chose to create, “[s]in became by accident one of themeans [of
manifesting God’s glory], but God did not choose sin by an efficacious decree,
Hemerely permitted it… afterwhich, Godmade of use of it in order tomanifest
His mercy and then His justice upon impenitent sinners.”205

But no lengthy reasons are needed in order to convince us that sin was not
necessary; the evidence of our freedom of indifference, which Jaquelot con-
tinues to insist is as clear and distinct as possible, convinces us that sin is
contingent, since it is an effect of the misuse of our wills, which we experience
immediately as contingent. Against Bayle’s insistence that the circumstances
in which Adam and Eve were placed led infallibly to their sinning, Jaquelot
clarifies that circumstances never determine sin, even if God knew infallibly
that within those circumstances humanswould sin. Infallibility does not entail
determination, as Jaquelot will argue in upholding the two divine wills (dis-
cussed immediately below).

(5) Jaquelot defends his two-wills account of divine volition, and thereby at-
tempts to save the permission (and infallibility) versus determination distinc-
tion that depends on it. Bayle’s objections depend on a simplistic dichotomy:
all that happens must be either in accordance with God’s will or against God’s

205 Jaquelot, etb, 365.
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will. Then Bayle argues, again simplistically, that nothing can happen against
God’s will, from which Bayle concludes that God wills equally efficaciously
all that happens. Jaquelot gives a more nuanced account of this “accordance
with” versus “against” distinction. To begin, Jaquelot distinguishes the physi-
cal will, which issues efficacious decrees that tend necessarily to glorify God,
from themoral will of God, which issues violable decrees which, when obeyed,
lead intelligent creatures towardhappiness. Nothing happens contrary toGod’s
physical will, which decreed that this physical universe would be created in
accordance with general laws and that humans would be placed therein with
the faculty of freewill. Things do happen contrary to God’smoral will, however,
including all sins. But the misuse of free will is in no way the effect of an effica-
cious decree of God’s will. Rather, the misuse of free will was foreseen by God,
who thenmade a permissive decree to allow thatmisuse to take place.Why the
decrees of permission? Because God did not wish to “extinguish or impede” the
power He gave to humans to do good or evil. Consequently, it follows on Jaque-
lot’s account that God is capable of having velleities. Everymoral decree that is
violated by human beings is a divine velleity, but not a sign of weakness in God,
only weakness in human beings.

(6) Jaquelot distinguishes two questions that arise when discussing the divine
permission of sin: first, the general question, why does God permit sin at all?;
second, does the fact that God permits sin entail that God is physically or
morally the cause of sin? Both of these questions have been answered in the
above paragraphs, but Jaquelot assembles the reasons into a single theodicy.
God created the universe to manifest His glory, which is nothing other than
His power and wisdom. Even before humans appeared, God’s glory was clearly
expressed, though not yet appreciated. Humanswere created in order to search
for God in His works and to admire His glory. This search required intelligence
and freedom. Freedom entails the possibility of sinning, a possibility that
God could not impede without derogating from His general laws, which His
wisdom prevents Him from doing. Our own immediate experience of freedom
shows us clearly and distinctly that sin is never necessary. God foresaw that
humans would in fact sin, so He made permissive decrees allowing those sins
to take place, as well as physical decrees that would lead after these sins to
the manifestation of God’s justice and mercy. Therefore, God permits sins for
reasons that humans can easily comprehend and appreciate, and He is in no
way the physical or moral cause of those sins, as everyone who reflects on their
own sins can evidently see. These are the main lines that Jaquelot drew in his
last reply to Bayle, and which Bayle set out to answer in his Dialogues.
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Afterword

The second reason that I offered in the Preface for translating and introducing
Bayle’s Dialogues three centuries after its initial publication was that this work,
perhaps above all others, promises to shed light on the Bayle enigma. In what
follows I provide some justification for this claim by offering a detailed exam-
ple of how the Dialogues elucidates one controversial and important aspect
of Bayle’s thought. As we saw in outline in the Introduction above, Le Clerc’s
objections forced Bayle to expand his doctrine on the problem of evil. If one
understands the Bayle enigma, as I do, to refer to confusion over the meaning,
structure, and cogency of Bayle’s philosophical arguments, then this expan-
sion of the doctrine on evil that is presented (albeit unsystematically) in the
Dialogues represents an important contribution to resolving one aspect of the
Bayle enigma. Recall the doctrine on evil as it was presented in the Dictio-
nary, and as Bayle summarized it in the early rounds of his debate with Le
Clerc:

[p1] The natural light and revelation teach us clearly that there is only
oneprinciple of all things, and that this principle is infinitely perfect.

[p2] The way of reconciling the moral and physical evil of humanity
with all the attributes of this single, infinitely perfect principle of all
things surpasses our philosophical lights, such that the Manichean
objections leave us with difficulties that human reason cannot re-
solve.

[p3] Nevertheless, it is necessary to believe firmly what the natural light
and revelation teach us about the unity and infinite perfection of
God, just as we believe in the mysteries of the Trinity, the Incarna-
tion, etc., by faith and by submission to divine authority.1

Le Clerc focused, as we saw, mainly on the transition from p2 to p3, arguing
that the alleged insolubility of the Manichean objections—the thesis of p2—
undermines the possiblity of continued belief in the goodness, or even in the
existence ofGod,which is the recommendationof p3. By the completionofDia-
logues, Part 1, Bayle believes he has fully resolved this apparent conflict. Early
in the Dialogues Bayle notes that Le Clerc finds fault with his doctrine largely
because of an assumption that he holds but never explicitly addresses. Bayle

1 Bayle, rbl iii (od iii, 992b–993a).
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calls this assumption “the fundamental axiom of thewhole trial.”2 The axiom is
that “whoever acknowledges that a doctrine is exposed to insoluble objections
acknowledges, as a necessary consequence, the falsity of that doctrine.”3 If this
axiom is granted, then Le Clerc is right that p2 undermines p3; but Bayle’s main
goal in Dialogues, Part 1, is to demonstrate the falsity of the supposed axiom
and to clarify how it is possible to acknowledge both that a proposition is met
with invincible objections and that this proposition is nevertheless one that we
ought to believe.

There are further related assumptions of Le Clerc’s that Bayle identifies and
must refute in order to uphold his doctrine. Bayle was unequivocal in holding
that the Manichean objections were evident [évidentes]—that is, based on
evident notions of reason—andhe clarified p3 by saying thatwemust therefore
reject as false the evident ideas at the basis of the Manichean objections. Le
Clerc assumed, as we have already seen, that it is impossible to reject evident
notions as false, and it is moreover dangerous from the points of view of reason
and religion to suggest that we do this impossible thing. Much of Dialogues,
Part 1, is therefore devoted to defending the possibility and the rationality
of rejecting evident notions. Along the way, Bayle must revisit the notion of
evidence, which was the key epistemological concept of his era, as well as
the touchstone of his philosophy from the time of his earliest philosophical
work, the Philosophy Course, which he taught in Sedan and Rotterdam.4 These
developments in the first part of the Dialogues are among the most important
and interesting evolutions of Bayle’s thinking and deserve the attention of any
historian of philosophy interested in skepticism, the ethics of belief, rationality,
or epistemology generally as these were discussed in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries.

After taking into account Dialogues, Part 1, we find that Bayle’s doctrine on
the problem of evil has expanded to include at least seven additional premises
that aim to bridge the gap that Le Clerc identified between p2 and p3 (to
emphasize that these are bridge premises, I will label them p2.1 to p2.7). I have
carefully traced the development of Bayle’s expanded doctrine elsewhere,5 so
here I merely present the revised doctrine and follow it with a brief com-
mentary in which I show how this new doctrine clarifies an important aspect
of Bayle’s philosophical reflection, and therefore contributes to resolving the

2 Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 1, 131.
3 Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 1, 130.
4 See Bayle, Systema totius philosophiae, in od iv, 199–520.
5 In Michael W. Hickson, “Belief and Invincible Objections: Bayle, Le Clerc, Leibniz.”
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Bayle enigma. I also offer some remarks on the problems that the revised doc-
trine continues to face, as well as on the directions that future research can
take to resolve those problems. The seven premises that Bayle defends in the
Dialogues in order to fill in his doctrine on evil are the following:

[p2.1] It is possible to continue to believe a proposition after one has
acknowledged that the proposition is opposed by invincible ob-
jections.6

[p2.2] It is sometimes rational to continue to believe a proposition after
one has acknowledged that the proposition is opposed by invin-
cible objections.7

[p2.3] It is possible to reject as false an evident proposition.8
[p2.4] There are degrees of evidence.9
[p2.5] Other things being equal, when confronted with two opposing

propositions, the mind will naturally assent to the proposition
that possesses the greater degree of evidence.10

[p2.6] It is rational to reject as false an evident proposition in order to
espouse, or to continue to hold as true a more evident opposing
proposition.11

[p2.7] There is no proposition more evident than this one: “God is a
supremely perfect nature and everything done by such a nature
is done well.”12

p2 of Bayle’s doctrine on evil asserts that there are invincible objections to
the unity and perfection of God. The notion of “invincible objection” was
explored by Bayle in his Clarification on the Manicheans. In that place, Bayle
explained that to successfully refute an objection to a proposition, it is nec-
essary to uphold that proposition by arguments that are at least as evident
as the premises that form the basis of the objection.13 To say, therefore, that
some objection is invincible is to say that it is impossible to uphold the propo-
sition under attack by means of additional premises that are as evident as the

6 See Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 2, 147–148; chapter 5, 159.
7 See Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 5, 160.
8 See Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 5, 161.
9 See Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 5, 162.
10 See Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 5, 162.
11 See Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 5, 162–163.
12 See Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 7, 173.
13 For the clearest statement, see dhc iv, “Clarification on the Manicheans,” 630–631.
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objection itself. Nevertheless, Bayle defends p2.1 and p2.2 in theDialogues—the
claims that it is both possible and rational to continue to believe the attacked
proposition itself, without positing further support for it, despite evident objec-
tions to that proposition. This is accomplished by rejecting as false the evident
premises that support the objection. It is both possible and rational to do so
when one’s reason is to maintain belief in a proposition that is both inconsis-
tent with these premises and more evident than the premises (see p2.3–6). In
Bayle’s view, the very proposition under attack by theManichean objections—
that God is one, perfect, and that everything that He does is good—is more
evident than any of the premises underlying the Manichean objections (p2.7).
So one continues to believe the proposition under attack because it is more
evident than the objections to it, not because one has found an adequate
answer to the objections or because one has discovered a new evident proof
of the proposition under attack. (This is reminiscent of G.E. Moore’s argument
against skepticism—the so-called “Moorean shift”—according to which one
rejects the skeptics’ arguments against the external world, despite not being
able to answer them, because one’s belief in the external world seems far
more plausible and rational than any of the premises employed in the skeptics’
attacks.)

The addition of these seven premises to Bayle’s doctrine on evil clarifies
the abrupt transition from p2 to p3 that shocked readers of the Dictionary
and led Le Clerc and Jaquelot to oppose Bayle. The silencing of reason in
“Manicheans” and “Paulicians” seems to be either a form of fideism or, if Le
Clerc and Jaquelot were right, a form of subversion. However, the revised
doctrine on evil demonstrates that “fideism” is not an accurate description of
Bayle’s final position because, as Bayle often repeats in the Dialogues against
Jaquelot,14 Bayle’s abandonment of reason is commanded by reason itself.
Bayle’s recommendation to continue to believe in the unity and perfection of
God is based on the claim that to do so is the most rational course of action,
for it amounts to preferring a more evident proposition to a set of less evident
propositions. The abandonment of particular commonnotions that is required
by Bayle’s doctrine is not to be confused with the abandonment of reason in
general; in fact, this abandonment is always undertaken at the behest of reason,
which requires that we believe whatever appears most evident to us. Finally,
Bayle’s revised doctrine on evil is based on epistemological premises which are
entirely plausible and rational, and therefore quite distant from the realm of
faith.

14 See especially Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 8.
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Nor do I think that Bayle’s revised doctrine can be considered subversive. To
be sure, p2.7 is problematic; one wonders whether Bayle truly believed that the
most evident proposition that the mind could entertain is that God is perfect
and that everything God does is good. As I mention above in the Introduction,
in my discussion of Bayle’s “Defence of p1,” Bayle certainly had reasons, as well
as a long history of Medieval thought before him, backing his claim in p2.7. But
grant for a moment that p2.7 was insincere—does it follow that the revised
doctrine is subversive? If Bayle was acting subversively, he was not aiming to
subvert his own views, but rather those of his readers. Now, I think it is more
than plausible that in the minds of most of Bayle’s readers the most evident
proposition was precisely the one Bayle identifies in p2.7. It follows that Bayle’s
revised doctrine on evil would not upset in the least the religious views of
most of his readers, assuming they accepted the rest of the revised doctrine
on evil.

However, Le Clerc thought that the rest of the revised doctrine was subver-
sive as well, especially Bayle’s claims that evidence admits of varying degrees
and that it is possible and even rationally required of us to reject some evident
propositions as false. All of this leads to skepticism and atheism, in Le Clerc’s
view.Might this have been Bayle’s aim—to infect his readers’ minds with opin-
ions about evidence that would eventually develop into the diseases of skepti-
cism and atheism? Perhaps, though I strongly doubt it. More importantly, I do
not think we are in a position today to understand Bayle’s account of evidence,
since there has been far too little scholarly attention paid to that criterion of
truth, which was the dominant criterion of the seventeenth century. Until we
understand the evolution of the criterion of evidentia / évidence / evidence from
the Medieval period to the eighteenth century, particularly the complicated
relationship between that criterion and theology, it will be impossible to con-
textualize Bayle’s own use of that criterion which shifted over the course of his
career from the Philosophy Course, in which the criterion is defended in very
Cartesian fashion, to the Dialogues, in which Bayle offers what may or may not
be important innovations in the account of that concept. I suggest that these
“may not be” innovations because recent literature onMedieval skepticism has
demonstrated that the introduction of degrees of evidentia dates back to John
Buridan and Albert of Saxony, who employed degrees of evidentia in order to
refute skepticism, not to encourage it!15 Bayle’sDictionaryhas an article devoted

15 SeeHenrik Lagerlund, “Skeptical Issues inCommentaries onAristotle’s PosteriorAnalytics:
John Buridan and Albert of Saxony,” in Rethinking the History of Skepticism: The Missing
Medieval Background, edited by Henrik Lagerlund, 193–214, Leiden, Brill, 2010. Elizabeth
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to Buridan, so he was certainly aware of the philosopher and of discussions of
his works. Might Bayle’s degrees of évidence, like Buridan’s degrees of evidentia,
be an anti-skeptical move rather than a Pyrrhonian skeptical move? I cannot
answer the question here; my aim in raising the issue is only to demonstrate
the sort of research directions suggested by Bayle’s Dialogues, and the possible
discoveries to which these directions might lead.

The Dialogues resolves at least one particular element of the Bayle enigma,
namely the question of how Bayle thought that p2 was consistent with, let
alone supportive of, p3. Le Clerc and Jaquelot, and many commentators since,
have puzzled over that question. The Dialogues answers the question through
its defence of p2.1 to p2.7. Not everyone will find the answer satisfying, but
it is an answer nonetheless, and constitutes progress in understanding the
evolution of Bayle’s thought. However, the Dialogues also raises new questions,
new elements of the enigma. For example, how could Bayle continue to insist
to the end of his career that evidence was the criterion of truth, as he had
always done inhis earlyworks,while destroying in theDialogues the sufficiency
of the appearance of evidence for declaring any proposition true? But this
new question, rather than causing us to despair of ever understanding the
Philosopher of Rotterdam, should remind us that there is still fundamental
work todo to appreciate fully oneof earlymodernity’smost fascinating authors.

Karger, “A Buridanian Response to a Fourteenth Century Skeptical Argument and its
Rebuttal by a New Argument in the Early Sixteenth Century,” in Lagerlund, Henrik (ed.),
Rethinking the History of Skepticism: The Missing Medieval Background, 215–232, Leiden,
Brill, 2010.
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Notes on the Text

To understand the editorial decisions that I have made in preparing the trans-
lation below, some background is needed concerning the original composition
and subsequent printing of the Dialogues. The part of the Dialogues devoted to
Le Clerc was completed and already in print by October, 1706.1 Bayle received
a copy of Jaquelot’s Examen around the same time (the beginning of October,
17062), whichmeans that Bayle composed his response, 500 pages of dense phi-
losophy, in under threemonths. This part of theDialogues is incomplete, which
is clear from the very abrupt ending of the work. However, it is also clear that
that part is very nearly finished, perhaps a few pages short, since it contains
treatments of all three of themain subjects which had organized Bayle’s debate
with Jaquelot—freewill, the origin of evil, and Pyrrhonism—and the last pages
that we have are devoted to mere house cleaning. Printing of both parts of
Bayle’s Dialogueswas finished in early February, 1707, just over onemonth after
Bayle’s death.3

The Dialogues appeared again in print nearly a quarter century later in
volume four of the first edition of Bayle’s Oeuvres diverses (La Haye, 1731),4 and
then again in the second edition of the Oeuvres diverses (Trévoux, 1737).5 The
1737 edition is a “slavish re-setting, mostly page for page”6 of the 1731 edition,
as W.H. Barber notes; so I will compare only the 1707 and 1731 editions, which
are the only two distinct editions of the Dialogues ever printed in French. The
texts of the bodies (i.e. the actual dialogues) of the 1707 and 1731 editions are

1 See the letter of Bayle to La Croze, 25 October 1706 (od iv, 882).
2 Ibid.
3 See the letter of Jacques Basnage to Jean Le Clerc, 20 January 1707, in Myriam Silvera (ed.),

Jacques Basnage: Corrispondenza da Rotterdam, 1685–1709 (Amsterdam/Maarssen: apa-Hol-
land University Press, 2000), 250. See also Labrousse, “Introduction” (od iv, vii).

4 This edition of the od has recently been reprinted along with addition volumes of works by
Bayle and his contemporaries: Pierre Bayle, Oeuvres diverses, edited with an Introduction by
Elisabeth Labrousse (Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1964–1990).

5 For both the first and second editions, the reference is the same: od iv, 1–106.
6 “[T]he Trévoux edition [of theOeuvres diverses] amounts to nomore than a slavish re-setting,

mostly page for page, of its Dutchmodel [i.e. the first edition]” (W.H. Barber, “The Publication
of Pierre Bayle’sOeuvres diverses, 1725–1737,” in Giles Barber andC.P. Courtney, Enlightenment
Essays in Memory of Robert Shackleton, 9–26 (Oxford: The Voltaire Foundation, 1988), 18).
Barber’s assessment is mostly correct in the case of the Dialogues as they appear in the two
editions. However, several typographical errors in the 1731 edition are corrected in the 1737
edition. See the footnote below, for example.
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the same, except that several typographical errors in the 1707 text are corrected
in 1731, and new typographical errors are committed in 1731 which were absent
in 1707.7 The only notable differences between the 1707 and 1731 editions lie in
the footnotes.8

All of the footnotes of the 1707 edition are contained in the 1731 edition.
However, there are twoways in which the footnotes of the 1731Oeuvres diverses
editiondiffer from those of the original 1707 edition. First, someof the footnotes
of the 1707 edition were slightly revised by the editors of the Oeuvres diverses.
These revisions concern Bayle’s references to his own works. Of course, when
Bayle wrote the Dialogues he referred to the most recent editions of his other
books. But the editors of the Oeuvres diverses chose to make all references to
Bayle’s books internal to the Oeuvres diverses, except of course in the case of
references to the Dictionary which was not included in the Oeuvres diverses.
When Bayle wrote the Dialogues he cited the second edition of the Dictionary
by page number. The editors of the Oeuvres diverses mostly replaced page
references with references to article and remark. Second, the editors of the
Oeuvres diverses added several footnotes of their own to Bayle’s Dialogues.
Some of these newnotes contribute biographical details (e.g. the year of Bayle’s
death, why he denied the authorship of the Philosophical Commentary though
he was certainly its author, etc.); other new notes give references to works
which Bayle mentioned but failed to cite; other notes clarify Bayle’s meaning.
The editors of the Oeuvres diverses gave no indication of which notes were
Bayle’s and which were their own, although in many cases it is obvious when
the editors have added a note.

While completing the translation below I had both the 1707 and 1731 edi-
tions of the Dialogues open in front of me. As mentioned above, the bodies
of these editions are nearly identical. Therefore, the main text of my trans-
lation is that of both editions. However, I have made a few minor editorial
changes to the layout of that text. It was Bayle’s practice to indicate quota-
tions by means of italics, which he also used at times for emphasis. I have
replaced italics in the former case with double quotation marks, leaving most

7 Of the latter sort, two glaring typographical errors, unique to od iv (1731), are committed in
the first fewpages. First, the year of Bayle’s death is given as 1726 (od iv, 2, note a), and second,
there is a “ne” missing before the “peuvent” three lines from the bottom of the first column of
text at od iv, 3. These errors are both corrected in the second (1737) edition of the od.

8 One minor difference between the two editions is that in the 1707 edition each part of the
Dialogues is prefaced by its own Table of Contents, while in the 1731 edition the Table of
Contents for thework as awhole is given at the front of od iv. I have followed od iv in placing
the Table of Contents for the entire work at the front of this book.
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of the remaining italics to indicate Bayle’s desire for emphasis. Bayle often
has some imaginary character (besides Maximus and Themistius, if these are
purely imaginary characters9) speak to Le Clerc or Jaquelot (e.g. a Zoroas-
trian, a Pyrrhonian, an atheist, a Lutheran, a pagan philosopher, etc.). Again,
he employed italics to indicate that some imaginary character was speaking.
I have replaced these italics with single quotation marks (i.e. ‘ ’) to distin-
guish these passages from real quotations. Single quotationmarks are also used
below to indicate that Bayle is mentioning, rather than using a word, which
Bayle again indicated bymeans of italics. Inmy opinion Bayle used paragraphs
too sparingly in his Dialogues; Maximus and Themistius often go on for pages
and pages without a break, though there is clearly much internal structure to
what they are saying. I have therefore imposed additional paragraph struc-
ture on the text where it seemed natural and helpful to do so. Finally, I have
translated into English the Latin aphorisms with which Bayle peppered his
text, as well as the several lengthier Latin passages in the footnotes. I have
left these aphorisms and passages in italics to indicate that they were Latin
text.

I have included in the translation all of the footnotes of the 1731 Oeuvres
diverses edition of the Dialogues. Unmarked footnotes are common to the
1707 and 1731 editions (hence they are Bayle’s footnotes); footnotes marked by
‘[od]’ are unique to the 1731 edition (likely, then, they belong to the editors of
the Oeuvres diverses); footnotes marked by ‘[mh]’ are my own clarifications
where I thought these would be helpful. I have revised the footnotes of the
1731 edition to match current citation practices that are standard in the Bayle
literature. So instead of citing only the page number of the Oeuvres diverses
where some passage can be found, I have also cited the title of the original
work, the chapter number of that work, and then I have given the reference
to the Oeuvres diverses by volume and page number, along with column letter
(‘a’ for left, ‘b’ for right). I have similarly revised references to the Dictionary
according to standardpractice. It is nowmost common to refer to the 1740 “fifth”
edition of the Dictionary (Amsterdam, Leyde, La Haye, Utrecht) by volume,
article, remark, page, and column; so this is what I have done below. For the
Dictionary, all page numbers in the footnotes refer to the 1740 “fifth” edition.

9 I am not convinced that Maximus and Themistius are entirely imaginary. I have chosen to
translate ‘Maxime’ and ‘Thémiste’ in these ways because I believe that Bayle had the ancient
philosophers Maximus of Tyre and Themistius in mind. For more on this point, as well as its
possible significance for understanding theDialogues, seeMichaelW.Hickson, “TheMessage
of Bayle’s Last Title: Providence and Toleration in the Entretiens de Maxime et de Thémiste,”
Journal of the History of Ideas 71:4 (2010), 547–567.
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However, I have notmodified Bayle’s text in the Dialogueswhere he sometimes
refers to page numbers in the Dictionary; these are references to the second
edition, the last one that he saw printed.

As mentioned above, the part of the Dialogues devoted to Le Clerc was
written first and also printed first. The editors of the Oeuvres diverses therefore
had good reasons to place that part first and to name it “premiere partie”
(“first part”). However, Bayle himself did not name either part of his Dialogues
“first” or “second”. Neither part begins with anything that feels like a general
Introduction to the whole work, nor does either part leave us with anything
resembling an ultimate conclusion. In fact, besides using the same title and
characters for each part, Bayle did little-to-nothing to give unity to the work
as a whole; the two parts are really two separate books on the same general
topic. Only a single passing remark in the part devoted to Jaquelot gives us an
indication of how Bayle would have ordered the texts if he had lived to oversee
the conclusion of its printing:

Maximus: Please stop urging me to discuss a certain number of passages
from the first 303 pages of Jaquelot’s book. I’ve taken my position: I no
longer want to think about that book; I’m becoming tired of these dis-
putes; yet I must reserve some energy for our meetings concerning the
last reply of Le Clerc to Bayle.10

This passage indicates that Bayle intended thepart devoted toLeClerc to follow
the one devoted to Jaquelot. So in Bayle’s mind “Part One” was the part devoted
to Jaquelot, and “Part Two” was the part devoted to Le Clerc, which is the
opposite of the order given to the texts by the editors of the Oeuvres diverses.

(That the editors of the Oeuvres diverses got the order “wrong” is also sup-
ported, however weakly, by consulting bound copies of the 1707 edition of the
Dialogues. In all three of the copies of the Dialogues that I have been able to
consult inwhich the two parts of thework are bound together, the part devoted
to Jaquelot appears first. I have also seen copies of the Dialogues with the two
parts bound separately. In one of these copies, the Foreword appears in the vol-
ume devoted to Jaquelot; however, in the other copy, the Foreword appears in
the volume devoted to Le Clerc. We should not make too much of this infor-
mation, however, since in the 18th century books were not commonly bound
before they were sold; it was up to the purchaser to have the book bound as he
wished.)

10 See below, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 36, 400.
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The order of the parts is ultimately a matter of little importance, however,
as I think anyone who reads both Dialogues will agree. The parts are by and
large independent of one another. So I have followed the Oeuvres diverses in
placing the part devoted to Le Clerc first (and in naming it “Part One”) because
it is now standard in the literature to refer to that part as “Part One” and to the
part devoted to Jaquelot as “Part Two.” Changing the order in this translation
would only frustrate and confuse those readers who chose to consult the Bayle
scholarship surrounding the Dialogues. Of course, if readers would like to read
the book in the way that I believe Bayle intended it to be read, then they are
certainly free to do so by beginning with the part devoted to Jaquelot.
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Foreword1

The author was putting the final touches to this work when death stole him
away. He had known for some time where his illness was headed, but because
he was indifferent to life and death, he neglected the remedies that might have
soothed or even healed him. Untiring in his work, he would not interrupt it to
calm the fever that consumed him. He applied himself during part of the night
to the composition of these dialogues, and he was preparing again to take up
his pen when death overcame him unexpectedly.2

We will not give his eulogy here. Those who do not know him by the large
number of works he published are total strangers to the Republic of Letters.
Besides, the lives of philosophers are rarely filled with notable events; their
disputes are the battles and brilliant actions that comprise the histories of
these heroes. Reading,meditation and solitudewereMr. Bayle’s only pleasures.
Those who believe they discover the character of authors from their works will
be mistaken in his case. He dealt cheerfully with every matter he handled,
despite living in isolation. His Critique of the History of Calvinism3 and News
from the Republic of Letters4 were written with a politeness and charm rarely
found among scholars, and certain passages of his Dictionary will cause some
to suspect he loved women, though he always kept considerable distance from
them.

These dialogues are the last work to which he applied himself. Nothing
essential is missing from them.What concernsMr. Le Clerc was printed during
the author’s life, as well as the better part of his dispute with Mr. Jaquelot. He
claimed to have responded to all the latter’s objections, and limited himself to
several reflections on certain passages he had reserved for the end. The subject
matter cannot be more important or more difficult, and if it has not been
sufficiently clarified by the writings that have appeared recently frommasterly
hands, then we should not hope to find it treated more clearly in the future.
Indeed, it involves probing providence to uncover its motives and purpose
behind the Fall of man. It involves reconciling what appears contradictory.

1 [od] This foreword is in the style of Basnage de Beauval.
2 Bayle died on 28 December 1706, at 9 o’clock in themorning, at the age of 59 years and several

months.
3 [mh] Pierre Bayle,Critique générale de l’Histoire du calvinismedeM.Maimbourg (Amsterdam,

1682), in od ii, 1–160.
4 [mh] Pierre Bayle, Nouvelles de la république des lettres (Amsterdam, 1684–1687), in od i, 1–

760.
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People have beenworking on this for a long time. The pagan philosophers, who
were able to give free rein to human liberty, exhausted their subtlety on this
question. Christianity confines its theologians to narrower limits, since it gives
them clearer ideas of the foreknowledge and goodness of God, and elaborates
the operations of grace needed for conversion, which were unknown to the
pagans. It is not surprising that we dispute thismatter and that we do not agree
on the paths to take to reach its conclusion. Given the difficulty surrounding
this subject, one would hope we could content ourselves with the pleasure of
having found the truth once we believed we possessed it, without treating our
adversaries with contempt. Even in polemical works we should preserve this
moderation, which is one of themost admirable qualities of a writer. But we do
not always do this. Instead, we find ourselves offended by personal accusations;
self-love rises up against these outrages; we feel obliged by honour to return the
abuse; and finally, we ourselves cast piercing gibes at our enemies. It seems to
be a strategy permitted to those who are at war. The author availed himself
of this freedom, and despite his love of tolerance and moderation, he may
have gone too far; but he believed the strong accusations brought against him
justified his show of indignation, and that indifference in a matter so delicate
would have been reprehensible.
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Introduction

Maximus: You will not blame me today1 if I put on an exaggerated show of
modesty, for after readingBayle’s latest response to LeClerc, I predicted that the
latter could answerwith only the feeblest rejoinder, and foundupon examining
with great attention the eighth article of the tenth volume of Le Clerc’s Choice
Library that the matter stood just as I had expected.

Themistius: You did not need to be a soothsayer nor be especially insightful to
make such a prediction; for given the terms towhich Bayle reduced the dispute,
it was easy to foresee that his adversary would only sink deeper if he tried to
extricate himself. We have also been able to tell for some time that these two
gentlemen would finally come to verbal blows.

Maximus: It was not Bayle’s fault that this affair was not always treated with
great moderation and honesty. I admit that he did not follow the sure path for
preventing the irritation of his adversary, which would have been to shrug off
his attack; but we cannot, without committing an injustice ourselves, find fault
with him for ignoring that approach.

Themistius: Let me see if I follow you. The apparent origin of this lengthy war
of words is that Le Clerc, in the first volume of his Parrhasiana, attacked Bayle’s
thesis concerning theManichean objections. He did not criticize it by showing
that the systems which, according to Bayle, cannot resolve the difficulties
surrounding the first sin and its consequences are in fact capable of resolving
them, but by supposing that Origenism, of which Bayle had said nothing,
completely removes all these difficulties. So he brought an Origenist onto the
scene, armed him head to toe with every care imaginable, and expected from
him nothing short of miracles,2 which did not prevent us from seeing him
struck down and stripped of all his arms a short while later in the second
edition of Bayle’s Dictionary. If Bayle had contented himself with an uncertain
advantage, if he had left theOrigenistwith somemark of victory, LeClercwould
not have grown angry: is that the idea?

Maximus: You have understood me very well. But I should not leave out that
Le Clerc’s sensitivity to the perceived insult of such a strong refutation did

1 See below, Dialogues, Part 2, 219.
2 See Le Clerc, bc vii, 350; bc ix, 107.
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not enrage him; he calmed himself and kept quiet several years. Then, having
found a pretext for making a new case against Bayle on the occasion of a
remark concerning Cudworth’s plastic natures that Bayle had slipped into one
of his books, he employed numerous subtleties, kept his composure, and even
while the defeat of his Origenist was fresh in his mind, tempted the fate of
a second battle. You know with how much success he was met, because you
have read the third volume of the Response to a Provincial’s Questions3 wherein
the poor Origenist was again stripped of all his weapons. Nevertheless, Le
Clerc dared to say,4 in a lie which every reader can easily recognize, that his
imaginaryOrigenist reducedBayle to silence. Iwill saynothingof the advantage
gained over Le Clerc in the same volume concerning plastic natures. Up to that
point, the whole affair had been managed with ample restraint, especially by
Bayle, who avoided insisting upon what was likely to turn the dispute sour,
and who thought of nothing but overwhelming his adversary with civility and
overcoming him by reason.5 But since the publication of this third volume, the
face of things has changed: anger has been introduced in a terrible way.

Themistius: The turning-point you identify is correct. Since he realized by
reading what concerned him in the third part of the Response to the Provincial6
that he could no longer continue in his usualway except to his great shame, and
since he considered that remaining silent would be even more shameful,7 Le
Clerc had recourse to a Pharisaical ruse. He cloaked himself in the convenient
pretext of serving the interests of the glory of God in order to set himself up as
the public prosecutor of irreligion. Thus the scene changed; the most hateful
libels appeared. After these new steps by his adversary, Bayle ceased to treat
him considerately and began to press him more strongly; so there appeared
one last reply from Le Clerc, even more passionate than the preceding one.

Maximus: Everyone had a good laugh, perhaps in France more than anywhere
else, seeing Le Clerc in this new role that fits him so poorly and that is so
disproportionate to the character that has always distinguished him. Alas,
necessity has no law. He no longer knew to which saint he should dedicate

3 [od] See rqp ii, clxxii (od iii, 863ff.).
4 Le Clerc, bc x, 380.
5 WhatMr. Le Clerc says in bc x, 376, namely thatMr. Baylemingled “a large number of reasons

pulled ex invidia or to render hateful” had been refuted in rbl, section v (od iii, 999).
6 [od] See od iii, 863ff.
7 “It was indeed shameful to compete, but it seemed more shameful to concede” (Ovid, Metamor-

phoses, book 5, v. 315).
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himself, nor from what wood he should cut his arrow. So he had to toss the
sacred anchor;8 that is, he made religion and the good Lord his two causes.
This is a great way to turn insults poured onto paper from personal hatred and
vengeance into acts of devotion!

Themistius: There aremany authorswho in their works of controversy aremore
pleasedwith their penwhen they believe they have delivered a fine cutting gibe
and when they have let fly a satirical dart than when they believe they have
followed through with their reasoning. Many inferior, ill-intentioned readers
of this sort of writing search for only the insulting passages, which alone move
them. But because we belong to a higher class of readers, and we have resolved
today to examine the last piece that each of these two antagonists has written,
wemust place aside the insults they have exchanged, and consider only what is
related to the very foundation of the matter. Let us, therefore, pause only over
the following question: Has Le Clerc proven soundly that Bayle is guilty of the
crime of which he accuses him?

Maximus: I am delighted by what you have just suggested, for I would regret
every moment I gave to the consideration of reproaches, complaints, and the
hundred other irrelevancies that quarrelling authors spread throughout their
writings. All of that is unworthy of our attention. Let us examine only in what
manner Le Clerc proves his accusation, namely that Bayle does not believe in
the goodness and holiness of God.

8 See Erasmus, Chil, 1, cent. i, n. 24, the proverb sacram ancoram solvere.
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chapter 1

An Examination of Le Clerc’s Case against Bayle

Themistius: In his last work I did not find that Le Clerc did anything other than
reiterate the alleged validity of the only proof that he had yet offered and the
ridiculousness ofwhichBayle had already demonstrated.1 The proof is this: that
Bayle continues touphold thatwecannot respond to theManicheanobjections
that purport that the conduct ascribed to God by Christian systems does not
agree with the ideas we have of goodness and holiness.

Maximus: If Le Clerc offers that as a proof, then he must establish as an incon-
testable proposition that whoever acknowledges that a doctrine is exposed to
insoluble objections acknowledges, as a necessary consequence, the falsity of
that doctrine. But can there be anything further from the truth than that propo-
sition?

Themistius: Le Clerc would expand the boundaries of the Republic of Letters
if he could enrich it with this new axiom which has never been a citizen here,
and which, on the contrary, has always been refuted by experience. Consider
the following example.

There are three opinions concerning the continuum. The one affirms as a
mathematically demonstrated fact that it is infinitely divisible.Another affirms,
as a fact proven by mathematical demonstrations, that it is composed of indi-
visible parts with no extension. And finally the last claims, as a fact thatwe can-
not deny without admitting a doctrine whose impossibility has already been
demonstrated, that the continuum is composed of indivisible parts that have
extension. These claims are all opposed to one another, yet the proponents of
the different claims are in agreement that the doctrine they embrace is exposed
to insoluble objections. Consider another example.

Those who most decisively take the affirmative or negative stance on the
real or possible eternity of the world,2 or on the infinity of number, or on the
plenum or the void, etc., feel strongly that they succumb to the weight of their
adversaries’ objections. And I am sure that of the many philosophers who are
persuaded of the existence of motion and time there is not a single one who
would hesitate to admit that his reason and his mind become confused and

1 See rbl, section vi, toward the beginning (od iii, 1000a).
2 See Pererius, De communibus rerum naturalium principiis, book 15.
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lose themselves in the inexplicable difficulties that are raised concerning these
matters. These are evident facts known around the world, and so Le Clerc too
must have known them.

Maximus: He must have known as well of the similar cases furnished by Chris-
tianity, for he saw testimonies of these in Bayle’s writings, namely the innumer-
able citations from themost illustrious theologians who assert that the Trinity,
the Incarnation, absolute Predestination, etc., are mysteries that demand the
submission of the understanding, despite all the difficulties with which reason
opposes them. There is consequently nothing more false or more contrary to
experience than that maxim which is supposed to serve as the foundation of
the alleged proof of Le Clerc’s accusation against Bayle.

Themistius: It is inexcusable for the accuser to neglect discussing the funda-
mental axiom of the whole trial. He passed over it in silence and did not say
clearly enoughwhat he thought of the examples that prove that, without either
lying or contradicting ourselves, we can assert that we believe things that we
cannot bring into agreement with all the ideas of the natural light. He con-
tented himself with saying here and there that we must have consideration for
the good intentions of theologians who express themselves in that way, and he
made several excuses for them that we will have to discuss.

Maximus: There are many other oversights in his writing just as affected and
deceitful as that one. I have never seen anything less orderly than his manner
of proceeding. His writings should have had the form of a factum. First he
should have identified the charge, and then he should havemade his case from
arguments clearly distinguished from one another and numbered properly.
Instead of thismethod, he employs a cheap declamatory rhetoric and disperses
his arguments without any order, muddling them now in one way, now in
another. We can nevertheless discern through this confusion that he grounds
himself on particular circumstances, and not on a general maxim, when he
claims that his adversary must deny the goodness and holiness of God because
he denies that we can respond to the Manichean objections.

Themistius: Let us do him a favour that he did not do himself: let us give some
order to his arguments, re-assemble them, and line them up for battle.

(i) The first that presented itself tomyeyes in readingLeClerc’s last piece can
be reduced to this: “Bayle said that the arguments of the Manicheans”3 against

3 Le Clerc, bc x, 366.
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the goodness of God are demonstrative,4 even mathematical demonstrations,
based on the clearest notions. “He must not, therefore, demand the same
consideration for himself thatwehave for theologianswho say that theybelieve
revealed truths even when they appear to be surrounded by difficulties that
their reason cannot resolve. We have grounds for saying that he does not
believe”5 the truth of Revelation, which is not based on proofs clearer than
demonstrations.

Maximus: Allow me to refute that. I cannot recall that Bayle ever said that
theManichean objections are “mathematical demonstrations.” Le Clerc would
havedonewell to cite thepagewhere that expression is found; the accusermust
never be permitted to change terms, let alone to exaggerate them.

But in any case, I can guarantee that Bayle never claimed to go beyond
the limits within which some people say that it is impossible for them to
satisfy their reasonconcerning the evident difficulties that reason raises against
the mysteries of the Gospel, of which they are wholly persuaded. A Lutheran
with good faith and some acumen would acknowledge ingenuously that the
dogmas of the Trinity and Real Presence are opposed by evident notions; that
all the responses that have been invented are incapable of satisfying our reason;
and that consequently, it is our duty to oblige reason to sacrifice to divine
authority the simple notions it opposes to the doctrines of the Trinity and
Consubstantiation.

That is also the whole extent of the intention behind Bayle’s judgment of
the objections that compare the common notions of goodness and holiness
with the systems explaining predestination. He has therefore all the right
of a Lutheran to treat the quibbling of his accuser as ridiculous. Now, who
would doubt that a Lutheran would look with the greatest contempt on those
who drew from his claims this inference: So you do not believe in the truth of
Revelation?

Themistius: I agreewith you, for I know that every orthodoxbelieverwould treat
a Socinian with disdain if the latter addressed him in the following way: ‘You
cannot believe at the same time that Scripture is divine, and that it contains
the dogma of the Trinity. For God, who has revealed to us by natural light
that that which begets is substantially distinct from that which is begotten,
cannot reveal to us by the Gospel that the person of the eternal Father and the
person of his Son theWord are consubstantial. There is no singlemathematical

4 Le Clerc, bc x, 397 and 421.
5 Le Clerc, bc x, 366.
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demonstration stronger or more evident than the proof by which one could
end the controversy between two critics, onewho claimed that someparticular
King of Macedonia is the same as some other, and a second who claimed the
contrary. If we prove that some King of Macedonia is the father of the other,
we will have proven that they are two totally distinct men, and we can defy
every mathematician to furnish a demonstration more convincing than that
one. You cannot, therefore, believe the truth of Revelation, which is not founded
upon proofs clearer than demonstrations.’

Maximus: You are right to say that all the orthodox would deride such a Soci-
nian discourse. Le Clerc, who declares that he believes in the mystery of the
Trinity, knows well what would be required in order to respond to them, and
would find it unfitting if I bothered to inform him. I will therefore say only that
the whole first proof is an evasion as detestable as what he adds, namely that
Bayle’s claims render “Christians incapable either of proving that there is a good
God, or of proving the truth of Revelation to atheists or Manicheans.”6

Themistius: We are forgetting the best part. All the most odious and horrid
consequences that one would like to draw from Bayle’s opinion fall directly
on the opinion of Le Clerc, who admits that Bayle is well-grounded in all the
systems of Christianity except the one that denies the existence of hell. What
an absurdity! What blindness! He presents himself as the zealous defender of
the Christian religion, but in the end he pleads only for a dogma detested by
every Christian, if you discount a very small number of men who live incognito
in Christianity. He undoubtedly felt this lash,7 though he concealed it with
remarkable hypocrisy.

Maximus: I will proceed to his second argument. We have already remarked8
that because the inference he draws as an objection to Bayle is insulting to
nearly all Christians, for theywould be impious imposters if this inferencewere
valid, he avoided expressing himself with precision and prepared for himself
several means of escape. He protected himself with a disjunctive by saying
that those who claim to believe things that are contested by evident reasons
are either liars or ignoramuses who reason without principles and fall into
contradiction. But he adds that the latter are excusable since they have no

6 Le Clerc, bc x, 367.
7 Bayle delivers this blow to Le Clerc more than once. See rbl, secs. iv and vi, and the

conclusion (od iii, 993a–b, 1001a–b, and 1009a–b).
8 See above, 132–133.
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ill intention. We will see his other excuses. If he wishes to acquit himself of
calumny, he is reduced to showing that Bayle’s intentions are bad; and indeed,
his observations head in that direction.What an extreme for a public informer!
There is no need for me to mention that an infinite number of examples
manifestly show the falsity of his disjuncts.

(ii) Here is a comparison aimed at showing that Bayle has ill intent for
religion: “If someone collected every hateful thing that could be said against
the conduct of his Sovereign and then defied all the other subjects to respond
to these things, while nevertheless claiming that he was persuaded that his
Sovereign’s conduct was beyond reproach and that he was his Sovereign’s most
humble subject, I would very much like to know,” says Le Clerc, “whether that
Sovereign and his subjects would be content with this discourse, or whether
they would take it for pure comedy played out by this man in order to get
himself out of trouble. The Prince would believe, with reason, that this man
planned to turn his subjects against him, and the subjects would not have any
better opinion of his fidelity, despite his cries of calumny. Could the Sovereign
and his subjects believe theman spoke sincerely andwith only good intentions
if he said the following: that while the conduct of his Sovereign appears to his
feeble lights to be execrable and outright tyrannical, and while it is impossible
for the subjects to show the contrary, and that the Sovereign even grows angry
when his subjects undertake such justification of his actions, nevertheless he
submits his lights to the declaration of the Prince, for he claims to govern with
as much goodness as one could ever imagine? Again, would one be content
with his many protestations that he published so much of the evil of the
Sovereign only in order to humble some of the more presumptuous subjects,
who thought themselves capable of providing good reasons for the Sovereign’s
conduct andwho felt obligated to provide these reasons for the honour of their
Prince, by making them see that it was impossible to defend the Sovereign
by means of reason? These bad excuses, instead of appeasing the Sovereign
and his subjects, would only further offend them, because they would quickly
realize he took them for imbeciles, and that to calumny he addedmockery and
contempt.”9 If I have read you the entire passage without omitting a word, it is
so that you will better appreciate the accuser’s trickery.

Themistius: I have never seen a piece of sophistry as fraudulent as that
one. Le Clerc wants us to believe that he gives a naïve portrait of Bayle’s
conduct, but it is a portrait that is horribly disfigured. Let us consider things
from Bayle’s perspective, by depicting for ourselves an Emperor who surpasses

9 Le Clerc, bc x, 367–368.
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our most able politicians to the same degree that these latter surpass school
teachers. The sublimity of his genius causes him to form plans that are vaster
and more significant than those of his predecessors, and it presents him with
new means of arriving at his goals. He follows no example and lays paths for
government unimagined until now. Foreigners blame him for wandering from
ways that have always passed for prudent. Some of his subjects murmur in
opposition to his novelty and dread its consequences. Authors rise up who
undertake to refute the foreigners’ criticisms and the subjects’ complaints
by attempting to show that it is false that the conduct of the Emperor is
unguided by ordinary political maxims. To this end they draw parallels, they
twist, they stretch, and they distort every commonplace. Another author comes
along who does not deny the evidence, but who shows that we must place
ourselves entirely in the hands of the wisdom of his Imperial Majesty; that
this wisdom has its reasons for not conforming itself to common rules; that
while hisMajesty’s conduct is different from that of hismost prudent ancestors,
it is no less prudent for that; and that because his wisdom is of a degree
incomparably more eminent than that of other men, his maxims should have
a new character, proportionate to the exceeding superiority of the genius he
possesses.

What would the Emperor say when he heard of themethod of the first apol-
ogists? He would excuse their unenlightened zeal, but he would nevertheless
mock their ignorance; and he would approve above all the last apologist. That
is how Le Clerc is to be confounded and how his false depiction is to be cor-
rected.

Maximus:What do you think ofwhat he addswhenhe says that Bayle hasmade
“horrible accusations against divine providence?”10

Themistius: I would be tempted to say that there is only one madman on
the loose who could speak in that way; for in that case the most orthodox
theologians, especially among the Reformed, would be horrible blasphemers,
since they recognize that in the providence of God, as far as sin is concerned,
there are gulfs impenetrable by reason, where reason would inevitably lose
itself were it not to submit its feeble lights to the authority of Revelation.
If the Reformed Churches of France had believed that we could reconcile
the providence of God with respect to evil with our ordinary methods of
judging goodness, holiness, and justice, would they have said, “we humbly

10 Le Clerc, bc x, 369.
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adore the secrets hidden to us without inquiring beyond our capacity?”11 One
never speaks in that way while trying mightily to resolve the difficulties of
a philosopher. It is of little importance at this point for me to observe that
Diroys12 and Nicole13 would have uttered abominable blasphemies, and that
a book by Jurieu14 would be full of them, if we followed Le Clerc’s tabla-
ture.

Maximus: What redress he owes to an infinite number of solemn Doctors! He
will perhaps say that they should take refuge in the seconddisjunct, by claiming
that they are not blasphemers, but good men who know not what they are
saying. What a nice consolation! What fine redress!

Themistius: I will show you one of the most specious arguments that he offers
in order to legitimize his suspicions concerning Bayle’s intentions. It consists
of four charges:

(iii) That “1. Bayle invented objections against Divine Providence and pro-
posed these in his Dictionary under the name of the Manicheans; 2. He estab-
lished these objections very artfully; in his own name he claimed that it is
impossible to respond to them by reason; and he thoroughly criticized every-
bodywho tried to give any response; 3. He said that no theological systemcould
resolve these difficulties; 4. He would have us believe nevertheless that God is
good and holy because Scripture says so, even though, according to Christian
theologians, Scripture teaches things incompatiblewith the goodness andholi-
ness of God, as the invincible objections of theManicheans demonstrate.”15 Tell
me, what is your opinion of this passage?

Maximus: The first charge is entirely false, for Bayle did not invent the objec-
tions he laid out in his Dictionary; he did nothing but extend those found in a
work by Jurieu, and in works of several other controversialists.

As for the second charge I will tell you that these objections, in so far as
they concern absolute predestination, are established much more artfully in
the books of Jesuits, Lutherans, and Remonstrants than in the Dictionary. I
notice something similar concerning the objections that threaten the systems
of these three sects. The Thomists, the Jansenists, and the Calvinists struck

11 Confession de foi, art. 8.
12 See rqp ii, clxv (od iii, 845b–846a).
13 See rqp ii, clxxvii (od iii, 873b–876b).
14 See rqp ii, cxxxv (od iii, 774a–776b).
15 Le Clerc, bc x, 370.
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them down with much more force than did Bayle. There is nothing more
unjust than to criticize those who, having examined carefully these great dis-
putes, recognize ingenuously that none of the parties can resolve the diffi-
culties objected to them. The Reformed confess that it is necessary to stop
at the edge of this gulf, and they do not boast at all of satisfying reason; but
they show clearly that the objections of their adversaries prove too much, they
retort every one of them, and they defy their antagonists to fend off the retor-
tion.16

What I have to say concerning the third charge will crush Le Clerc, for
he acknowledges that in order to meet the difficulties of the Manicheans
it is necessary to employ not the systems taught among the Christians, but
either the system of Origen,17 which he does not recognize as true, or some
conjectures which he does not offer as certain.18 Therefore, he himself believes
that which he makes a crime in Bayle’s case—have you ever seen anything so
grotesque?

I find in the fourth charge a sin of omission and a sin of commission. The
former consists in Le Clerc’s omitting what Bayle said, namely that reason,
which informs us that the perfection of God is infinite, necessarily convinces
us that everything God does is done well. The other sin is that Le Clerc asserts
that according to Bayle the word of God “teaches things incompatible with the
goodness and holiness of God, as the invincible objections of the Manicheans
demonstrate.” This is to be completely ignorant of where the question stands;
for it is indeed true that the invincible objections of the Manicheans seek to
prove that Scripture attributes to God conduct incompatible with the common
notions of goodness and holiness, but the orthodox hold that this conduct
is good, holy, and just, although we do not know its relation to our ordinary
manners of judging these virtues.

You see then how vain is the calumny contained in these words of Le Clerc:
“Neither reason nor Scripture exculpates God from evil, according to [Bayle].”19
Is it not to exculpate God from evil to make Him known to us as a supremely
perfect Nature? Now it is in this way that reason and Scripture represent Him.
Bayle has made himself clear enough on this matter.20

16 See rqp ii, cxxxv and cxlvii (od iii, 774a–776b; 803a–804a).
17 See rbl, section iv (od iii, 994).
18 See rbl, secs. v, vi (od iii, 999, 1001).
19 Le Clerc, bc x, 371.
20 See dhc iii, “Manichéens,” rem. d; dhc iii, “Pauliciens,” rem. e; and rqp ii, cxxxiii (od iii,

770).
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Themistius: I will add a few remarks to those you have made concerning the
accuser’s four charges.

It is a rule of natural equity that if the motives of an action may have been
innocent, then while we are speculating about those motives, we must never
decide that they were criminal. Le Clerc violated this rule; for it is possible, and
even likely, that Bayle laid out the objections of the Manicheans with some
pomp from motives that were innocent. It can be supposed that because the
character of his work entailed giving the history of heresies, he believed it was
his duty to make known the strengths and the weaknesses of the Manicheans’
opinions. Representing the naïve state of a sect’s opinions as well as the argu-
ments that support or oppose them is not the least important part of the history
of that sect. It rarely happens that those who treat this part of the history of
heresy bring to it any good faith; but the more this is rare, the more it is possi-
ble that Bayle desired tomerit the praise of being a sincere historian through an
ample andnaïve description ofwhat theManicheans could object to the ortho-
dox. Is there anythingmore innocent than such amotive?Moreover, the sect of
these men was so horrible and so ridiculous that it is a most remarkable singu-
larity that they were able to deliver objections that troubled the orthodox. This
singularity is well suited to humble our minds, and to bring us to useful reflec-
tions on the bizarrely tenebrous constitution of human knowledge. Why not
believe that this good intention was found in Bayle when he made the display
that Le Clerc claims arises from an ill motive?

In addition, since our age is so fertile in inventions, Bayle could have hoped
that hisworkwould challenge several of these great geniuseswhoestablishnew
systems, and lead them to invent a resolution unknown until now. Aside from
that, he could have believed that his manner of proceeding would serve him
to better judge his readers, and to decide whether they are fair or iniquitous,
and whether the controversialists in particular are guilty of the all the bad
faith of which they have been suspect for some time. We never learn such a
thing with as much certitude as when we are personally interested in an affair;
for reflections made about the injustices done to our neighbour are ordinarily
quite superficial.

If Le Clerc had meditated without preoccupation, he would have found it
highly probable that his adversary had such motives as are all very innocent;
and even if he had found the motive he presently imputes more probable, he
would not have fixed his attention on it, or at least he would have abstained
from making his judgment public and from letting it serve as the proof of a
completely atrocious accusation. Only blind passion can lead to the behaviour
he manifests.
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Maximus: Allow me to add to what you have said. The injustice of Le Clerc
would be considerable if Bayle had said nothing of his intentions; for in that
case even those who attempted to surmise them would have been obliged to
give preference to favourable conjectures, or to hold themselves in suspense
and leave the affair to the judgment of God. However, because Bayle indicated
with great care the goal at which hewas aiming, and because this goal was very
commendable and worthy of an orthodox thinker, you see how the injustice of
Le Clerc attains the highest level.

He knew that Bayle hadwarned his readers that the use theywere tomake of
this lengthy ensemble of disputes was to remain attached to the spirit of Chris-
tianity, which would have us submit to revealed truths, whether we can defend
them against the vain and innumerable arguments of the philosophers, or
whether we cannot. He knew that Bayle had confirmed this intention through
two long essays at the end of the second edition of his Dictionary. Could he,
without remarkablebad faith, dispensehimself from joining this fact to the four
others, he who could not ignore a remark that had been made against Jaque-
lot?21 He could have claimed in the style of the good Polish Brethren that this
design “to humble reason, supposing such a thing necessary, is a cure worse
than the disease,”22 but it was necessary by all the rules of good faith that this
fifth fact appear after the others, even with a note indicating that Protestants
regard the humbling of reason a very important part of orthodoxy, and that tak-
ing common notions for rules is something that is in their opinion altogether
pernicious to the Christian faith.

Themistius: If wewere not strictly committed to good faith in this examination,
we would take for Le Clerc’s fourth proof these words on page 374: “It is in
this way that Mr. Bayle described his conduct, without realizing it, and that he
situated himself among the Pyrrhonians, whose arguments aim at destroying
the existence of God.”23 Le Clerc speaks in this way after having cited a passage
where Bayle represented the spirit of the Pyrrhonians. However, because Le
Clerc rests this remark on a condition that he does not affirm,24 he would have
reason to complain if we supposed that he offers this as proof of his accusation;
he could, I say, complain thatwe are impertinently ridiculing him; forwewould

21 See rqp ii, cxxix, cxxxii (od iii, 762a–763b; 769).
22 Le Clerc, bc x, 405.
23 Le Clerc, bc x, 374.
24 He says that “[i]f we suppose that Mr. Bayle says everything that comes to his mind … it

would be necessary to place him among the Pyrrhonians that he himself describes.” Le
Clerc, bc x, 373.
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be attributing to him the following reasoning: ‘Bayle described his conduct in
this passage without thinking about it, so I therefore have the right to accuse
him of taking for his goal the ruin of religion.’ We would shout reproof at him if
he employed such an argument, for in order to refute it invincibly, and in order
to reduce him to silence, it would suffice to deny that Bayle revealed himself in
this passage without realizing it.

Maximus: I agree with what you have just said, but I am sure that you will take
the following to be one of Le Clerc’s proofs.

(iv) “There is a considerable difference between a self-indulgent style, such
as Mr. Bayle’s, and the style of theologians persuaded of their doctrine.”25
Le Clerc was not able to undermine Bayle’s defence that was based on the
facts that the orthodox acknowledge the impossibility of answering the objec-
tions concerning sin, and that they acknowledge that these objections can be
retorted against less rigid systems; so he searched for as many excuses as he
could, and found only false ones. You see how he emphasizes the gravity of
the theologian’s style, and then asserts that Bayle’s style is “self-indulgent.” He
would be the most pitiful of critics if these were the only indications he ever
gave of his taste.

There are in Bayle’s Dictionary several articles that invite jest and a cheerful-
ness of style; the author took the freedom the subject matter permitted, but in
gravematters his style is as serious as it should be. I take asmywitnesses every-
one familiar with that work, and I dare affirm that this fourth alleged proof is
founded solely on a manifest lie.

Themistius: Prove to me, if you will, your judgment concerning Le Clerc’s
excuses on behalf of the theologians who serve as Bayle’s rampart. There are
three such excuses.

(1) First, he says, “none” of the Reformed theologians “invented” the opinions
they had about providence. These opinions “were the doctrine of the Schools
before the Reformation.”

(2) Second, “none of them collected objections against Providence, or made
such objections as strong as possible, or insulted every Christian theologian the
wayMr. Bayle did. They all tried to defend providence to the best of their ability
and they never had recourse to the depths of God’s conduct except when they
found themselves at a loss to explain certain received dogmas that they were
not at liberty to reject.”

25 Le Clerc, bc x, 378.
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(3) Third, “none of them believed they were in opposition to reason even
when they said they were above it. They are therefore excused and we should
not attribute to them any ill intent.”26

Maximus: The invincible refutation of this passage is not difficult. As for the
first excuse, it suffices to notice that Calvin’s system concerning predestination
and free will is at issue. Now, Calvin’s thoughts on the matter were far from
the doctrine of the Schools; on the contrary, the Scholastics became either
Pelagians or Semi-Pelagians,27 and if, on the one hand, Calvin declared that
the dogmas of the Roman Church on this point needed extreme reformation,
his adversaries responded on the other that he was introducing a horrible new
doctrine that made God the author of sin. These facts are so well-known that
it is astonishing that Le Clerc would have us believe that he was unaware of
them.

I add that since he thinks along with the Arminians that Calvin’s system is
impious and full of blasphemy, he is wrong to say that the Reformed, having
established this system in the Schools, are excusable for having adopted it.
He would not be able to justify them by this reasoning with respect to this
article without condemning them for not having retained the doctrines of
transubstantiation, the worship of saints, purgatory, etc.; and finally without
condemning in general the work of the Reformation and the conduct of the
Arminians, for it is public knowledge that they found the system that was
confirmed by the Synod of Dordrecht in the Reformed Schools. See whether
this man is not happy to make apologies that are a sort of satire not only of the
Reformation, but also of the Arminian party which he embraced.

Concerning the second excuse, I ask him whether he has forgotten that
Jurieu, having said that the objections against the system of Dordrecht are
insoluble, proposed many difficulties to the adherents of other systems and
defied them to respond.28 I ask him, moreover, whether he has forgotten that
those who have recourse “to the depths of God’s conduct” have in view a
doctrine they profess, not because they find it established and would lose
their positions if they openly condemned it, but because they judge that it
is true. This is the opinion one must have of the Reformed, for otherwise
it would be necessary to take them for imposters who sacrifice the light of

26 All quotations taken from Le Clerc, bc x, 377–378.
27 See what was cited from Jurieu in rqp ii, clxxxiii (od iii, 859).
28 In his Jugement sur les méthodes rigides et relaschées d’expliquer la providence et la grace

(Rotterdam: Abraham Acher, 1686).
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their conscience to some temporal interest. We have here a ridiculous apol-
ogist: he insinuates that those he wishes to excuse were traitors to their own
lights.

Concerning the third excuse I ask him whether he has forgotten that Theo-
dore Beza acknowledged that “there is no element of Christian doctrine more
contrary to the senses and to human reason” than absolute predestination.29
Has he forgotten what Piscator admits,30 and what Bayle demonstrates con-
cerning the distinction between above reason and against reason?31

Another difficulty.With cold and fraudulent hyperbole he claims that it is an
insult to every theologian to say that their systems concerning the fall of man
and its consequences are exposed to insurmountable objections. He appears
very sensitive to this alleged affront, for he returns to it more than once. It
would seem that this is one of the principal reasons why he declared war on
Bayle, and nevertheless there is no appearance that any regret has seized him
for having exposed the theologians to the contempt and hatred of the public
in so many ways. But let us pass over that and show him only that his great
zeal for the theologians does not agree with his conduct; he abandons them
all to the insult that he claims has been made against them; he recognizes
that Bayle spoke justly concerning all the theologians, aside from those who
conjecture that the sufferings of the damned will be lessened over time. Now,
these conjecturers make up no part of Christianity, so they should count for
nothing.

Themistius: Let us attribute to him as his fifth proof what he said toward the
end of his article.

(v) “Neither the Reformed, nor the other theologians, say that they believe
things opposed by demonstrations, as Mr. Bayle does. They do not recognize in
the least the hateful consequences that he drew from their doctrine in favour of
the Manicheans, such as that God acts contrary to all of the ideas that we have
of justice and goodness. They deny such consequences formally, and as long as
they deny them, we cannot consider these consequences to be their doctrine,
though we can say incontestably that they are the doctrine of Mr. Bayle, if he
speaks sincerely.”32

29 See rqp ii, clxiv (od iii, 842, 843).
30 Ibid.
31 See the end of theDictionary at the beginning of the secondClarification, and rqp ii, cxxx,

cxxxi, and clix (od iii, 764; 766; 806–807).
32 Le Clerc, bc x, 420–421.
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Maximus: This is perhaps themost pitiful of all the allegedproofs of the accuser.
Did he not say “that onewill findwithout doubt in the systems” several dogmas
that are against reason or incompatible with a demonstrated propo-
sition?33 Therefore, he must claim that if the theologians do not confess that
they believe things opposed by demonstrations, they are either deceitful or
foolish. One could not be unaware, without being stupid or foolish, that a
dogma incompatible with a demonstrated proposition really has this incom-
patibility.

But leaving that aside, all those who examine dispassionately the articles
that have been cited from the Dictionary will clearly see that Bayle goes no
further than Jurieu. Now, Jurieu merely developed what the Predestinarians
had always taught concerning the force of the difficulties and their retortion
against the other systems. In a word, Le Clerc could not prove that Bayle
acknowledged any consequences rejected by the Reformed.34 It is a pity when
an accuser is reduced to saying that the person whom he accuses is guilty if he
speaks sincerely. He should never accuse without factual evidence; and if, once
the accusation is denied, he can go no further, nor say anythingmore than that
the defendant is insincere, he deserves to be mocked by the whole world.

33 Le Clerc, bc ix, 159.
34 See rbl, section viii (od iii, 1008), where there is a challenge to Le Clerc that was never

considered; he continued to accuse without proofs.
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Four Serious Problems with Le Clerc’s Objection
That was Based on Several Inferences He Drew from
Bayle’s Opinion

Themistius: Here is a completely defective argument that Le Clerc gives. He
cites a passage where Bayle remarks that “once we dare to teach that God
is the author of sin, we will necessarily lead men to atheism.”1 He adds that
Bayle “openly maintains that no theological system can exonerate God from
the charge of being an evildoer who takes no notice either of holiness or vice …
The only remedy he finds is to confess unreservedly that we can understand
very little of this matter, which is to grant victory to the atheists, for if that
were the case, then we could not prove to them that according to our theology
God is good and holy … If we suppose [Bayle] is coherent in his reasoning and
thinking, then we must say that he [leads us necessarily to atheism] according
to his own judgment, since we all teach in our systems that God is an evildoer
and the author of evil; for he offers us no better system.”

Maximus: Youare exactly right to say that this objection is completely defective.
I counted four major blunders while you were relating it.

First, Le Clerc continues to build upon a false maxim, or as they say in the
Schools, his proton-pseudos, which is the source of his aberrations. He assumes
that themomentwe cannot respond to various objections,we lack everymeans
of maintaining the doctrine under attack; from which he concludes that if
Christians cannot resolve the difficulties surrounding the origin of evil, they are
incapable of exculpating God. Is he ignorant of the conduct of the Calvinists?
There is perhaps nothing of which he is more persuaded than this Arminian
thesis—that according to the System of Dordrecht, God is the author of sin.
He undoubtedly believes that the Arminian objections are demonstrative on
the subject and that the responses of the Reformed are but ridiculous and
pitiful gibberish. Nevertheless, we know that they do not lack resources for
exculpatingGod; for, conceivingHim to be supremely perfect in theway reason
and Scripture represent Him, they conclude demonstratively that no sort of
imperfection can be found in Him, let alone a fault as enormous as that of

1 For this and the next quotation: Le Clerc, bc x, 372–373.
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being the author of sin. They add that by the secrets of His infinite wisdom,
which are impenetrable to the human mind, God has an influence on the sins
of humankind in such away that nothing is taken away either fromHis holiness
or His other attributes, and they oblige their reason to submit humbly to this
great mystery with all the insoluble difficulties that are easy to bring against it.

Le Clerc’s second blunder is that, while he knew very well that Bayle made
use of the same denouement as the Reformed, he nevertheless charged him
with odious consequences that in fact fall on the whole body of the Reformed
Churches. This stands in contrast to the care found in other parts of his writing,
care which perhaps derives only from his attempt to win over the idle journal-
ists, whom we are told Le Clerc catechizes in the bookstores by discouraging
them from reading Bayle’sDictionary if theywish to conserve the purity of their
faith. Once won over, people of this sort can disperse the sweet scent of Le
Clerc’s orthodoxy from home to home, and thereby gain partisans for him. But
he would be the first to mock them in petto: these good people, he would tell
himself, are foolish enough to think that I attack Bayle from a sense of religious
zeal, that I am going to become a good Calvinist, that I am sincerely striving for
Jurieu’s friendship, and that I have forgotten, like a good Christian, the harsh
blows that I have recently received, and that I have only feebly avenged.2

His third blunder consists in his failure to distinguish the two meanings of
“to teach that God is the author of sin.” The phrase means either that we teach
somethingwhich, according to our adversaries,makes God the author of sin, or
that we confess that we ourselvesmakeGod the author of sin. NoChristian sect
teaches that God is the author of sin in the second sense; but if we believed the
Roman Catholics, the Lutherans, the Arminians, etc., then wewould think that
it was Calvinist doctrine that God is the author of sin. The Calvinists defend
themselves from that charge as from the darkest calumny, and declare at every
opportunity that God influences human sin in an ineffable manner that in no
way compromises His perfect, sovereign goodness. If they cannot resolve every
difficulty, they blame the limitations of their knowledge, and they retort against
their adversaries all the same difficulties.

Among Christians, there is no single system that in the judgment of all
the others exculpates God when His providence is judged by our ordinary
methods. But on the other hand, it is admitted by every sect that no other
sect establishes that God is the author of sin in the second sense. It is clear
that in the passage of Bayle in question these words, “to teach that God is the
author of sin,” ought to be understood in the second sense. It is therefore not

2 Le Clerc, bc vi, 428.
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true that in his own judgment all of our systems lead us necessarily to atheism,
for immediately afterward he remarks that “all the Christian sects that are
accused of [teaching that God is the author of sin] defend themselves as from
a horrible blasphemy and an atrocious impiety, and they complain of having
been slandered diabolically.” Le Clerc was aware of this remark; he reported it
in his own words.

His fourth blunder is that he struck himself with the same blow he dealt his
adversary. Here is the proof: he claims that the only system that can exculpate
God is the one that affirms that the punishments of hell are not eternal,3 and
that perhaps the state of the damned will eventually become bearable. Now,
there is no such system among the Christians. He admits, therefore, that all
their systems have the same defect that Bayle found in them. He lays the same
charge against themas Bayle, he attributes to them the same consequences, yet
hemakes it an enormous crime inBayle’s case tohave said that all these systems
succumb to various objections. Would a man agitated by the Furies reason any
worse?

Themistius: You have forgotten something that deserves some attention. Le
Clerc relies greatly on the claim that Bayle “gives us no better system.” This
example would have some force if Bayle had claimed that it was a sign of
falsehood in a theological system if it cannot respond to certain objections; but
far from having claimed such a thing, he formally declared and amply proved
that this incapacity to respond does not prevent a system from being true. He
had no need to give a better system, for he believed it was necessary to uphold
the decisions of Dordrecht, since of all the hypotheses, there is none that is as
much in conformity with Scripture as that one, and because the most relaxed
methods do not remove the difficulties that accompany it. In that, he followed
Jurieu’s principle.

If Le Clerc boasts that he has given a better system, hewill only disgrace him-
self. Will he allege that he employed Origen’s hypothesis? Then first of all, he
never employed it as if it were true, and in the end, he considered it rash. It is
clear that with such weapons we cannot resist the Manicheans.4 Second, if he
had consideredOrigen’s hypothesis true, then he never would have ceased suc-
cumbing to objections, and in fact, he did succumb to those of Bayle: he could
not furnish a second reply. Third, if Origenism could resist the Manicheans,
then still no advantage would accrue to Christianity, since the dogma of Ori-

3 rbl, section vi, (od iii, 1001).
4 rbl, section v, (od iii, 989–999); rbl, section iii, (od iii, 993); rbl, section vi, (od iii, 1001).
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gen has long been condemned by nearly all Christians as pernicious. Can the
fact that a few unknown people slip away from the conqueror as he puts the
rest to the sword prevent the victory from being complete? All these difficul-
ties have even greater force against the conjectural system Le Clerc proposed
after parting ways with Origenism. This system will never catch on, since both
the secular and ecclesiastical authorities will always unite in order to suppress
a dogma whose consequences have been considered baneful to good morals.

If I wanted to embarrass Le Clerc with a new example, I would ask him
to respond to this question: ‘What would you say of the Calvinist system if
we omitted from it the dogma of the eternality of the punishments of hell,
and if we grafted onto it your conjectures? Would you cease to say that it is
contrary to the ideas of God’s perfection, that it makes God the author of sin,
and that as a consequence it is impious and abominable?’ I am certain that if
Le Clerc spoke his mind, he would reply that he would continue to make this
judgment of the Calvinist system. Now, I would respond to him, we can prove
demonstratively that neither Arminianism nor Molinism can exculpate God if
we judge His conduct according to our common notions, and for this reason,
if we only consider the head of your conjectural system, whatever the tail may
be, we can prove to you invincibly that your system is not at all in conformity
with the natural ideas we have of holiness and goodness.

Maximus: You were right to say that I had forgotten something considerable.
I have just noticed another omission, which I will now correct. Le Clerc is
being petty by holding that those who teach that God is the author or the
promoter or the accomplice of sin in the first sense described above, all lead
to atheism. His reason is that, because they all claim that they reject as an
abomination the consequence that their passionate adversaries infer from
their doctrine, every man of judgment will abandon them, since suchmen will
see that the consequence they condemn flows necessarily from their system,
which from that time on can no longer be true. Therefore, Le Clerc would say,
if all the Christian systems had the flaw Bayle imputes to them, they would all
be abandoned, after which nobody could settle anywhere but in atheism or
Manicheism.

He should not avail himself of this argument, however, for first of all, it
would be as contrary to his own position as it is to that of his antagonist,
whose judgment on all our systems of theology he approves. Second, we see
by experience the futility of the objection. There is not a single Christian who
does not know evidently that to permit the evil that one has the right and the
ability to prevent, and that one can prevent without any ill consequence, is a
bad action. There is no single Christian whose system concerning the fall of
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the first man does not attribute to God conduct that seems contrary to this
evident notion, and nevertheless, we see that every Christian finds a remedy
to this conflict. They avoid this conflict through their recourse to an evenmore
evident notion, that everything that God does is donewell, and that the human
mind is too limited to understand all the mysteries of the divine.
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chapter 3

Whether Le Clerc’s Zeal was Delayed

Themistius: Let’s discuss the response Le Clerc gave to the reproach that his
zeal was late in coming. He justifies himself by alleging that he was the first
to respond to Bayle’s objections, and he cites volume one of the Parrhasiana.1
Pitiful justification! The zeal in questionwas that which drove Le Clerc to spare
Bayle’s person no longer, but to denounce him publicly as one who is guilty
of the tragic aim to ruin religion. Now, far from finding in the first volume
of the Parrhasiana any vestige of this zeal, we in fact find, on the contrary, a
declaration completely in Bayle’s favour.

“I do not suspect him at all,” says Le Clerc, “of supporting [the Manichean
objections]. I am persuaded that he took the philosophical liberty of giving
the pros and cons on numerous occasions without disguising anything only in
order to exercise the minds of those who understand the matters he discusses,
and not in order to defend those whose arguments he explains. We should
take the challenges he proposes as the sort that it is permissible to raise in a
lecture hall … This is a right that he can demand of his readers, and that we
should not refuse him. for my part, i very willingly grant him that
right.”2

Le Clerc was of the same mind until he witnessed the total defeat of his
Origenist in the third volume of the Response to a Provincial’s Questions. As for
the reasons he gives for why he did not erupt earlier,3 only he and God may
know if they are true, which is why I will not examine them.

Maximus: If he boasted that his zeal against false doctrinewas not slowbecause
he was the first to respond to Bayle’s objections, then we would soon confound
him, for he took an interest only in the defence of a sect that has been buried
for several centuries, and whose opinions he did not approve. To what shall we
compare such zeal?Does it not resemble the charity of a ladywhodoes not give
a thing to the poor, but who has someone bring bread and wine to a sepulcher
on her behalf in order to look after the needs of a few of the dead? Le Clerc
persevered constantly right up to the present in this ridiculous zeal.

1 Le Clerc, bc x, 378–379.
2 Le Clerc, Par, 302.
3 Le Clerc, bc ix, at the beginning of article 3.
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But even if we complied with Le Clerc, and unjustly considered his alleged
zeal in the Parrhasiana authentic, wewould still not allowhim to deny that this
zeal appeared late. Thirteen years had already passed since Jurieu published
a book that argued that no system could remove the challenges to divine
providence arising from evil.4 If Le Clerc had had the zeal of which he boasts,
hewould have taken prompt action against this book by Jurieu, for he hated the
author and was hated in return by him, and he did not have the same reasons
to rest quiet that Jaquelot had.5 Admit to me that a zeal which is fortified by an
aversion for someone, yet holds itself in silence, must be verymeager, and then
admire Le Clerc’s inequity: his zeal was a bulldog when it came to justifying
Grotius and Episcopius against Jurieu’s calumnies, and a poodle when it came
to defending Christianity from the attacks of the same author.6

4 nrl, August 1686, article 4.
5 rqp ii, cxxxvi (od iii, 776).
6 That is to say, the attacks that Le Clerc should have believed that Jurieumade against religion.
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chapter 4

Le Clerc’s Response to the Accusation of
Socinianism

Themistius: Let’s discuss the accuser’s reply to the charge that he was infected
with the Socinian heresy. He begins by saying that the point of the reproach
was “to render him suspect in order to prevent his arguments from making
an impression on people’s minds, but that it was a mean trick and would not
fool anybody.”1 He says next that if a Turk [Turc], a Buddhist monk [Talapoin]
or priest [Bonze], or a Mandarin [Mandarin] “rightfully found fault with the
doctrine or the behaviour of Bayle, then Bayle would not be less culpable
because of the character of the accuser.” A Socinian, he continues, would set
him right very easily “if he felt like it. In noway did I employ Socinian principles
to destroy [Bayle’s] objections, [and consequently], on this occasion the charge
of Socinianism is ridiculous.”

Maximus: The first time I read this passage in the Choice Library I told myself
that its author was either acting in bad faith, or naturally had a weak mind,
or was not a good logician, or that on this particular occasion a thick cloud
of passion had come between his mental vision and the words he wrote. The
Response to Le Clerc does not contain a single word that might have given Le
Clerc the slightest pretext for sayingwhat hedid. Every readerwill be convinced
of that.

Themistius: We should add that whoever believes Bayle was capable of imagin-
ing that an argument isweakened simply by the fact that it is offered byheretics
surely does not knowBayle. Nobody ismore persuaded than he is that the qual-
ity of an objection is independent of the quality of the person who proposes it;
he has explained himself on that very topic more than once.2 In any case, you
are correct to say that Bayle’s accusations of Socinianism against Le Clerc had
an entirely different goal than what the accuser indicates.

Maximus: Le Clerc eventually agreed that “his French version of the New Testa-
ment was banned in the States of the King of Prussia,”3 but he eludes the force

1 For this and the subsequent passage: Le Clerc, bc x, 379–380.
2 See rqp ii, clii (od iii, 816).
3 Le Clerc, bc x, 381.
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of this piece of evidence by other facts he reports without proof. Each person
can take from this whatever he wants; this is a matter unworthy of our idlest
attention.

Themistius: I completely agreewith you; nevertheless, I beg your patiencewhile
I show you this excerpt of a letter written in Berlin, 8 October 1706, by someone
informed of this matter:

Mr. Le Clerc says that the condemnation of his New Testament had no
repercussions in the King of Prussia’s States, and that the wise Ministers
were not at all for this condemnation. All of that is false. Not one copy
of his New Testament has sold since that time, except in secret. The
French bookseller sent the rest of his copies to Leipzig, and the German
booksellers had no copies. As for these wise Ministers who were not for
the condemnation, Mr. Le Clerc’s spies served him poorly. There were
no defenders in the French Consistory. One single Minister wanted to
offer some opposition, based on nothing more than the claim that the
Consistory had no right to ask the Court for a ban on evil books. That did
not halt anything and so the King’s decree was read in the Churches and
posted by the booksellers. You can verify all that I have said, for nothing
is more certain.4

Maximus: Le Clerc correctly remarked that Bayle was not informed of the
proceedings of the Walloon Churches. This ignorance is to Bayle’s credit, since
it shows that he does not act on the basis of passion, and that he preserves
a perfectly philosophical indifference. Anybody other than Bayle would have
looked into those proceedings out of curiosity and then reported them, because
they dishonour Le Clerc’s work. However, Le Clerc’s adversary in this case
ignored this information and expressed himself in a general way that, rather
than being too strong, is in fact too weak. You will agree with me if I show you
the Synod’s resolutions. Here is what we learn from article 38 of the Acts of the
Walloon Synod held at Heusden in August of 1703:

One of our brother deputies in the Synod read in the Assembly several
excerpts that he took from the New Testament recently translated and
published into French byMr. Jean Le Clerc, and printedwith notes at Jean
Louis de Lorme in Amsterdam, and it appeared from these excerpts that
the author had the audacity to bring his pernicious thoughts into broad

4 Excerpt of a manuscript letter.
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daylight. The Society has praised on the onehand the zeal and vigilance of
the said deputy for his concern for truth and orthodoxy in our Churches,
and has declared on the other that it detests the horrible and manifestly
heretical explanations given in several of these excerpts. Hoping to pre-
vent to the greatest possible degree the repercussions and harmful effects
that the publication of the said book could produce in people’s souls, it
has judged appropriate to commission the Churches of Amsterdam and
of Naarden to work in concert on the matter already in process, and to
publish in short term, in French and in Flemish, various passages of this
alleged New Testament so that the public may be informed of the mor-
tal poison that the author of the said book dared to spread throughout it
under the pretext of explaining passages that concern themost important
mysteries of our very holy religion, and so that good souls may be made
aware andnot be infectedbyopinions as pernicious as those of the Socini-
ans and similar heretics. And before the printing of the said excerpts,
Messrs. n.t.c.f., the deputies from the Hague, are asked to inform the
Grand Pensionaire, that he might be so good as to employ his zeal and his
authority for the purpose of preventing the distribution of such a mean
work, and for the sake of maintaining the dogmas of sound doctrine. The
present resolution will be communicated to our very dear brothers of the
Flemish Churches.

Article 43 of the May 1704 Walloon Synod held in Amsterdam contains the
following:

The Commissioners named in the 22nd article for the examination of the
New Testament of Mr. Le Clerc reported that after attending to this mat-
ter over several sessions they found in general that it is a book that is very
dangerous and full of poison, and wherein the author never commented
upon the plurality of the divine persons, or their distinction, or the eter-
nal generation of the Son, in the texts where these great truths are taught.
Moreover, in those texts where he believed he could not avoid making
some remark, he does so in a sense contrary to the Christian faith and
in conformity with the principles of the Sabellians, as appears from his
remarks on the Gospel of St. John, chapter 1, verses 1, 2, 3–14, and on vari-
ous other passages. They also discovered that the author planted Socinian
propositions in several places in thiswork, asmuch concerning the divine
person of Jesus Christ as concerning his satisfaction.5 The Society, after

5 We find here, in the original, various proofs; for here themeaning given by Le Clerc to various
passages is found.
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having examined, carefully and in the fear of God, this affair that had its
beginning in the previous Synod, and after having deplored the misfor-
tune of our people to whomwas given, in our language, a book they could
read believing they were reading theWord of God, declared that it was in
the interest of the faithful to refrain from reading a book that relates so
poorly to the majesty of the title it bears. This is why the Society, exhort-
ing all people within its communion to protect themselves from such a
dangerous book, has resolved, in conformity with the Synod’s declara-
tion, to bring to our Lords, the States, our just complaint, that it might
please them, that by their Christian prudence and by their authority, the
progress of such a book may be halted in every province. The deputies of
the Church of theHague and of Delft will go on behalf of this Synod to our
Lords.

TheWalloon Synod held at Naarden in September of 1705 produced this article,
the 29th:

Our very dear brothers, the deputies of the Churches of the Hague and of
Delft, reported that they had the honour of meeting with the Conseiller
Pensionaire more than once, and that they had been received by him
not only with signs of veneration for the Society, but also with signs of
affection and zeal for the interests of the Truth. They reported that he
committed himself to preventing the progress of any new editions that
might be proposed of Le Clerc’s edition of the New Testament, the sale of
whose first edition was impossible to impede, because it had had ample
time to spread everywhere since it was first made. Several members of
the Society reported what they knew about the consequences of these
actions, and the Society, having decided to deliberate on this matter,
thanked the deputies for their trouble, and sent them to see the Conseiller
Pensionaire to offer him fitting thanks on behalf of the Synod, and to beg
him to continue to lend his hand, as he had already done, to secure the
Truth against the attacks of its adversaries. And to put an end to this
affair, the Society confirmsandwholly renewsarticle 43of theAmsterdam
Synod, containing the censure and condemnation of the said edition
and the notes the author joined to it, and the Company exhorts all the
Consistories to make this censure known to all the members of their
Churches, so that everyone may be on guard against the poison that is
spread throughout this work.
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Tell me if Le Clerc has good reason to say “that there is no need to inform
Bayle of the proceedings of theWalloon Synod.”6 He should fervently hope that
Bayle will continue in his ignorance of them, and that the public never learns
of them either.

Themistius: We could say many things if we wished about Le Clerc’s claim that
he responded to the objections of one of the Ministers of the Assembly “in a
manner admitting of no response.” I do not know the reasons that obliged this
Minister to refrain from replying to Le Clerc and from defending his original
position, but I do know that the response that Le Clerc claims to have made
to him has in no way prevented the Reformed from judging his version of the
New Testament and his notes just as the Synods have judged them. Moreover,
a book has recently appeared that succeeds in revealing both the heresies and
the deceitfulness of this new translation. You will easily understand that I am
speaking of the book that Gabillon has just published under the title, ADefence
Based on Holy Scripture of the Divinity of Jesus Christ and of Interior Grace,
against the Impious and Extravagant Paradoxes of Le Clerc and his Followers,
with a Refutation of his Notes on the New Testament.7

Maximus: I have not yet had time to read thiswork, but I have heardmuch good
about it. Gabillondeserves highpraise for havingworkedon sucha subject.God
gave him the grace to recognize the errors of the Communion of Rome, and to
draw him into the Reformed Church. He has shone among preachers in Paris,
and his eloquence at the Hague was the cruel occasion of the jealousy of one
Minister, who has since established himself in Germany.

Themistius: Let’s discuss the quarrel Le Clerc had with the Jesuits of Trévoux. If
Bayle hadplaced emphasis on twoor threewords of the Jesuits to the effect that
Le Clerc’s book generally smelled of Socinianism, hewould have beenwrong to
do so; however, he did not rest on such a vague expression, but established his
position on detailed arguments furnished by one of the journalists of Trévoux,
which gave him the upper hand in the dispute. Le Clerc said that he replied five
times, and that if he did not respond to his accuser’s last book, it was because
it was a ridiculous work that was hated in Paris, that “could not sell in Paris,”8

6 Le Clerc, bc x, 381.
7 [mh] Frédéric Auguste de Gabillon, La defense de la divinité de Jesus-Christ, et de la Grace

interieure par l’ écriture sainte contre les paradoxes impies et extravagans de M. Le Clerc et de
ses adherans, avec la refutation de ses notes sur le Nouveau Testament (La Haye, 1706).

8 Ibid, 381.
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and that contained nothing new to refute, for which reason it deserved no new
refutation. Neither you nor I have read that work, and so we cannot judge this
affair, but we would be rather naïve if we trusted Le Clerc’s judgment. It is the
usual style of writers who have been cornered and who have nothing left to
add but impertinent remarks to say that they will not deign to respond to some
worthless piece of writing. They are never so boastful as when they rest silent,
incapable of continuing a dispute.

Even if the Jesuit’s last book couldnot sell in Paris, Iwouldnot believe on that
basis that it was not a good book of its kind, for to be such a book, it would have
to be just as the journalists of Trévoux advertised it:9 it pursues LeClerc in every
direction, it unmasks him everywhere, and in the end it reveals his similarity
to the Polish Brethren. To accomplish all of that after Le Clerc’s fifth reply
would require comparingmany passages, confirming a hundred things already
discussed, and giving so many critical details that, given the taste currently
reigning in Paris, the reader would soon be exhausted. This would be the case
above all because the topic is one that is completely uninteresting to the public,
namely whether Le Clerc is a Socinian.10 You know that the replies of which Le
Clerc boasts are rather short pieces, filled with material quite beside the point,
such as recriminations and insults. What apologetic material there is in those
works is vague and ambiguous. What harm could it have done him to furnish a
sixth reply? All the initial evidence is against Le Clerc.

Maximus: We should leave aside everything Le Clerc says against Abbé Fay-
dit, who can respond very well for himself, and we should move directly to
the passage where, in order to convince the public “that Mr. Bayle makes
the accusation of Socinianism only from despair,” he asserts that if Bayle rea-
soned logically, “he would have to be Socinian.”11 Here is what is said to prove
that.

First, he claims that Bayle is of like mind with the Pyrrhonian abbé whom
he brings into debate with a good Catholic abbé in his Dictionary; for, he adds,
Bayle confesses that the Pyrrhonian’s arguments are good, and he concludes as
a consequence that it is necessary to submit to the Faith.

Second, Le Clerc relates what the Pyrrhonian objects to the mysteries of
the Trinity and the hypostatic union, namely that they are opposed by evident
notions.

9 See rbl, section ii (od iii, 990–991).
10 “The people scarcely care about that” (Terence, Andria, Act i, scene 2).
11 Le Clerc, bc x, 387.
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Third, he concludes that because Bayle approves of the Pyrrhonian objec-
tions, “hemust be a Sociniandespite himself, forwe cannot fail to believe things
that are evident.”

Themistius: You have just given an exact analysis of pages 387 and 388 of the
tenth volume of the Choice Library. If Le Clerc gave similar analyses of the
arguments of his adversaries, then we would not have so many proofs of his
feeble and superficial mind, or of his bad faith. It will be easy to defend Bayle
on the last point you mentioned, namely whether we can fail to believe what
is evident.

Maximus: Very easy indeed. But first, let me observe in general that there could
be nothing more unjust than to say that Bayle believes everything he put into
the mouth of the Pyrrhonian abbé. If that were the case, then we would have
to impute to all the authors of dialogues and plays all themaxims they put into
the mouths of the people who speak in conformity with the character given
them. Now, nothing could be more ridiculous than that.12

Returning to Le Clerc, by some trick or illusion that he makes reign over
this dispute from beginning to end, he supposes that the proposition, ‘this
doctrine is exposed to evident objections to which there can be no response,’ is
equivalent to this one, ‘this doctrine should be rejected as false.’ This hypothesis
of LeClerc, however opposed itmaybenot only by thepractice of theologians,13
but also by that of philosophers, is in any case the great principle in virtue of
which the Socinians reject theTrinity, the Incarnation, satisfaction, original sin,
the eternity of hell, the foreknowledge of contingent events, etc.

If it were true that Bayle adopted this maxim of his adversary, then it would
be necessary for him, in order to reason coherently, to imitate the Socinians
in their rejection of all the Gospel mysteries; but it would not be necessary for
him to embrace the system of the Socinians, for he would show them that their
doctrines—that the divine nature occupies only a certain amount of space,
that God knows the free thoughts of men only to the degree that they exist,
that God left to chance the reign of virtue or of vice—are dogmas exposed to
evident objections to which nothing worthwhile can be responded. Le Clerc’s
maxim does not drive us to Deism or to Atheism, which are both systems
defeated by obviously insoluble objections, but to the most overt Pyrrhonism,
or to Acataleptism.14

12 dhc ii, “Erasme,” rem. q, 387.
13 See the beginning of chapter 1 above, and the beginning of chapter 5 below.
14 That is, the incomprehensibility of all things.
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Themistius: Fromwhat you have just reported, we can conclude that if Le Clerc
reasoned properly, he would have to be an overt Pyrrhonian or an Acataleptic.
But tell me, how would you undermine the accusation of inconsistency made
by Le Clerc?
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chapter 5

Whether It is Possible to Reject an Evident
Proposition

Maximus: Le Clerc bases that accusation on the assumption that Bayle argued
in the following way: ‘since evident and insoluble difficulties are raised against
our mysteries, we must humble our reason and submit it to the Faith.’ This
conclusion appears absurd to Le Clerc, who admits the validity only of the
following consequence of Bayle’s reasoning: ‘therefore our mysteries are false.’
However, because Bayle concluded nothing of that sort, Le Clerc holds him
guilty of inconsistency. He ought, therefore, to hold every Christian guilty who
believes in these mysteries; his accusation aims in particular at all adherents
of the Synod of Dordrecht. Isn’t that enough to permit Bayle to disregard the
accusation?

However, in order to reveal all themachinations of the accuser, Imust reflect
on his claim that “we can never renounce [mathematically certain axioms],
unless we become completely crazy; for it is not within the capacity of a
man, who is in his right mind, to believe that evident propositions that he
understands are false1 … [W]e cannot fail to believe evident things.”2 To whom
is he speaking here? Is it to schoolboys or to the learned? Or is he unaware of
what is common knowledge throughout the learned world?

Some Christian philosophers claim that the existence of an infinite number
is impossible, while others claim it is possible. They overwhelm each other
with obviously insoluble objections, and nevertheless they all persist in their
way of thinking. Therefore, they must all be capable of dispensing themselves
from believing in evident things.3 Would Le Clerc say that they’ve all become
completely crazy? In that caseGassendi,Maignan,Cordemoy, and several other
great atomistic philosophers must have been completely crazy, for they had
no concern for the geometrical demonstrations or the metaphysical ideas that
brought the Peripatetics naturally tomaintain the divisibility of lines to infinity.

1 Le Clerc, bc x, 387.
2 Le Clerc, bc x, 388.
3 For example, those who claim that an infinite number can exist reject the very evident

proposition that ‘there are more groups of ten than groups of one hundred in every number
greater than one hundred.’
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It is evident that (1) what touches a thing, and what does not touch a thing,
are two really distinct beings; (2) in a round atom that touches a plane, there
is something that touches the plane and something that does not touch it.
Despite these two evident propositions, Gassendi holds that a round atom
is not composed of parts, but is a perfectly simple body. Will we say after
considering this example that we cannot fail to believe evident propositions,
and that we will never believe that evident propositions are false without first
losing our mind?

LeClerc believeswithout any doubt that commonnotions are evident, while
Jurieu is so far from persuaded that they ought to be followed in religious mat-
ters that he says positively that “to establish common notions as principles of
the faith is equivalent to delivering Religion, hands and feet bound, over to
heretics and the impious.”4 He adds that the Rationalist principle according
to which we must never believe anything without evidence “leads to Socini-
anism, to Pyrrhonism, and to Deism.”5 Le Clerc has been made aware that the
scholarly Fr. Pétau abandoned on several occasions the commonest notions of
philosophy while treating the Trinity.6

Themistius: Youwill not squeeze the accuser so tight that he cannot free himself
by some sophistical maneuver. He will claim that those who reject evident
propositions are so seduced by their prejudices that they are no longer aware
that they are evident.

Maximus: That is easy to refute. I won’t deny that a number of people who
are persuaded of our mysteries cover their eyes to reason’s opposition, but
we cannot doubt that innumerable theologians do feel the full force of the
philosophical doctrines that challenge the mysteries of the faith. If Fr. Pétau
had believed that the common notions he abandoned were in no way evident,
he would not have abandoned them, since an objection that he believed to
be founded only upon an uncertain and obscure principle would not have
perplexed him.

One would have to be crazy to believe that all the theologians of the Augs-
burg Confession are unaware how evident it is, according to the light of reason,
that the penetration of the dimensions of a body, and being in two places at
once, are both impossible. If they did not know that, then they never would

4 See rqp ii, cxxxiii (od iii, 797).
5 rqp ii, cxxx (od iii, 765).
6 rbl, section iv (od iii, 995).
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have claimed that there are some conclusions that are true in philosophy and
false in theology, which can mean for them only that there are some conclu-
sions that must be taken as obviously true if only theology had not opposed
them.7

We could cite a thousand passages that clearly prove that the Roman Catho-
lics are not ignorant of the evidence of the philosophical principles opposed to
transubstantiation. If they were unaware of this evidence, then they would not
uphold the excellence of faith in proportion to the sacrifice made by reason to
the authority of God. All their flaunting of the merits of faith would be vain
and puerile if they were persuaded that faith always conformed to evident
notions.

Finally, all the ingenuity withwhich the Reformed theologians acknowledge
that the mysteries of predestination and the sin of Adam suffer from inexpli-
cable difficulties, and that these are chasms where reason loses itself unless it
humbly submits to the authority of God, manifestly proves that they feel all
the evidence of the Arminian objections. The Rationalists themselves make us
understand clearly when they speak of the Trinity that they fully recognize its
opposition to philosophical principles.8 I can assure you that what obliges the
Rationalists not to recognize the tribunal of Philosophy is that they vividly feel
the evidence of these difficulties.

Mr. Claude felt this very strongly when he said that “the divine essence and
its attributes, the persons and their relations, the decrees of election and repro-
bation, thehypostatic unionof theWord and the flesh, the satisfactionof divine
justice by the blood of Jesus Christ, and the manner of God’s participation in
our acts of volition, are things beyond our sight, and are in themselves incom-
prehensible.Our senses cannot get involvedhere, andour reasonconfesses that
it only errs.”9 Could you ask for anythingmore than such an admission that rea-
son itself recognizes its incapacity to judge our mysteries and that it errs in so
doing?

Le Clerc does not dare say the torments of hell will last forever, and he
haughtily rejects the dogma of original sin.10 This is because he has understood
the full force of reason’s objections to these two Christian opinions. But does
he think he is the only one with enough intellect to have discovered this force?
It would be a gross error if he did: Mr. Nicole discovered it just as well as he,

7 dhc ii, “Hoffman (Daniel),” rem. c, 782–783; dhc iii, “Luther,” rem. kk, 234–235.
8 See rqp ii, cxxxi (od iii, 766).
9 Jean Claude, Réponse à la perpétuité de la foi, 63.
10 Le Clerc, bc x, 391.
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which is why he wrote “that the two dogmas of original sin and the eternity of
hell are the triumph of the authority of God over human reason.”11 He saw that
the doctrine of original sin “produces impenetrable difficulties for the reason
of every person.”12 “That a sin which is the act of the will can pass from one
soul to another; that the body which is nothing butmatter can corrupt the soul
which is spiritual; that God could justly form a soul in a body which corrupts
it the moment it receives it; that God could justly impute an inevitable and
involuntary sin: all these difficulties leap out at our eyes and collide with our
minds.”13

Themistius: What misled Le Clerc is that he did not consider that not all
propositions that appear evident to us appear equally evident to us. An atomist
finds evidence in the reasons that prove infinite divisibility as well as in the
reasons that oppose it; but he finds far more in the latter than in the former,
which is why he rejects the evidence of the first and adheres only to the
evidence of the second. When the reasons for seem to us equal to the reasons
against, we feel that our understanding is undetermined. But if the reasons
for appear to us to have more force than the reasons against, we feel our
understanding declare itself for the former; it is pulled to that side by the
superiority of the weight, as if it were a balance.14

It is not even necessary for this balance to carry a reason on one side that
is more evident than the one on the other. On some occasions the superior
weight will contain nothing evident,15 while the inferior weight will contain
some evidence. Can we ignore either the effectiveness of arguments based
on feeling, or the force of pleasure on people’s minds? We sometimes sense
the uncertainty of an argument, and yet, as long as it is agreeable to us, we
acquiesce to it rather than to an argument that is less doubtful but that bothers
us.

Every sect is full of people who are so firmly fixed to some doctrine by
custom and prejudice that they would not abandon that doctrine even if they
were made to understand clearly that this doctrine was opposed by irrefutable
objections. We may well say that their faith is ill founded, but not that they

11 Pierre Nicole, Perpétuité de la foi, 140.
12 rqp ii, clxxvii (od iii, 874).
13 Nicole, Perpétuité de la foi, 140.
14 rqp ii, cxxxix (od iii, 783b).
15 That is, either evident in itself, or something that has become evident through an exact

examination of the reasons for and against.
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have lost their minds and have gone completely crazy. Could anyone refute
Le Clerc by arguments more convincing than ours? Do we not derive these
arguments from our experience, against which it is absurd to allege speculative
arguments? He seems not to have examined this matter at all.
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chapter 6

What Le Clerc Said Concerning the Trinity and the
Pyrrhonian Abbé

Maximus: He reported in a few words the most common responses people
offer the Socinians concerning the Trinity, and he even offered a response to
the difficulties the Pyrrhonian abbé had proposed against the mystery of the
Incarnation.MayGod grant that he spoke according to his conscience, and that
he will be able to convert the Socinians by this short apology on behalf of these
twomysteries.Wemight find it strange that he stopped half-way; that is, having
begun to respond to the difficulties of the Pyrrhonian concerning the dogma of
the Incarnation, that he neglected to resolve the most important point.

Themistius: Let’s not forget that he accused Bayle of “not having studied in the
least” the subject of the Trinity.1 His proof is that the Pyrrhonian abbé does not
refute these two orthodox responses: (1) “that what makes the divine persons
one single thing is not what makes them distinct”; (2) “that the word ‘person’
does not signify on this occasion the same thing as when it refers to creatures,
but signifies instead a true distinction … of which Revelation has given us
no idea.” Le Clerc supposes that the Pyrrhonian abbé overlooked these two
responses “that the least able schoolboy can make” only because he was not
aware of them. Itwould bemore correct to suppose the Pyrrhonianhad implied
these responseswhenhe said: “drawasmanydistinctions as youplease, but you
will never show that this maxim—things that are not different from a third are
not different from one another—is not refuted by the mystery of the Trinity.”
Le Clerc knows better than most the disdainful judgment the Socinians make
of these two responses. He will understand whenever he likes, therefore, that
in order to preserve an air of credibility, the Pyrrhonian abbé had to judge these
responses unworthy of his wrath.

Maximus: Here is a stronger accusation. Le Clerc says that because Bayle, in his
Dictionary and in chapter 128 of the Response to a Provincial’s Questions, joined
the dogmas of the Trinity and Incarnation “with that of Transubstantiation, as
being equally opposed to reason,” he therefore deserves to be credited with

1 Le Clerc, bc x, 389.
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believing neither in the Trinity nor in the Incarnation.2 I am sure Le Clerc
had enough intelligence to know that such a sweeping reproach was unworthy
of his pen; but having heard that certain people were murmuring about this
association of true mysteries with false, he believed that it suited him better
to stir up this charge rather than to miss his opportunity. It is even more
inexcusable since he knew that Jaquelot had fallen into this trap.3

It is surprising that neither one of them understood the goal of the Pyrrho-
nian abbé. They suppose he aims to prove that the mysteries of Christianity
are false, but it is clear that his dispute tends only toward claiming that the
truth of thesemysteries proves that there are some axioms that are at once both
false and evident, fromwhich he concludes that the Dogmatists, who hold that
evidence is the criterion of truth, are mistaken. One must remember that his
dispute is with a good Roman Catholic abbé, and that he argues ad hominem
against him while assuming these mysteries. If, therefore, he had prided him-
self on the advantages he hoped to derive fromhis antagonist’s belief in the Fall
of Adam, Original Sin, the Trinity, and the Incarnation, while he remained pro-
foundly silent about Transubstantiation,which furnishes the greatestweapons,
there is not a single personwhowouldnothave criedout that this characterwas
made to act foolishly and stupidly. For this reason it was necessary for Bayle
either to trample all the rules of plausibility and good sense, or to make his
Pyrrhonian abbé make the association in question. Le Clerc would have been
the first to mock this character, which would have been ridiculous if he had
said nothing of Transubstantiation in his situation. As for chapter 128 of the
Response to a Provincial’s Questions, we find there a historical fact known to the
whole world. Even the most savage Inquisition does not prohibit relating sim-
ple facts that nobody can deny. Le Clerc is to be pitied if his error is worse than
to have imitated certain small minds.

2 Le Clerc, bc x, 391–392.
3 See rqp ii, clx at the end.
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chapter 7

Discussion of Le Clerc’s Remarks on the Three
Propositions toWhich Bayle Reduced His Own
Position

Themistius: Without losing any more time on incidental matters, let’s move
forward to the principal point of what follows in Le Clerc’s discourse. Bayle
reduced his position to the following three propositions:

[p1] The natural light and revelation teach us clearly that there is only
oneprinciple of all things, and that this principle is infinitely perfect.

[p2] The way of reconciling the moral and physical evil of humanity
with all the attributes of this single, infinitely perfect principle of all
things surpasses our philosophical lights, such that the Manichean
objections leave us with difficulties that human reason cannot re-
solve.

[p3] Nevertheless, it is necessary to believe firmly what the natural light
and revelation teach us about the unity and infinite perfection of
God, just as we believe in the mysteries of the Trinity, the Incarna-
tion, etc., by faith and by submission to divine authority.1

Bayle added the following to the above threepropositions: (1)He gives this sum-
mary of his doctrine of his own free will, and that “this is far from an imitation
of Le Clerc, who refused the quick and easyway proposed to him to justify him-
self, namely to declare his position on the coeternity and consubstantiality of
the three really distinct, divine persons.” (2) “He is very sure that nobody will
ever prove that these three propositions are not what he constantly taught in
his works; or that if he established them in several places, he established the
three contrary propositions in another.”2 (3) Le Clerc desperately needs “to pay
attention to this summary; for one cannot tell if he has understood anything
about his adversary’s opinions, for he relates those opinions everywhere under
a guise other than the true one.”3

1 See rbl, section iii (od iii, 992–993).
2 rbl, section iii (od iii, 993).
3 Ibid.
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Maximus: I was shocked that Le Clerc made no remark on the opposition that
had been shown between his conduct and that of Bayle; namely, that while
Bayle gave a summary of his doctrine of his own free will, Le Clerc refused the
short and easyway to justify himself that was proposed to him. I was evenmore
shocked to find these words in a passing remark: “I have no other confession of
faith than the New Testament,” (the most pernicious heretic would say much
the same thing), “as I said toMr. Bayle when I enjoined him to indicate his own,
which he never did, despite the fact that he was enjoined to do so more than
once.”4

I have no memory of this reiterated demand, and yet I read attentively all
the pieces these gentlemenpublished against one another as they appeared. Le
Clerc must be faulted for not having indicated the pages where he made these
demands, for nobody will have the patience to re-read so many pieces in order
to find them. I remember only the passagewhere the accuser expressed himself
in the following way: “if Mr. Bayle wants to attack the New Testament, which
I am obliged to defend, then he must declare the principles of theology and
philosophy he will follow, for it would be an infinite task to respond to a man
whoseopinions are completely unknown.”5 These are absurdwords, fitting only
for a penitent who, in order to witness to his shame, accuses himself of great
stupidity.

A reader who does not discover that Bayle is well grounded in the principles
of the non-Rationalist, Reformed theologians; in the principles, I say, of those
who oppose as strongly as possible the dangerous maxim of the Socinians,
‘that we must not believe anything that does not appear to us in conformity
with every philosophical doctrine’; such a reader can only be of a mind so
thick and so weighed down that the clearest things are for him enigmatic.
And here is Le Clerc, who considers himself a great scholar, but who declares
nonetheless that he does not know which theological principles Bayle wishes
to follow. He even declares this after his recent reading of Bayle’s reply to
Jaquelot.

Themistius: I was shocked by the same things as you, but what appeared to me
even more scandalous was that Le Clerc made no effort to prove that the three
propositions were not Bayle’s long-standing doctrine, and yet he expresses
himself in the followingway, on page 394: “I impute nothing toMr. Bayle except
what he has said, and I attribute nothing to him but what he professes in his

4 Le Clerc, bc x, 408.
5 Le Clerc, bc ix, 141.
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works, as we have already seen; and here he denies things he has said only to
deceive those who will not take the trouble to read his thick books.”

A few pages later he remarks that from the principles of the third proposi-
tion, Bayle concluded in hisDictionary that “it is necessary to become a Pyrrho-
nian.” “We can learn from this,” he adds, “whether it is true thatMr. Bayle every-
where taught these three propositions in such away that otherChristians could
hold them, or whether it is rather the case that he speaks as he does in order to
mock us.”6

Maximus: All of that is so full of lies that a reader would be remiss if he were
not offended by the disdain shown him by the audacity it took to publish
those words. So I admit that what scandalized you the most was also what
made me the most indignant. Let’s delve even deeper into the audacity of this
imposter. What he attributes to Bayle is the desire to attack the Providence of
God, tomake a joke of Religion, tomake an apology on behalf of atheists, and to
spout whatever might destroy Religion.7 Now, he assures us that he attributes
nothing to Bayle butwhat Bayle professes in hisworks. It is necessarily the case,
therefore, either that Bayle confessed in his works that he aimed to attack the
providence of God, etc., or that the accuser is guilty of a remarkable calumny. It
is very certain that Bayle never avowed such things; it is therefore very certain
that Le Clerc is the most impudent liar on Earth.

Here’s another one of his lies: he boasts that he has proven that we can
find in Bayle’s works the confession of everything he attributes to him.8 Noth-
ing could be more false. We have discussed all the remarks Le Clerc made
up to page 394, and we have found nothing there that was even the shadow
of a weak piece of evidence. But what follows is even more surprising. Le
Clerc wants the consequences derived by the Pyrrhonian abbé in the Dictio-
nary to be Bayle’s own opinions, but we see just the opposite, for the con-
clusion that Bayle derives after the abbé has spoken is this: “that it is neces-
sary, before all else, to make the Pyrrhonians feel the infirmity of reason, so
that this feeling might cause them to have recourse to a better guide, namely
faith.”9

He makes use of an entire page to confirm this conclusion, and he cites
among other authorities the liturgy of baptism that Calvin composed for the
use of Protestant churches of the Geneva Confession. It would not be an easy

6 Le Clerc, bc x, 401.
7 Le Clerc, bc x, 392.
8 “As we have already seen,” he says.
9 dhc iii, “Pyrrhon,” rem. b, 733b.
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thing for us to decide whether the accuser’s bad faith is here more admirable
than his lack of judgment. He cites page 2431 of the Dictionary to prove that
Bayle did not always teach the three propositions in a sense that other Chris-
tians could accept.10 Now, on this page 2431, it is the Pyrrhonian abbé who
speaks, and we find on the following page that Bayle corrects the abbé accord-
ing to the principles that Calvin himself would have employed in such a case.
Is this not to deceive intentionally? Should we not worry about whether all the
readers who consult page 2431 will also consult page 2432?

Themistius: If someone convincedme that I was guilty of faults similar to those
of Le Clerc that you have just revealed, I would renounce the world and hide
myself in some hermitage. Themere sight of one ofmy readers wouldmakeme
tremble. May the heavens preserve me from such infamy.

Maximus: Le Clerc does not share your scrupulosity. But let us finally see his
critique of the three propositions. It is a heap of the principal difficulties the
Socinians and Remonstrants invented against the system of the Calvinists.
What an itch to repeat the same things! Didn’t Bayle declare clearly enough
that he would take no notice of those objections that fall equally forcefully on
the doctrine of the Reformed and on him, and that in such cases, he referred his
readers to the responses that had beenmade a thousand times by the orthodox
to the enemies of the mysteries and of absolute predestination? It is surely
more reasonable that Bayle supposed the Reformed theologians had already
responded for him, than that he dared to believe he had to respond on their
behalf.

Le Clerc heard something false, namely that Bayle was preparing a much
larger work for him.11 He conjectures falsely that a response will be made to
what he has said about reason; but Bayle takes no pleasure in following well-
trodden paths. The orthodox have published so many nice treatments of the
use of reason in theological matters that it should be considered an exhausted
topic from now on.

If Le Clerc had not been so impassioned, he would have left Bayle’s three
theses alone, after having seen that it was impossible for him to prove that
they were not the old and constant doctrine of this author, or that they had
been destroyed in other passages of his works. But a false sense of honour and
the desire to put to profit certain commonplaces overcame Le Clerc’s sense of

10 See dhc iii, “Pyrrhon,” rem. b, 732–733.
11 Le Clerc, bc x, 426.
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justice, and even of prudence, for it was not at all appropriate for him to deliver
blows to Bayle that would equally strike the system of Dordrecht. I will let you
refute his remarks concerning the first proposition.

Themistius: In Le Clerc’s judgment, of all men, Bayle is the only one who
believes that that proposition is false for he claims “that natural reason invinci-
bly proves that God’s conduct is not that of an all-perfect Being, since it is not that
of a good and holy Being; and that it is necessary to deny the authority of com-
mon notions and our idea of goodness when it comes to judging whether the
Manichean objections are sound or not.”12 There you have two pieces of evi-
dence, one just as bad as the other. The first contains a crass error that Le Clerc
does not cease to repeat.Whenhe firstmadeuse of that error,we could imagine
that itwasnothingbut anoversight, but fromthe timehewas advised about it,13
it has been necessary to call it an act of bad faith. Le Clerc has been informed
that to claim, as he does, that those who believe that we cannot respond to
the Manichean objections, according to which our systems attribute to God
conduct that conflicts with our common notions of goodness and holiness,
must also believe that God is neither good nor holy, is to offer an opinion so ill-
founded that several examples known to the whole world can refute it. Despite
this lesson, Le Clerc persists in saying that because Bayle acknowledged the
irrefutable nature of the Manichean objections, he must not truly believe that
God is good and holy, or, as a consequence, that He is all-perfect.

How admirable is Le Clerc’s shrewdness when it comes to making up argu-
ments! His first argument shows us that he has happily forgotten the fracas of
the Arminian controversies. He no longer remembers that the Remonstrants
held that Calvin’s and Gomarus’ system made God the author of sin, a cruel
and deceitful tyrant whose conduct toward men was as two drops of water to
that of Tiberius toward the daughter of Sejanus.14 He no longer remembers that
the Counter-Remonstrants never concealed the inexplicable difficulties with
their system, and that they had constant recourse to the exclamation of St. Paul:
“O the depth of the riches of the wisdom and of the knowledge of God! How
incomprehensible are His judgments, and how unsearchable His ways!”15 He
no longer remembers that they confess that our reason loses itself if it tries to

12 Le Clerc, bc x, 394.
13 See rbl, section iv toward the beginning; section v at the beginning; section vi at the

beginning; section viii at the end.
14 See the Apologeticus of Bertius against Piscator, page 17, where there is a two-columned

parallel between the conduct of God and that of Tiberius.
15 rqp ii, clxiv (od iii, 841).
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probe these deep chasms. But, while they made such a confession on the one
hand, on the other they claimed their doctrine was being slandered. They held
that they followed with a firm step wherever the natural idea of God and Scrip-
ture led them, namely to the beliefs that God cannot do anything that does not
agreewithHis sovereign perfection, thatHe is infinitely good, holy and just, etc.
Today, as well as in that time, Reformed theologians confess, some in a less pre-
cise manner, others, like Jurieu, in a perfectly clear way, that reason presents
them with intractable difficulties; yet all the while they say that we must not
abandon on account of that the interpretation they give to Scripture, and that
by the idea of an all-perfect Being, we should persuade ourselves beyond doubt
that all of His conduct is good, holy, just, etc. Bayle’s opinions are so much in
conformity with those, that if Le Clerc were right to accuse him of denying the
first of the three propositions, then he would be right to impute the same impi-
ety to the whole body of Reformed churches. For this reason, Bayle can look
down on this vain trial where he is no more implicated than all the Counter-
Remonstrant theologians.

Le Clerc’s second proof is pitiful. If it is necessary, he says, to deny the
authority of common notions, then it follows that we have no idea of the
goodness and holiness of God.16 If I conceded that, then would he conclude
that I do not believe that God is a good and holy Being? But if he drew that
conclusion, then what would be become of innumerable theologians who
assert that the eternity of God is in no way successive, but rather consists in
an indivisible point that nonetheless coexists, without any confusion, with the
diverse parts of time? Do they have any idea of such an eternity? Do we have
any idea of the divine understanding? Do we not believe nonetheless that God
understands? Do we have any idea of a power that by a simple act of the will
gives existence to thatwhichamomentbeforehadnone?Dowenot still believe
in creation?

But to press the accuser further I will argue ad hominem. He approves of the
method of explaining the Trinity by the word ‘person’ of which he realizes we
have no idea. He finds this method so excellent that he treats as ignorant all
those people who do not know that this word ‘person’, stripped of all ideas,
lifts all the difficulties concerning that mystery.17 So he finds those people
reasonable who believe in the Trinity without having any idea of it. Then how
could he condemn those who would tell him that they have no idea of the
goodness of God, though they believe nonetheless that God is good?

16 Le Clerc, bc x, 395.
17 Le Clerc, bc x, 389 and 408.
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I have no trouble admitting to him, not that I have no idea of the goodness
of God, but that the idea that I have of it is imperfect and confused because I
cannot see how the goodness of God is compatible with things that appear to
memanifestly incompatible with goodness in general; which does not prevent
me from believing that God is good, for when it comes to God’s conduct, the
fact entails the right. That God permitted moral evil, which had to be followed
by physical evil, is a fact. It is therefore necessary that such permission be in
conformitywith the goodness of God, even if it appears impossible tome that it
should ever conform to the goodness that common notions have made known
to me.

“According to Mr. Bayle,” continues Le Clerc, “it is necessary either to admit
that goodness andholiness aswe conceive themarenot perfections, and that as
a consequence the all-perfect Being does not possess them, or that it is not true
that God is all-perfect.”18 A small difficulty, and one that is beneath the dignity
of a man who has studied theology! All orthodox theologians teach us that to
know whether some conduct is an imperfection or a perfection with respect
to God, we must consult Revelation and experience, but not the speculative
ideas we have in our minds, which will surely deceive us. If you consult these
latter ideas, they will tell you that it is a lack of goodness and holiness, and
consequently an imperfection, to permit those whom one might have made
truly happy and virtuous to fall into misery and sin; and that it is a very great
perfection to employ all one’s power andall one’s vigilance tobring it about that
nobody ever departs from his duty or ever feels pain. Those are the responses
you will receive from the oracle of common notions. Now, consult Scripture
and experience, and these will tell you that God permitted moral evil, and that
He leaves all people subject to sin and misery, from which you will conclude
that common notions have deceived you miserably by revealing to you as an
absolute perfection or an absolute imperfection something which is neither in
the case of God.

Nicole put it well when he said that “there is nothing that conforms less to
ordinary human light, by whichmenmake judgments about justice andmercy,
than the decree pronounced by St. Paul against those who commit the crimes
he lists.”19 Nicole was nonetheless fully persuaded that there is nothing more
just than that decree. He also said that, “it is by the truth of dogma that wemust
judge what is cruel; it is not by our vain ideas of alleged cruelty that we should
judge the truth of dogma. Nothing God does can be cruel, for He is sovereign

18 Le Clerc, bc x, 395.
19 rqp ii, clxxvii (od iii, 874).
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justice. This ought to place limits, therefore, on all our inquiries, andwe should
not claim to judge whether God has or has not done something based on the
feeble ideas we have of justice and cruelty.”20

Maximus: We could never admire Le Clerc’s blindness too much: he thinks he
is attacking Bayle alone, while in fact he is attacking the whole of Christianity.

Themistius: By that very blindness he imagines that his adversary contradicts
himself in joining Revelation to the natural light in the first proposition, for
he adds, “Mr. Bayle holds that Revelation teaches us things concerning the
goodness and holiness of God that are incompatible with our natural light.”21
LeClerc speaks as if hewere persuaded that the natural light always agreeswith
itself, and that its bond is so tight that we could never adopt one part of it while
rejecting the other. We see then how poorly informed he is on this subject, and
how little he has meditated on it; for far from coming to the aid of one another,
our natural lights very often conflict.

Would you like insoluble arguments for infinite divisibility? Natural light
will provide you with them. Would you like several arguments against infi-
nite divisibility? Natural light will give you those as well. And if you wish to
remain neutral on the question, it will not fail to equip you with everything
you will need for that position. I could put forward other examples. There-
fore, there is nothing incorrect about Bayle’s first proposition, where he joins
together natural light and Revelation, even though he does reject several max-
ims of the natural light by means of Revelation. Reason teaches me that God
is a supremely perfect nature, and that everything done by such a nature is
done well. Nothing could be more evident than that axiom. The same rea-
son teaches me that a good and holy Being, insofar as He can help it, does
not permit what He loves to fall into misery and vice. I then consult Reve-
lation, and there I find that God permitted Adam and Eve, whom He loved
and whom He provided with many good things, to lose their innocence, and
thereby to expose their entire posterity to innumerable evils and to a horrify-
ing moral corruption. Therefore I reject the second principle above that rea-
son, or the natural light, had taught me, and I reject it as deceptive and false
because it contradicts a truth of fact; and I affirm in virtue of the first axiom
above, and also in virtue of the testimony of Scripture, that God is good and
holy.

20 rqp ii, clxxvii (od iii, 874). See what was cited by Mr. Saurin in rqp ii, cxliv (od iii, 797).
21 Le Clerc, bc x, 396.
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It will be objected that I have “no idea in what sense Scripture says that God
is good and holy,”22 and I will respond that I have an idea sufficient enough
to maintain religion in men’s hearts, for this idea contains part of the features
that compose our common notions of goodness and holiness. I know God by
this idea as a Being who provides many good things, who answers our prayers,
etc., and who by His promises, by His threats, by His rewards, and by His
punishments, demonstrates that He loves virtue and hates vice. I confess that
my idea is imperfect because I do not find in it other features of our common
notions, nor how the goodness and holiness of God are compatible with things
that according to the natural light are incompatible with these two qualities.
But even if my idea weremore confused, Le Clerc could not condemnmy faith,
he who approves of our belief in the Trinity despite the fact that Scripture
has given us no idea of the notion of person involved in this great mystery.23
I don’t think he would dare boast of having an idea of what differentiates the
hypostatic union and the other sorts of union, yet he professes to believe in the
mystery of the Incarnation, and he exerted himself in defending it against the
Pyrrhonian abbé.

Maximus: After that, should we not ignore the base accusation of hocus pocus
that he borrowed from the Socinians? For that is how they caused trouble for
all the mysteries of the Gospel. They claimed that to believe in the Trinity,
the Incarnation, and so on, is to revel in a word that means nothing. Beware
that everything he says against Bayle’s three theses, and what he repeats in
other passages, is not a defence of Socinian principles against our most august
mysteries, which he nonetheless pretends to adopt.

Themistius: I have already examined them well, but I would like to hear you
refute Le Clerc’s remarks concerning Bayle’s second proposition.

Maximus: Thatwill be very easy after the refutation you just gave of his criticism
of the first. You undermined in advance the contradiction he thinks he found
between the first and second propositions. He says that “they amount to this:
Reason teaches me that God is good and holy, and the same reason teaches me
that He is neither one nor the other, for I must reject these notions of goodness
and holiness in order to resist theManicheans. To believe these two things, one
must be like the person who said, ‘I believe because it is impossible.’ ”24

22 Le Clerc, bc x, 396.
23 See above, 171.
24 Le Clerc, bc x, 397.
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This alleged Doctor is so well-versed in the knowledge of facts that he
imagines that as soon as philosophers or theologians have accepted a maxim
that reason has presented to them, they accept all the other maxims that
reason presents to them in order not to fall into contradiction. But it is far
from true that they make use of reason in that way, for once they have chosen
from reason’s maxims those that appear preferable to them, they have no
further consideration for the maxims that agree poorly with those, and they
are obligated to conduct themselves in thisway, for otherwise theywould affirm
two contradictory things.

Gassendi chose the evident arguments that reason presented to him for
the thesis that the continuum is not infinitely divisible, and he rejected all
the evident arguments that the same reason presented to him for infinite
divisibility. If he had deferred to the latter species of arguments as if they were
proofs of a true doctrine, then he would have taught at one and the same
time that matter is divisible and not divisible to infinity. Consequently, he
kept himself from deferring to those arguments, and considered them solely
as difficulties proposed against a true doctrine, which could not be refuted on
account of the smallness of our minds. There are many such examples in the
Republic of Letters.

You already see that Bayle is justified, then, for I am sure that while I was
speaking to you about Gassendi, you were applying what I was saying to the
first and second propositions. It is utterly false that one overturns the other. If
Le Clerc had any grounds for finding here what we call a contradiction, then he
would have to establish as a certain and universalmaxim that it is to contradict
oneself manifestly to acknowledge that an opinion that one takes to be true is
defeated by objections to which one has no response. Bayle establishes in his
first proposition that by the natural light everything that God does is donewell,
and in the second, that ourmind is too limited to bring our common notions of
goodness and holiness into agreement with God’s conduct. This is in no way to
removewith one handwhat we have givenwith the other; it is simply to realize
that these common notions cannot serve as a rule for the conduct of God, and
that they cannot be true insofar as they are put to use against this absolutely
certain axiom, ‘that everything God does is done well.’

Continuing his critique of Bayle’s second proposition, Le Clerc observes that
it is not a question here “of the divine nature considered in itself, which will
always be an endless abyss for all creatures, but of the abstract ideas of virtue,
or of goodness and holiness, which are most clear, and about which we can
reasonwith perfect certitude.”25 However, should he not take into account that

25 Le Clerc, bc x, 397 and 398.
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the goodness and holiness of God are not qualities of the divine nature, but
the divine nature itself? Everything in God is God: His goodness is not at all
distinct fromHis justice, andHismercy is really the same being asHis wrath. In
this way, the ideas we form of God’s virtues do not resemble the original, for we
represent these virtues to ourselves as if they were distinct from one another,
and distinct from the divine nature.Wemake use of these attributes in this way
to accommodate the weakness of our minds, but in the end, there is really as
much of an abyss for every creature in each of God’s attributes as there is in
the divine nature considered in itself, since this nature is in reality the same as
each of these attributes.

The certitude with which we can reason about these abstract ideas of good-
ness andholiness is not as great as LeClerc claims. He says that it is not possible
for us to judge that an action that is contrary to these ideas is good and holy.26
Therefore, I believe that if I asked him in general what he thought of some con-
duct that I described to him, he would tell me without hesitation that it was
opposed to the common notions we have of goodness and the love of virtue,
and consequently that it was bad. But, I would reply, it is nonetheless an exam-
ple of conduct entirely similar to that which God exercised toward Adam. So I
prefer to say with the Reformed theologians that wemust not judge God by the
dim lights of our reason, rather than to say along with Le Clerc “that we should
take for holy and good actions only those that are in conformity with the ideas
[that we have of virtue].”27

Themistius: I am fully persuaded that this discourse would confound Le Clerc,
and that he would never free himself from this difficult quandary. But that is a
move I will leave for him. Continue.

Maximus: The inconveniences heaped together by Le Clerc in imitation of
the Unitarians and Remonstrants in order to render the system of Dordrecht
hateful would be problematic if Christians were, generally speaking, endless
disputers; or if they gave themselves a law to believe nothing that was not
entirely evident and to reject everything not apparently in conformity with
their natural notions; or if we promised to demonstrate for themhow the entire
teaching of the Gospel conformed to these natural notions.28 It is certain that

26 Le Clerc, bc x, 398.
27 Le Clerc, bc x, 398.
28 Far from promising them any such thing, we take a quite different tone with them. See

Nicole in the Perpetuité de la foi, 92 ff.
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in these three cases they would soon be on the high road to Pyrrhonism, never
to return again. Ourmost orthodox theologians are in agreement on that point,
and make of it an objection to overcome the Rationalists.

But thank God Christians are instructed in a better school. They are taught
that their system is surrounded with difficulties that are there to serve to exer-
cise their faith, and that, instead of a combative spirit, they should arm them-
selves with a humble and docile one. Moreover, they have an unshakeable
foundation in a single philosophical and theological maxim, and in the cer-
titude of revealed facts; they know, namely, that since God is Sovereign Per-
fection, everything He does is done well, and that His conduct toward man
was exactly as Scripture reports it. Once they know by Revelation that God
has done something, they are firmly persuaded that it is just; and one hun-
dred philosophicalmaxims combined to prove that it is unjustwould not shake
them.

Instead of reasoning as Le Clerc would have Christians reason—‘a certain
act of God does not conform with our natural ideas of goodness and holiness;
therefore, God is neither good nor holy’—they reason in this way: ‘a certain act
of God does not conform with our common notions of goodness and holiness;
therefore, these notions are false and illusory when they are made to serve as
a rule for judging God’s conduct.’ They do not place on the balance whether
they should remain attached to these common notions or to the philosophical
and theological maxim I have just indicated; they decide firmly, in full right,
that all evidence contrary to this maxim is an illusion.29 In this way, they
remain in the state of the true faithful, and they have all themotives to practice
the duties of that state. It is in this way that the inconveniences collected by
the accuser disappear like phantoms. He should read a little of what Jaquelot
wrote.30

What Le Clerc observes about Scripture is true when he says that it means
the same things by ‘goodness’, ‘holiness’, and ‘justice’ “as what men mean by
these things” whenever it speaks of such notions.31 But we must notice, first of
all, that the expressions used by Scripture are oftenmeant to accommodate the
vulgar, and would not survive a rigourous metaphysical examination. Second,
that these passages from Scripture give us ideas that contain some of the

29 This serves as a response to these words of Le Clerc: “Mr. Bayle does not know what he
should believe” (bc x, 402).

30 See Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 11, where it is shown that Jaquelot abandons common
notions that, according to Le Clerc, cannot be rejected without undermining religion. You
see how the enemies of Bayle agree with one another.

31 Le Clerc, bc x, 400.
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features of our common notions of these virtues, as you have remarked very
well.32 Third, thatwe can imagine a Princewho exemplifies thewhole common
notion of goodness, yet clearly would not fulfill that idea if he behaved toward
his subjects the way God acts toward men; if being able to give them good
things without any admixture of evil, he mixed much evil in the goods he
distributed to them; if being able to correct their faults, he did not correct them;
if he allowed his provinces to go to war with each other; if he punished the
faults of which he had been, in a certain sense, the promoter, and so forth. Le
Clerc, who could not endure hearing about La Calprenède and Mademoiselle
de Scudéry,33 would not be so delicate about Pliny the Younger. Allow me to
invent the following scenario.

A Roman went to see Pliny the Younger and said to him: ‘I know you are
working on a panegyric for Trajan, and that you intend to praise the goodness
of this emperor in several passages. Here is a detail that will much embellish
your work. This prince applied himself with such promptness to repairing the
damages in one of his provinces that had been ravaged for three years that at
the end of threemonths not a singlemark of desolation remained. But in order
not to hide any truth, I must tell you that he could have prevented all these
damages, and that it would only have cost him a letter. He did not want to write
the letter, neither before the troubles arose, nor while they were taking place,
despite knowing that the reception of his letter would have calmed the civil
war in a short time. He even employed several secret schemes to embolden
the leaders to start the rebellion and then continue it. Finally, after three years
of appalling miseries, he took pity on his province, restored calm, and spent
everything necessary to restore it promptly.’

Pliny responded, ‘I will not likely use that entire narrative. I will remove the
part concerning the three years, since they are hardly appropriate for proving
that Trajan is a good prince, and I will speak only about the three months.’

‘I must inform you,’ continued the Roman, ‘of two details that you might
use in praising the justice of this emperor. First, he is conducting an inquiry
into the corruption of some of his servants, and plans to exact punishment for
their wrongdoing; second, he brings it about himself that they are worthy of
punishment, either because he does not divert them fromwrongdoing despite
the great ease with which he could do that, or because he allots them tasks
that he knows they will very badly perform, and does not give them the tasks
he knows they would fulfill quite well.’

32 See above, 174.
33 See Le Clerc, bc ix, 127.
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Pliny replied, ‘I will be sure not to use your second detail, which manifestly
proves that the emperor sacrifices virtue for a vain show of justice, and that
he does not in the least resemble that ancient Greek of whom it is written: ‘He
does not wish to appear just, but to be just.’ ’34

Themistius: Surely all panegyrists, when they praise the goodness of amonarch,
suppose that he prevented as much as he was able, and stopped as soon as he
was able, every inconvenience his subjects faced. One would never dare to say
in a funeral oration that by a principle of his goodness the monarch brought
victory to one of his provinces over all the others, for is it goodness to bring
great pleasure to the conquerors, while bringing even greater misery to the
conquered? One would never dare to assert that by a principle of his justice
he had all those punished whom he himself had helped to fall into error.

Maximus:We seenowhowwemust judge apassage toward the endof LeClerc’s
work that canbe taken as a recapitulationof the things hehas repeated somany
times. He says that “Mr. Bayle teaches that the Manicheans demonstrate by
reason that God is not good, and he gives us no reason to believe the contrary,
except to say that Scripture teaches the contrary, which is to say nothing
according to his principles: first, because he says that we have no notion of
the goodness of God; second, because if Scripture teaches things contrary to
evident truths, as he says it does in his article “Pyrrho,” then we have no reason
to believe it; and third, becausewe cannot refuse our consent to evident things,
such as, in his view, the objections he invented35 in favour of theManicheans.”36

Themistius: It would be difficult to fit into a passage of this length as much
falsity as I find here. First, it is false that Bayle does not base himself in reason
when he believes in the goodness of God.37 Second, it is false that he says
we have absolutely no idea of the goodness of God.38 Third, it is false that he
says Scripture teaches things contrary to evident truths. His opinion is that an
evident notion should make less of an impression on our mind than a revealed
doctrine that is contrary to that notion; and that for this reason we should
abandon that evident notion as false insofar as it is contradicted by Scripture.

34 dhc i, “Amphiaraus,” rem. h, 195b.
35 On this falsity, see above, 136.
36 Le Clerc, bc x, 420.
37 See above, 174.
38 Ibid.
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Fourth, it is false that we cannot refuse assent to evident things. The practice
of theologians and philosophers proves the contrary as we have already said
more than once. I will add nevertheless that it is evident that what is spread
across a space has extension, but nearly all our theologians have abandoned
this evidence, for they say that the substance of God, without having any
extension, spreads itself throughout the space of the universe and penetrates
all matter. And notice that they have not abandoned this evidence in order to
embrace a more evident doctrine; for nothing is more incomprehensible than
what they believe about the immensity of God.39

Maximus: The passage from Isaiah that Le Clerc cited—“Judge between me
and my vineyard”40—is the basis of one of the most frequent objections made
against Calvinists. It could be retorted even against the Pelagians, and so it
could not pass for good.

After having defended the first and second propositions of Bayle against all
of Le Clerc’s wrangling, we can conclude that they accord perfectly with the
third, and we can ignore Le Clerc, who boasts of having proved the contrary.
When he adds “that if reason and Revelation really contradict each other,
then it is no longer possible to trust reason, and all the lights we have will be
forever extinguished,”41 he gives us a miserable Unitarian commonplace that
the orthodox have cleared up and refuted a hundred thousand times.

The opposition between Revelation and several maxims of reason is no
more worrisome than the opposition found between the maxims of reason.
We would badly delude ourselves if we believed that our reason was always
in agreement with itself. The innumerable disputes resonating throughout the
Schools on nearly every subject manifestly prove the contrary. Reason is a fair
where themost diametrically opposed sects go to stock up onweapons.42 After
that, they battle one another to the bitter end under the banner of reason, and
each rejects some evident axioms. Does it follow that “it is no longer possible
to trust reason, and [that] all the lights we have will be forever extinguished”?

Moreover, Bayle’s three propositions are so visibly orthodox according to the
principles of the Reformers that I am not astonished that Le Clerc refused the
offermade tohim tohave this dispute judgedby theFaculties of Theology in the
United Provinces. He foresaw that his condemnation would inevitably ensue.
The expedient Le Clerc proposes to Bayle of having his Dictionary and several

39 rqp iii, xv (od iii, 942–943).
40 Le Clerc, bc x, 400.
41 Le Clerc, bc x, 401.
42 rqp ii, cxxxiii (od iii, 770); cxxxvii (od iii, 778).
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otherworks approved by theAcademies is the loophole of a snared Sophist and
marks the end of his role.43 It is not the custom in this country to have such
books approved by theologians, and in any case, such an approbation would
be superfluous. It is sufficient that Bayle attested publicly that he desired them
to judge his doctrine, and that he reduced it to a manifestly orthodox précis.

43 Le Clerc, bc x, 423.
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chapter 8

Retortion of Le Clerc’s Accusations

Themistius: Here is the devastating blow that I have been saving for Le Clerc. I
will prove to him that the stones he threw at Bayle, and simultaneously at the
system of Dordrecht (the impact of which has been avoided), can be deflected
toward him.

All is lost for his position if the divine conduct is not conformable to the
common notions we have of goodness and holiness. By the word ‘holiness’
we must understand here the love of moral goodness and hatred of moral
evil. If, therefore, I prove to him that on his system the conduct of God is not
conformable to these common notions, he will find that by all his objections
and by all his inferences he only stabbed himself and will not heal from this
self-inflicted wound.

His system is without doubt that of the Arminians, except that he has
removed their decision concerning the eternity of the infernal torture, for he
has decided nothing on the subject, but has reduced his position to conjecture,
about which we will have something to say later.

There are three things to consider in the Arminian system. First, that before
God determined himself to create man He knew what would be the conse-
quences of the misuse of human freedom, if in fact men used their freedom
wrongly. Second, that God knew that if He placed Adam and Eve in certain cir-
cumstances, they wouldmake good use of their free will, but if He placed them
in another set of circumstances, they would abuse their freedom. Third, that
God decreed that He would put them in the circumstances where He had fore-
seen that they would misuse their freedom, despite the horrible punishment
with which He planned to threaten them.

There is not a single person who cannot easily see in this conduct, first,
that God willed that Adam and Eve sin; second, that He willed that they and
all their descendants be exposed to all the consequences He had foreseen
as attached to the first misuse of freedom. Now, these consequences are an
extreme corruption of morals and an appalling multitude of miseries.

If Le Clerc could demonstrate to us a perfect conformity between these
two acts of God’s will and the common notions of holiness and goodness,
then he would be able to prove that the conduct of a London merchant (who
will be described immediately below) would possess nothing that was not
conformable to the ideas we have of paternal goodness and the love of vir-
tue.
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This merchant has ten sons, and he knows by revelation that if he sends
them to Cambridge, they will make considerable progress there in the sciences
and in virtue, such that their merit will earn them honourable positions that
they will occupy the rest of their days. But if he sends them to Oxford, they will
debauch themselves, become delinquent, and pass from mischief to mischief,
until justice reintroduces order by condemning them to diverse punishments.
He knows, too, that he will obtain pardon for one of them. Though he does not
doubt the truthof this revelation, he sendshis sons toOxford, notCambridge. Is
it notmanifest by commonnotions that hewills that they bemean andhapless;
and that as a consequence, he acts in opposition to goodness and the love of
virtue?

The disparities Le Clerc might invent concerning this analogy would be as
worthless as those that he and Jaquelot alleged concerning the comparison of
a mother, which were utterly refuted by Bayle.

In this way, all these storms the accuser excites—that it follows that God
is neither good nor holy; that we have no idea of the goodness and holiness of
God; that this “leads directly to irreligion and atheism”;1 thatwe cannot prove to
atheists that there is a God;2 that this is to furnish the paganswith a suremeans
of defending themselves for all the crimes their poets attributed to their gods;
and so on—fall on himself and overwhelm him, leaving him with no means
of escape. There you have the good service he offered to religion: he made it
depend on something that turns out to be false on his own principles.

Maximus: I will not miss this opportunity to retort the objection that he based
on the following words: “Judge between me and my vineyard.” He says that
“Bayle would respond to God in accordance with his principles, saying that He
in fact omitted only what was necessary for his vineyard to bear fruit.”3 But
this response squares marvelously with Le Clerc’s system. On his system, the
greatest sinners could say that God did for them only what He knew would be
useless to them; that He even did precisely what He knewwould be harmful to
them; that He placed them in situations in which fortune was against them,4
and He suppressed the situations that would have been favourable to them;

1 Le Clerc, bc x, 399.
2 Le Clerc, bc x, 411.
3 Ibid, 400.
4 I speak in this way because according to the hypothesis of the freedom of indifference, there

is no other reason that determines the will besides its good pleasure; now, it is a matter of
luck that its good pleasure was this rather than that in each circumstance.
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that is, that He decreed to place them, not in circumstances where He knew
they would use their freedom well, but in circumstances where He knew they
would use it very poorly. Let Le Clerc respond to that, if he can.

Themistius: Le Clerc objects that it is a horrible consequence5 of his adversary’s
principles that a certain action could be an injustice among men, but an act
of justice for God. But this is a difficulty that faces not only all the Christian
systems, but even the systems of the ancient philosophers who recognized
providence. People have always been scandalized bywitnessing that the unjust
prosper, and the just are oppressed, under the watch of an all-perfect God.

But as I see it, we should be even more surprised that no man has ever
fully avoided sin and misery under a God who has only to say the word, and
immediately all men would be holy and happy. Nevertheless, this conduct of
providence has no flaw. However, a Prince who had suremeans of rendering all
his subjects virtuous and content, and who did not employ these means, but
used instead a hundred other ways the uselessness of which were well known
to him,would conduct himself very poorly. Therefore, it is certain that the same
thing that is evil among men is not evil for God.

Maximus: Our man is in a bind and I cannot condemn enough the omissions
in his manner of proceeding. Why did he not draw a parallel in two columns
between thewayGod treatedour first fathers and thewayhe claims that a good,
uprightmanwould treat his children according toournatural ideas of goodness
and the love of virtue? In this way he could have clearly demonstrated that the
two are very similar. I would appreciate it if he gave us such a parallel one day.

5 “Once we begin to reason about God’s conduct on the basis of the appeal to consequences,
where will we stop? By this method we will easily fall from precipice to precipice all the way
to the chasm of impiety or atheism” (Histoire du cas de conscience, volume 2, 491).
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chapter 9

That Le Clerc Delivers Religion, as Well as Himself,
Hands and Feet Bound, over to the Atheists

Themistius: Letme see if I can surpass you by dealing him an even harsher blow.
I will represent two or three atheists who, having agreed to a meeting with Le
Clerc, begin with this hypothetical syllogism:

If the God of the Christians is false, then there is no God.
Now, theGodof theChristians is false ifHis conduct is not conformable

to the common notions of goodness, holiness, and justice.
Therefore, if the conduct of the God of the Christians is not con-

formable to these notions, then there is no God.

Bayle would stop them right away by denying the minor, but what would
become of Le Clerc, who is obliged to grant them this whole syllogism? He
would have to abandon at once into the atheists’ hands the Greek Christians,
the Roman Catholics, the Lutherans, the Calvinists, and the Arminians, and he
would have to admit that these systems legitimately lead to the conclusion that
there is no God, since they attribute conduct to God that offends our common
notions of goodness, holiness, and justice. He would even have to abandon the
Socinians, for he would undoubtedly consider the annihilation of the wicked
a great lack of goodness, and the conservation of their existence a remarkable
good. I suspect that that is why he never placed the Socinian hypothesis among
the ways of responding to the objection based on eternal damnation.

It is already an approach that is horrible and injurious to Religion to grant
the atheists all the most appalling conclusions they wish to draw against every
Christian society. But the damage will be even greater when they refute the
response Le Clerc would offer them, namely that for his part, he has nothing to
fear in their syllogism, given that he does not recognize that the damned will
always be very unhappy and wicked, since he conjectures that their torments
will cease and give way to remorse and sorrow, which will not prevent their
condition from being tolerable.

These atheists will reply that he continues to ascribe conduct to God that is
greatly opposed to common notions. They will answer him: ‘You believe that
(1) God made Adam and Eve capable of doing both good and evil; (2) He knew
they would use their freedomwell if He placed them in certain circumstances,
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but that they would use it poorly if he placed them in other situations; (3) He
placed them in the circumstances in which He had foreseen that they would
sin; (4) He threatened them in amannerHe knewwould not suffice to aid them
in times of temptation, but that would render their sin even more grievous
and punishable; (5) He permitted their fall, despite having a sure means of
preventing it without placing any limits on their free will, and despite having
foreseen that the fall would be unavoidably followed by all the disorder that
presently reigns over the human species.’

‘These disorders are incredible.1 No man has ever been exempt from sin or
misery. Good men have always been very small in number, and even counting
all the good they have done, they have still committedmore bad than good. The
corruption of the others is enormous. The miseries of honest men and dishon-
est men alike are innumerable; they are all subject to a thousand discomforts,
pains, and sorrows. Plague and famine afflict themoccasionally, andwar nearly
always; they are the playthings of infinitely many extravagant and monstrous
errors, and the prey of innumerable base and bizarre passions.’

‘The human soul could be made into something excellent. You, Le Clerc,
would not deny this, for you believe in the doctrine of Paradise. You believe,
moreover, that it is always within God’s power to heal the ills of our souls, and
to protect us from every physical evil. You do not doubt that God has a sure
means of making our souls judge rightly of things at all times, of seeing to it
that they never stray from the path of virtue, and that they be always content.
You have no doubt that He has such means that would leave us with the full
use of our freedom; and yet error, crime, andmisery, which have endured from
Adam’s time down to our own, will endure forever until the end of the world,
while God makes use of no other remedies for this disorder than those whose
uselessness to most men He knows full well.2 This is your doctrine: you cannot
deny it.’

‘So much for what concerns the present life. After death, the unrepentant,
whose number is like that of the sand in the sea,3 will perhaps be condemned
to considerable torture,4 you say, and then to the remorse of conscience, worry,
and regret,whichwill last forever perhaps, butwill be a tolerable condition. You
are not going far. People condemned to the galleys or to the mines, as well as

1 Because Le Clerc often complained that the misery of men has been exaggerated, we will
speak of it here very simply, but we will refer the reader to Mr. Amyraut, who painted an
ample and lively picture of it in his Traité des Religions, 177 ff.

2 Remedies such as exhortations, promises, threats, temporal punishments, etc.
3 See rbl, section vi, (od iii, 1002).
4 Ibid.
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the slaves of Algeria, find their condition bearable once they fear falling into an
evenmore abusive state, such that it is not necessary for the production of this
effect to add some mildness to the punishments that overwhelm a miserable
man: it suffices to make him fear an even greater evil. If the inspiration of this
fear proves something, it is that the severity of the onewho renders a condition
bearable by this method has not reached the highest degree of barbarity.’

After having faithfully laid out Le Clerc’s system, these atheists will desire
that he show them in this conduct of God the traits that comprise ideas of
goodness and the love of virtue in accordance with our common notions. They
will maintain against him that by our ordinary ways of judging things, this
conduct can befit only a nature that has one hundred times more hatred for
the human race and for virtue than he has love, and that for this reason an
enemy of the human race and of moral goodness would have something to
rejoice about in the skill with which he satisfied his hatred. Would you treat
your wife and children this way, they would ask Le Clerc? And if you treated
in this way someone whom you considered the most detestable person, would
you not consider yourself a great master of the art of hating?

Maximus: That is what is called a bell-ringer. I admit you surpassedme, but I’m
not jealous. I would like to see Le Clerc’s face in those circumstances. Perhaps
he would yell and get quite angry; but perhaps the force of the blowwould take
the words right out of his mouth. If he responded that men are obligated by
a superior law to aid one another as much as possible, but that the Divinity
may dispose of His favours as it pleases Him, and that He was not obligated
to give men more good than He did, then he would muddle himself more and
more and even end up in contradiction. For he holds that if the conduct of God
were not conformable to the ideas we have of goodness and holiness, then God
would not be good and holy. Therefore, hemust believe that Godwas obligated
to bring His conduct into conformity with our common notions.

Besides, in matters of goodness and friendship, it is certain that external
principles are not necessary. Goodness and friendship are in themselves com-
plete principles that are reduced to action without us having to wonder
whether there are any laws commandingus todo good. This is a remark that has
already been objected to Le Clerc, to which he has yet to respond.5 If we treated
himaccording to lex talionis, thenwewoulddenouncehimas an inciter of athe-
ism, since he persists in supporting a thesis from which atheists could derive
many advantages. However, let’s be more equitable than he; let’s be equitable

5 rqp ii, clxxiv (od iii, 870).
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enough to judge that he did not see the pernicious consequences of his dogma.
The blind impetuosity of his personal animosity toward Bayle that he followed
headlong prevented him from reflecting properly on this matter. In any case,
we have here an example that admirably proves what we cited from Jurieu.6

Themistius: I imagine Le Clerc would lay before these atheists all the innu-
merable pleasures that our souls can enjoy, and the dazzling prosperity with
which God favours many people, and sometimes even whole nations, such as
the RomanEmpire, towhichHe granted victory over neighbours andmany dis-
tant peoples. A declaimer would find amplematerial in this. However, Le Clerc
would have to remember that he would be considered a Remonstrant theolo-
gian, and would be obliged therefore to defend himself against ad hominem
arguments objected against him.

He would be shown first of all that to use the large part of pleasures inno-
cently it is necessary to struggle continuously with nature, for without that,
we would violate the Gospel commands; that in this very inconvenient com-
bat, nature almost always claims victory, which is an inexhaustible source of
crimes and of the remorse of conscience; that there are unjust pleasures that
arise mechanically or to which we abandon ourselves despite reason, as in the
case of the general custom of rejoicing over the misfortune of others; that all
these things have been known eternally by God, and arranged according to His
foreknowledge.

It would be shown him in the second place that according to him each thing
happens just as God foresaw it and in the arrangement in which God placed
it. Now, since the majority of people who attain a considerable fortune abuse
their prosperity and finish their daysmiserably, itmust be said thatGod foresaw
their catastrophe as a consequence of their rise, and therefore, that He did not
heap goods upon them by a principle of goodness, but in order to set them on a
path that would lead them to the precipice. Common notions teach us that an
enemy who hated and hurt with intelligence would employ similar methods
to rid himself of his enemies. A clever courtier would hasten to get his rivals
promoted to the most illustrious posts if he was sure they would be ruined by
them.We will never understand how it is possible to maintain good intentions
toward a person whom we shower with riches and dignities that we know he
will abuse to the point of perishing miserably by them.

Theology does not permit us to believe that God loves the wicked who
prosper with His aid; it teaches us rather that if such people are not punished

6 See above, chapter 5, 160.
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in this life, they will be in the next. It is therefore a mark of God’s hatred that
they have acquired earthly goods that theymust abuse. There is something very
remarkable in Psalm 92, namely that “the thoughts [of God] are marvelously
deep, [that] the senseless person cannot know this, [and that] the fool cannot
comprehend that the wicked flourish like grass, and that all the sinners thrive, in
order to be eternally destroyed.”7 Wemust understand by the senseless person
and the fool all those who do not humbly submit to the light of faith; for those
who would consult only their common notions, which are the topic of the
quarrel with Le Clerc, could never understand, however great their mind, this
passage of the psalmist: “in order to be eternally destroyed.”

Thedifficulties surrounding this subjectwere the cause, if I amnotmistaken,
of the contradiction into which the pagans fell. They considered goodness to
be one of the principal attributes of the divine nature. This is how they judged
when they contemplated the idea of a supremely perfect Being; but when they
considered what happens to men, they represented the Divinity to themselves
under the vague name of Fortune, as an evildoer, enemy of virtue, envious of
human grandeur, etc.

Maximus: As for the conquests of the Romans, it would be shown him in the
third place that Amyraut judged appropriately: “ordinarily, they were judg-
ments deployed against other nations rather than evidence of the favour of
God for the Roman Empire, which He wished expressly to render terrible and
powerful, just as if He had given teeth of iron to a strong, devouring beast in
order to break everything it met in its path, so that while feasting on other peo-
ples, Rome would exercise the vengeance of God upon them, without realizing
it.”8

The Romans ruined Carthage, not because God loved them, but because
His hatred for Carthage was riper, so to speak, than his hatred for Rome. This
latter hatred reached the point of maturity not long thereafter; Rome became
desolate, and was sacked several times. One must remember, moreover, that
Rome’s victories augmented the vices of its inhabitants, and did nothing to
protect them from ordinary evils such as sickness and domestic worries. Le
Clerc cannot be ignorant of the common discourse of the theologians that says
that conquering nations are the instruments of divine punishment, the scourge
of God, sticks he throws into the fire after using them. Let us conclude that this
discussion would end to the confusion of Le Clerc.

7 [mh] “… pour être exterminez éternellement.”
8 Amyraut, Traité des Religions, 118.
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It would not be good for us if Le Clerc knew about this fiction we just
produced, for he would accuse us publicly of believing, and of supporting with
every imaginable art, that the Christian God has always been the enemy of the
human race and of virtue. Jaquelotwould support the accusation: they are both
accustomed to taking for Bayle’s opinion whatever he objects on the part of
those he introduces into the dispute. There would be readers who would fall
into the trap, who would not know that we are merely making ad hominem
arguments, and that we detest the consequences that the atheists could derive
from Le Clerc’s principle, but which they could not derive from our own.
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chapter 10

Whether Le Clerc Had Recourse to the Same Refuge
as Bayle; An Addition toWhat He Said Concerning
the Trinity

Themistius: What do you make of his response to the charge that in sacrificing
the feeble lights of reason at the foot of the throne of God’smajesty he retreated
to the same refuge as Bayle?1

Maximus: I would say he responds like a great liar, for he claims it is a question
“not of the conduct of God, but of the meaning of the words of Jesus Christ.”2
What? Do not the words of Jesus Christ concerning the state of the damned
makeupprecisely and formally a part ofGod’s conduct? LeClercmost certainly
imagines that all his readers are an insignificant and ignorant bunch that
believes everything he says. If he were persuaded that several readers would
actually consult the writings of both parties, then his boldness in disguising
the truth would be lessened.

There is another lie that can be seen on the same page,3 and that he repeats
at every opportunity, but we have already refuted it. Moreover, it would be
useless to examine the accusation on the page that follows, namely that it is
to mock God and man, and to be a fanatic, to say that we submit reason to
the Faith. Bayle is not the only target of this attack; so too is everyone most
worthy of veneration among the greatest lights of the primitive Church and
of the Church of every century up to and including our own. It is unbearably
audacious for such a small man to treat nearly the whole body of Christianity
in this way.

Themistius: It seems to me that you have been too easy on his response to the
objection that he retreated to the same refuge as Bayle. You have not reflected
at all on his observation that “reason dictates to us that it is better to say
that we do not understand the meaning of the words of Jesus Christ than

1 See rbl, section iv, (od iii, 994–995).
2 Le Clerc, bc x, 403.
3 He says thatBayle claims that the eternity of punishments “is absolutely contrary to the justice

and to the goodness of God” (Le Clerc, bc x, 403). This is pure calumny, since Bayle says only
that we cannot demonstrate to the Manicheans that it is conformable to common notions.
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to attribute to them a meaning contrary to reason, which is never opposed
to Revelation.”4 This is what prevents him from interpreting literally those
passages of the Gospel that represent the torments of the damned as eternal.
He fears attributing to the words of the Son of God a meaning that is contrary
to reason and consequently false, and so at worst he would rather say he does
not understand them.

Butwhywas he not as circumspect when it came to the passages concerning
original sin, which in appearance havemuch less clarity than those concerning
the eternity of hell? He flatly denies original sin, and suspends his judgment on
the eternity of hell. Where could this disparity come from? Could it come from
the fact that the rejection of the eternity of hell would not be tolerated in the
United Provinces in the way we tolerate the rejection of original sin? He knows
it better than I, but he does not consider it sufficient to endanger his reputation
to play the Pyrrhonian on this other article.

I ask him again: why is he not as circumspect when faced with the passages
of Scripture concerning the Trinity, the hypostatic union, the redemption of
humankind by the death of Jesus Christ? He affirms these three mysteries,
yet he knows the Polish Brethren oppose them with common notions. He
should say, if he wishes to reason consistently, that from a fear of attributing
to Scripture a meaning opposed to reason, he prefers to admit that he does
not understand the passages by which the orthodox give proof of these three
articles of their confession of faith.

Maximus: You have just placed him in the crossfire of the orthodox and the
Socinians. This was a good remark; I was wrong to have omitted it.

Themistius: He was challenged “to dare to say that he did not abandon [com-
monnotions]whenhe recognized inGod three really distinct, coessential,5 and
consubstantial persons.”6 He responded coldly “that there is no reason in that
case to abandon common notions,”7 whether we understand along with the
Fathers that the three divine persons are “three equal substances of the same
essence in species, or whether we take the word ‘person’ as we take it today in
the whole of Christianity, and with reason.”

4 Le Clerc, bc x, 403.
5 He believed that Baylemeant “coeternal”, but this is to be ignorant of the fact that theologians

ordinarily join together these two synonyms, coessential and consubstantial.
6 rbl, section iv (od iii, 995).
7 Le Clerc, bc x, 407.
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These last words show us that he condemns the Tritheism that he attributes
to the ancient Fathers, and that is likely to excite several objections from the
Socinians. They also have the goal of reducing the orthodox to the necessity of
renouncing the numerical unity of nature, and at the same time of recognizing
a ternary number in essence and in personality. If they were to reach that goal,
they would greatly triumph over the Trinitarians. So there you have Le Clerc in
the most rigourous orthodoxy of the Roman Catholics and the Protestants on
the mystery of the Trinity.

If we asked him by what secret he reconciles this mystery with common
notions despite his recognition that we cannot attach any idea to the word
‘person,’8 he would respond that “that which makes the divine persons one
single thing is not that which makes them distinct.” That is his whole secret,
but, as he admits himself, the least schoolboy knows this resolution. It must be
supposed, a fortiori, that the great Doctors know it too, and nevertheless Father
Pétau renounced common notions while explaining this mystery. Is it possible
that a dogma we bring into agreement with common notions so easily would
appear to the theologians as the greatest example of the sacrifice of the lights
of reason to the authority of God?

If there is some aspect of our faith, says Nicole, “that overwhelms and revolts
reason, it is without doubt the belief in this mystery. If there are difficulties
that leap out at our eyes … they are those furnished by this mystery, that three
really distinct persons have the same single and unique essence, and that
this essence, though it is the same thing in each person as the relations that
distinguish them, can be communicated without the relations that distinguish
the persons being communicated. If human reason listened to itself, it would
find in itself only a general uprising against these inconceivable truths. If it
claims to use its lights to penetrate these mysteries, it will furnish itself only
with arms to combat them. To believe, it is necessary for reason to blind itself,
and to silence all its arguments andopinions, in order to humble and annihilate
itself under the weight of divine authority.”9

Maximus: A man who speaks in this way is very far from believing that the
mystery of the Trinity is reconciled with common notions by the expedient
indicated by Le Clerc; for it is in this alleged expedient that the principal
difficulty is found, as is shown by this passage from the same Nicole: “it follows
from the Trinity that, though the divinity of the Father is not distinct in Him

8 Le Clerc, bc x, 389.
9 Pierre Nicole, Perpetuité de la Foi de l’Eglise Catholique (Paris, 1666), 118–119.
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from the paternitywhichmakesHim the Father, and though it is the same thing
as the paternity, the divinity nevertheless is communicated to the Son without
the paternity, and becomes the same thing as the relation which makes Him
the Son, without multiplying and without losing its unity.”

Is it not a common notion that because twelve inches and one foot are
the same thing, it is impossible to give a foot without giving twelve inches?
By what stroke of brilliance, by what happy invention, did Le Clerc find that
this notion agrees perfectly with a dogma according to which, though the
paternity is the same thing as the divinity of the Father, nevertheless it was not
communicated when this divinity was communicated to the eternal Son? If he
indeed discovered this agreement, then he must abandon the language of all
the theologians who believe in the Trinity. He can no longer say with them that
it is an incomprehensible mystery, etc., for once we have perceived the perfect
agreement between common notions and a doctrine, nothing is easier than to
understand that doctrine. I am very tempted to believe that Le Clerc is here
putting on the character of one of the greatest deceivers we have ever seen. We
should remark a little howhe speaks of the Trinity when he engages in disputes
over it in conversation.10 His style in such cases is that of a man who treats it as
chimerical.

10 See the Foreword, which follows the Preface, of the book by Mr. de Gabillon, whose title
was given above in Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 4, 155.
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chapter 11

Plastic Natures

Themistius: Are you of the opinion that we should discuss the passage concern-
ing plastic natures?

Maximus: No, that would be a waste of our time. Let’s be content with noticing
a great lie told by Le Clerc: “it was impossible for Mr. Bayle to show that this
opinion gives an occasion to atheists to retort one of our greatest arguments
against them. That was his principal design, and also his greatest failure.”1 It
is clear once we inspect the documents of this trial that Le Clerc never left the
question in the state that Bayle claimedwould give rise to retortion. For once Le
Clerc felt the difficulty, he said that God put into practice and led these plastic
natures, which changed the state of the question, and handed the triumph over
to Bayle. I am sure that Le Clerc is not happy to read what Jaquelot observes
about plastic natures in his last piece against Bayle.2

1 Le Clerc, bc x, 408–409.
2 Jaquelot, etb, 134.
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chapter 12

Several Remarks on Origenism

Themistius: Let us a pause a while over the question of Origenism. Every sen-
sible person would appreciate why Bayle did not refute the opinions of Ori-
gen concerning the future state of the damned.1 Nevertheless, Le Clerc seems
to have taken offence to this since he says, “I challenged him to do this sev-
eral times.”2 He adds that “the majority of the Manichean arguments” related
by Bayle “assume” the eternity of hell, and consequently “they are ridiculous
because they beg the question.” How pitiful is that! Christians both Eastern
and Western, the Romans, Calvinists, Lutherans, Episcopalians, Presbyterians
of Great Britain, Arminians, etc., all assert that the punishments of hell will be
eternal. Therefore, when aManichean objects that their systems attribute con-
duct to God that conflicts with common notions, and when he proves this par-
ticularly by the doctrine concerning the state of the damned, does he base his
objections on opinions doubted by his adversaries? Does he not base himself
on what they formally teach? Is this begging the question? Is it not a ridicu-
lous blunder to claim that he does so? Notice that Bayle, in his dispute with Le
Clerc’s Origenist, never bases anything on the hypothesis of the eternity of hell.

Maximus: Le Clerc strikesme as so weak inmatters of argumentation that I am
completely astonished. If he hadheld himself to the simple title ofGrammarian
I would not have been as surprised by his bad logic as I was after learning that
for a long time now, aside from teaching the Hebrew language, he has taught
philosophy in the Arminian college, and has even published his philosophy
course several times.

Themistius: Perhaps he would reason better if his passion were less fiery. What
is he thinkingwhenhe continually supposes that oncewehold that the eternity
of hell “is completely incompatible with the idea we have of justice,” we cannot
reply to anOrigenistwhowould conclude “invincibly, that the punishments are
thereforenot eternal becauseGod is just”?3He should examine a little thepages
from Nicole’s work,4 then he would see that nearly all Christians are strongly

1 See rbl, section viii (od iii, 1006).
2 Le Clerc, bc x, 412.
3 Le Clerc, bc x, 412–413.
4 See above, Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 7, 172.
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persuaded that the eternal punishments of the wicked are just, even if they
appear unjust according to our ordinary human ways of judging justice and
mercy. That is how we would reply to the Origenist; and if he were obstinate in
claiming that our ideas are the rule of God’s virtues, wewould soon reduce him
to absurdity.

Maximus: If Le Clerc did himself justice, he would praise Origenism less. He
would not say that if Origenism “were true, it would save religion from the
attacks of Bayle.”5 He would remember that by granting the Origenists every-
thing Le Clerc gave them, Bayle did not fail to show that their system conflicted
with common notions. Up to now, Le Clerc has not been able to parry these
great blows.

Themistius: He denies that he renders the goodness and holiness of God prob-
lematic.6 But does he not declare that he knows not whether the punishments
of the damnedwill be eternal, and does he not advance conjectures opposed to
the common opinion of theologians concerning the eternity of these punish-
ments?7 That is a fact he cannot deny. We know, moreover, that he establishes
as an incontestable doctrine that if the conduct of God were not in conformity
with the common notions we have of goodness, holiness, and justice, then God
would be neither good, nor holy, nor just. Furthermore, we know that he agrees
that theordinary systems concerning the state of thedamnedattribute conduct
to God that is in no way conformable to our common notions. He undertook to
defend only Origenism against the objections of theManicheans, and he aban-
doned the rest of Christianity. We must consider it certain that if he believed
that the ordinary doctrine of hell agreed with common notions, then he would
not have rejected it; for why would he separate himself from the whole body
of Christianity?Why, when explaining the passages from Scripture concerning
the state of the damned, would he abandon the literal sense that appears at
once very clear, if he was not strongly persuaded that the eternal punishments
are not in conformity with common notions, and consequently, remove from
God all goodness, holiness, and justice? Therefore, I argue as follows:

According to Le Clerc, God would be unjust if His conduct did not con-
form to the notions we have of justice.

5 Le Clerc, bc x, 413.
6 Le Clerc, bc x, 414.
7 See rbl, section vi (od iii, 1001).
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Now, according to Le Clerc, to inflict eternal punishment on the
damned is conduct that does not conform to the notions we have of jus-
tice.

Therefore, according to Le Clerc, God would be unjust if He inflicted
eternal punishment on the damned.

If, after that, this author declares that he does not wish to decide this matter,
that he will content himself with conjecturing this or that, then I claim that
he reduces to a problem that will be solved only in the next life, the goodness,
holiness, and justice of God; and that if he knows in the next life that the
punishments of the damnedwill be eternal, then he will be obligated to decide
that God is neither good, nor holy, nor just; such that, while he is ignorant of
the fate of the damned, he is obligated to say, in order to reason consistently,
that he does not know whether God is just, holy, good, etc.

Maximus: The predicament in which he found himself here led him to some
pitiful inconsistencies. Reason would have it that, after having established the
major and minor of the syllogism, he should have decided firmly that the
punishments of the damnedwill not be eternal; but because politics demanded
that he not be decisive on such an article, he entrenched himself behind
maybes, where he is incapable of warding off the attack.8

Themistius: He will undoubtedly say that in whatever way he is enlightened
on this matter in the next life, he will always resolve the problem in favour
of God’s justice. That is, if God revealed to the blessed that the punishments
of the condemned were eternal, then Le Clerc would acknowledge that those
punishments were just.

Maximus: In that case, he would have to acknowledge that he was mistaken
when he believed that the divine conduct cannot be just if it is not in confor-
mitywith commonnotions.Hewill see the injustice of his quibblingwithBayle;
he will approve his adversary’s principle that once we know that God has done
something, we ought to be assured that it has been done well, whether we can
make it agree with our ideas or not.

Le Clerc cannot be unaware that this is Bayle’s principle, yet he makes
this objection to him: “Mr. Bayle holds, while making conjectures opposed
to his own arguments, for he knows nothing of this matter, that God will

8 rbl, section v (od iii, 999).
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punish the wicked with punishments he calls unjust and completely unworthy
of an all-perfect Being.”9 Where did he find Bayle saying that? We challenge
him to produce the least proof of it. Where did he get the idea that Bayle
speaks of the eternity of punishments only by conjecture andwithout knowing
anything about it? Doesn’t Bayle follow the lead of nearly all Christians who
ground themselves on a clear and precise revelation concerning the eternity
of hell? Was Le Clerc careful not to offend mortally nearly the whole Christian
body? Does he believe the Reformed Ministers will appreciate that he accuses
them of preaching the eternity of hell without knowing whether it is true, and
without resting on anything other than conjectures? Would he like it if we
accused him of having nothing but conjectures concerning the eternity of the
happiness of the predestined?Did theNewTestament express itself any clearer
concerning their eternal happiness than it did concerning the eternal misery
of the condemned?

Themistius: You have piled up a number of remarks showing that the accuser is
lost. I donotwant to omit thepassagewherehe claims that Bayle relies onnoth-
ing but a double conjecture: (1) “That there is nothingmenacing in the punish-
ments of the next life of which Scripture speaks, and that moral and physical
evilwill remain eternally in an excessive degree, such that an infinite number of
creatures will be infinitely wicked and infinitely unhappy for all eternity, even
though this directly opposes theunlimited goodness, the eternalmercy, and the
most exact justice of the divinity;” (2) “that one cannot understand the eternal
punishments otherwise than how he understands them, though he gives no
argument for his understanding.”10

After having read these words I racked my memory as best I could, but I
found I had no recollection of Bayle calling into question the dogma of the
eternity of hell. Le Clerc is again at fault for not indicating the pages where
he read what he imputes to his antagonist, for he should not imagine that
we will take pains to search them out. Or perhaps he uses these passages
only because he knows nobody will take this trouble, and that way, nobody
will know whether he imputes falsehoods. In any case, I am sure, as far as
I can remember, that Bayle never called into dispute whether the dogma of
the eternity of hell was true or false. He never took it for true while refuting
Le Clerc’s Origenist either, and it would be most useless to prove to other
Christians the truth of this dogma, since they do not doubt it at all.

9 Le Clerc, bc x, 414–415.
10 Le Clerc, bc x, 418–419.
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I do not believe he ever made use of the two conjectures the accuser attri-
butes to him, and I can guarantee that it is false that he said that the eternity of
hell, as we ordinarily explain it, “is directly opposed to the unlimited goodness,
the eternal mercy, and the most exact justice of the divinity.” It is loathsome
calumny to attribute this to Bayle. He claimed nothing else besides this: that
we cannot show, in order to respond to the Manichean objections, that this
eternity of infernal torments agrees with common notions. But did he not say
thousands of times that when God speaks, it is for reason to remain quiet, and
to conclude that because God has done something, it has been done well, even
though our natural ideas comprehend nothing of it?

Maximus: I will demonstrate using two examples the falsity of these words
of Le Clerc: “if someone among the Reformed dared to propose artfully and
forcefully the Socinian objections against the Trinity and the Incarnation; if
he challenged every theologian to respond by means of reason; and if he grew
furious with all those who, scandalized by his conduct, attempted to do so;
then he might pass for a Socinian, or for someone who had lost his mind.
Howevermuch he said that it was to humble reason, they would not believe he
was orthodox in the Reformed party, unless they believed he had a disturbed
brain.”11

Let us suppose that a RomanCatholicwhodesired to force the Protestants to
recognize the necessity of an infallible judge composed a book to show them
that, by way of dispute, they could not overcome the Socinian heresy. To this
end, suppose further that he laid out with every imaginable art the Socinian
arguments, and compared themto theProtestant responses.Would this Roman
Catholic pass in his communion for a member of the Polish Brethren or for
somebody crazy because he acknowledged that the Protestants responded
poorly to the Socinians? Would he not pass, on the contrary, for a man who
held the principle of authority very close to his heart?

Here is my second example. Let us suppose that a Minister wished to assist
Jurieu in showing Saurin that the Christian faith does not necessarily demand
that we know with evidence that a certain dogma has been revealed to us,
and to this end he wrote a book showing that as far as the mysteries denied
by the Socinians are concerned, there is no passage in Scripture that is not
obscuredby their subtleties. Suppose that aMinisterwith a view to showing the
consequences of the Rationalist hypotheses had done everything contained in
the passage by Le Clerc: would he have been regarded as a false brother, as a

11 Le Clerc, bc x, 422.
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disguised Socinian, or as crazy? Not in the least. He would have passed on the
contrary for a follower of the most rigid orthodoxy, and he would have been
praised for the wise and ingenious method he had devised to confound the
Rationalists.

Themistius: This further demonstrates that Le Clerc is endowed with only dim
lights, and that he is a writer whomeditates very little on the subjects he treats.
If he had the patience to examine them well, he would have defended himself
better than he did against one of the nine fallacies of which he was accused
in the Response to Le Clerc. He does not deny that he mistook the meaning of
the words in a passage he cited, but he claims nonetheless that Bayle believes
what he imputes to him, namely, “that no system removes [the difficulties],
and consequently, that all Christians must find them good and solid, and can
propose them as well as he.”12 The antecedent is true. According to Bayle, “no
system can remove the difficulties”; but the inference Le Clerc draws, “that
therefore all Christiansmust find them good and solid,” is worthless, if by “good
and solid” is meant that the dogma against which they are proposed must be
false.

Therefore, to remove all equivocation, to act in good faith, and to show
that he was not ignorant of facts that it would have been shameful not to
know,13 Le Clerc had to say that according to his adversary the objections
are insoluble, and nonetheless destined to conflict with a true doctrine. The
insolubility of the objections is in no way an indication of their truth, for
the clever Peripatetics are persuaded both that the objections against infinite
divisibility are irrefutable, and that nonetheless it is true that lines are infinitely
divisible.

Moreover, what is Le Clerc thinking when he finds fault with his adversary
for claiming that no system can remove the difficulties? Is this not the opinion
of Le Clerc himself? Did he find in any Christian school a system he wished
to adopt to oppose Bayle? Did he not seek out a system that had been buried
for centuries, and after that, did he not employ his own conjectures that will
not please any party? What appears most grotesque to me is that after arguing
that according to Bayle all Christians could propose the difficulties in question
as well as he, he asks whether Bayle “alone has the privilege to propose these
objections.” Does this question not insinuate that Bayle would find fault with
others who proposed them? How can this be made to agree with what was just

12 Le Clerc, bc x, 423.
13 See rqp ii, cliv (od iii, 871).
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said? And is it possible not to know that Bayle draws an advantage from the
fact that they are proposed either directly or by retortion in every Christian
system?14

Maximus: Nothingwas easier than to understandBayle’s thought in the passage
where he asserted “that the RomanCatholics, the Lutherans, the Reformed, the
Arminians, the Greek Church, and the Schismatics can propose just as well as
the followers of Manes the objection in question concerning the salvation of
the condemned and demons.”15 It was easy to see that it means that one could
object toOrigen that he eludes the force of theManicheans only by a falsehood.
Le Clerc took it in a completely different way. He claimed Bayle’s thought was
that the doctrine of Origen did not remove the difficulties any better than the
other systems.16

Themistius: If we judged his mind on this basis, we would not think very highly
of it.

14 rbl, section vi (od iii, 1000); rbl, section vii (od iii, 1003); rbl, section viii (od iii, 1008).
15 rqp ii, clxxv (od iii, 824).
16 Le Clerc, bc x, 424.
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chapter 13

What is the Nature of Tolerance According to
Le Clerc?

Maximus: We have disregarded everything that does not relate to the principal
issue, but we have let nothing pass that contains some argument or some
difficulty. It is therefore time to close this chapter.

Themistius: I cannot say I share youropinion, forwehavepaidnoattentionat all
to a very considerable passage that teaches us the nature of LeClerc’s tolerance.
His books preach this doctrine at every opportunity, and it is also oneof the four
essential articles of the Arminian sect.1 From reading these works, one would
easily believe that he gives wide scope to the spirit of tolerance, but we will see
that he in fact limits it to an extreme degree.

He declares he did nothing contrary to his principles of tolerance in deal-
ing with Bayle, because it is part of the duty of theologians to cry out against
all those who attack God’s providence, and who utter things that destroy all
religion.2 “It is against the rules of all religions,” he continues, “to raise difficul-
ties against providence, especially in terms offensive to the Divinity. It is even
against civil society, one of whose great foundations is the belief that there is a
holy and beneficent God.”

Now who are these people, I wonder, who according to him attack provi-
dence, and utter things destructive of all religion, etc.? They are the ones who
admit that we cannot reconcile the divine conduct regarding sinwith our com-
mon notions, and that no system can resolve these objections. He claims that
it is to oppose the goodness, holiness, and justice of God; that it is to deny that
God is good, holy, and just; and that consequently it is to ruin religion. You
see, therefore, that he excludes from the benefit of tolerance all the followers
of the system of Dordrecht, and all those called Augustinians, for they recog-
nize ingenuously that predestination is a mystery so abstruse that wemust not
submit it to our ordinary ways of judging things, but that we must humble our
reason before the authority of Scripture, and impose silence on the objections
we cannot clear away.

1 See Le Clerc, bc ix, 140.
2 Le Clerc, bc x, 392–393.
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Notice, in addition, that Le Clerc claims that every system that admits the
eternity of hell attributes conduct to God that is opposed to our common
notions of goodness, holiness and justice. Now, he asserts that to attribute such
conduct to God is to make Him a God who is neither good, nor holy, nor just,
and consequently, to undermine all the foundations of religion, and to oppose
divine providence. Therefore, he would find no Christian society worthy of
his tolerance. He would think himself obliged to deliver over to the secular
arm, if such depended on him, all those who did not wish to sign the formal
document that he would draw up that would explicitly condemn the eternity
of hell. There would be very few honest people in the Christian world willing to
sign this document, for the dogmaof the eternity of hell is one of thosewe teach
earliest to children, and which is inculcated most often in sermons. And we do
not teach it as something only moderately important, but as a fundamental
article, both for the Church and for civil society. The majority of signatures Le
Clerc would obtain would lack sincerity, or would be furnished by that kind of
debauched and villainous individual who suffers anxiety from a fear of hell.

Those who seek only to delude themselves in the practice of vice would
adaptmarvelously to Le Clerc’s system, which would allow them to conjecture.
You know that in matters of conjecture each person follows his own taste, and
that there is no longer any fixed point once one abandons the ordinary rule
of theologians, which is that the fault increases in proportion to the dignity
of the person offended, from which they conclude that sin merits infinite
punishment, since it offends an infinite Being, but that these punishments,
unable to be infinite in degree, must be infinite in duration. Le Clerc, who
abandons this rule, makes whatever conjectures concerning the state of the
damned that he finds appropriate. He cannot prevent others frommaking their
own conjectures, and indeed, he even encourages them to do so.3 Each person,
therefore, will make conjectures as favourable as possible to his own interests,4
and will be able to believe that three days of suffering suffices as well as one
hundred years to appease the Divinity; for if the punishments announced in
Scripture are only threats, then it is just as likely that the executionwill be short
as that it will endure for a long time. That is how Le Clerc could hope to enlarge
his sect. But in the end, it manifestly appears that his tolerance excludes nearly
thewhole body of Christianity, and that hewould not even spare theArminians
if they did not break one of the articles of their confession of faith.5

3 Le Clerc, bc ix, 144.
4 See rbl, section v (od iii, 999).
5 rbl, section viii (od iii, 1008).
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Maximus: I understand the full force of the objection you have just put to him,
for I see that the Reformed could not hope to shelter themselves from his
persecuting spirit by telling him they reject the consequences he infers from
their doctrine, and by protesting that they are very persuaded of the goodness,
holiness, and justice of God. That, I say, would not render them tolerable in his
eyes, since he declared that Bayle was unworthy of tolerance. Now, nobody has
ever declaredmore often ormore authentically thanBayle that even thoughwe
cannot resolve theManichean objections, wemust be firmly persuaded that all
of God’s conduct is just and supremely perfect, for which he gave philosophical
and theological reasons.6

6 See above, Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 7, 173–174.
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chapter 14

General Reflections on the Proceedings of Le Clerc
against Bayle

Themistius: I don’t know whether in examining this dispute you have drawn
as many moral lessons as I have. While reflecting on these issues I found that
the spirit of Heraclitus, much more than that of Democritus, was inspired in
me; for I sadly deplored the lot of human imperfection. It is a lamentable
fact that people who have worked arduously to become learned and then
succeeded have worked so little on purifying their heart, or that they have
worked attentively on that too, but their trouble was for naught.

I do not want to doubt that they are capable of giving proof of equity and
probity in indifferentmatters; that is, where their passions take no interest. But
have they taken a dislike to some author, with an author aboutwhom they have
no reason to complain, andwithwhomthey shouldbequitepleased?Have they
come to hate himwithout being able to give any reason? Can they say only, “we
do not love him?”1 Then there is no crime they are unwilling to commit to harm
him. They look for opportunities to quarrel with him, knowing well that in the
course of the dispute they will have occasion to employ the cunning of an old
Tartuffe; I mean, to cloak themselves in the convenient pretext of religion.

Maximus: I did not consider these moral reflections at all, but I did attend to
something else. I sought with all possible care some trace of an honest man in
the two last pieces of Le Clerc written against Bayle, and I could find nothing. I
saw everywhere signs of bad faith and a dark and cowardly—and I might add,
bloodthirsty and murderous—spite. For who will tell me that Le Clerc did not
hope that by repeating thousands of times the accusation of impiety, and by
expressing it with every different phrase furnished by the French language to a
man who knows well the precepts of his copia verborum,2 he would inspire in
thosewhoarequick-tempered the spirit of the ancient JewishZealots, such that
Bayle would be immolated by the zeal of these furious men, or by the brutality
of a mob they had excited? Can we not confirm this suspicion by considering

1 “I do not love you, Sabidius, nor can I say why; I can say only this, that I do not love you” (Martial,
Book i, Epigram 33).

2 A treatise given to schoolchildren to teach them to express the same thing in several different
ways.
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these words of Le Clerc: “if there is any danger for Mr. Bayle in acting this way,
it is notmy fault, but his”?3 These words can be found near the beginning of his
accusation; it was in order to take precautions early.

Themistius: I did not look for the same thing as you; I was certain that I
would not find it in the accuser’s two last texts. I searched only for whether
he showed himself to be skillful, and I found that he did not; for he takes things
in the wrong way which are the easiest to understand; he confounds things
visibly distinct; he needlessly repeats himself, and does so on several occasions
without taking notice of responses already made to him; he has fallen into
several blunders that had been indicated to him by his adversary, and he could
find no excuse; he responds with nothing to the most important and pressing
difficulties proposed to him; he offers no objectionwhose answer a skilledman
could not have discovered; he offers no deduction of his methods; his alleged
proofs are dispersed with no order; he draws no link between his subjects, but
blurs and intertwines them with extreme confusion—“sand without cement”;
he grounds himself on maxims he takes to be incontestable, while a practice
known to the whole world refutes them; he did not foresee, as a skilled man
would have, that all the difficulties with which he charged other systems could
be retorted against his own system;4 finally, he shows inmany passages that he
does not understand this subject matter.

But even if he had avoided these flaws, he still would have given us reason
to say he did not show any skill in this affair; for it is certain that a man of
judgment never would have undertaken it, for the temerity hewould have seen
in it would have invariably turned him away. What is more foolhardy than to
see an Arminian treat the following dogma as impious: ‘no system can relieve
the difficulties of the origin and the consequences of sin, but it is necessary for
reason to submit itself as well as these difficulties to the authority of Scripture’?
Is this not the Reformed doctrine?

When the old Arminian quarrels are lulled, and must be for State reasons,
what recklessness is it to awaken themwith so much noise?Wouldn’t a man of
judgment have foreseen that there would be either Flemish or Walloon Minis-
ters unable to allow that an Arminian should involve the system of Dordrecht
in his private disputes, and that he should charge that systemwith odious con-
sequences and all the difficulties that the Polish Brethren pile up to prove that
all is lost if philosophy is not the rule of themeaning of Scripture?Would a judi-

3 Le Clerc, bc ix, 105.
4 See above, Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 8, 182–184.
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cious man engage himself in an argument that would inevitably renew the din
of a scandalous and dangerous dispute?Would he not examine above all things
whether he could support his accusation before the ecclesiastical judges, or
even before the civil judges, the born protectors of the honour and reputation
of the people? For this cause is of such a nature that the accused may address
himself when he wishes to the civil judges.

What would Le Clerc do before such a tribunal? Would it not be proven
to him that he bases his accusation on a dogma that is that of the Reformed
churches? Hewould respond that he excuses the Reformed on account of their
good intentions, but that Bayle’s intentions are bad. He would be asked for
proofs of Bayle’s intentions, he would not be able to give any, and so he would
have to expect to be condemned to a sort of amends, to recognize before a full
audience the recklessness of his accusations, and to confess this in a written
statement. The ecclesiastic judges in this affair would of necessity be Reformed
theologians. Would they bear to see their doctrine defamed in the person of
Bayle? Would they not refer to God the judgment of intentions hidden in the
depth of his heart? And would they not terribly censure the accuser for resting
his case, not on the words, but on the alleged thoughts of the accused?

Maximus: You prove by that last piece of evidence that Le Clerc consulted
neither reason nor good sense, but that he delivered himself blindly over to his
passions when he set himself up as the public accuser of Bayle. I will confirm
that by a new observation. What would he respond to the Reformed judges
when they asked him whether Bayle left Christianity without a cure?

‘He offers a cure,’ he would respond, ‘that is worse than the disease: that one
must humble one’s reason.’

‘But,’ the judges would reply, ‘that is the cure that our Churches have always
provided. And you,what cure do youoffer, for you are as obliged as Bayle to cure
the disease, since you acknowledge along with him that none of the systems
taught in Christianity removes the difficulties or attributes conduct toGod that
is conformable to our common notions?’

‘I cure all,’ he would respond, ‘for I do not affirm that the punishment of the
damned will be eternal; I base this position on conjectures.’

‘That,’ the judges would reply, ‘is what we call a cure worse than the disease.
Youwould have it cost us the dogma of the eternity of hell, but it is a dogma too
important and too essential to religion for us to abandon. Not only would we
have to abandon that dogma, we would not even put ourselves in a position to
respond to the enemy’s objection. Go repent of your calumny, withdraw with
your alleged cure. The one Bayle borrowed from our Churches will suffice for
us.’
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Themistius: We will never finish if we discuss every detail of the accuser’s
rashness. Let us stop, therefore, at this general remark. Where is the cui bono
of the storm he has excited? It would be to abandon oneself over to illusion to
suppose he hoped the Arminians would receive an increase in pension, under
the pretext that it would be glorious for them that their philosopher had so
much zeal for the interests of God that he carried his vigilance all the way to
the Reformed community, even though it does not lack attentive people for
suppressing dangerous opinions. The Arminians have too much good sense to
revel in chimeras, and I can assure you this undertaking of Le Clerc displeases
several of them. Perhaps it is not even approved by any of them. Besides which,
if he got involved in this out of a hope for monetary profit, he could not have
avoided the potential accusation of having poorly observed the duties of an
honest man of good sense. But I can persuade myself without difficulty that
this motive had no part in his enterprise.

So did he hope to render some service to our true Christians? It does not
appear he hoped for that, since the only means that ought to have appeared
proper to him to make himself useful to the orthodox is precisely what he
omitted. What use is it to Christians to warn them that those who admit that
we cannot resolve theManichean objections utter an impiety, especially if one
agrees that it is right to admit such a thingwith respect to all the systems taught
publicly in Christianity. The important thing is to prove that they are wrong in
this claim, and that these systems very ably refute the Manichean objections,
and to demonstrate manifestly that the conduct they attribute to God is in
conformity with common notions. That is what Le Clerc should have done.

And since he embraced the Arminian party, and they entrusted the instruc-
tion of their youth to him, he should have shown everyone above all that the
conduct that their system attributes to God conforms perfectly to common
notions, as much for his own justification as to show his gratitude. Having
begun there, he should have shown, both from generosity and from equity,
that the system of Dordrecht says nothing about God that does not conform
to the natural ideas of goodness, holiness, and justice, and then prove the same
thing for the systems of the Thomists, Jansenists,Molinists, Lutherans, etc. This
was the only way to suppress the worries he imagined Bayle’s Dictionarymight
excite in the faithful, and the advantages he supposed the libertines could
derive from it. He did not bother to render this good service to religion; he was
unwilling to devote even one word to it.

On the contrary, he gave new weight to these worries of true Christians, and
to the advantages that free-thinkersmight derive, by admitting that everything
Bayle said is true for those Christians who affirm the eternal punishment of
the damned; that is, for all visible Christians, since we know neither the name
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nor the location of the Christians who share the accuser’s opinion on hell. We
do not know, therefore, who could profit from Le Clerc’s conduct. The term
‘extravagant’ would surely be too weak to describe this conduct if, despite his
omission of the only important thing he should have done, he had imagined
that he would render a good service to Christianity.

Maximus: No, no, hewas in noway capable of such extravagance. He knew very
well that he would do more harm than good to religion, but to him it was no
loss, provided he could satisfy his hatred. That should suffice to prove that he
did not act as a man of judgment.

Themistius: Is there anything more contrary to judicious conduct than both to
cry out as much as he did that all is lost in matters of religion if one does not
say that God conforms Himself to our common notions, and then to offer no
response to the arguments by which Jurieu and Bayle proved that none of the
systems of the Christian schools can exculpate providence when it is judged
by our natural lights? Doesn’t a little good sense teach us that when a person
neglects to prove that God acts according to our common notions, it is useless
then to assume this fact in opposition to peoplewhodeny it? LeClerc neglected
the first of these two things, and he assumed the second. What exercise of
judgment!

Maximus: Wouldn’t a man of judgment have foreseen that by his presump-
tion he would make himself the most hateful of men if he embarked on this
enterprise? Le Clerc tried to inspire his readers to draw a comparison between
Goliath and Bayle, who “challenges,” he says, “the pitched battles of the theolo-
gians to defend providence against his objections.”5 But it is Le Clerc who acts
like Goliath: he defies and insults the Christian Church of every century; he
believes it is incapable of resisting the objections of the enemies of the good-
ness, holiness, and justice of God. He boasts that he is the only one who can
resist them. It is necessary, therefore, for thewhole body of Christianity to come
to the School of Le Clerc in order to learn the true way of upholding the glory
of God. Le Clerc will be the Universal Doctor of Christianity. He will deliver it
from the impious error that holds it captive under the victorious arguments of
the Manicheans.

And how will he do this? By teaching that instead of affirming that the
damned will suffer for eternity, we must make conjectures about their condi-

5 Le Clerc, bc ix, 141.
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tion that arenot too rigid. Therefore, unless thewhole bodyofChristianity prof-
its fromLeClerc’s lessons, and unless it abjures at the feet of this newmaster its
dogma of the eternity of hell, one will always be able to justly accuse it of con-
flicting with providence, and with the goodness, holiness, and justice of God,
etc. Was it difficult to foresee that an affront as bloody as this would make the
whole body of Christianity indignant, and would bring hatred upon the audac-
ity of one who had the presumption to say that only he could exculpate God?6

Themistius: Theportrait youhave just givenof LeClerc’s conduct is very faithful.
It is a true Goliath who challenges all the pitched battles of Christianity. While
Bayle warded off the enemy with the shield of faith, a sure means that he
derived from the Christian systems by drawing on a principle that has always
been taken to be essential to the Christian religion,7 Le Clerc found nothing
in the systems that could protect us from the Manicheans’ attack. He came up
with all his own conjectures; hemade it understood that if his conjectureswere
not adopted, then Christianity would rot forever in an incapacity to show that
God is good, holy and just; that is, to show that there is a God, and to stand up
to atheists. Wouldn’t good sense, if he had deigned to consult it, have taught
him that all the Christian communions would have reason to rise up against a
man who took it upon himself to cure them by a teaching as shocking as that
which leads to the denial of the eternity of hell?

Maximus: He made many enemies for himself all over Europe, especially
among the theologians, either becauseof his dangerousdoctrines, or becauseof
his habit of decrying against themembers of their order, or because of the arro-
gance with which he treated several famousMinisters.8 I do not knowwhether
he will find somebody among so many irritated people who will want to take
advantage of such a favourable occasion as this one; but I do not doubt that he
would not have had this just fear if he had consulted prudence. He would have
foreseen in consulting it that he could not treat this matter without providing
an opportunity for his enemies to embarrass and vex him. The difficulties we

6 Concerning amuch lesser subject, this lessonwasoffered toLeClerc in a letter onbehalf ofMr.
VanderWayen, printed in 1699, on pages 114–115: “There is found therein an unbearable vanity
and boldness, to say nothing worse. He forgets himself greatly in this passage. He should have
had a little more consideration and restraint for the dominant society in these Provinces …
Does only Parrhasius have zeal for the truth? Must one believe that the truth would perish
without him? … The reader will feel quite indignant about these arrogant opinions.”

7 That is, the principle of the submission of reason to the authority of God.
8 Mr. Vander Wayen, for example, Mr. Allix, Mr. Benoit in the first volume of the Parrhasiana.
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have found in his doctrines are only a small part of the arguments thatwould be
assembled without trouble by the authors who would undertake to press him,
and who would write ex professo against him.

Consider the extremes he could be reduced to if he were pressed to declare
what he meant by ‘common notions of goodness, holiness, and justice.’ If he
described them as being in conformity with what is in the understanding of
every person, he would never make them agree with the conduct of God. If he
described them as being in conformity with the divine conduct, he would be
made to see that he offers as common notions things that are diametrically
opposed to common notions.

Consider the grip on him provided by his conjectural doctrine on hell. If
someone pressed him to explain himself on the tolerable state in which he
conjectures the damnedwill remain eternally, and to saywhether this statewill
be tolerable in the sameway that the state of the peasants in Poland and that of
galley slaves are tolerable, he will not know which way to turn. If he responds
that he understands it in that way, then he will not remove the difficulty that
theManicheans base on the eternity of hell, for therewill be only a difference of
more and less between his doctrine and the common doctrine. If he responds
that by tolerable he means a condition intermingled with a certain quantity of
pleasure, then hewill lift all fear of hell, whichwould expose him to a thousand
theological storms.9

The same troubles would surround him if one were to press him on his
conjectures concerning the moral state of the damned. Will they sin in this
tolerable state, or will they be exempt from sin? In the first case, moral evil
as well as physical evil will be eternal, and so the Manichean objection will
triumph over Bayle’s accuser. In the second case, nothing would be more
absurd, nor less conformable to our ideas, than to make the condition of those
who are exempt from sin merely tolerable.

Themistius: Le Clerc has already beenmade to feel a part of these great difficul-
ties that he carefully eluded by his profound silence.10 But it would be another
thing entirely if several theologians, irritated by him, or animated simply by the
love of orthodoxy, pounced on him. Should he not have foreseen that he would
expose himself recklessly to thorny disputes by his denouncement of Bayle? If
he did not foresee that, then it is a sign that he did not act as a sensible man;
but instead of consulting good sense, he consulted only his passion.

9 Compare above, Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 13, 204.
10 See rbl, section vi (od iii, 1002).
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Maximus: Allow me to dwell on something particular. Even with the little
reflection he gave to his undertaking, he must have sensed that he would soon
be made to meet Jurieu in the middle of this road. Now, there are very few
things he should have avoided more carefully than this encounter. Jurieu is a
theologian for whom he has had a furious aversion for some time, and who
hates him mortally. Le Clerc’s star was on the rise for several years in a row,
but finally fell. He pursued Jurieu so strongly on the subjects of Grotius and
Episcopius that he inspired terror in him. Jurieu drank of these two chalices
with all imaginable patience, however bitter he found them, but his courage
was reinvigourated in his old age when he saw that one of his books was
torn apart in the Choice Library.11 He engaged Le Clerc sharply and reduced
him to weakness, which we can see on nearly every line of his short reply,12
which finishes with a sort of threat that has been vain up to now. Nothing less
agreeable could have happened to Le Clerc in this situation than tomeet Jurieu
in agreement with Bayle, and he must have been certain he would have this
meeting soon.13

This confines him to an infinitely uncomfortable straight: it imposes on him
the hard necessity either of doing violence to the inclinations of his heart in
order to follow the political course, or to have contempt for the counsels of
prudence in order to follow the inclinations of his heart. If he speaks offensively
of theperson and thedoctrine of Jurieu, hewill tickle himselfwherenaturemay
give him great pleasure, but he will lose the principal fruits which he hoped
for in the accusation of Bayle, for rather than acquiring the favour of Jurieu’s
friends, he will irritate them. If he makes an apology for the doctrine of Jurieu
under the pretext that this author accepts the system of Dordrecht in good
faith, that he rejects the consequences that theArminians derive fromabsolute
predestination, and that he has not taken the poison of claiming that no system
can exculpate the divinity, then he will embarrass himself in several ways.

First, he will offer as a principle that it is unnecessary to condemn or refute
errors and impiety except when those who teach them have imbibed their
poison. Now, this is a ridiculous and frightful principle. Second, he will shred
and smear the memory of the first Arminians, for it is certain that Gomarus,
Bogerman, Lubbert, and the other Predestinarians whom they attacked with
a din that caused many storms and much popular emotion, were of good
faith, and rejected the despicable consequences with which their doctrine was

11 Le Clerc, bc v, article 6.
12 See Le Clerc, bc vi, article 9.
13 See above, Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 3, 150.
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charged. Third, he will be obliged to prove that Bayle is an author who does
not act in good faith, who assents to various inferences, and who has taken the
poison of Jurieu’s doctrine. But is it not madness to hope to prove such things?

Themistius: There is every appearance that Le Clerc will take the side of hiding
his inveterate hatred and, at the price of making nature suffer, will pretend to
esteem Jurieu and to excuse him for a doctrine that is in full conformity with
that of Bayle. This dissimulation is the political course of action. Perhaps one
day he will even be Jurieu’s panegyrist through a fickleness positioned in the
opposite direction to that with which he reproached Bayle, and from which
the latter justified himself over nine years ago.14 If Le Clerc knew it, then why
renew these dated and ruinous accusations? If he did not know it, then this
is not an ignorance that exonerates him. But to return to my subject, I repeat
to you that there is every appearance that he will court Jurieu, and that the
latter will make similar advances toward him.We are wrong if we imagine that
theological hatred is the sort where all the characteristics of hatred are best
united and concentrated; it is as supple as that of the finest courtesans, and
cedes admirably to reasons of interest.

Maximus: Let’s not trouble ourselves if the relationshipbetween these twoMin-
isters passes from black to white, but let’s rest assured that Le Clerc followed
bad advice when he set himself up as Bayle’s accuser. This is a quarrel that will
give him no honour. I have been told there are Rationalists, men suspected of
Arminianism and even Socinianism, who are grateful to Le Clerc for what he
has done. I do not doubt that several people, disposed against Bayle because
he never took pains to write according to their taste, have declared themselves
for Le Clerc with a popular, spirited force that is easily won when we dress our-
selves up with zeal for the truth.

But what is such applause in comparison with a ruling of condemnation
pronounced by sensible and judicious people who know how to distinguish a
false glimmer from true light?15 If Le Clerc should lose only the reputation that
he had acquired of having been cured of several false prejudices that distanced
him from the path of equity and of right reason, I would not consider this loss
as nothing. He did not acquire that reputation at a small cost, but by a bold
commitment, renewed in all his confrontations for several years, to censure

14 Le Clerc, bc x, 383.
15 “Distinguishcarefullywhat sounds solid fromwhat ismerely thepaintedplaster of the tongue”

(Persius, Satire 5, verse 24).
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the conduct of theologians from a dominant sect. Who will not say from now
on that he developed the same flaws in his heart, of which he was such a severe
judge, and that as soon as the opportunity presented itself these flaws were
brought into the light of day in all their fullness, a clear sign they had existed
there for a long time? If Bayle had deigned to respond to him, he could have
justified his silence by the principles of his book inwhich he examineswhether
it is alwaysnecessary to respond to the calumnies of theologians.16Whathe said
in order to show that hedidnot act against his principles is so short, so vague, so
weak, that he would be very wrong to hope he will erase the impression made
by the reading of his works.17

Maximus: Sectarian prejudice produces, among other character flaws, a
violent inclination to favour everything likely to make other sects hateful. A
man with this flaw could not endure being shown what is praiseworthy in
other sects, nor would he bear listening to the refutation of the falsehoods that
besmirch them. One might have believed in reading Le Clerc’s books that he
was free of this flaw, but his most recent conduct teaches us the contrary. He
could not bear that Bayle should report faithfully the objections an upholder
of the two principles could propose to Christians. He could not bear that this
same author should claim, according to the thought of a very large number of
famous writers, that atheism is not the worst of the states into which the soul
of man can fall, and that a society deprived of religion could nevertheless be
maintained. He claims it is to work “to diminish the hatred we rightfully have
for atheists.”18 This is a remark he copied from Jurieuwithout any consideration
for the arguments that had served to refute it.19

This teaches us at the same time that he is fully persuaded that one must
never admit anything that could diminish the hatred people have for religions
they believe to be false. For if the interest of the true religion demands that
the hatred aimed at atheism should never be diminished, then it demands
incomparably more that the hatred aimed at infidels, heretics, and idolatrous
Christians be maintained in all its force. There is greater danger that some-
one orthodox will become Muslim, Socinian, or Catholic, than that he will
become atheist. It is thereforemore important for the Protestant communions
to foment all the true or false facts that might sustain an aversion to Socinian-
ism or Catholicism, than to foment by every just or unjustmeans an aversion to

16 Le Clerc, Ars critica, volume 3, toward the end.
17 Le Clerc, bc x, 392.
18 Le Clerc, bc x, 323.
19 See Addition to the Various Thoughts on the Comet, the responses to the 13th and 20th

objections.
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atheism. Le Clerc is consequently obliged to approve all the pious frauds that
indiscrete zealots use to augment as much as possible the hatred for Popery,
andhemust find condemnableMr. Reland,who collected the falsehoodsChris-
tians have spread concerningMuslims;20 for if his bookwere read by Christians
in Turkey, it would diminish the hateful and ridiculous idea they have of the
religion ofMohammed. Now, it is good that they preserve this idea, for they are
exposed to temptations that could lead them to becomeMuslim.

Themistius: If Le Clerc does not watch himself, he will soon resemble the bigots
of the Roman communion who suspect a secret penchant for Calvinism in all
the Catholics who admit that Calvin was not covered in fleur-de-lys; or he will
resemble those Protestant bigots who regard as false brothers all thosewho call
into doubt the necromancy of several Popes and the story of the “Popess” Joan.
Do they not both share the same principle with Le Clerc? Don’t the bigots from
the Roman church say that the story of Calvin’s fleur-de-lys sustains the hatred
for Calvinism, and that it is necessary to keep from diminishing this hatred?
Don’t the Protestant bigots say that nothing is better for inspiring horror for
the Roman church than to say that the Popes gave themselves over to the devil,
gave birth in the streets, etc., and that it is necessary to keep from diminishing
this aversion?

end of part one

20 See nrl, September 1705, 317 ff.
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Introduction

Maximus: You see: I remembered the timewe agreed upon tomeet and discuss
Jaquelot’s last book. I read it with great attention and with great surprise too,
for I did not find in it the responses that I had expected.

Themistius: Don’t be somodest: youand Ibothhave enoughexperience toknow
a devastating blowwhenwe see one. Personally, after reading the third volume
of the Response to a Provincial’s Questions,1 I would have bet ten-to-one that
Jaquelot’s reply would leave Bayle’s objections intact. The public voice was the
first to make this forecast.

Maximus: I know, but that very factmademe expectmany extraordinary things
from the response. I have known Jaquelot well: humility is not one of his
strong points. He is sensitive to human glory, from which I concluded that the
judgment of the public which attributed victory to his antagonist, as much for
the past as for the future, would hurt his honour so much that he would exert
hismind to the point of enthusiasm. You are not unaware of the effects of poetic
frenzy. It furnishes ideas and expressions that render a man as much superior
to himself as he is superior to vulgar men in his natural state. You know that
prose has its inspiration, its vigour, its enthusiasm.

Themistius: In this particular subject, I give no more credence to the enthusi-
asm inspired by the sight of an overturned trophy and the violent passion to
restore it, than to mystical ecstasies. In these matters, all that a mystic could
learn “in the excess of his love” was that at the height of his prayer, in which he
“made appeals to the eternal Father to destroy and annihilate sin by the merits
of His Son, … he heard the voice of God who told him”2 that it was a decree
made at the tribunal of divine wisdom that men should be always free to serve
or to offend Him, and that because of that decree, He could neither force nor
violate their freedom.

Maximus: So you are saying that, regardless of the heights attained by Jaquelot’s
enthusiasm, still he would have returned only with the solution of free will that
he had offered before.

1 [od] It begins at od iii, 754. See especially od iii, 760ff.
2 Vie de la bonne Armelle (1704 edition), 249.
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Themistius: That is my thought. But whatever the case may be, let us begin to
examine his reply. It contains 472 pages of which we can ignore the first 304,
which are superfluous for our purposes. The dispute had been reduced to these
three points: 1. the freedomof indifference; 2. the origin of evil; 3. the objections
that Pyrrhonism can raise against several revealed dogmas.3

The first point no longer deserves our attention; Jaquelot should have aban-
doned it entirely in his reply, since Bayle had given him carte blanche by per-
mitting him to be entirely Pelagian if he wished, since Bayle had defeated him
over the origin of evil without supposing the principle of the freedom of indif-
ference.4 Jaquelot continually tried to reassert the importance of the question
of whether man possesses this freedom. The itch to dogmatize as an Arminian
brought him to it; he showed the same impatience that new Proselytes show
when they publish incessantly the motives of their conversion.

3 See rqp ii, cxxviii (od iii, 761).
4 rqp ii, cxlii (od iii, 794).
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chapter 1

Whether Jaquelot is an Arminian Neophyte

Maximus: Let me stop you there. It seems to me that you take Jaquelot for
an Arminian neophyte. Do not put too much trust in what he said, “that in
meditating on this material more deeply once he desired to respond to Mr.
Bayle,” he found the system of the Remonstrants preferable to the system of
Dordrecht.1 Innumerable people believe he left France a good Arminian, and
that he signed the Synod of Dordrecht in Holland only because without doing
so he would have been excluded from all the excellent treatment afforded to
Refugee Ministers.

He is one of the principal Ministers Jurieu had in mind when he made this
comparison: “When fire catches in the forest … it is not only the doe and the
fallowdeer, the dove and the turtledovewho leave; thewolves and the lions, the
vultures and the owls flee aswell … [W]hen the fire of persecution engulfed the
Protestant churches in France … the souls touched truly by God and His truth
took leave; butwith them fled also impure animals,men corrupted in heart and
mind, enemies of God and His truth.”2

Jurieu then describes the cabal that formed in France among the Reformed
and “that plotted against Christianity in general.”3 “These men,” he adds, “have
nearly all been discovered since the persecution dispersed them to places
where they have been able to express themselves freely … and yet, because
theywanted some part of the charitymade to Protestant refugees, they hid part
of their opinions.”4 It is beyond doubt that Jaquelot was principally in Jurieu’s
mind here.

Themistius: You have brought me back to the point and reminded me that
Jaquelot believed hewas targeted by this invective of Jurieu, for heworked seri-
ously to exonerate himself by publishing theWarning concerning the Portrait of
Socinianism.5 He declared that hewas in noway Socinian, and that “for the part
he might have … in these regrettable suspicions, and to avenge himself for all
this gall, he prayed to God” to bless his accuser.6

1 Jaquelot, etb, 66.
2 Jurieu, Tableau du Socinianisme [Tableau], 4–5.
3 Jurieu, Tableau, 5.
4 Jurieu, Tableau, 8.
5 [mh] Isaac Jaquelot, Avis sur le Tableau du Socinianisme (Amsterdam, 1690).
6 Jaquelot, Avis, part i, 5.
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“It is necessary to drop the insults,” he continues, “to erase the ideas of the
bear and the owl that the flame chases from lair and hole. The first precept
of the Gospel commands it, and even goes so far as to say that if some scoffer
called Jurieu the hare of this forest who fled at the first sound of a leaf without
waiting for the storm and the fury of the conflagration, this Holy Gospel even
demands, I say, that we should uphold the reputation of Mr. Jurieu.”7

He did not place his name at the head of this work, but the public, and above
all Jurieu, soon knew that hewas its true author, and this was one of the articles
on which the Commissioners of theWalloon Synod, urged by Jurieu, wished to
interrogate him. A feigned illness8 spared him the trouble of this examination,
but he was never able to erase the impressions that this little book and the
consequences that his adversary drew from it left in people’s minds.9 If several
people refrained from believing that he was Socinian, they nevertheless did
not refrain from believing that hewas an Arminianwho tolerated Socinianism,
which according to the Portrait of Jurieu “is a kind of deism”10 in some respects
and which is worse than Mohammedanism11 in others.

However, I do not retract what I said about this author, that he desired to
dogmatize like an Arminian with all the impatience of a new proselyte, since
it is only recently that he has been able to do so in the open. I also believe that
therewas anothermotive that determined him to elaborate on freewill: he was
searching for a pretext to accuse his adversary of destroying freedom. In any
case, if he had followed the public’s taste, he would have focused only on the
difficulties of the second article, namely the origin of evil. The curiosity of the
readers of this dispute is piqued on this point alone, and there is no controversy
more disagreeable than the one over free will. Let’s abandon it and begin our
examination on page 304 of Jaquelot’s reply. It is there that he finally examines
the second issue in this debate.

Maximus: I beg you not to press ahead too quickly, but to agree to allow us,
before getting to that matter, to make several preliminary remarks that will
display the weakness of Jaquelot’s conduct.

Themistius: If you wish.

7 Jaquelot, Avis, 6.
8 That is, it was judged to be so later on.
9 Jurieu, Tableau, 97 ff.
10 Jurieu, Tableau, 20; see also rbl, section ii, 991.
11 Jurieu, Tableau, 78 ff.
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chapter 2

First of Jaquelot’s Faults: He Attacked Bayle’s
Doctrine without Admitting That He Knew That It
was the Same as That of the Reformed, and He
Pretended to Believe That It was Very Different

Maximus: It is very clear to everyonewho readswith even the slightest attention
the articles of Bayle’sDictionary touching thedifficulties surrounding the origin
of evil that he did nothing more than paraphrase what Jurieu had published in
his Judgment on theMethods of 1686. Now, Jurieu, in acknowledging on the one
hand that the System of Dordrecht cannot answer the objections, and in prov-
ing on the other that no other system can resolve them, merely developed the
usual opinion of the Predestinarians; for they have always acknowledged that
the fall of the first man and its consequences are impenetrable mysteries, and
that our reason is too weak to discover the agreement of Adam’s freedom with
God’s decrees. They have added that this does not prevent us from having to
believe that theperfections ofGod remainwholly intact, and theyhave retorted
the objections of their adversaries, and held that the simple permission of sin
forms an insoluble argument whenwewish to judge the conduct of God by the
natural light. They took advantage of this occasion to uphold the excellence of
faith and of the character of the Gospel, and to show that our reasonmust sub-
mit itself to the authority of Scripturewhen it comes to the doctrine of absolute
predestination, just as when it concerns the mystery of the Trinity, etc.

Bayle did nothing but follow this route; he treated this matter in the style
and according to the spirit of the Reformed theologians. That is incontestable
when one considers the reflections that he inserted following the objections
he reported, but especially when one considers the two long Clarifications he
placed at the end of hisDictionary. Nevertheless, it pleased Jaquelot to consider
Bayle’s doctrine a novelty unprecedented in thewhole Christian church, and to
attack it under that heading, on the pretext of defending religion.

Themistius: I know some who have wished to excuse Jaquelot in a way that
strikes me as being entirely impertinent. They have said that because he de-
voted several years to reading the most learned humanists of the seventeenth
century while he worked on his book on the existence of God, he had forgot-
ten what the Predestinarians say, and perhaps did not know what Jurieu had
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advanced in his Judgment on theMethods; for his dedication to his work on the
existence of God was such that it afforded him no time to read new books,1 not
even when he received them as gifts from their authors. This excuse appears
to me false, and also injurious to Jaquelot. It is more probable that some par-
ticular annoyance was the cause of his quarrelling with Bayle while concealing
what he knew of the conformity of the Dictionary’s doctrine with that of the
Predestinarians.

Maximus: A large number of people in Holland know that he was outraged
to see that Bayle had cited the Dissertation on the Existence of God2 without
giving it any further praise than calling it a “fine book” [beau livre].3 Jaquelot
openly protested and made his complaints heard in several places. It is true
that he did not dare to say that his protests were based on the fact that the
compliment “fine” was employed rather than the superlative “very fine” [très
beau] or some other sublime epithet. He claimed that the term “fine” had
been employed ironically.4 Having learned of this, Bayle had a common friend
explain to Jaquelot that he had intended the natural meaning of this word, and
that it is clear that he used it concerning a book about which nobody would
ever have suspected him of trying to speak ironically.

Several people foresaw at that time that Jaquelot would write against Bayle
with the animosity of a great enemy, that he would nonetheless obfuscate
matters in his first attack because he knew that the reply to it would open a
wide field to him. In any case, you are right to say that he took as an insult the
excuse that you reported, for hewas cut to the quick by Bayle’s reproach that he
had behaved like an author who had no knowledge of the Reformed doctrine.5

Themistius: Yet this reproach was the least offensive way of handling the situa-
tion, for if one supposed as a certain fact that the Reformed doctrinewas before
Jaquelot’s mind, then one would represent him as guilty of having attacked
the memory of Luther and Calvin and of several other heroes of the Protestant
churches. Indeed, Jaquelot would have accused them of having advancedmax-

1 We know with certainty that he said or wrote this to Mr. Drelincourt, Professor of Medicine
at Leiden.

2 [mh] Isaac Jaquelot, Dissertations sur l’ existence de Dieu, où l’on démontre cette vérité par
l’histoire universelle, par la réfutation d’Epicure et de Spinosa… (The Hague, 1697).

3 dhc iii, “Pergame,” rem. c, 657a.
4 An obvious ruse, since there is nothing more common than to say in all seriousness: “that is

a fine book,” “I bought a fine book,” “someone lent me a fine book,” etc.
5 Jaquelot, etb, 440.
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ims pernicious and harmful to the Christian religion. Now, either they would
have known these maxims had those qualities or not. In the first case they
would have been impious, and in the second they would have been ignora-
muses incapable of reforming religion, for they would not have been able to
distinguish what ruins it from what is useful to it. Rest assured that Jaque-
lot would offer Jurieu a very bad compliment if he wrote to him, ‘I excuse
you for the doctrine that I condemn in Bayle’s case, for you did not know of
its venom; you uttered it justly and in the simplicity of an Israelite without
fraud.’

By the way, I believe that he was most sensitive to, and most offended by
the necessity with which his adversary forced him to speak of Jurieu; for he
was forced to speak either discourteously or courteously.6 The former course
would have conformed to the inclination of his heart but would not have been
political; and so itwasnecessary to sacrifice this inclination topolitics by taking
the latter course. It is not wise to embitter those who are already unhappy with
one’s doctrine.7

But let’s leave aside all these minor incidents, and let’s say that the dissimu-
lation which he kept up in his first book could not be sustained in the second.
There are so many formal declarations in the third volume of the Response to a
Provincial’s Questions,8 so many passages from Jurieu’s Judgment on the Meth-
ods and from books he published against Saurin, so many other citations of
orthodox and venerable authors—and besides all that, Bayle so clearly indi-
cated in his last reply to Le Clerc9 that his doctrine, once reduced to three
propositions, was the same as that of the Reformed, and that to support the
impact of the Manicheans he employed the same arms as the Reformed10—
that it was entirely necessary for Jaquelot’s second book to explain the opinion
of its author on this conformity of doctrine of which his adversary boasted. He
consequently explained himself; but instead of taking advantage of the occa-
sion to perform a glorious action before God and honest men (i.e. to admit in
good faith that he finally saw that Bayle’s principles were those of the System of
Dordrecht) he upheld the contrary position, resting his case on three remark-
able falsehoods.

6 See above, Dialogues, part 1, chapter 14, 213.
7 In his Preface to etb, on page 18, Jaquelot observes that some say there are theologians

who cry out against him.
8 [od] rqp ii (od iii, 760–863).
9 See rbl, section iii, at the beginning (od iii, 992b–993a).
10 rbl, section v, at the beginning (od iii, 997a–b).
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Maximus: There you have the usual effects of false human honour: one would
rather get out of some difficulty by a reckless act than by a sincere one. Jaquelot
exemplifies this when he claims, on the one hand, that 1. Bayle “denies human
freedom in whatever manner it is conceived”; 2. “Bayle claims that God is the
author of sin”; 3. “Bayle believes that the evils and miseries of this life, and
above all eternal suffering, are incompatible with a perfectly good Being”;11
while claiming on the other hand that the supporters of the Synod ofDordrecht
deny that man is deprived of the essence of freedom, that he is merely a purely
passive subject of God’s actions, and that God is the author of sin.12

We will soon examine in some detail the first of these differences on which
the second depends, and we will show that neither is Bayle’s doctrine.

As for the third, it suffices to say that Jaquelot grossly confused two very
different propositions: the first proposition is that the evils of this life, but above
all those of eternal suffering, would be incompatible with an infinitely good
Being ifwe judgedHis conduct byour commonnotions of goodness; the second
proposition is that, absolutely speaking, they are in no way compatible with an
infinitely good Being. Bayle constantly maintained the contrary of this second
proposition; he maintained the first only insofar as he always acknowledged
that our natural ideas of goodness cannot serve as the rule for divine conduct.
We will see in due time and in the right place that this is also the doctrine of
Jaquelot.

11 Jaquelot, etb, 417.
12 Jaquelot, etb, 433.
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Second of Jaquelot’s Faults: He Believes That the
Same Doctrine is Innocent or Blameworthy
Depending on the Intentions of ThoseWho
Teach It

Themistius: But what is he thinking about in speaking to us incessantly of
Bayle’s intentions? Reasons, objections, and opinions are not good because
they are proposed by very solidly orthodox people, or bad because they are
proposed by wicked enemies of orthodoxy. They are good or bad according to
an inherent and intrinsic quality1 that depends neither upon the intentions,
nor the virtues, nor the vices of those who advance them. Moreover, the public
does not need to knowBayle’s secret intentions—the people scarcely care about
that2—the public is interested only in the actions and the words of people,
since it is by these that one can harm or do good to society; somebody’s
thoughts alone do neither good nor evil to anyone. Civil and ecclesiastical
judges refer them to the tribunal of God and content themselves with knowing
what one has done. If what an author teaches is true, it is necessary to approve
of it even if his intentions are not good; and if he teaches falsehoods, it is
necessary to refute them even if his motives are very good.

What is it to me to know whether Jaquelot published the Conformity from
nothing but zeal for the truth, or whether he had in mind, first, to avenge
himself for not having been cited with a magnificent compliment; second,
to profit from the dedicatory letter; third, to attract the reputation of a good
servant of God, and in so doing, to earn an increase inwages and a good portion
of the pious donations of devoutwomen. It would not be just if I amusedmyself
with such suspicions; my duty is to profit, if I can, from reading a work without
informing myself of the intentions of its author. It is not to me that he must
answer for those intentions. Bandits would find their way into the Republic of
Letters3 if it were permitted to disputewith authors by accusing themof having
bad intentions.

1 See rqp ii, clii (od iii, 816).
2 Terence, Andria, act 1, scene 2.
3 See rbl, section i, at the beginning (od iii, 989–990).
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Maximus: Jaquelot has other principles. He knows that Jurieu taught that no
system can resolve the objections touching the fall of Adam and its conse-
quences. He is not ignorant of these words of the same author: “To what degree
must one become blind to say that before the tribunal of reason we will win
our case on the subjects of the Trinity, the Incarnation, the satisfaction, the sin
of the first man, and the resurrection of bodies? Those who say that cannot
believe it: we will never be persuaded that they speak in good faith; for all the
false lights of reason revolt against these mysteries. And these false lights are
such that it is impossible to distinguish them from the true, except by the lights
of faith.”4 Nor is he ignorant of a hundred other passages of equal force that can
be read in Jurieu’s works, and consequently, he knows that Bayle did not speak
more advantageously of the Manichean or Socinian objections than did this
Minister. A very inconvenient challenge could be offered to him on this point.5
Yet he declares that he has nothing to say against Jurieu’s doctrines because
he believes him to “hold his system in good faith, without directly attacking
the foundations of religion”;6 but he wishes to refute Bayle alone, because he
believes he is hardly persuaded of the system of Dordrecht and harbours ill
intentions toward the principles of religion.

Themistius: There you have a well-kept secret: even the Irish scholars [Hiber-
nois], so fertile in distinctions, have never known how to separate two such
things. They believe with the rest of humankind that if Titius andMevius teach
the same doctrine, then one could not refute that of Titius without refuting
that of Mevius. Jaquelot should not worry about anybody becoming envious
of or plagiarizing his new invention. Nobody will be jealous or try to snatch it
away from him. But he will undoubtedly be asked whether he understands his
distinction, and by what effort of genius he was able to elevate himself to the
comprehension of how to separate things so tightly joined.

Maximus: We must not forget the abruptness of his progress when it comes to
divining the intentions of his adversary.Hedeclared inhis first book that hehad
“no intention of attacking the person or the heart ofMr. Bayle”;7 “… I repeat
it once more,” he added, “it is not my design to penetrate his intentions:

4 Jurieu, Religion du Latitudinaire, 383.
5 For where would he be if someone challenged him to prove that Jurieu was orthodox and

Bayle heterodox by placing in two parallel columns their respective passages concerning the
same questions?

6 Jaquelot, etb, 66–67.
7 Jaquelot, cfr, Preface, fol. ***2 verso.
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I leave that to the judgment of God and to his own conscience. He declares
that these are difficulties that he proposes merely so that we will respond to
them”;8 “… I do not want to penetrate the secret aims of this author … let
us beware of rash judgments.”9 But in his second book he never ceases to affirm
that Bayle has very bad intentions. Where did these new lights come from in
such a short time? Is it from reading the response that was made to him? It
would be an evident absurdity to claim such a thing. Let’s speak frankly: this
change of behaviour comes from nothing other than his passion irritated by
the ill success of his attack.

Themistius: Note that his conscience has not always been dormant; for having
foreseen in hismore lucid intervals that the heat of the debate and the need for
excuses would compel him to repeat his rash judgments thousands of times,
he gave a formal disavowal and a sort of retraction. “I wish only,” he said in his
reply, “that it be remembered that I claim to speak neither of the person of Mr.
Bayle, nor of his heart”;10 “… The title of this chapter,” he said several pages
later, “sufficiently shows that I want to speak neither of the intentions
nor of the heart ofMr. Bayle.”11 These fewwords are a very effectivemeans
of shattering Jaquelot’s work, and they will prevent me from casting down on
him the thunder with which Arnauld crushed a certain Minister who had had
the boldness to rumour that themen of Port-Royal did not believe the doctrine
of transubstantiation about which they had published so many volumes.12
Accusers of intentions ought to learn from the severe judgments that Arnauld
pronounces against them.

8 Jaquelot, cfr, fol. ***3.
9 Jaquelot, cfr, 222.
10 Jaquelot, etb, 60.
11 Jaquelot, etb, 78.
12 See the Apologie pour les Catholiques ii, chapters 5, 6. Mr. Claude would find himself very

embarrassed by theway inwhich they press him, because he insinuated that theirwritings
and their thoughts did not agree. See the same Apologie chapter 6, and the Perpétuité
défendue ii, chapter 9.
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chapter 4

Third of Jaquelot’s Faults: He Claims That Bayle
Removes Every Sort of Freedom fromMan

Maximus: We saw that the first difference concocted by Jaquelot between the
dogma of the Predestinarians and that of Bayle is that the former leave some
freedom to man while Bayle leaves no freedom of any kind.1 Jaquelot speaks
so firmly and so often of this article that we could not prevent ourselves from
believing that he wants to persuade his readers above all of this point. He
doesn’t wait for them to arrive at the body of his text; he assures them three or
four times in the Preface that Bayle endeavours to ruin freedom. It is difficult
to understand by what turn of mind Jaquelot fell into this illusion, assuming it
is only an illusion.

Themistius: I understand nothing of this, for I remember what was said in
response to these words: “Mr. Bayle [realized] that the sins and miseries on
which the difficulty rests are consequences of free will. this is why he
devotes all his effort to destroying it.”2 It was answered that Jaque-
lot had found in Bayle’s Dictionary only four objections concerning free will,
and that: the first is not at all an objection; the second could pass for a consid-
erable difficulty, but not for a formal attack; the third is troubling, but it was
not proposed except in passing and in a few words, while the objections that
are directed against those who fortify themselves by the hypothesis of free will
are much developed; the fourth is in a passage of the Dictionary where there
was no intention whatsoever of contesting the existence of human free will.

How could anyone say that an author who had planted here and there
four remarks as the occasions presented themselves “devoted all his effort to
destroying free will”? How could this be said once it was clear that this author
had principally and amply insisted on showing that the freedomof indifference
did nothing to remove the difficulties? That he should speak in this way of
an alleged effort by Bayle to ruin free will is without doubt a marvel of the
first of Jaquelot’s works; but the marvel is much greater in Jaquelot’s reply
composed since the time that he saw that Bayle agreed to dispute with him

1 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, at the end of chapter 2, 226.
2 See rpq ii, cxlii at the beginning (od iii, 791b).
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as with a Pelagian,3 and that in fact Bayle had always managed the dispute
by presupposing the freedom of indifference and by claiming that this sort of
freedom in no way weakened the Manichean objections. Once again, there is
nothing more incomprehensible than the pretence of Jaquelot, who knew all
these facts yet continually affirmed that Bayle rejected and annihilated every
sort of freedom.

Maximus: Who will be persuaded that Bayle worked toward something as
useless as that? If it had been impossible for him to arrive at his goal while
acknowledging free will, then one might believe that he would devote all his
effort to destroying it. But since he conformed himself to the claim of Jurieu
and every Reformed theologian and upheld that the hypothesis of the freedom
of indifference leaves the difficulties surrounding the origin and consequences
of sin with all their force, it is evident that it was a matter of indifference to
Bayle whether this hypothesis was true or false, and therefore, since he had no
interest in combating it, hedidnot endeavour todestroy it. Even if I granted that
he, alongwith nearly all the Reformed theologians, had combated freewill with
all his force, would it follow that he attempted to destroy every sort of freedom?

Themistius: Not at all: this consequence would be chimerical. The Counter-
Remonstrants reject the freedom of indifference and yet they do not fail to
uphold that man acts freely; for they teach that freedom consists in the fact
that man acts voluntarily and with deliberation. They claim that necessity
and freedom are in no way incompatible, and that grace, efficacious in itself,
by which man is made to will the good necessarily, does not prevent man
from willing it freely. It was debated some time ago whether the human will
cooperates with grace in the first act of conversion.4 Those who denied it did
not claim that man, with respect to this first act, was stripped of every sort of
freedom, for he felt himself turned toward God without constraint, he willed
to love God, and he loved Him while knowing what he was doing. It is easy to
understand that freedomon this definition is inalienable from the human soul.

Who was Jaquelot hoping to persuade that Bayle was crazy enough to try
to remove this sort of freedom from man; that is to say, to prove that we will
nothing with deliberation, and without feeling a constraint that drags us along
despite ourselves to will this or that? I defy Jaquelot to show that his adversary
has removed from man the sort of freedom that is ordinarily defined by the

3 See rqp ii, cxlii at the end (od iii, 794b).
4 See dhc iv, “Synergistes,” 216ff.
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Reformed schools. The astrological fatum would not rob us of this freedom:
Bayle showed this very clearly and Jaquelot could not have missed it.5 I am
baffled by Jaquelot’s marvels.

Maximus: Nevertheless, let us believe from charity that Jaquelot bases his case
on something that could dazzle a controversialist who is already overheated by
this dispute, and let’s try to find out what his foundation might be.

5 In rqp iii, clxx (od iii, 860).
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chapter 5

Whether There is Something That Could Have
Misled Jaquelot. Two Characteristics of Bayle’s
Dictionary

Maximus: Those who have studied Bayle’s Dictionary closely will have easily
remarked two of its characteristics. The first is that every time the subject
permits, this work constantly establishes the following claims: that our reason
is more capable of refuting and destroying than of proving and building; that
there is nearly no philosophical or theologicalmatter concerningwhich reason
cannot form very great difficulties, such that if we wanted to follow it with a
spirit of dispute as far as it could go, we would often find ourselves up against
weighty stumbling-blocks; that there are doctrines that are very certainly true
that reason combats by insoluble objections; that it is therefore necessary to
scoff at these objections while recognizing the narrow limits of the human
mind, and to oblige reason itself to put down its weapons and to submit itself
in obedience to the faith, which reason can and must do in virtue of several of
itsmost incontestablemaxims; and that consequently, in renouncing several of
its othermaxims, it does not cease to act according towhat it is, namely reason.
So much for the first characteristic of Bayle’s Dictionary.

The second is that the author takes the liberty of giving a good number
of examples of the difficulties that reason finds in the most sublime matters.
He does this most often as a simple reporter or as a sincere historian of the
disputes that the philosophicalmind has excited or can excite, such that unless
he positively and expressly declares his position, one should not impute to him
such and such an opinion on the pretext that he represented its good sides. If
one grounded oneself on such a pretext, one would imitate those who, having
left the audience a short time before the Advocate General had finished his
plea, affirm that he concluded in favour of some party because he had given
that party’s arguments with all the art and strength imaginable. The contrary
occurrence is not rare: sometimes it happens that anAdvocateGeneral declares
himself against the party whose arguments had a dazzling character, the finest
detail, and the clearest deduction in his plea. The explanation for this is that
there are causes in which a solid but sober reason should carry the day over
the flash of several less solid means. It is therefore in no way by the manner in
which an Advocate General lays out the arguments of two parties, but by the
conclusions that he draws, that we know what he thinks.
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We must think the same way about Bayle. He pushes an objection force-
fully; he even makes it shine, if you will; but this is no sign that he condemns
the dogma he attacks. We cannot say that he condemns it until he declares
that he condemns it, and we must always remember the principle he put for-
ward, that there are doctrines that are certainly true that are also surrounded
by inexplicable difficulties and exposed to insoluble objections. However som-
bre, however disgraced in appearance is the condition of some incompre-
hensible opinion, and however much it is beaten down by arguments that
cannot be refuted, Bayle made it sufficiently understood that this is no proof
that the opinion is false. We therefore owe him the justice of not attribut-
ing to him an opinion that he does not formally adopt, even if he shows its
strengths.

Themistius: Allow me to apply what you have just said to our subject.
There are only a few issues as entangled as that of the freewill ofman: affirm

or deny its existence and you will fall equally into a labyrinth from which you
will not know how to escape.1 The only convincing proof of human freedom
that can be given is that men are wicked and unhappy. This is a phenomenon
that cannot be explainedmore conveniently than by the supposition that they
are unhappy because they sin. But in order for this supposition to gain all its
force it must be confirmed by Scripture, where we learn that God punishes sin,
fromwhich it necessarily follows thatman sinswith enough freedomtobepun-
ished justly. Bayle acknowledged this consequence since, in order to teach his
readers how they should guard themselves against the importunate objections
of the Manicheans, he always brought them back to the incontestable maxim
that everything that God does is done well; and therefore, once we know from
Scripture that God has done something, it is necessary for us to be well assured
that that thing contains no fault. Now, it would be a fault to punish a creature
for an action performed without any sort of freedom; it is therefore necessary
that the sinners whomGod punishes possess enough freedom to be justly pun-
ishable, even if, beyond that, we cannot conceive how to bring human freedom
into agreementwith thedecrees ofGodorwith the conditionof a createdbeing.
If a readerwhohas only fluttered about inBayle’sDictionarydoes not know that
what I have just remarked can be found there, I would not condemn him. But if
Jaquelot were in a similar state of ignorance—he who has rummaged through
everynookandcrannyof thisDictionary in order to find grounds for accusation,

1 See the passages in the Dictionary indicated by the index under the word arbitre (le franc)
(free-will).
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and who must have attentively examined the articles concerning Manicheism
since he has attacked them—then I could not excuse him.

After having established very solidly this foundation2 which makes us
believe, but not understand, that man sins with a freedom that justly subjects
him topunishment, it is surely permissible to examine theother proofs that one
brings forward from free will and the objections that refute them, and to give
one’s opinion on all of that. This is what Bayle did. He would have overturned
all the rules of history andplausibility if in giving the details of the attacks of the
Manicheans against all the Christian systems he had withheld the difficulties
that canbeopposed to the first response ofChristians. They are first of all asked:
‘If there is but one single, infinitely good principle of all things, then whence
evil?’ They respond: ‘From the bad use that man makes of his freedom—God
in no way produces evil, He only permits it.’

It is natural to reply that a simple permission would in no way give God
a certain foreknowledge of the abuse of freedom; that there must, therefore,
be a necessary connection between this abuse and the cause of this abuse;
and consequently that man did not have an equal power to employ well or
to employ badly his free will, which destroys the hypothesis of the freedom of
indifference. It is again natural to establish an argument on the basis of the
Christian doctrine that the conservation of creatures is a continuous creation,
from which it follows that creatures are not the efficient causes of their acts
of volition. There you have the two difficulties that Bayle supposed that the
partisans of the doctrine of two principles would oppose to the first response
of the Orthodox.3

Jaquelot refuted these two objections to the best of his ability, despite having
proposed the second to Jurieu as an argument for which he wished somebody
would give him a response,4 an evident sign that he found it insoluble. Bayle
vigourously defended all the force of these two objections and confirmed the
second by the new philosophy, which teaches us that themodes of a substance
are in no way distinct from that substance. He also rejected the reasons that
Jaquelot had put forward to prove free will, and he proposed difficulties to him
thatwere so troubling that therewasnoway to get out of them inhis latest reply.
This is what I would prove to you at a glance if we wanted to amuse ourselves
by an examination of that part of Jaquelot’s last work. So there you have the
foundation of his conduct. He saw that Bayle’s objections proved that man was

2 It must be noted that Jaquelot, in his Avis, based himself on a similar foundation on the
subject of the foreknowledge of contingent events. See rqp ii, cxxxiii (od iii, 770).

3 See rqp ii, cxl, toward the end, and cxlii at the beginning.
4 See rqp ii, cxli (od iii, 787).
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not the efficient cause of his modes, and he believed he should infer that his
adversary removed fromman every sort of freedom, andmade God the unique
cause of moral evil.

Maximus: If Jaquelot were small-minded, then I would be less astonished by
the confusion he introduced into this subject; but knowing that he possesses
great penetration I cannot understand why he did not reduce the matter to
its natural state, which he would have done had he said: ‘Establishing himself
upon Scripture and a philosophical axiom,5 Bayle acknowledges some freedom
inman, he in nowaymakes God the author of sin, but he outright rejects all the
proofs that I put forward for freewill, andmaintains that the objections that he
proposes against free will are insoluble.’

Themistius: It is easy for you to put these things so well, but you have not
considered that if Jaquelot had spoken in such a way he could not have found
any differences between the fathers of the Synod of Dordrecht and Bayle, and
yet he badly needed to find such differences at whatever price. His genius
served himpoorly; it invented for him three illusory differences, and he took for
the pretext of the first two that which a clear and right-minded person would
never have cast in that light. The Counter-Remonstrant theologians who are
the most zealous for orthodoxy would do nothing unsuitable to their cause
if they proved to Jaquelot that he was wrong to claim that their doctrine on
human freedom nourished the discord between reason and religion, but that
the free will of the Arminians pacified all the troubles; if they proved to him,
in other words, that the freedom that they admit is the only one that ought to
be admitted, and that the freedom of indifference could not be reconciled with
reason, let alone bring reason and religion into agreement.

To prove such a thing to him, it would be entirely legitimate if they: under-
mined all the arguments he brought forth in favour of his opinion on freedom;
formed the most devastating objections against him that their knowledge and
genius could muster; mercilessly struck him down by asserting the argument
based on the supposition that the conservation of creatures is a continuous cre-
ation; overturned all his defences; left him no means of escape; forced him to
deny6 the proposition that he had acknowledged as true and that is evidently
demonstrated in every course of Scholastic philosophy, namely ‘that the con-
servation of creatures is a continuous creation’; exposed him to the shame of

5 See above, 234.
6 See Jaquelot, etb, 277.
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changing his opinion on that topic without being able to give anything more
than apitiful argument for it; forcedhim to admit in creatures the faculty of cre-
ating and annihilating an infinite number of beings of which they have no idea;
reduced him to total silence on the problem that ‘the true efficient cause of an
effectmust know the effect and also know inwhatmanner itmust beproduced,
but our soul does not know how to form its volitions’; finally, pressed him such
that he was obliged to take recourse in lies7 and in contradictory examples.8

How absurd would it be if based on this conduct they were accused of
making man a purely passive subject and of attributing to God the production
of moral evil? It is nonetheless the absurdity into which Jaquelot falls, such
that it is necessary to have a remarkable sense of charity not to attack his bad
conscience; for he knew of Bayle’s formal declaration: “I do not claim to decide
absolutely that the soul cannot be the efficient cause of its volitions; I consider
that to be the case only relatively to the principles of the objection.”9

Maximus: Let us end this particular discussion by remarking that if Bayle had
made it a central issue to press Jaquelot firmly on the question of free will,
nobody could find fault with him for it. We leave in peace, or at least we treat
softly, those who admit the incomprehensibility of what they believe and the
insolubility of the objections made against their beliefs;10 but those who boast
as Jaquelot does of “putting an end to all the difficulties” bymeans of free will,11
and who stand up as the mediators of an eternal alliance between theology
and philosophy, should sit firmly in their saddles and ask for no mercy. Woe
to those who defend themselves weakly; they do more wrong than right to the
good cause. Amyraut would not deny this.12

7 He says on page 257 that Bayle “claims that the soul cannot make use” of its body, “that
it does not know the entire composition and all the motives.” We challenge him to prove
that Bayle ever said such a thing.

8 Take the one about the ignorant people who make a hundred little figures dance and
turn without knowing anything but how to turn a crank (Jaquelot, etb, 258). But our soul
does not even know that much regarding the movement of our organs; it knows neither
whether there is a crank, nor where it could be found, nor how to turn it.

9 See the last note of rqp ii, cxl.
10 See rqp ii, cxxxvii (od iii, 779).
11 Jaquelot, cfr, 250.
12 “He who professes that he wishes to render a thing absolutely acceptable to reason, and

maintains that reason was given to us to believe straightforwardly; if such a person does
not succeed, then he entirely ruins the credit that the authority of Revelation would
otherwise have granted him to win men’s minds” (Amyraut, De l’élévation de la foi, 61).
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chapter 6

Fourth of Jaquelot’s Faults: He Attacks Bayle on the
Agreement of Faith and Reason, yet in the End He
Says the Same Thing as Bayle

Themistius: But to tell the truth, Jaquelot has been worthy of some considera-
tion since we learned the boundaries to which he confines his claims. This is
what he explains in his secondwork, inwhich he topples the lofty idea thatwas
given of his project through reading the title of his first book, The Conformity
of Faith and Reason, or The Defence of Religion against the Principal Difficulties
Spread Throughout the Dictionary … of Mr. Bayle. This title produces the hope
of a reconciliation happily accomplished according to the plan found in the
Response to a Provincial’s Questions, and which amounts to this: “it is necessary
to shownot only that there are philosophicalmaxims that are favourable to our
faith, but also that the particular maxims that are objected to us as being out
of conformity with our catechism are effectively conformable to it by amanner
that we distinctly conceive …”1

“This agreement demands not only that your thesis be in conformity with
several philosophical maxims, but also that it not be victoriously attacked by
several other maxims of reason. Now, your thesis will be victoriously attacked
if you cannot defend it except by means of unintelligible distinctions, or by
excusing yourself on the basis of the impenetrable depths of the subject.”2

It was easy for Jaquelot to see before reading this plan that this is the idea
of peace that is sought whenever we hope for the conformity of faith and
reason. But he was far from working on such an idea; he informs us in his
last book that “when [he speaks] of the conformity of faith and reason, [he
means] that one should not renounce reason in order to admit religion. For
while there are [he adds] mysteries in religion that reason cannot understand,
it does not follow that these mysteries are contrary to reason; just as it does
not follow that the divisibility of bodies to infinity or movement are contrary
to reason, despite reason’s inability to respond to the difficulties which attack
these propositions.”3

1 rqp ii, cxxxiii (od iii, 770–771).
2 Ibid.
3 Jaquelot, etb, 287.
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Maximus: If he claims nothingmore, then the dispute he raised with Bayle was
pointless, since Bayle never said that it was necessary to renounce reason in
order to admit religion, and on the contrary, he said thousands of times that we
cannot act more in conformity with reason than by preferring the authority of
Scripture to the philosophical maxims that oppose our mysteries. Jaquelot has
only to reread pages 770, 832, and 836 of the Response to aProvincial’sQuestions.

Themistius: If Bayle had known that his adversary was claiming only what we
have just read, then he would not have admitted that religion is obliged to
retreat from reason “when certain mysteries are at stake, and in particular
that of predestination.”4 He would havemaintained instead that religion never
finds itself obliged to draw back from reason, for if religion sometimes retreats
behind the entrenchment of faith, it does so under the orders, under the
leadership, under the auspices of reason; it is reason itself that commands it and
that serves as guide. Nothing would be more false, therefore, than to suppose
that in these encounters reason is renounced, and so there is no longer any
cause of scandal for Jaquelot in Bayle’s books; for since Jaquelot claims that
retreating from reason is the same as renouncing reason, we can declare to him
on behalf of Bayle that religion never retreats from reason.

Maximus: It is a pity to see great disputes based on nothing more than a
misunderstanding. Removeall equivocation, urgepeople to explain themselves
with precision, and then you will find that the Reformed Rationalists and
Anti-Rationalists say the same thing at bottom, and that Jaquelot and Bayle
are in perfect agreement. The latter had criticized the former for the illusion
of arguing “against the non-Rationalists as if they had said that reason in
general, or the universality of reason, was opposed to faith in the Gospel
mysteries”; while in fact “they understand by reason only several of the axioms
in accordance with which we have become accustomed to judging natural
things and thereby discerning truth from falsehood,” and “they donot deny that
there are other very certain and evident axioms that justify our assent to the
mysteries.”5

Jaquelot learned neither from the reproach nor from this clarification. He
does not distinguish in his last book between retreating from reason and
renouncing reason, andnevertheless they are twovery different things. Retreat-
ing from reason is not to want to permit this or that philosophical maxim to

4 rqp ii, cxxxiv (od iii, 771).
5 rpq ii, cxxxiv (od iii, 771).
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serve as judge over some religious matter.6 It is to recognize that a dispute in
which this maxim served as a rule would be a disadvantageous battle, since no
evident response could be opposed to evident objections. It is to avoid wisely
such combat, or to sound the retreat early in order to gain a better position, all
under the direction of reason, which itself commands us by several of its most
evident axioms to employ it in this way. This is done every day in philosophical
controversies: one abandons several axioms of reason and then places oneself
under the protection of others. We discuss this elsewhere.7

But to renounce reason is to abandon universally all of its maxims. Now, this
is what those who retreat from reason in the sense that I have just described do
not do. If things were explained exactly, then a part of reason’s axioms would
not be taken for the whole of reason, many disputes would be avoided, and
those who thought themselves strongly opposed to some other would see that
in the end their thoughts were the same.

Themistius: This is the casewith Jaquelot: there are hardly any theologians who
retreatmore often from reason thanhedoes, and even in the very subjectwhich
constitutes his principal dispute with Bayle,8 as we will prove in its place. He
has already been attacked several times on this point,9 yet he imagines that he
restores to reason and faith the concord that Bayle had broken in retreating
from reason. Besides, the reading we gave of the plan that had been traced out
for him10 convinces us of a gross injustice of which he has rendered himself
guilty. He supposes11 that he has been required to demonstrate that all the
articles of faith are as clear as the proposition, ‘thewhole is larger than the part,’
and that all the questions of religion can be conceived by human reason with
the greatest evidence.12 How can we know the state of this dispute while he
disguises it with as much boldness as if he took all his readers for ignorant and
illiterate men?

6 Note that even this phrase, “retreating from reason,” is not at all exact. It would be better
to say “retreating from several maxims of reason.”

7 Above, Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 5, 159–160.
8 The question of the origin and the consequences of moral evil.
9 See rqp ii, cxxix at the beginning (od iii, 762); cxli (od iii, 790); and clii (od iii, 816).
10 See above, 238.
11 Jaquelot, etb, 286.
12 Jaquelot, etb, 293.
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chapter 7

Examination of the Three Differences That Jaquelot
Found between His and Bayle’s Doctrines

Maximus: Make no mistake: Jaquelot desperately wanted his differences with
Bayle to be very real, and he claims to prove that they are: 1. because he denies,
but Bayle affirms, that several religious mysteries imply a contradiction;1 2.
because he rejects, while Bayle does not reject, the doctrine that makes God
the author of sin; and 3. because he denies, but Bayle affirms, “that themajority
of the articles of faith are in such opposition with reason that they are defeated
by the most evident philosophical maxims.” What do you think of these three
proofs?

Themistius: Of the first I think that Jaquelot should have cited the page where
he claims that Bayle acknowledges that several of ourmysteries imply a contra-
diction, for in matters like the present it is necessary to make an inviolable law
never to paraphrase or to interpret the words of the accused author:2 onemust
precisely report the very terms that he used. If Jaquelot had inmind the passage
that he had cited on page 119, and if he believed that this passage proved that
which needed to be proven, nevertheless he understood nothing of the second
characteristic of Bayle’sDictionary,3 andhe inopportunely confused things that
were the easiest to distinguish.

In the passage that Jaquelot puts forward, Bayle presents what the poet
Simonides might have responded to the theologians if they had explained to
him the system of Grace.4 All the laws of plausibility would have us suppose
that he would have responded to them that there is a formal contradiction in
the mystery of the Trinity, for all those who are not persuaded of the truth of
this mystery see it in this way, and we know that the Unitarians perpetually
repudiate it as a contradictory doctrine, and that they are astonished that
there are people who do not see the contradictions. Jaquelot must therefore
seek better means of justifying what he advances. Even if he had compiled a

1 Jaquelot, etb, 287.
2 See Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 1, 132.
3 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 5, 233.
4 It encompasses the hypostatic union of the Word and the death of Jesus Christ for the

redemption of man.
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thousand passages where Bayle had imagined that Aristotle, Chrysippus, etc.,
had insulted theChristianmysteries, it would be useless to the accuser: hemust
cite one passage where Bayle expressed his personal opinion. Thus the first of
Jaquelot’s proofs is, to say the least, a very gross illusion. The second has already
been refuted as illusory.5 Let’s move on to the third.

Maximus: Do notmove so quickly, please: allowme to reflect a little on this first
of the three alleged proofs.

If there is anyone who should believe that the Trinity contains contradic-
tions, or formal oppositions to reason, it is without doubt Jaquelot, for he con-
fessed in 1690 that with respect to this proposition, ‘the three divine persons
make only oneGod,’ it seems “that to be above reason is to be entirely inaccessi-
ble to reason.”6 This differs only in words from the phrase ‘to be against reason.’
At least, he adds, “we cannot see how we can be persuaded of it, and truly
believe that which our reason cannot reach anywhere.” Is this not to declare
in a completely intelligible manner that the mystery of the Trinity seems to be
against reason?

Now, this author teaches us that an apparent contradiction produces in him
the same effect as a real contradiction. “Insofar as a proposition,” he says, “all
things considered, all things examined, appears contradictory to me, it is as
unbelievable with respect to me as if it truly implied a contradiction.”7 Thus
the doctrine of the Trinity is as unbelievable to Jaquelot, to whom it appears
to be against reason, as if it truly implied a contradiction, and nevertheless he
protested in 1690 that he believed it.8 He could not say, therefore, on the basis
that Bayle might have claimed that this mystery implies a contradiction, that
there is between them a real difference of opinion.

Jaquelot remarks in his new book that “everyone agrees that there is an
eternity that preceded the moment at which” he was writing.9 He, too, must
therefore agree with that, and nevertheless he shows that “theremanifestly fol-
lows from this two contradictions,” and after having laid themout he concludes
with these words: “Therefore, here we have a thing that is certain and indu-
bitable, despite the fact that it implies a contradiction according to
our clearest and most certain knowledge.”

5 See Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 4, 230.
6 See rqp ii, cxxxi (od iii, 766).
7 Jaquelot, etb, 2.
8 See rqp ii, cxxxi (od iii, 766).
9 Jaquelot, etb, 284–285.
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I won’t make anything of the fact that he must suppose either that matter is
eternal or that the duration of God is successive; it is sufficient for me that he
confessed that he believes a thing that manifestly involves two contradictions.
It could be shown to him that these two contradictions are found in an opinion
that I am very certain that he adopts, namely the infinite divisibility of matter,
and consequently there are two things he truly believes despite the fact they
imply two contradictions. If, therefore, he has faith at his disposal for purely
human doctrines, it would be very unreasonable to reject the Trinity if it were
the case that it contained contradictions or formal oppositions to reason. He
would be obligated in that very case to subject himself humbly to the authority
of Scripture. There would not be any difference of opinion, therefore, between
him and Bayle, even if the latter had said that several mysteries of the Gospel
entail a contradiction.10

Themistius: Since you have finished reflecting on the first of Jaquelot’s proofs,
it is time for me to examine the third.

That proof would have been good if he had given the catalogue of the
articles of faith that are according to him opposed by evident maxims, and
the catalogue of the articles of faith that are in the same situation according
to Bayle, and if the comparison of these two lists had made it clear that his
catalogue was smaller than that of his adversary. But not having done that, he
must permit us to think that this third proof is worth no more than the other
two.We can guarantee him that Bayle’s list does not surpass that of Jurieu,11 and
that if Jurieu wishes to shrink his own, Bayle will imitate him. Now, Jaquelot
did not believe he had any reason to quarrel with Jurieu. He had to believe,
therefore, that he had no reason to quarrel with Bayle.

He will not be able to respond that according to him there is no article of
faith that is opposed by the most evident philosophical maxims, for we have
seen12 that he admits that in the mystery of the Trinity ‘to be above reason’
differs only in words from ‘to be against reason,’ and that it is a dogma “entirely
inaccessible to reason,” and that “reason loses sight of it on all sides,” and
that “it cannot reach it anywhere.” We know that he employed the ordinary
distinction for responding to the argument that the Socinians derive from the
axiom, quae sunt idem uni tertio [things which are the same as a third] etc.,

10 But it is necessary always to remember the incredible fault of Jaquelot who makes this
accusation against Bayle without any proof.

11 See Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 3, 228.
12 Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 7, 242.
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and that he recognized that it is a response of which “the human mind cannot
form any distinct notion.”13

He knows that according to Bayle one is victoriously opposed by philosoph-
ical maxims when one can defend oneself only by unintelligible distinctions
or by excusing oneself on the basis of the impenetrable depth of the subject.14
He is not ignorant of the fact that he was asked to prove “that a doctrine that
implies a contradiction if its terms are understood in the only way that our rea-
son can form of them, ceases to be contradictory provided that we do not give
the terms that meaning, but some other of which we have no idea.”15 He knows
well that he did not undertake to prove that, and that he foolishly made use
of these words of Bayle to have occasion to accuse him of believing that the
mystery of the Trinity implies a contradiction.16 This is an absurd consequence
that confuses things between which there is an infinite difference, since it is to
claim that once a man holds that his adversaries respond poorly to an objec-
tion, he rejects the doctrine opposed by this objection. Thousands of examples
refute this idea, and thus Bayle, while persuaded that the mystery of the Trin-
ity implies no contradiction, could uphold that Jaquelot’s response does not
refute the argument by which the Socinians attempt to prove that this dogma
is contradictory. But let’s return to the principal issue.

Jaquelot’s silence with respect to the proof that was desired of him17 shows
that he agrees that the mystery of the Trinity is victoriously opposed by several
maxims of reason, if we attach to the words ‘victoriously opposed by several
maxims of reason’ the idea that Bayle assigns to them.18 Now you can see that
he is in agreement with Bayle over the difficulties of this mystery. It would be
easy to show that they agree no less over the mysteries of the Incarnation, etc.

Maximus: The adverbs ‘victoriously’ and ‘invincibly’ frightened Jaquelot too
much: he should have reassured himself by the idea that Bayle attached to
them, according towhich theymeannothingmore than being forced, once one
is opposed by an evident objection, to employ “a response that can be offered
only as possible and that is not understood,”19 and not to be able “to defend
oneself except by unintelligible distinctions or by excusing oneself on the basis

13 See rqp ii, clx (od ii, 834–835).
14 rqp ii, cxxxiii at the end.
15 rqp ii, clx (od iii, 835).
16 Jaquelot, etb, 425.
17 See several lines above.
18 See Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 6, 238.
19 rqp ii, cxxxiii toward the end.
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of the impenetrable depth of the subject.”20 Instead of taking themeaning that
Bayle gave these terms, Jaquelot supposes that ‘being invincibly opposed by
evident maxims’ means that “it is necessary to abandon reason in order to
entrench oneself in faith. This is what I deny,” he adds; “reason suffers nothing
more in matters of religion than what it suffers in the other sciences, such that
Bayle has nomore right to say that it is necessary to abandon reason in religion
thanhehas to say this about reason in the context of theother sciences.”21 There
is nothing here but a miserable misunderstanding that will be easy to clear up,
and afterwards we will see that these two gentlemen are in perfect agreement
with each other.

20 Ibid.
21 Jaquelot, etb, 294.
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chapter 8

Reflection on the Phrases ‘Abandoning Reason’ and
‘being Contrary to Reason’

Maximus: Jaquelot is guilty of a false assumption when he says that according
to Bayle it is necessary to abandon reason in order to entrench oneself in
faith; for on the contrary, according to Bayle, one entrenches oneself in faith
only under the direction and from the orders of the most evident maxims
of reason.1 Is abandoning reason the same thing as taking reason for one’s
guide?

What leads Jaquelot astray is his taking the following to amount to the same
thing: 1. to prefer several evident maxims of reason to several other evident
maxims of reason; 2. to renounce or abandon reason. But that is to confuse
two extremely different procedures. If Jaquelot had distinguished these things,
he would have known clearly that he abandons reason to entrench himself in
faith in the very same way that Bayle does; and in the same sense in which he
does not abandon reason, neither does Bayle.

Themistius: Nothing confirms your thought better than the example often
repeated by Jaquelot. It is the example of the human sciences. “All the Doc-
tors are in agreement,” he says, “that a dogma should not be rejected because
reason finds difficulties with it that it cannot explain or clear away. Not only
because reason finds similar difficulties in the human sciences, even in ques-
tions grounded on demonstrations, but above all in religion.”2

He says in another place that even if “no fault could be discovered in Bayle’s
reasoning on the continuous creation,” we would still be justified in granting
creatures an active faculty; otherwise we would find ourselves “soon forced to
deny movement, to reject the infinite divisibility of bodies, and so many other
propositions that are certain, though they are opposed by arguments to which
we cannot give responses capable of enlightening and satisfying the mind.”3
Then he shows that although there are two contradictions in the idea of an
anterior eternity, it is nevertheless necessary to admit its existence.

1 See Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 6, 239.
2 Jaquelot, etb, 157.
3 Jaquelot, etb, 284.
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From all of that we can conclude that his opinions are in perfect conformity
with Bayle’s. In the passages where Bayle treated thesematters there is no prin-
ciple that he inculcatedmore often than this one: the incomprehensibility of a
dogma, and the insolubility of the objections that oppose it, are not legitimate
reasons for rejecting it. He approves4 one of Bernard’s ideas5 that appeared
extravagant to several people; he cites the same examples that Jaquelot cites,
namely anterior eternity, infinite divisibility, movement.6

Maximus: Jaquelot persists most of all, it seems to me, in claiming that Bayle
continues to think that our mysteries are contrary to reason; that is, that we
manifestly perceive impossibilities and contradictions in them.7 But first, it
would be necessary to see whether Bayle spoke in such a way when he gave
his own opinion, or when he introduced characters to dispute against our
mysteries. In the latter case, Bayle would have had a choice between trampling
underfoot all the laws of plausibility confirmed by real facts,8 or attributing
such expressions to his characters. Second, the clarifications that he gives in the
third volume of his Response to a Provincial’s Questions can remove any pretext
from Jaquelot to quarrel about the contrariety in question.

Third, it would be necessary to know whether Bayle expressed himself by
saying that ‘the mysteries seem contrary to reason,’ or by saying that ‘the
mysteries are in fact contrary to reason.’ Jaquelot cites nothing specific, but
rather limits himself to vague terms, and sowhat concerns this question cannot
be verified. But since he claims that these two manners of expressing oneself
are equivalent for any given person,9 he should not have taken offence at the
second, for he did not take offence at what Saurin said, namely “that there
is neither distinction, nor reasoning, nor reflection that can fully satisfy us

4 See rqp ii, xcvi at the beginning.
5 “I am persuaded that a greater number and more plausible difficulties can be raised against

the proposition that the three angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles, than against
the argument from the consent of the people. If it were worth my time, and if there were
somebody to bet againstme, I would set aboutwriting a book longer than our author’s against
this proposition and bringing forth objections to which it would be difficult to respond, and
which I admit that I myself would have trouble resolving; I, please note, who do not doubt
the truth of this proposition any more than I doubt of my own existence.” Bernard, Nouvelles
de la République des Lettres, February 1705, 129–130.

6 rqp ii, cxxxiii at the end.
7 Jaquelot, etb, 240.
8 In their writings the Socinians currently maintain that the mysteries they reject are contrary

to reason.
9 See Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 7, 243–245.
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concerning the absurdities and the apparent contradictions that the
mystery of the Trinity presents to us on all sides.”10 I will leave aside what
Arnauld,11 Malebranche,12 Nicole,13 Claude,14 and several other great geniuses
have admitted concerning the same mystery.

I am content to observe that even if Jaquelot had eagle eyes that could
perceive the agreement of this dogma with the philosophical maxims that the
Socinians use to oppose it, thenhewould still not have any reason to take action
against Bayle, for whom it is surely permissible not to have sharper vision than
the great men just named. Let us add that Jaquelot would condemn himself
if he condemned those who say that the mystery of the Trinity appears to
them to be contrary to reason, that is, contrary to several evident philosophical
maxims.15 Finally, he would offend charity, since he would not communicate
to the public these superior lights with which he finds himself so filled, and he
would imitate the example of the famous chemists who would rather die with
their secret.

Themistius: Up to now he indicated only false points of separation; let’s see
if in what follows he will more readily find a real difference between his and
Bayle’s doctrines. He blames Bayle for “abandoning reason at the first difficulty
in order to retreat into the entrenchment of faith,” and he says that “this is to
portray religion as weak and ridiculous, which is a pernicious and detestable
consequence.”16

Maximus: If he had had the instruction of his readers in sight then he would
have spoken less vaguely and would have given two essential clarifications.
The first must contain: 1. the catalogue of the articles of religion over which
Bayle abandons reason; 2. the difficulties that urge him toward such conduct;
3. the catalogue of the articles of religion that lead Jaquelot to retreat into the
entrenchment of faith; 4. the motives of this retreat. The second clarification
must contain what is to be properly understood by ‘abandoning reason,’ and
in what sense Bayle desires that we should retreat into the entrenchment of
faith.

10 See rqp ii, cxxxi (od iii, 766–767).
11 See Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 10, toward the end.
12 Nicolas Malebranche, Recherche de la vérité [Search after Truth], Book 3, chapter 8.
13 See Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 10, 193.
14 Ibid.
15 See Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 7, 244.
16 Jaquelot, etb, 287.
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If Jaquelot had taken the time to give us these two clarifications, we would
be in a position to judge this part of the dispute; but as long as we lack the
knowledgeofwhat theymust contain, this newdifferencebetweenhis doctrine
and that of his adversary must remain just as imperceptible as all the others. I
am constantly amazed at how Jaquelot imputes several dreadful doctrines to
Bayle without quoting a single text, without referring to any book, any page,
any chapter. This makes me believe that if he already possesses all the malice
of an experienced libeller, he does not yet have any of the skill. An able libeller
takes pains to collect proofs and to put them in their appropriate place. He does
not flatter himself that we will be content with his testimony.

Themistius: Finally, Jaquelot asks how it is possible that Bayle “believes in the
infinite divisibility of matter, since faith cannot serve here as an entrenchment
for him, any more than it can in the case of an eternity that precedes us? For
it is certain that against one and against the other of these two truths there
are objections to which we cannot respond. However, we do not reject reason
for that. It is therefore certain that we do not abandon reason in the human
sciences, though it finds itself often engagedwith inexplicable difficulties.Why,
then, would it be necessary to abandon it in religion as a result of several
difficulties over which we have trouble satisfying ourselves?”17

It is as if Jaquelot were saying: ‘Bayle abandons reason in theological matters
that suffer from great difficulties, so he must abandon it in philosophical mat-
ters that are exposed to inexplicable problems; but formypart, I never abandon
reason either in theological or philosophical matters. There is therefore a great
difference between my thoughts and those of Bayle.’

This consequence is false, since Bayle never abandons reason, neither in
one nor in the other of these two matters. If he accepts infinite divisibility, it
is because he prefers the evident reasons of the Peripatetics to those of the
Atomists, and if he rejects several metaphysical axioms that the Unitarians
oppose to the mystery of the Trinity—that is, if he does not wish to assent
to the claim that the truth of this mystery depends on its conformity with
thesemaxims—it is because he prefers several other axioms of reason to them.
Jaquelot could not deny that he conducts himself in a similar way, and so he is
in agreement with Bayle.

A pitiful equivocation contained in the phrase ‘abandoning reason’ angered
Jaquelot. These words often mean that we renounce several philosophical
maxims. He understood them as though they always meant that we absolutely

17 Jaquelot, etb, 287.
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renounce the whole of reason. Besides, we can assure him that the confession
that hemade that there are religious dogmas in which “reason finds difficulties
that it cannot explain or clear away,”18 is all that Bayle wished to say in speaking
as strongly as possible about the insolubility of the Manichean objections.

18 Jaquelot, etb, 157.
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chapter 9

That It Appears by the State of the Question Given
by Bayle That There is No Real Dispute between
Him and Jaquelot

Maximus: I am astonished that we forgot one of the most essential remarks for
the subject at hand. Bayle, in indicating the state of the question between him
and Jaquelot, declared that he grants him “that the past, present, and future
state of man contains nothing that is not in conformity with the sovereign
perfection of God, and that not only Scripture, but also reason fully convinces
us of this, [and so it is only a question of] knowing whether our reason can
understand this real and effective agreement which is found between the
attributes of God and the system of predestination, and whether it can resolve
the difficulties that envelop our knowledge or our ideas of this agreement”;1
and that “the dispute turns only on the question of whether the natural or
philosophical light presents to us the ideas we need to show the agreement of
ourmysterieswith all the axioms of reason and to respond clearly and precisely
to the difficulties arising from several philosophical maxims that have always
appeared evident.”2

In thus exposing the state of the trial, Bayle believed that Jaquelot upheld
the affirmative of the question just asked, but we presently know that Jaquelot
either never had this intention, or that if he had it, he changed his mind: he is
just as far as Bayle from taking the affirmative position on this question. Is this
not what it means to be in agreement? Then why write against Bayle?

Themistius: To all appearances, Jaquelot began this dispute without foreseeing
that he would find himself forced to imitate his antagonist in several things,
especially in the rejection of common notions, which would entail that the
dispute could continue only on account of equivocations and the invention
of a hundred imaginary differences of opinion. If he had not possessed the
spirit of those duellists who rejected every sort of clarification andwho claimed
that they knew very well that their dispute was well-founded, then he would
have held back andwould have been ashamed of themalicious quarrelling that
causes him to repeat so often so many vague accusations that he never proves.

1 See rqp ii, cxliv (od ii, 795–796).
2 rqp ii, clviii at the beginning.
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chapter 10

Fifth of Jaquelot’s Faults: He Sought a Compromise
That Nobody Needed

Maximus: Let’smoveon to another consideration,which is that nobodyneeded
the peace treaty that Jaquelot wanted to draw up between faith and reason,
for he declares that his goal was to demonstrate “that it is not necessary to
renounce reason in order to accept religion.”1 Now, everybody already knew
that those who admit the Trinity and other mysteries of the Gospel do not
renounce reason at all, but on the contrary base their position on philosophical
maxims that have the highest degree of evidence and certitude. Their founda-
tion is that God can neither deceive nor be deceived, and that consequently He
must always be believed at his word; and then they employ their reason to dis-
cern the true meaning of Scripture. If humbler minds cannot examine by the
rules of grammar and dialectic the various meanings that can be given to the
texts of the word of God, they assume that their Doctors have conducted that
examination with all necessary precision.

Themistius: You make me think of something that Jaquelot said after having
cited several writers who spoke of the use that ought to be made of reason
in theological matters:2 “If I crossed the Rubicon,” he adds, “then I crossed it
in good company and without any intention of making war with religion.”3 I
can assure him that aside from several ridiculous fanatics,4 every Christian,
whether wise or ignorant, will cross the Rubicon with him, and Bayle will join
the party first of all.

The Roman Catholics have a particular interest in humbling reason, since
their doctrine of the Eucharist overturns several very evident philosophical

1 Jaquelot, etb, 287.
2 These citations are useless, since it is rather clear that all our non-Rationalist theologians

recognize awide rangeof uses of reason in religion. TheRationalists shouldhavebeencontent
with this: see rqp ii, cxxxi (od ii, 767).

3 Jaquleot, etb, 173.
4 The faction of Daniel Hoffman that wanted to prohibit the use of philosophy soon died out:

see the article “Hoffman” in Bayle’s Dictionary. A certain Verdenhagen, who was infatuated
with the visions of Jaques Boehm, was ridiculed for denouncing the use of philosophical
reason. See his Psychologia vera, printed in Amsterdam in 1632.
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principles. Nonetheless they will board Jaquelot’s boat with no hesitation.
Innumerable women among them are well-enough instructed in their religion
to be able to say that far from renouncing reasonwhen they believe in transub-
stantiation, they make the best use of reason of all, and that it is reason that
orders them to prefer over some of its most evident axioms the voice of God
manifested in Scripture. If we object that it is without reason that they believe
that they follow the voice of God, they will respond that there is nothing more
in conformity with reason than to suppose that the promises that Jesus Christ
made to His Church mean that he would never permit that it should decide
in favour of lies in matters of faith. What more reasonable thing could we do,
these women will say, than to accept the decisions of the Church as true, these
decisions that were preceded by an examination in which reason, tradition,
study, and science played such a great part? Is there anything more contrary to
reason than to suppose that God did not establish on the earth a tribunal that
would judge our controversies infallibly?We follow reason, therefore, whenwe
believe in the real presence. If we pressed further, we would get into the details
of the dispute, and these women could be silenced; but it would still be true
that they did not claim to believe their Eucharistic mysteries without reason or
against reason.

Maximus: A famous Protestant theologian said that if themajority of themem-
bers of the Roman Church “took some care to inspect and examine in their
consciences the reasons for which they so firmly retain their belief in Transub-
stantiation, they would frankly confess that the principal reason is the prej-
udice that has preoccupied their minds since childhood, namely that to be a
good Christian on this point and others, it is necessary to entirely renounce
our intelligence.”5

There is an ambiguity in this that only too often finds its way into discourses
of this nature. The whole is slipped in for one of its parts. It is certain that
innumerable theologians have said that to be a good Christian it is necessary
to submit several maxims of reason to the authority of God, but they have
never said that it is even necessary to abandon this maxim of reason—God is
more credible thanmen—or that it is necessary to renounce our intelligence so
completely that we would not preserve even this part that makes us judge that
there is nothing more reasonable than to follow the voice of God in preference
to several philosophical maxims.

5 Amyraut, De l’élévation de la foi [On the Elevation of Faith], 12–13.
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Themistius: Let us conclude that an accord between faith and reason is not
necessary when it consists only in teaching us that we act reasonably when we
embrace revealed truths. We knew that. We also knew that it is not a just cause
for rejecting a doctrine to see that it is exposed to very great difficulties, since
there are philosophical dogmas that pass for being very certain though it is not
possible to resolve the objections that oppose them.We also knew that the pre-
eminence of the divine nature does not permit us to submit that nature to the
same duties that bind men. So we did not need these three ways that Jaquelot
employs to harmonize faith and reason; we could have found them elsewhere
and even in the Dictionary. If he had written on behalf of those people who
continue toworry about the opposition that the Socinians and Libertines claim
exists between reason and our systems, then he would have taught us that the
particular axioms that furnish objections against the dogma of the Trinity, etc.,
are conformable to that dogma.6 Now this he did not do.

Maximus: I have noticed in the Scholastic volumes that an author accused
of inconsistency sometimes clearly justifies himself. His general principle has
been compared with a particular proposition that he had advanced, and it has
been shown that this proposition opposes his principle. But in reworking this
material he reveals other aspects of his proposition, and he shows that it is
bound up with his principle. That is what Jaquelot should have done with the
maxims “two things which are equal to a third are equal to each other” and “the
affirmation and negation of the same thing cannot both be true simultaneously,”7
and with several others.

Themistius: He seems not to have known what the public expects from those
who promise to show the agreement between faith and reason. They do not
demand a proof that our systems are united to reason by maxims that have
both great vividness and great force. We already know that to be the case, and
a pagan philosopher would suppose it, provided that he had some general idea
of religion and provided that he knew that Christians cultivate the sciences
and compose numerous books of polemical theology. What is expected from
these conciliators of faith and reason is that they show that our systems are

6 An English Roman Catholic named Thomas Bonars undertook in this way to harmonize
faith and reason by the new philosophy. His work was printed in 1665, in 4, under the title
of Concordia scientia cum fide e difficillimis Philosophia & Theologia Scholastica quastionibus
concinnata. He refutes the Scholastics well, but what he substitutes in their place is no better.

7 These axioms are false in the case of the Trinity. See the words of Nicole cited in Dialogues,
Part 1, chapter 10, 193.
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united to reason by the very maxims that reason provides to the enemy and
that constitute the foundation of his objections. It is expected that the solution
given to these objections will reveal the link that joins together these maxims
and these theological hypotheses.

Maximus: Jaquelot has a different approach: far from taking the trouble to
bring the common notions of goodness and holiness into agreement with his
theology, he rejects them; wewill speak of this again soon. As for the Trinity, he
did not oblige himself to refute the great Arnauld, who said that “we cannot see
the way to bring into agreement the principle, things which are equal to a third
are equal to each other, with what we believe about a single essence in three
persons,”8 and that it is false “that all that we find in our reason on the subject
of the Trinity is that it does not teach this mystery,”9 that it is necessary to add
that it furnishes “an infinite number of difficulties against this article to those
who take the dangerous route of judging the mysteries of the faith.”

What glory Jaquelot would have acquired had he refuted that! And how
could it come about that such a vain man neglected this opportunity? He got
angry when it was considered inappropriate of him to seek mercy through the
incomprehensibility of the subject. “Have I ever claimed,” he responds, “that all
the articles of the faith are above every difficulty and as clear as the proposition,
‘the whole is greater than the part’?”10

Themistius: One would have to be very angry to pass in that way from one
extreme to the other. Is there no middle ground between incomprehensible
and inexplicable things, on the one hand, and propositions as clear as ‘the
whole is greater than the part,’ on the other? And should he not have taken into
account that the reproach that displeases him so much was made in connec-
tionwith freewill, which suffices according to him “to destroy all difficulties”?11
But let’s finish our preliminary remarks; I did not think that they would occupy
us for so long. Let’s head straight for the Gordian knot on page 304 of Jaque-
lot’s reply. It’s there that he begins to treat the second point of his dispute with
Bayle, the question of the origin of evil.

8 Arnauld, Apologie pour les Catholiques ii, 57.
9 Arnauld, Perpetuité defendue, Book 10, chapter 6, 22–21.
10 Jaquelot, etb, 286.
11 Jaquelot, cfr, 250.
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chapter 11

Examination of Jaquelot’s Reply to the Difficulties
Concerning the Origin of Evil. He Abandons
Common Notions

Themistius: First of all, I will remark that if something seems to have displeased
many people, it is that Bayle admitted that all of our systems concerning the fall
of Adam and its consequences are incapable of responding to the objections
that show that the conduct of God is not conformable to the common notions
we have of goodness and holiness, fromwhich he concluded that it is necessary
to reject these common notions as judges over God’s providence with respect
to evil.

Maximus: Your remark is accurate, since Le Clerc based his case on that foun-
dationwhenhe set himself up as Bayle’s public accuser: he hadno other pretext
for imputing impieties to Bayle except the admission you have just mentioned
and the rejection of common notions. People are saying, however, that Le Clerc
greatly praises Jaquelot’s last book, the manuscript of which was given to him
by the author as if to a good old friend and competent judge. But since Jaque-
lot rejects the common notions of goodness and holiness, and affirms that the
damned will suffer eternally, he should consider himself targeted by Le Clerc’s
denouncement, as an accomplice to Bayle’s alleged impieties. How did he not
feel this sting? Or how could Le Clerc have been comfortable approving of a
book wherein he found the same attacks on religion and the samemethods for
resisting them as in the Dictionary?

Themistius: Leave these two gentlemen alone; theywill find away to agreewith
each other and they will forgive everything of one another as long as they are
united against a common enemy. Notice only the fullness of the victory that
Bayle has won against them: the one [Le Clerc] was required to seek asylum in
a place [Origenism] struck by lightning and situated in a desert that has been
uninhabited for several centuries, and not finding any security there, he left it
to escape to a grotto built of conjectures.

The other [Jaquelot] was so frightened by the plan laid out for him1 to recon-
cile seven theological propositions with nineteen philosophical propositions,

1 See rqp ii, cxliv.
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that he did not dare to approach it, and he was not able to do anything but say
that these nineteen propositions “are false maxims which we should not use in
any way in the question at hand.”2

Bayle could not have wished for a greater triumph, since besides seeing that
one of his aggressors refutes the other, he obtained a declaration that shows
that he was right to uphold that we ought to reject the common notions of
goodness and the love of virtue when we judge divine providence with respect
to evil, and that if they were admitted as a rule for the conduct that our systems
ascribe to God, we would succumb to the Manichean objections. That is how
Jaquelot brings faith into agreement with common notions; he abandons them
just as his adversary had desired.

Maximus: Our hopeswere dashed! Of all the chapters of the third volume of the
Response to a Provincial’s Questions3 there was not one for which a refutation
was desired more eagerly than the chapter that showed which philosophical
maxims Jaquelot had to bring into agreement with our theological systems.
There were many people who were surprised in reading this chapter: they had
read themselves, or had somebody read to them, a thousand times the story
of the fall of Eve and Adam, and they had never realized that it was contrary
to the ideas of goodness for God, who had formed Eve with his own hands, to
abandon her to themalice of a spirit a thousand times cleverer than she. It was
in reading the philosophical maxims reported by Bayle that they saw for the
first time that the ideas of goodness and the love of virtue openly collide with
this abandonment.

The adder by a natural instinct blocks its ears to the sound of the charmer.4
Ulysses blocked his companions’ ears so that they would not hear the danger-
ous song of the Sirens.5 Should not Eve have been inspired to raise her hands
to her ears so as not to hear the pernicious suggestions of the devil? A hundred
similar thoughts have agitatedmany readerswithout their faith being troubled;
they wished only to learn how the ideas of goodness agree with the victory that
God allowed the devil to win over our first fathers and which was so disastrous
for humanity.

They set their minds at ease on this topic from the hope that Jaquelot,
more fortunate than the ancient and modern Theophrastus, would discover
characteristics of goodness and friendship unknown until now that would

2 Jaquelot, etb, 317.
3 [od] From rqp ii, cxxviii–clxxii.
4 See Psalm 58:5–6.
5 See Book 12 of the Odyssey.
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show us a perfect conformity between the love of God for man and virtue,
and the permission granted to the devil to cause humanity to fall into crime
and misery. In general, all the readers expected something extraordinary on
this point, whether Jaquelot took this chapter to be a challenge from Bayle, or
whether he took it to be a simple exposition of what he had to do; and I confess
to you that I thought his enthusiasm lay principally in this area.

Themistius: I will tell you that I always thought that if Jaquelot was going
to shy away from something, it would be from the chapter concerning the
nineteen philosophical maxims. I have to praise the ingenuity with which he
acknowledged that this post is indefensible, and that there was an attempt to
“impose on him the necessity of using a lead sword”;6 but I cannot see that
he had any reason to say that there is something strange about the method of
combat that was recommended to him.

Was there anything more natural than recommending this method to him?
He had attacked Bayle on the question of whether moral and physical evil, of
which theworld is entirely full, agreewith the ideas thatwehave of an infinitely
good, holy and powerful being. He had upheld against Bayle that there is on
this subject a true conformity between faith and reason. Now, since Bayle had
claimed that we cannot reconcile the fall of Adam and its consequences with
the common notions that we have of goodness and holiness, it was natural
to believe that an author who opposed him on this point would claim to
successfully carry out that reconciliation. It was therefore proper to indicate
distinctly for that author the common notions that he had to reconcile with
such and such theological propositions.

Maximus: Jaquelot observes that it would not have been difficult to come up
with fifty-or-so philosophical propositions similar to the nineteen indicated.7
Too bad for him, since it is a sign that these common notions have thrown our
mind into confusion, or that they are luminous on all sides, so that no matter
how we turn them they present the same evidence. I should alert to you that
in a digression against Locke, he shows that we open the door to the most
extravagant Pyrrhonism if we refuse to assent to evident ideas on the basis that
God can do the most incomprehensible things.8 That is hardly consistent with
his rejection of so many common notions.

6 Jaquelot, etb, 311.
7 Jaquelot, etb, 311.
8 Jaquelot, etb, 57.
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Themistius: Let’s not forget that he observes that the seven theological propo-
sitions do not suit the Pelagian system. This observation is useless, since first of
all, it sufficed to indicate the system that Jaquelot embraces—it is that system
that he should reconcile with the common notions; and Protestants would not
be at all satisfied with him if he showed that Pelagianism was the only system
that can be reconciled with themaxims of reason that Bayle claimed could not
be reconciledwith theology. Second, Jaquelot should have remembered that he
was given consent to embrace Pelagianism fully,9 and that it was declared that
in stretching himself that far he would still not be in a position to weaken the
Manichean difficulties.

Therefore it was up to him alone to confound the Zoroaster who attacks
every Christian system in the Dictionary. It was necessary to show him that
by the Pelagian doctrine all the difficulties are lifted. “If Zoroaster”—these are
Jaquelot’s words—“is confounded by the Pelagians, then his Manicheism has
fallen, and all the efforts of Bayle declared vain and superfluous.”10 That is true:
so how did it come about that such a perfect occasion for overturning all of
Bayle’s efforts was lost? Would you like to know the reason? It is because he
knew very well that Pelagianism cannot be reconciled with the nineteen philo-
sophical maxims, that Jurieu in his Judgment and Bayle in his Dictionary had
demonstrated this in arguing against the Socinians. Is it not incomprehensible
that Jaquelot dared to deny knowing about the attacks that Pelagianism suf-
fered in the Dictionary?11

Maximus: He observes in another passage “that there are Christians in a state
of salvation who include neither eternal damnation nor the indispensable
necessity of sinning in the punishment that followed the fall of the first man,
[that the Saumur theologians] remain in agreement with these Christians on
the first point and are not far from agreeing with them on the second.”12 He
makes this note in order to prove that Bayle “errs greatly in placing among the
theological dogmas received by all Christians [that Adam and all his posterity
were condemned] to eternal damnation and subjected to such an inclination
to sin that they abandon themselves to it almost endlessly and ceaselessly.”

But it is Jaquelot who deludes himself excessively in believing that Bayle
gave his seven theological propositions as dogmas received by all Christians.
From the time we have learned to read we have clearly known that the sixth

9 See rqp ii, cxlii at the end.
10 Jaquelot, etb, 311.
11 Jaquelot, etb, 306 reports a passage from Bayle where Pelagianism is attacked.
12 Jaquelot, etb, 341.
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and seventh propositions are strongly rejected by the Socinians. Bayle had in
mind only the system that he believed Jaquelot would not dare to treat as
false. I was not aware that Jaquelot had treated in this way any of the seven
theological propositions, and you see that even here he does not side with
Saumur theologians or with these Christians in a state of salvation whose
identities he leaves us to guess.

What he adds concerning the moral virtues that Bayle does not refuse even
to atheists does not at all weaken these words, “men abandon themselves to
sin endlessly and ceaselessly.” The good actions of men compared to their bad
actions are like a stream compared to the ocean. What good that infidels and
the damned do is so defective, both in principle and purpose, that we find in it
a greater share of vice, if we examine it with all moral rigour.

Themistius: You are forgetting the principal point, which is that the agreement
of faith and reason will not cease to be impracticable if it is supposed that the
sins and miseries of humanity do not have at their root a proper decree from
heaven. The force of the objection will be just as great once we suppose along
with Jaquelot that God knew that the fall of the first man would be followed by
everything that it has and will be effectively followed by.

Maximus: We now see that there is nothing more deceiving than the title of
his first work, The Conformity of Faith and Reason, or The Defence of Religion
against the Principal Difficulties Spread Throughout the Dictionary of Mr. Bayle.
To rectify this title it would be necessary to make the following changes: The
Imperfect13 Conformity of Faith with a Few of the Maxims of Reason, or The
Dispute with Mr. Bayle wherein it is Confessed that the Philosophical Maxims
that he Believed were Irreconcilable with our Theological Systems are Indeed
Irreconcilable.14

Themistius: If a Roman Catholic had written a book on transubstantiation and
flaunted throughout all the reasons that can be imagined to show that the
wisdom of God and His love of man brilliantly radiate from Jesus Christ’s gift
of His own flesh to eat; if this author, instead of reconciling his dogma with
the philosophical maxims by which David Derodon had refuted it, rejected

13 On page 310 Jaquelot admits that he had never thought of demonstrating a perfect agree-
ment between faith and reason.

14 Note that in this first book Jaquelot would have us understand that it is not necessary to
consult the ideas of goodness and holiness in judging the conduct of God.
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these maxims as being very false and then entitled his work, The Conformity of
Transubstantiation with Reason, or The Defence of the Mystery of the Eucharist
against the Principal Philosophical Difficulties of David Derodon, then he would
imitate Jaquelot perfectly, and would make a mockery of himself.
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chapter 12

Whether Jaquelot Should Have Focused on the
Question ofWhether Bayle Believes That God is the
Author of Sin

Maximus: We have seen1 that Bayle, in describing the state of the question,
formally declared that he was granting his adversary “that the past, present,
and future states of men involve nothing that is not in conformity with the
sovereign perfection of God.” This is a formal declaration that neither the fall
of the first man, nor the consequences of that fall, damaged in any way the
attributes of the divine nature, and that consequently, God is in no way the
author of sin. Yet it pleased Jaquelot to claim, and to repeat a thousand times,2
that this dispute arises from his denial, and Bayle’s affirmation, that God is the
author of sin.

Themistius: That is excessive. If you and I had to share an inheritance and you
came to me and said, ‘I am in agreement with you over this particular item—
you believe that it belongs to you and I believe it too,’ and I responded to you,
‘yet I want to go to court with you over this same piece of the inheritance, and
later I will have you subpoenaed by an officer’: would I not deserve to be sent
among theAmerican savages?Would it bewrong to think ofme as having a lust
for lawsuits? Must not Bayle’s adversary be excessively fond of disputing, since
hewishes to argue forcefully over articles concerningwhichBayle declared that
he shared his opinion?

Maximus: If he advanced reasons thatmight deceive a cleverman, then Iwould
indulge him somewhat; but the four reasons that he advances give rise to
indignation rather than pity in me. After maintaining that Bayle “claims and
affirms, and says too clearly to be able to doubt it, that god is the true
origin of evil and the proper cause of sin,”3 here are the proofs
he offers: 1. That Bayle concluded from the claim that the conservation of
creatures is a continuous creation “that God does all and that man is but a

1 Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 9, at the beginning, 251.
2 Jaquelot, etb, 305.
3 Jaquelot, etb, 305.
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purely passive subject of the actions of God.” 2. That Bayle would have it that
all the determinations of the human will occur in virtue of absolute decrees
that produce them by an act of creation; for since they are not distinct from
the will, the will could no more produce them than create itself by itself. On
that point a passage from the Dictionary is cited. 3. That Bayle said that the
objection based on the claim that a principle that can prevent evil, but does
not, therefore desires evil, is in nowayweakened by the hypothesis of freewill.4
4. That Bayle said that the will of God, the determiner of events, and the will of
God, the legislator, are contained in one another and combined in such a way
that the second is a necessary part of the essence of the first.5 Jaquelot is so
content with these four proofs that he accompanies them by the words: “God
is thus declared the author of sin in all its forms and in every respect.”

Themistius: Youmust admit that the personwho congratulated Bayle on involv-
ing himself with Jaquelot did not know the latter very well. “He has a sharp
mind,” that person said to Bayle, “he will understand you immediately, and if
it should happen that you do not develop one of your ideas, he will develop it
for you and take it in its true meaning; relax, then, that great care that you take
in making yourself so intelligible that even readers who are dreaming of their
mistresses or lawsuits can understand you.”

Maximus: I know the person who congratulated Bayle in that way, and I am
sure that he will admit that things have not proceeded as he had hoped. Bayle
could not have fallen into worse hands;6 Jaquelot is infinitely more suited to
obscuring clear things than to clarifying obscure things. He gets lost along the
easiest paths, takes everything the wrong way, and works only to hide the true
state of the question.

He could have recognized clearly that Bayle established these two articles
in his Dictionary: first, that it is necessary to believe that God is in no way
the author of sin; and second, that it is necessary to admit that we cannot
respond to the objections by which the Manicheans demonstrate that our
systems ascribe toGod a conduct that does not agreewith the commonnotions
of goodness, holiness, and justice. The first of these two articles should be
consideredobviously established in everyplacewhereBayle has recourse to the
maxim that “everything that God does is done well,” and to the revelation that

4 Jaquelot, etb, 306.
5 Jaquelot, etb, 307.
6 That is, into the hands of a more sinister adversary.
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teaches us that God permitted sin, that He condemns it, and that He punishes
it. For it follows very certainly from that maxim that God is not the author of
sin.

Now, this certitude should suffice for us though we cannot understand how
God does not participate in His creatures’ sins, or how men can have all the
freedom that seems to us necessary to render their acts justly punishable. It
cannot be said that Bayle had recourse to these maxims only in a superficial
way, for he very often indicated with great force that the true character of a
Christian is to submit his reason to the authority of God. The Clarifications that
he placed at the end of his Dictionary principally attest to this. It is therefore
indubitable that if there is any fault to be foundwith his opinions, it is not with
his claiming that God is the author of sin, but with his claiming that since no
systemcan resolve theobjections, it is necessary tohave recourse to faith, under
the auspices of a very certain axiomof thenatural light, namely that “everything
that God does is done well.”

Themistius: Bayle was sure that no case could be made against him except on
the second article that he declared in posing the state of the question between
Jaquelot and himself;7 that it was not at all a matter of knowing whether God’s
conduct with respect to the creature’s sin was conformable to His supreme
perfection, but rather of knowing whether our reason could understand the
real and effective agreement that is found between the attributes of God and
the system of predestination. And since he was persuaded that he agreed
perfectly with Jaquelot on the foundation of the dogma, and that their dispute
turned only on “an unimportant accessory of Christianity,”8 he warned his
Provincial not to alarm himself if the force of the objections was pushed freely.

What are these objections? Those that Jaquelot had to clear away as part
of the commitment he made to remove all difficulties by means of free will.
He could have seen that very easily, yet he blurred things to the point that he
asserted that Bayle’s objections absolutely tend toward proving that God is the
true origin of evil and the proper cause of sin—which is, he adds, Bayle’s own
opinion.

Maximus: I hope that there is nothing here but an illusion, for it would truly
pain me to think that a Minister who has preached the Word of God for so
long was guilty of malice as dark as what Jaquelot’s would be if he had been

7 See Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 9, at the beginning, 251.
8 See rqp ii, clxiv at the beginning.
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deceitful in this case. I defend him in my heart as much as I am able, but I
admit that a certain declaration of Bayle’s9 appears to me to be a strong proof
that his adversary has here blatantly spurned the light of his conscience.

Themistius: Though you were my best friend, I would still ruthlessly argue
against you if you should tell me that the method that I had used to convince
myself that God was not the author of sin was not good. I used Bayle’s method,
which is that of the Calvinists. I rejected the evidence of the common notions
of goodness, etc., in order to join myself to the evidence of the facts contained
in Scripture and to the evidence of the maxim that God can do nothing that
derogates from His infinite perfection. I rest peacefully in the bosom of faith,
and remembering that it is a mystery that was not revealed to me that I
might understand it, but that I might believe it, I do not look to explain
the incomprehensibilities. I conform myself to the spirit of the Confession of
Faith10 of the Reformed Churches of France.

If you claimed to me that your method, which is to prove by the freedom of
indifference that God is not the author of sin, was the only one that ought to
be used, I would throw every argument that I could find at you. I would refute
all your proofs of the alleged existence of this kind of freedom, and I would
overwhelm you with the objection that is furnished to us by the axiom that
the conservation of creatures is a continuous creation. In a word, I would not
overlook anything to convince you that, far fromharmonizing our systemswith
reason, the freedom of indifference is itself irreconcilable with several evident
maximsof reason.11Whatwould youdeserve if you accusedmeof believing that
God is the author of sin, and that my dispute with you tended toward proving
that alone?

Maximus: I would undoubtedly deserve your scorn. Heaven grant that I should
never fall into an injustice so glaring and foolish as mine would be in such an
encounter.

Themistius: If you objected to me, as Jaquelot does, that I pushed the argu-
ment12 “with allmy force”13without responding a singleword to it, Iwould reply

9 See Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 5, toward the end, 237.
10 See rqp ii, clxxi (od iii, 834).
11 Add to this what was said above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 5, 234–235.
12 The argument based on the maxim that conservation is a continuous creation.
13 Jaquelot, etb, 305.
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that I treat it as I treat the common notions advanced by theManicheans, from
which I cannot disentangle myself except by rejecting them. Jaquelot found
himself in the same bind.

Maximus: It now appears with the greatest evidence that his first proof is
a chimera. The second, which he should not have distinguished from the
preceding one, is also a chimera. But on the topic of the second proof, note that
he cited as Bayle’s true opinion that which Bayle reports only as a difficulty that
the Scholastics can raise against the Cartesians. This doesn’t augur well for his
other citations!

The third proof is admirable. It consists in the following argument: the
freedom of indifference given to man does not exculpate God, therefore God
is the author of sin. All the Reformed theologians deny that the Arminians get
out of trouble by their supposition of free will. Does it follow that they believe
that God is the author of sin?

The fourth proof is as weak as the others. Everything that Bayle proposes
concerning the two divine wills consists in objections aimed at proving that
Jaquelot does not establish the concord between faith and reason. It is the only
question at issue between these twoantagonists. Seewhat Bayle declared in the
third volume of his Response to a Provincial’s Questions.14 Jaquelot concealed
all these things because hewished to interest the whole Reformed camp in this
dispute.

14 I am speaking according to the philosophical lights; for once St. Augustine declares that
it is by ineffable means that what happens against the will of God nevertheless does not
happen without the will of God, I humble myself, I no longer advance natural ideas; but
Jaquelot cannot send us back to ineffable means, for since he aims at harmonizing the
doctrine of sin with reason, he commits himself to giving us distinct notions. rqp ii, cliv
(od iii, 821). I do not deny that this distinction, or some other as yet unknown distinction,
is true, and if Jaquelot proposed it as an object of our faith, he could legitimately promise
the approval of every Christian; but his project goes further, he promises to satisfy reason,
and to push back all the attacks as a pure philosopher. rqp ii, cliv (od iii, 821). Add what
he said in rqp ii, cl and clii (od iii, 810 and 815).
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chapter 13

Examination of the Five Principles That Jaquelot
Substituted for the Common Notions That He
Rejected

Themistius: Having cut himself off from reason by rejecting the philosophical
maxims that had been given to him to reconcile with theology, he lays down
five other principles. He intended to cling to reason by means of them.

The first of these principles is “that the pre-eminence of God is infinitely
above creatures, such that it would be crazy for men to claim to enter into
all the plans of God and all His designs when He created the universe, and
to want to prescribe rules for His providence in conformity with the max-
ims that men observe among themselves and by which they are mutually
bound.”1

The second is “that we must not judge the intentions of God or the man-
ifestation of all His attributes in the creation of this universe solely by the
arrangement of things on the Earth, which is less than a point compared to
the whole universe.”2

The third is “that God created men on this earth so they would apply them-
selves to the search for Him in His works”; and thus “the search for God and
His truth is the duty of man, whose end God had before Him in the creation
and redemption, adding eternal salvation as a reward for those whowould find
Him in order to adore Him, love Him, and do His will.”3

The fourth is that “God did everything for His glory since He wanted men to
search for Him in His works.”

The fifth is “that God leads His creatures by immutable laws which He
established, and from which He never derogates without miracles.”4

Maximus: The first of these five principles would have to be admitted by every,
or nearly every, theologian. Bayle continually supposes it when he shows that
our faith should not be shaken by the weakness we find in ourselves when we

1 Jaquelot, etb, 312.
2 Jaquelot, etb, 313.
3 Jaquelot, etb, 317.
4 Jaquelot, etb, 317.
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try to reconcile our systemswith the commonnotions that theManicheans put
forward so often. I believe that Bayle was truly pleased when it was acknowl-
edged that from the time he started to write books, he adopted this great
principle;5 the passages reported from his Various Thoughts on the Comet and
from his Critique ofMaimbourgwere clear proof of that. But let’s admire Jaque-
lot’s faux pas here: he wants to make Bayle contradict himself on the basis
of the nineteen philosophical maxims. He claims that Bayle wanted his read-
ers to take them for real currency, but did not know that they were counter-
feit.6

But the contrary of this is true. Bayle has always said that the maxims
advanced by the Manicheans should not be taken as a rule for God’s conduct;
he rejected them outright.7 Le Clerc bases his accusations of alleged impiety
against Bayle upon this rejection, and now here is Jaquelot accusing Bayle of
adopting thosemaxims. He did not knowhow to distinguish betweenwhat one
approves and what one objects against an adversary ad hominem; for although
Bayle, who does not claim to bring every philosophical maxim into agreement
with our theological systems, might reject those maxims that do not suit him,
he has every imaginable right to claim that Jaquelot, who guarantees a proof
of the conformity of faith and reason, is obliged to bring those maxims into
agreement with his theological system.

Themistius: What is most unfortunate for this Minister is that after having
rendered the divinity independent of the “maxims that men observe among
themselves,” he would despise those who dared to maintain that God can
produce a morally evil creature, make innocent creatures suffer eternal pain,
deceive men and lie, order them to hate Him and to love the devil, command
them to despise the light of conscience and to hate virtue. Jaquelot is fully
aware that the adherents of absolute predestination oppose his first princi-
ple to the objections that are made against them, and nevertheless they are
told that they attribute conduct to God that should cause horror in every
man.

A famous Lutheran preacher in Hamburg reproached the Calvinists for
positing a God worse than all the devils, a God the malice of whose nature
surpasses by thousands and thousands of times all the hideous crimes that

5 Jaquelot, etb, 312, 313.
6 Jaquelot, etb, 313.
7 See rqp ii, clxxi (od iii, 861–862); clxxii (od iii, 865); clxxiii (od iii, 866); rbl, section 5, at

the beginning.
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can be imagined.8 The Roman Catholics and the Arminians are scarcely more
modest than the Hamburg preacher toward the Calvinists in this respect.

It is a clear sign of a delusion that in virtue of Jaquelot’s first principle,
nobody can maintain that the absolute decrees subjected man to the neces-
sity of disobeying God. Jaquelot undoubtedly condemns those who reason in
the following way: ‘the pre-eminence of God is infinitely above creatures and
renders Him independent of themaxims thatmen observe among themselves;
therefore He could have made the decrees of reprobation and predestination
as explained in the system of the Supralapsarians.’ And he would detest those
who derived this consequence from his principle: ‘therefore God can produce
in the soul ofman amorally bad volition, or invincibly force a soul to form such
a volition.’

Maximus: I already sense all the uselessness of Jaquelot’s first principle. It is
a principle that the Supralapsarians use as well as he does, and which could
be used in favour of a hypothesis even harsher than theirs. It is a principle
that does not prevent us from positing acts that emanate so necessarily from
the attributes of the divine nature that God cannot perform acts contrary to
those; that for example, He cannot subject an innocent creature to eternal
pain, or reveal falsehoods.9 It is a principle that does not prevent Jaquelot from
believing that the Predestinarians attribute conduct to God that is opposed to
His perfections.

What would he respond to those who spoke to him as follows: ‘in admitting
this principle, we do not lose the freedom to believe that the theologians
who maintain that God prefers to place men in circumstances in which He
knows that they will sin, though He can place them in circumstances in which
He knows they would do their duty well, attribute conduct to God that is
wholly unworthy of His nature.’ That is the conduct that Jaquelot attributes to
God.

8 “The God of the Calvinists is sin itself and worse than every devil. The God whom the Calvinists
adore is the Supreme good-for-nothing, the Supreme thief, the Supreme bandit, the Supreme
liar, the Supreme traitor, the Supreme idler, the Supreme filth; such that no murder, no robbery,
no crime, no fraud, no betrayal, no disgrace, no sin, no evil anywhere in the universe can be
discovered or imagined that is so great, so horrendous, so rude, so abominable that the God of
the Calvinists, in the evil of his nature, does not exceed it by hundreds of thousands of times”
(PhilippusNicolai, In refutationeRelig. Calvinist., 134, quoted fromAdamumContzen,DePace
Germaniae, 282–283).

9 What would become of the certitude of the Bible if it were not guaranteed that God cannot
lie?
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Since, notwithstanding his first principle, he condemns the systems of the
Supralapsarians and the Infralapsarians, one can also, notwithstanding the
same principle, condemn the system of the Arminians; for what difference is
there between ‘placing a man in circumstances in which he will necessarily
sin’ and ‘placing him in circumstances in which he will infallibly sin’? The
sin in the first case is not willed any less than the one in the second. In a
word, the difficulty that our reason confronts when it encounters the claim,
‘it is a bad action to permit evil that could have been prevented without any
inconvenience,’ subsists in all its force even if we admit the first of Jaquelot’s
principles; such that this theologian cannot derive any assistance from it in
order to reconcile the fall of man with reason. There is no other agreement
to reach but to say with the Predestinarians that our reason must submit to
faith in revealed truths, though these are entirely incomprehensible to it. But
if Jaquelot has no other way of showing the conformity of faith and reason,
all his pains are useless; his poorly conceived project was even more poorly
executed.

Themistius: We can deliver him an even fiercer blow. Let’s ask him whether it’s
not true that in whatever way God is conceived to be released from all duty
toward man, we still conceive of God as a being who is naturally beneficent,
a friend of virtue, an enemy of vice. If Jaquelot denied this in any assembly,
be it before the wise or the ignorant, he would cause the whole audience to
tremble with horror, and he would run the risk of being stoned to death. Let’s
suppose, therefore, that he grants that our proposition is true, and let’s beg him
to reconcile it with the fall of man.

He will not deny that if God had been obliged to prevent the fall, then it
never would have happened; and I will claim to him that effects of natural
inclinations are as sure as the effects of duty. A hard and merciless man who
does not fail to give alms because he knows that God has commanded it
is more likely to leave a poor man to die than a man who does charitable
deeds from inclination and from the extreme pleasure that he derives from
it, and who consults only his natural propensity. Since, by the proposition
that I have supposed that Jaquelot grants me, God is naturally beneficent,
the friend of virtue and the enemy of vice, it appears impossible for Him to
bear man’s falling into crime and misery, just as it would appear impossible
if some obligation had committed Him to prevent it. The love of virtue alone
is an invincible motive for not allowing virtue to be chased from the soul of
man. The hatred of vice alone is a similar motive for not allowing vice to
take over in this soul where God had placed innocence and virtue by His own
hand.
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Maximus: I clearly see that it is useless for Jaquelot to have rejected the com-
monnotions thatwere articulated for him.10He thought he hadput up a barrier
against them by his first principle, but they effortlessly forced it open, and pre-
sented themselves with the same importunity as before. I will add that if he
imagined that he would close the door on them by his first principle, then
he was not very familiar with the common notion of goodness. He thought
that is was nothing but the idea of the affection that men should have for one
another, but he should have known that it is an idea so abstract that it is men-
tally separate from all the subjects wherein goodness can exist, and from all
the particular species of goodness. It contains nothing but the essence of good-
ness; it is abstracted from paternal or fraternal goodness, from the goodness of
inclination or of duty, and so on with the rest.

That is why Jaquelot, who boasts of reconciling religion with reason, can-
not get rid of the common notions of goodness, holiness, etc., in such a cavalier
manner: hemust discuss them, examine them indepth, and take careful note of
the abstraction that I have just proposed, which shows that the whole essence
of goodness in general must be found in God because God is good. Now, by
the essence of goodness in general it is clear that the misery of those to whom
we are good is prevented as much as possible by us. The theologians who urge
reason to submit itself to revealed facts, however inexplicable and incompre-
hensible they might be, can dispense with the discussions that Jaquelot must
necessarily engage in.

Themistius: If he had thought through thismatter, then hewould have seen that
from his first principle a consequence can be derived that is wholly contrary to
the one that he derived from it. The pre-eminence of God is infinitely aboveHis
creatures, therefore God can bear man becoming criminal and miserable, and
Hecanallowan infinitenumberof disorders to reignon theearth thatnoPrince
should tolerate in his state and no master should tolerate in his household.
That is how Jaquelot reasons, but every philosopher can choose to reason
otherwise. The pre-eminence of God is infinitely aboveHis creatures, therefore
His goodness and His love of order and virtue infinitely surpass the love that
the most perfect created minds have for virtue; therefore, He looks after virtue
and order with infinitely greater vigilance than would themost perfect created
minds who had received a commandment to oppose themselves to vice and to
favour virtue.

10 In rqp ii, cxliv.
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Maximus: The consequence derived by this philosopher agrees far better with
the natural light than the consequence derived by Jaquelot, who thereby finds
himself exposed to a new abyss and a new powerlessness to demonstrate the
concord between the fall of Adam and reason. Is anything more capable of
shocking and outraging reason than Jaquelot’s claim that because of the pre-
eminence ofHis nature, Godpossesses a prerogative that is incommunicable to
all created beings, namely to be able to allow every sort of crime and confusion,
and every sort of physical evil, to reign amongmen, and this from the beginning
of the world until its end, to the detriment of the majority of men for all
eternity?

Themistius: His secondprinciplewill be no less useless than the first, for though
the Earth is “less than a point with respect to the universe,” it does not follow
that God can produce there that which would be unworthy of Him if produced
elsewhere. It is to give oneself a lowly idea of the grandeur of God to imagine
that He would carefully guard Himself from permitting disorders among the
inhabitants of the stars, but that He would not have the same concern for
meager Earth in its small corner of the universe.

Maximus: The trouble into which this author threw himself arises mainly from
his principles proving too much; for whatever his disdain for the Earth, he
would not dare to say that Godwould ever behave towardman theway that the
hypothesis of Dordrecht describes His behaviour. But all the adherents of this
hypothesis will claim to him that if he reasons well, he must reject the conduct
that the Arminian system attributes to God, for if it is unworthy of the divine
nature to create a man who sins necessarily, it is unworthy of the same nature
to place a man in circumstances where it knows that he will infallibly sin.

This retort by the Reformed has never met with an adequate response; their
adversaries have sweated blood andwater to no avail. Jaquelot has had nomore
success: “God,” he says, “cannot be the author of sin, we can rightfully affirm,
becauseHis nature repels it. But to say thatGod could have permitted sin in this
tiny corner of the universe because he wanted to place reasonable creatures
there in such a situation that they could abuse their free will—this is what
does not in any way appear incompatible with the wisdom and goodness of
God. Above all because God is a free being who acts freely and who does not
deploy in every part of the universe all of His wisdom and goodness in all their
extent.”11

11 Jaquelot, etb, 314.
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Themistius: As long as he wants to philosophize, it will be maintained against
him that if it is repulsive to the nature of God to produce sin, then it is repulsive
to the same nature to produce creatures that will infallibly produce sin in the
circumstances in which He places them; for according to our most distinct
ideas, it is all the same thing to commit a murder oneself or to place a man
in circumstances in which one knows with certainty that he will be killed.

It is up to Jaquelot to prove that it “does not appear in any way incompatible
with the wisdom and goodness of God” to have placed reasonable creatures
in such a situation on this Earth that they would infallibly sin.12 Every man
who consults only the vast and immense idea of the supremely perfect being as
we find it in the natural light, and without any systematic additions, will deny
without hesitation this proposition put forward by Jaquelot, who will never be
able to prove it because he will always be overcome by ad hominem arguments,
since he rejects the system of Dordrecht.

Maximus:What do you thinkof his considering themiserable state of humanity
and the eternal damnation of most adults as representing a lesser degree of
goodness? In his words, these things prove only that God did not deploy all of
His goodness in all its extent on theEarth. Is it not to scorn theworld to advance
such definitions?

Themistius: My judgment here is in agreement with your own: I cannot cease
to be amazed at this author’s ideas which are so different from those of other
men, or at his audacity to propose his surly and idiosyncratic ideas as things
that will certainly pacify the dissensions of theologians and philosophers.

But let’s consider his third principle. Reason finds nothing offensive in it
when it is considered according to the general notion of it that he initially gives;
but when reason examines the explanation of it that he gives on page 317, it
finds much to ruminate, for it cannot grasp how God could propose to Himself
an end at which He will never arrive. The end He proposed for Himself in the
creation and the redemption, according to Jaquelot, is thatmen search forHim.
To make that fit with the ideas of wisdom, it is necessary to add a clause that
Jaquelot omitted, namely thatmen find God, since nothing appears less worthy
of God than to will that men search for Him but not to will that they find
Him.

12 Note that Jaquelot did not dare to represent this part of his system; he contented himself
with saying that reasonable creatures would be in such a situation that they could abuse
their free will.
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Let’s say, then, that if the end that God proposed to Himself was that men
search for Him, then this end also includes that they findHim. Now, experience
shows us that most men have not found Him and that they have taken for their
God a Jupiter convicted of crimes, a snake, a tree, a cabbage, a cat, etc. So if
God had set the goal of being discovered by men, then He would have been
frustrated in his ends,which could not come about unless themeasures thatHe
had taken were not appropriate. Now, it would be unworthy of God to propose
an end and then take falsemeasures that preventHim fromarriving at that end.
It is therefore necessary to say that He did not propose that men find Him, or
consequently, that they search for Him.

May Jaquelot strive to resolve these objections: if he succeeds, he will rec-
oncile the third of his principles with reason; if he does not succeed, he will
not reunite himself with reason, and he will not compensate for the rupture he
made in rejecting Bayle’s nineteen philosophical maxims.

Maximus: Jaquelot’s fourth principle—“God did everything for His glory”—is
invincibly opposed by evident reasons,13 and has been rejected by very wise
theologians. Bayle named several of them,14 to whom he could have added
Cudworth, of whom Le Clerc approves.15 Besides, it is a principle that would
drag Jaquelot into the labyrinths of the Supralapsarians, and from which a
consequence can be derived that overturns the one he derives from it.

Indeed, what is more consonant with common notions than reasoning in
this way: ‘God did everything for His glory, therefore He rendered all the crea-
tures who were capable of happiness and virtue both happy and virtuous’?
And what is less consonant with the idea of the supremely perfect being than
reasoning as theMinister of Berlindoes: ‘Goddid everything forHis glory, there-
fore He had to permit that moral and physical evil should inundate the entire
human race for the duration of the world, and most of the human race for all
of eternity’?

The latter reasoning should be placed among those mysteries which most
offend reason; while the former reasoning agreeswith the natural light without
difficulty, for we conceive nothing more glorious for the infinite being than to
banish sin and misery from the whole extent of its empire, and nothing less
honourable than tomakeHis glory depend on the sin andmisery of the human
race.16

13 See rqp ii, lxxiv at the beginning, and xci (od iii, 681a).
14 See ibid and rqp, cl (od iii, 809).
15 See Le Clerc, bc ix, 69–70.
16 See rqp ii, cl (od iii, 809).
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Themistius: The author does not tell us where his fifth principle is headed, but
we discover later on that his thought is that God could not have prevented the
fall of Adamwithout a miracle that would have been unworthy of His wisdom.
Now, who will be persuaded that this is a good means of reconciling faith
and reason? Won’t the least philosopher object that it appears from Scripture
that God performed a great number of miracles incomparably less useful and
necessary than that one, and that it is never more fitting to derogate from
general laws than when it is a question of preventing an appalling corruption
of morals and infinite misery from inundating the human race?

“The well-being of the people is the supreme law.” It would be a sin against
the laws of government not to will to derogate from the old laws when it
concerned the well-being of the people. We offend the natural light, therefore,
if we suppose that God would not will to derogate from general laws when the
well-being of the human race was at stake.

In addition, if a miracle was necessary to prevent the fall of Adam, then that
fall was situated in the progression of general laws,17 all of whose consequences
are necessarily tied together. That is incompatible with the hypothesis of the
freedom of indifference, and throws Jaquelot into a shameful contradiction.
But we will soon prove to him demonstratively that to prevent the fall of man,
it was not necessary for God to derogate from any general laws.

Moreover, it is inconceivable how the divinity could be exculpated by saying
the following: ‘the divinity would surely have willed to save the whole human
race in the person of Adam, but the laws that it had established for the gov-
ernment of the world were opposed to this.’ It will be asked first of all: ‘did the
divinity not know that these laws would necessarily result in the ruin of the
human race unless a miracle were performed that the divinity would not want
to perform? Therefore, the divinity made these laws either with an extreme
indifference or ill intent toward man.’

Maximus: Jaquelot was not aware of something that a little meditation would
have taught him, namely that before putting these principles to work in recon-
ciling faith and reason, it is necessary for him to go to battle for each of them,
and that he cannot ever give any replies on behalf of them that are as evident
as what can be objected to them.

17 Sieur de Vallone, in his defence of the Apologie des Réformés, Part 2, page 137, says that by
placing Adam in nature, by placing him in themidst of an infinite number of other objects
which according to the laws of nature had to act on him for very good purposes, infallibly
Adam had to fall in certain circumstances wherein it was necessary as a consequence of
these laws for him to be found.
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He deserves some censure for saying “that good sense sufficiently teaches
us that in disputing with Christians, one must not advance principles that are
either doubtful, false, or rejected by Christians,”18 such as are the nineteen
philosophical maxims advanced by Bayle. Good sense would have us assume
that common notions are principles that our adversary cannot deny. Now,
Bayle’s nineteen principles are common notions. It is such a great advantage
to reduce one’s adversary to the necessity of rejecting common notions that
good sense would have us reduce him to it whenever possible. It is not true
that all Christians reject the maxims in question. Le Clerc claims that if the
common notions of goodness, etc., are rejected, then Christianity is exposed
to the greatest peril,19 and we know that the great weapon of the adversaries
of the system of Dordrecht consists in placing that system in opposition to the
natural ideas we have of the divine attributes.

18 Jaquelot, etb, 317–318.
19 See above, Dialgoues, Part 2, chapter 11, 256.
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chapter 14

Discussion of the Misunderstanding over Human
Freedom. Examination of an Argument Based on
Jaquelot’s Third Principle

Themistius: Bayle, in establishing his position on the samedefinition of freewill
that his adversary had offered,1 supposed that Jaquelot recognized the same
difference as the Arminians and Molinists between a determination toward
one of two contraries, on the one hand, and a lack of determination toward
either contrary, on the other. But when he refined his definition, Jaquelot
formally declared2 that he ascribes the whole essence of freedom to the good
angels and to the saints in heaven who are invariably determined to the good,
and that the disputes over the concept of freedom of the Calvinists and over
that of the Arminians are but disputes about words.3

Maximus: He thereby exposed himself to a terrible objection, for since it was
possible for God to leave our first fathers free in determining them invariably
toward moral good, it follows that He did not allow them to fall because
He could not prevent that fall without removing their free will, the greatest
perfection He could have given them, according to Jaquelot.4

Themistius: Would you like to knowwhy God did not givemen the skill needed
to use their freedom well at all times? It is that He willed that they apply
themselves to search for Him in His works.5

Maximus: What a pitiful reason! For, on the contrary, thismotive of God should
make us conclude that He did give them the skill always to use their freedom
well. Jaquelot admits that the search for God is surrounded with difficulty:
“we are obligated,” he says, “to penetrate by meditation and reflection all the
sensible causes to arrive at this sovereign and invisible Cause, the first principle

1 See rqp ii, cxlv at the beginning (od iii, 798).
2 Jaquelot, etb, 320.
3 Jaquelot, etb, 321.
4 See rqp ii, cxlv (od iii, 800).
5 Jaquelot, etb, 322.
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of all things.”6 I will leave aside all the other difficulties he articulates, to which
he could have added a more ample catalogue if he had wished.

Judge whether the conduct that he attributes to God does not resemble
that of a crazy or mean father who, because he was sending his sons off
on a dangerous journey, left them to their good faith and abandoned them
to every whim of fortune. It was necessary, claims Jaquelot, for men to pos-
sess the freedom to go astray as much as they wanted, because they had a
voyage to make on which it was extremely difficult not to lose their way.
There is not a person so ignorant that would not respond that, on the con-
trary, it was necessary to place them under the direction of a very able guide,
with all the more care given the difficulty involved in keeping to the right
path.

Themistius: What can you say? Everyone has his own way of reasoning and
Jaquelot has taken to this one: I don’t envy him for it. But why did he not
confirm by experience what he said concerning the difficulties that surround
the search for God in the works of creation? All men, with the exception of
Jews and Christians, have gone astray in a thousand extravagant ways in this
search for God. There isn’t a single insane thing that they have not believed
about the divinity. The most famous philosophers have scarcely succeeded
more than common people in knowing the true God.7 If Jews and Christians
have hit the target it is not because they have searched for the creator in His
creatures any better than other men; it is because God manifested Himself to
them by extraordinary means, and left writings to them composed by people
whom He inspired.

All of this shows us that the matter cannot be put better than by saying
that God’s will that we search for Him in His works led Him not to leave the
dispositionof freewill tomenwithout giving thema suremeans of employing it
well, sincewithout such assistance theywould always employ it badly. Jaquelot
prefers to put the matter a different way: God’s will that we search for Him in
His works led Him to leave the entire disposition of free will tomen despite His

6 Jaquelot, etb, 315.
7 “If we briefly read in Cicero the summary that Velleius makes there of the opinions of the

philosophers on the nature of God, we will find twenty-four or twenty-five accounts not
including those he forgot. Andwewould find evenmore in the philosophers’ lives inDiogenes
Laertius, all alike in this point, that they are for the most part equally false, extravagant, and
unworthy of the name of their authors, who are all commendable people; but otherwise, the
accounts are all discordant or contrary” Amyraut, Traité des religions, 125.
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knowledge that they would continually abuse it and they would only pass from
one wrong path to another. Jaquelot, as I said, prefers to combine things in this
way.

Let him find a way to prove to a pagan philosopher that this conduct of God
is in conformity with reason, or with the idea of a supremely perfect being. I
will not repeat the terrible difficulties that I have already proposed concerning
God’s duty to will that we find Him if He wills that we search for Him, etc.8

Maximus: I don’t understand anything contained in the following words of
Jaquelot: “it sufficed to give man the power to do good or evil, otherwise there
wouldnot havebeen anyoccasion to search forGod.”9Would a soul thatwas led
by a light that determined it always to use its freedomwell become, on account
of that, incapable of searching for God? I understand, on the contrary, that it
would become more capable of fruitfully searching Him out, and of finding
Him. Nothing is more false than saying that it sufficed to give man the power
to do good or evil: was this ability sufficient for the pagans to find God in the
works of creation? Was it not necessary to employ an extraordinary revelation
every time that God willed that we know Him and legitimately serve Him?

Themistius: Jaquelot should always recall that he is not writing for people who
are persuaded of our truths, but for those who offer to embrace Christianity
provided that we prove to them its conformity with reason. Would he tell such
people, if he thought carefully about it, that God gave enough skill to man for
him “always to make a good use of his free will?”10 What is he thinking about?
On his system, God placesmen in circumstances wherein He foresaw that they
would abuse their freedom,11 and refrains from placing them in circumstances
wherein He foresaw that they would make good use of their free will. A pagan
philosopher will conclude from this system that God preserves the freedom of
man only so that it might become the instrument of his perdition, which is
clearly repugnant to the idea of a supremely perfect being.

Maximus: Here is a marvellous distinction. God foresaw that men would abuse
their freedom, “but He should not on account of that have renounced His plan
to put men under the obligation of searching for Him in His works. God must
not judge men for what He foresees that they will do, but rather for what they

8 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 13, 273–274.
9 Jaquelot, etb, 323.
10 Jaquelot, etb, 323.
11 Not including those whom God wills to save.
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will actually and freely do.”12WhatGod foresees thatmenwill do andwhat they
will actually and freely do are the same thing; thus God cannot judge men for
the second article without judging them for the first.

Themistius: I do not want to say anything about the “state of trials” or the “state
of reward.” Bayle proposed difficulties on these points13 concerning which
Jaquelot kept a profound silence, just as he did concerning several other objec-
tions contained in the chapter which the title of chapter two of the second part
of hiswork promises to examine. Itwould be good if readerswerewarned about
these faults of omission14 which are frequently committed by Jaquelot.

Maximus: Let’s not forget that the reason he gave to explain why God left
men with the permission to abuse their free will cannot at all be used for a
solution to the great difficulty, which is the fall of Adam; for at the time of the
temptation it was not a question of searching for God, andmoreover, Adamdid
not have much need to undertake such a search. God made Himself known to
him intimately and immediately, He spoke to him, etc.

12 Jaquelot, etb, 322.
13 See rqp ii, cxlv (od iii, 800), and cxlix at the beginning (od iii, 806–807).
14 That is, difficulties that were proposed to him in rqp ii and that he passed over in silence.
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chapter 15

Examination of Jaquelot’s Response to the
Question, ‘Why Did God Permit Sin?’

Themistius: Before examining Jaquelot’s response to the question, ‘why didGod
permit sin?’, we must say that according to the system of this theologian, this
question does not differ from the following question: ‘why did God will that
Adam and Eve sin?’ There seems to be a great distance between these two
questions, but I will draw them together so promptly that you will soon see
them end up on the same line.

According to Jaquelot, God placed Adam and Eve in circumstances wherein
Heknew that theywould sin,1 anddidnot place them in circumstanceswherein
He knew that they would obey His law. Therein lies the permission that God
gave them to sin. Now, it is clear that God did not prefer the first circumstances
to the secondwithout positivelywilling that they sin, for He did not place them
in the first without willing to place them there, and He did not will to place
them there without willing everything that He had foreseen would result from
it, including, consequently, sin. Therefore,Hewilled that they sin andHeplaced
them in the first circumstances in order that they sin. And thus, according to
Jaquelot’s principles, ‘why did God permit sin?’ and the question ‘why did God
will sin?’ are really the same question.

Maximus: I am delighted that with this remark you have finally brought us to
the main issue that is before us. Let’s press ahead, if you please, to examine
whether Jaquelot frees himself from every difficulty, and let’s leave aside every-
thing that is not related to the principal part of the question.

Themistius: I strongly agree that we should press ahead, and for this reason I
will move straight to the response that Jaquelot made. We can reduce it to this
argument:2

God made men “so that they would search for Him in His works.”

1 Not only could Jaquelot not deny this—see rqp ii, cxlvii (od iii, 803–804)—but also seewhat
he confesses in etb, 350.

2 Jaquelot, etb, 326.
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Now theywould not have been able to undertake this search if they had
not had the “ability to do what they willed, whether good or evil.”3

It was therefore necessary for God to give them that ability.

He proves the minor as follows:

1. Because “if men had only the ability to do good, if they were deter-
mined toward it, there would no longer be either the search for God, or
faith, or religion properly speaking”;4

2. Because if God had not given men the ability to do what they willed,
whether good or evil, He “Himself would have destroyed His plan, He
would have givenwith one handwhatHe took backwith the other, and
God would have imposed onman a duty that God Himself would have
accomplished,”5 which does not agree with reason.

To confirm his argument, Jaquelot adds that God, having “finally formed man
on the Earth to exercise the freedom that He gave him,” did not derogate from
the general and immutable laws that He had already instituted to conduct the
universe and which could “furnish men with occasions to sin.”6

Maximus: I do not think that from the time we began to debate this matter,
a response as miserable as the one you just related has been given. For in
the first place, it proves only what was not contested in Jaquelot’s case. He
was permitted to suppose that it had been necessary for man to be able to
turn toward both evil and good;7 he was told that nobody found it strange
that man had been created mutable;8 and that all the difficulty stemmed from
man’s changing from good to evil, whichwas not necessarily tied to hismutabi-
lity.

Despite all of that, Jaquelot exerts his mental effort to prove that it was
necessary forman to receive freewill fromGod; he does not say a singleword to
show that sin was an inevitable consequence of this gift that was necessary for

3 Jaquelot, etb, 327.
4 Ibid.
5 Jaquelot, etb, 329.
6 Jaquelot, etb, 330.
7 Note that this too is contestable and suffers from great difficulties, as we will see below,

Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 21, 310–311.
8 rqp ii, clxxiii (od iii, 866).
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God to give man. He responds as though the question asked of him had been,
‘why was it necessary for sin to be possible?’ But that was not the question: the
question asked was why sin actually exists.

Themistius: You have discovered the first defect in Jaquelot’s response; I will
show you the second. The minor premise of his argument is completely false,
for if men were led by interior aids in such a way that their wills never chose
evil, theywould be far better equipped to search forGod inHisworks according
to His intention, and to find Him, than they are equipped while they are
abandoned to every whim of their freedom. Experience teaches us all too well
that they hardly succeed in this search, and that they even fail to think of it.

Let’s take for a third fault the fact that Jaquelot visibly contradicts himself
when he asserts that if they were determined to the good, there would no
longer be either the search for God, or faith, or religion properly speaking. He
recognizes that the whole essence of freedom is preserved in the system of
Dordrecht, for he admits that there is only a dispute over words between the
Counter Remonstrants and the Remonstrants, and that the saints in heaven, so
determined to the love of God that they no longer have the immediate ability to
hateHim,9 possess everything that is essential to freewill. Now, according to the
systemofDordrecht, amanwho is assistedby efficacious gracenecessarily does
the good, and a man who possesses no grace whatsoever does evil necessarily;
nonetheless, Jaquelot is persuaded that the search for God, faith, and religion
exist in the Reformed Church. Therefore, he cannot suppose what he puts
forward in the first proof of his minor premise without contradicting himself,
and nothing more is needed to destroy that proof, as well as the next one,
than to remind him of what he admitted concerning the dogma of the Counter
Remonstrants on free will, namely that it is a dogma that preserves the whole
essence of freedom.

Maximus: The Roman Communion possesses a considerable Augustinian sect
which teaches, just as the Reformed do, that efficacious grace is not subject to
the instability of the human will, but determines that will infallibly, inevitably,
even necessarily toward the good. Here is a passage that I have copied to
demonstrate this.

Nicole “finds in Father Thomassin that the difference between the grace
of Adam and that of Jesus Christ consists in this, that the grace of Adam was
subject to the flexibility of free will, while the grace of Jesus Christ ‘arrests and

9 Jaquelot, etb, 320–321.
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fixes’ the mutability of our will, although it leaves it ‘its indifference’;10 for God
willed to test ‘only once’ the forces of free will, ‘in leaving to it the choice to
accept or to reject grace,’ but after man had lost his way with this grace subject
to his free will, God judged that it was better no longer to expose to uncertain
events the graces that He gives men for their salvation, and ‘no longer to trust
anything but His omnipotence’ and His immutability.”11

I am not asking Jaquelot to consider as true the Augustinian and Reformed
dogma on the efficacy and necessity of grace; I ask him only to pretend for a
moment that they teach the truth on this matter, and to ask himself if among
the predestined who are led by this grace there is neither the search for God
nor religion properly speaking. I am sure that while this fiction lasts he will
find that it would be a ridiculous calumny to claim that these predestined are
reduced to such a miserable state. I am also sure that he would not dare to say
that if Reformed theologians reasoned properly theywould have to believe that
the elect no longer search for God, that the elect are without faith and without
religion. Those are, however, the consequences of his response. Moreover, the
example that we have just given him ismundane,12 and taken from this state of
trials that he distinguishes so carefully from the heavenly state.

Themistius: It cannot be admired enough how a man who claimed with such
pomp that free will destroyed all the Manichean difficulties could contradict
himself so often on the subject of freedom. Take careful note, if you will, of
these words on page 367: “the goodness of God should not have been opposed
to the fact that man was placed in the state of searching and trials, and that
he received for this state the freedom to do as he willed, whether good or evil.
For if man had been determined necessarily to recognize God, it would follow
that the wisdom and power of God would be involved, such that man would
not have recognized them by choice and freely.”13

What imaginary enemies he makes in supposing that it was objected that
the goodness of God should be opposed to man’s ability to do good and evil!
That isn’t the grievance. It was objected only that the goodness of God should
be opposed to man’s losing his way by the use of his freedom. He searches

10 It strongly appears that Father Thomassin slipped this word in for the good of peace, and
that he understood it in his own way.

11 Journal des savans, 11 January 1706, 18, in the excerpt of Nicole’s Instructions theolog. &
morales sur le symbole.

12 We thereby refute what he says on page 327 that Bayle errs in offering whenever possible
the example of angels, etc.

13 Jaquelot, etb, 367.
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out imaginary enemies again when he supposes that it was objected that the
goodness of God should be necessarily determined to the good of man’s soul.
Bayle contented himself with showing on several occasions14 that according to
the hypotheses of most Christians God has infallible means of bringing about
that men employ their freedom well, and thus without any determination
toward the good, natural or permanent, the soul of man would always make
good use of its freedom if God employed those means.

Finally, let’s give Jaquelot an enemy that is not chimerical, but is Jaquelot
himself. He says here thatmenwould not have given honour to thewisdomand
power of God if they had been necessarily determined to recognize them; for,
he adds, they would not have “recognized them by choice and freely.” But in a
hundred other places he asserts that thewhole essence of freedom is preserved
with the determination toward the good, and he even says that wemake use of
our freedom when we affirm an evidently demonstrated rule of arithmetic.15
He confesses that he says only what the Supralapsarians say about freedom.16
Why, then, does henot saywith them that a soul, necessitated to loveGod, loves
God by choice and freely?

Maximus: I praise you for pressing him in this way. It is a pitiful thing that he
could not forge a pivot for this dispute without refuting himself and without
justifying his adversary’s objection that, according to him, it is not glorious to
God that the saints in heaven recognize His power, His wisdom, etc.

You have placed himbetween two chasms so that hemust fall into one or the
other. He must assert that it is a necessary consequence of the Reformed and
Augustinian doctrine of freedom that there is no longer “any search for God, or
faith, or religion properly speaking” among men; that God Himself destroyed
His design and gave with one hand what he took back with another, etc. If
politics prevent Jaquelot from instituting proceedings against the Reformed
Churches on the grounds of somany abominable accusations, then in avoiding
this last precipice, he must throw himself into the following one, namely that
there would be among men the search for God, faith, religion; God would
not Himself destroy His design; He would not give with one hand what He
took back with another; all of this, even though Adam and Eve, and all their
descendants,wouldhave been certainly led to the good in all the circumstances
of their life by interior aids thatwould not have prejudiced their freedom in any

14 See rqp ii, cxlvi (od iii, 802).
15 Jaquelot, etb, 340.
16 Jaquelot, etb, 341.
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way. This last dogma is a precipice for Jaquelot because he cannot proclaim it
without contradicting himself in a childish fashion, andwithout destroying his
work as Penelope did.

Themistius: As for these general laws which “furnish men with occasions to
sin” and from which, according to Jaquelot, “God never derogates except by a
miracle, whichHiswisdompermitsHim toperformonlywhenothermeans are
lacking that are capable of givingmenwhat is necessary and sufficient to fulfill
his duty,”17 he will permit me to believe that they are useless. He gives himself
too small an idea of God and imagines here that minor issues encumber Him.
He should disabuse himself of this error. The divinity has a thousand infallible
ways of preserving virtue in man’s soul without derogating from general laws.
These laws influence men’s souls only as much as it pleases God by the use
of His arbitrary power. It depended solely upon God to bring it about that
these laws never excite in man anything more than feeble temptations, and
it is always up to His good pleasure to send a solid counterweight.

Jaquelot can say nothing to elude the question that pagan philosophers
would put to him: ‘why did God permit the first man and first woman to lose
their innocence, and then permit their entire posterity to abandon itself over to
moral evil?’ His whole response is 1. that man had to possess free will in order
to search for God in His works, according to God’s intention; and 2. that God
does not derogate from general laws.

But, these philosophers would respond, if the intention of God was what
you say it was, men would not have searched for the divinity so poorly, for it
is against the ideas of the perfection of God for Him to demand of them what
they are ill-fitted to do, or for Him not to correct the defects that prevent them
from responding to His intentions, or for Him to have, by His own laws, tied His
hands with respect to healing the soul’s illnesses.

Maximus: In reporting thequestion that thesephilosophersmight propose, you
have forgotten a very essential clause. You should have said that they would
ask, ‘why does God will for all men to be sinners and unhappy? That obviously
offends the idea that the natural light gives us of the infinitely perfect being.’
Notice that Jaquelot supposes that when God does not make use of miracles
all men have “what is necessary and sufficient to fulfill their duty.” How does he
dare to say that?—hewho teaches that sinners are placed not in circumstances
wherein they would be honest men, but in circumstances wherein God had
foreseen that they would make bad use of their freedom.

17 Jaquelot, etb, 331.
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Can it be said that God grants everything that is necessary and sufficient
when He grants only what He knows must be useless and even harmful? But
let’s suppose with him that all men receive from God what is necessary and
sufficient to fulfill their duty: do they not receive it without God derogating
from general laws? He could, therefore, without derogating from these laws,
furnish men with sure means of avoiding crime.

Themistius: Ourmediator between faith and reason is closer than ever to giving
up his initial hope, and perhaps he has already felt that he has engaged himself
in matters that surpass his abilities. The response he made to the question
would be good if the question had been completely contrary, namely ‘why
did God not will to endure men becoming sinners?’ You satisfy that question
admirably if you respond as Jaquelot did: it is because God willed that men
search for Him in His works, for to the degree that a soul clean of all vice is
fit to make continual progress in the search for God hidden behind the veil of
secondary causes, to that degree a soul full of vice is not fit. Thus the link that
this author found between his question and his response is really disunity.

Maximus: I’m guessing he was walking on pins and needles, and that, having
not dared to give the single response that he could offer, he hid himself the
best he could behind vague terms. Having feared to upset those to whom he
promised the conformity of faith and reason, he did not dare to say what he
had necessarily to respond, namely that God willed that men search for Him,
and then fall, each of them, into crime, in order to damn the ones eternally and
havemercy on the others. That is what a sincerewriterwould have ingenuously
confessed, if it hadbeennecessary to renouncehis project of reuniting theology
and philosophy. From the same fear of upsetting his readers, Jaquelot kept
himself from faithfully representing the state of the general laws from which
God does not will to derogate. He represents them simply as things that could
furnish men with occasions to sin. But had he been sincere, he would have
said that God knew very certainly that they would have definitely brought into
the midst of men every impurity, every murder, every false religion, and in a
word, every disorder that has ever been and that ever will be in the future of
the human race.18

18 BecauseHewould permitmen to grant victory to their temptations in every circumstance
where He had foreseen that they would succumb; for besides, according to the dogma of
free will, there is no necessary connection between general laws and the determinations
of the human will.
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chapter 16

That a Pagan PhilosopherWould Easily Prove That,
According to Jaquelot, the Goodness and Holiness
of God Entered into the Creation of theWorld
for Nothing

Maximus: Jaquelot was criticized for his strange tendency to distance the ideas
of the goodness and holiness of God in order to bring into sole focus the glory
of the divine wisdom.1 This criticism was well-founded: Jaquelot declares in
his last book that “if we search for which [of the divine attributes] prevails
in creation, we recognize without trouble that it is primarily His power which
beams in the production of beings pulled from nothingness; next His wisdom,
which shines in their structure and in the order in which they are arranged;
after which comes His goodness, principally with respect to man, whom He
formed in His image and likeness.”2

Themistius: A pagan philosopher would conclude from that passage that God
created the world only in order to demonstrate His power and His infinite
knowledge of architecture and mechanics, without His attributes of goodness
and friendship to virtue having any part in the construction of this great work.
This philosopher would not fail to exclaim: ‘what God! this God of Jaquelot’s!
He doesn’t pride Himself on anything but knowledge: He would prefer to let
the whole human race perish rather than allowing a few atoms to go faster or
more slowly than the general lawsprescribe;Hewouldnot disturb the least part
of the symmetry of His work in order to prevent vice from dominating among
men and exposing all of human nature to innumerable dreadful disorders and
calamities.’

‘Such a God is not the one of which the natural light gives us an idea. By this
idea we know that goodness is the principal attribute of God, and that if it were
necessary to choose between a physical irregularity or a moral irregularity, He
would choose the first.3 No creature is harmed when the architecture of the

1 See rqp ii, cxlviii at the beginning (od iii, 804).
2 Jaquelot, etb, 326.
3 Cf. rpq ii, clv (od iii, 825).
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universe suffers from some defect; but if moral evil is introduced among men,
that damage spreads itself to an infinite number of subjects.’

Maximus: The discourse you lend to this philosopher is entirely plausible, and
if Jaquelot responds that he did not leave the divine goodness without work to
do because he said that Adamwas formed in the image of God, the philosopher
willmaintain that this ornamentwas not given to the firstman by any principle
of goodness, but by a principle of hatred for the human race and for virtue. He
will easily prove his thesis by this argument:

God had foreseen that Adam and Eve would soon lose all the advantages
that they had received fromHim: that they would abuse the free will He shared
with them; that as a result of this they would be shamefully banished from the
Garden of Eden and obliged to earn their living by the sweat of their brow;
that they would be left both to sin very often and to suffer a thousand sorrows;
that they would see one of their sons killed by the other and their descendants
plunged into themost criminal abominations. In aword, Godhad foreseen that
the prompt abuse that they would make of their freedom would be followed
by all the crimes and all the miseries that dishonour and afflict the human
race. There is no enemy of man and virtue who on this condition would not
have conferred upon the first man all the advantages contained in Jaquelot’s
expression.4

To this difficulty he responds5 that God’s intention is good and holy, while
the intention of an enemy is wicked and criminal; but the philosopher will
ask for proofs of the good intention of God, which appears neither in the fall
of man nor in the consequences of this fall. The whole affair looks extremely
similar to the project of an enemy. Therefore it is necessary to show by clear
and incontestable proofs that the intention of God was good. Jaquelot can’t
put forward in his defence a single example or any philosophical maxims,
while those who attack him will have in their favour the whole of inductive
experience as well as several common notions.

If he cites the threat made to the first man, they will maintain that this is
visibly an act of enmity, since God knew that it would not serve any other
purpose than renderingmanmore criminal andpunishable. If he says that after
the fall of man God destined a certain number of people to His paradise, it will
be responded that this is not done from goodness, since we have no idea of a
goodness that, being accompanied by the power to act according to its nature,

4 “Formed in His image and likeness.”
5 Jaquelot, etb, 343.
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leaves people exposed tomisery from the firstmoment of their lives right to the
end, and exposed to sin from the first sparks of reason until death. All the ideas
we have of goodness indicate that a beneficent nature renders the objects of its
friendship happy and virtuous as promptly as possible.6

It will be maintained, therefore, that what Jaquelot calls mercy is no sure
sign of goodness, for there were hard and barbarous conquerors who without
feeling anymovement of compassion gave theorder to exempt from the general
punishment inflicted on the inhabitants of a village thosewho had escaped the
soldier’s sword, and to give them many gifts. Political reasons and ostentation
are sufficient motives for this conduct without humanity needing to play any
part in it.

Jaquelot would be astute if he imagined another expedient than the one
Bayle has come up with, namely that wemust believe, whether we understand
it or not, that everything that God does is well done. But if he has no other
expedient, he will never show the conformity between faith and reason on
the origin of evil. If he denied along with the Socinians the foreknowledge of
contingent events, he would give himself more space, for he would be able to
hold that the intentions of God were good: but how will he prove that a nature
that knew all the unfortunate consequences of the gift he made to Adam had a
good intention?7

Themistius: He could not have done anything more opposed to his project of
reunion than giving the goodness of God such a weak and meager use in the
creation of the universe. Every sect will rise up against him, the Christians as
well as the Infidels, for there is no notion more widespread than the one that
makes us consider goodness to be one of the principal attributes of the divine
nature. The natural light clearly shows us that nothing is more fitting for true
grandeur and supreme perfection than to put its power and knowledge towork
for the happiness of others.

6 And yet Jaquelot, credulous as a child, imagines on page 389 “that a philosopher could not
fail to behold the goodness of God toward man every time he represented to himself the
excellence of human nature.” But what would this philosopher do every time he represented
to himself the meanness, craziness, extravagance, and misery of the human race, which are
things infinitely more sensible and available to every man than the excellence of a human
nature that can be reduced to stupidity or violence by the sap of a hundred sort of plants. See
Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 9, 186.

7 When he takes free will for a sign of the goodness of God he exposes himself to a comparison
with those who proved their friendship and liberality toward Mevius by giving him a nice
piece of rope with which they knew he would strangle himself the next day.
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We aremore impressed by the glory of Alexander and Caesar than by that of
Titus and Marcus Aurelius, but this results only from the tumult of the imagi-
nation. Let the storm pass; consult pure reason; it will tell you that the Alexan-
ders and Caesars deserve to be hated, for they used their valour, their military
knowledge, their minds, only to ruin people and to make blood spill; while
the beneficent characters of Titus and Marcus Aurelius are an honourary title
infinitely more glorious than any trophy or victory of the most famous con-
querors. The Panegyrists emphasize this idea, as appears in Pliny’s reflections
on the goodness of Trajan. Bayle brought to bear on that topic many reasons
and authorities8 that Jaquelot pretended not to notice.

8 See rqp ii, cxlviii (od iii, 798); cl (od iii, 809); cli (od iii, 812); clii (od iii, 816); cliii (od iii,
820); cxxx (od iii, 764a–765); and clv (od iii, 825).
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chapter 17

Reflections onWhat Jaquelot Said Concerning
General Laws. Whether He Could Criticize Bayle for
Having Contradicted Himself on This Subject

Maximus: We haven’t said enough about general laws. Let’s get back to them, if
you don’tmind. Jaquelot asserts that “Bayle does not agreewith the assumption
that God established general and invariable laws according to which He acts as
much toward bodies as toward minds.”1 This is to misrepresent Bayle’s opinion
badly, for he does not deny general laws, he believes only that they are not
absolutely invariable, and that they cannot serve to resolve the difficulties over
either the origin of evil or predestination.

Themistius: Father Malebranche, the inventor of the system of general laws,
admits that God derogates from them every time that order calls for it. Now,
it was shown to him that God acts very often by particular volitions, not
only in the order of grace, but also in the order of nature, and that it is not
possible to explainHis providence if He is given only general volitions, whether
we consider what profane history teaches us or whether we examine what
happened among the Jews. There are three volumes on that topic composed
by Arnauld against Malebranche.

A pagan who had studied these well and who was to dispute with Jaquelot
would overwhelm him in various ways and impel him to admit that wisdom
very often permits God to derogate from general laws. After which, if Jaquelot
responded that God permitted the fall of Adam because He could not prevent
it without derogating from general laws, he would be reduced to dire straits.
‘What!’ the pagan would respond: ‘God did nothing else during the six days of
creationbut derogate fromgeneral laws tomake stones, plants, andanimals; yet
He could not derogate from them a little after in order to save the human race
from moral and physical evil, which reign among men and will reign eternally
in Hell?2 He derogated from these same laws on a thousand less important
occasions, yet He could not derogate from them when it was a question of the
salvation or the ruin of the human race, the noblest creature He had produced
in our world?’

1 Jaquelot, etb, 330.
2 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 13, 275.
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Maximus: I don’t believe that Jaquelot could fend off this blow. But here is
another that he will not fend off any better. Either God had foreseen the fall
of Adam as a necessary consequence of general laws, or only as something to
which those laws disposed Adam by surmountable temptations. In the first
case it will be certain that Adam sinned necessarily: don’t speak to us any
further about freewill. It will also be certain that God flatly and preciselywilled
Adam’s sin, for once something is willed that is known to be necessarily tied to
certain consequences, those consequences are positively willed, especially if a
sure remedy is known, such as derogating from general laws would be in this
case, yet a firm decision that is well weighed and considered is taken not to
derogate from them.

In the second case God would have been able to save Adam without dero-
gating from the general laws; their whole effect was to excite in him several
conquerable temptations. They would have effectively excited them in him,
and would have consequently taken their entire course; and if God, by some
moral assistance, had helped Adam infallibly to make the right decision, He
would have spared Himself any miracle derogatory to the general laws, and He
would have closed the door to moral and physical evil.

Themistius: Jaquelot falls for a great illusion when he supposes that a miracle
changes the order of the universe, and that this change is “of infinitely greater
importance than the well-being of a goodman.”3 He imagines that the divinity
would cease to see in His work all the beauties of architecture and mechanics
that He placed in it if He derogated from general laws in order to miraculously
heal a victim of plague, and that this miracle would alter the entire machine
of the universe. But that is an excessive view:4 the miracle of the wedding at
Cana caused no other change to the air in the room thanmaking it receive into
its pores several corpuscles of wine rather than corpuscles of water. Corporeal
nature elsewhere remained in the same state in which it found itself before
the miracle and in which it would have rested if the miracle had never hap-
pened.

If God, immediately before Eve succumbed, had saved her from peril by
the inspiration of some thought, nothing would have changed appearance in
the Garden of Eden—all the leaves, all the plants, all the waters would have
remained in their state. It would not have been necessary for any corpuscle,
whether in the air, or on the earth, or in the rivers of the garden, tomove either

3 Jaquelot, cfr, 208; etb, 336.
4 See rqp ii, xci (od iii, 681–682).
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more or less quickly. And yet here is a Doctor, who has been aMinister for over
thirty years, who dares to assert that if God had furnished Eve with this aid,
all of nature would have been disturbed. What ridiculousness! The sun would
undoubtedly have left its place; themoonwould have retrograded; the vortices
of the stars would have swirled together and formed a horrible chaos! Isn’t this
a nice way to prove to philosophers the agreement between faith and reason
on the origin of evil?

Maximus: I find that Jaquelot does not distinguish the general laws of the
communication of movement from the laws of the union of body and soul.
These are two different sorts of laws, of which the second sort has no natural
connection to the first. The laws of the communication of movement could be
executed without anything lacking in them even though the shock that they
would cause in the fibres of a man’s brain did not excite any sensation in his
soul. There is no natural connection between local motion and sensation,5 not
even on the supposition of themateriality of the soul.6 Therefore it is necessary
for the correspondence that we experience between certain modifications of
our organs and certain thoughts to have been established by an arbitrary law of
the Creator. Following this reasoning, we can assert that it was open to God to
make a general law to the effect that immoral objects should never excite any
pleasure in us that could distract us from our duty, and so on for every other
temptation.

But if Jaquelot obstinately believes that it was not wise for God to make
such a general law, then we will take another path, we will say that it was
open to God to add to the general laws of the union of body and soul this one:
‘that immediately before the soul is conquered by temptations, a movement
corresponding to a thought by which reason makes free will turn to the good
will be formed in the brain.’ Thus, without a miracle, without derogating from
any law, whether of the first or second kind, God would have maintained the
perpetual good use of free will in the soul of man.

Experience teaches us that we are subject to other laws; if Jaquelot claims
that these are laws that expose us only to surmountable temptations, then it
will be necessary for him to admit that God can always preserve us free of sin
without having any need to derogate from general laws. If he said that they
expose us to invincible temptations, then it would be necessary for him to

5 See rqp ii, lxxxiii (od iii, 665b–666a); lxxiv (od iii, 667b–668a).
6 This is what Bayle proved in his refutation of excerpts that Bernard gave of rqp ii. See rqp

iii, ix–end.
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believe that we are not any more responsible for a bad volition than for the
pain that we sense when a pin pricks us. This is what Jaquelot does not want to
consider, or what he cannot consider without a ridiculous contradiction.

Themistius: Indeed, those who acknowledge free will must speak of it as an
absolute empire established in man’s soul, independent of all the rest of the
universe. Objects can excite passions, reason can counsel a thousand things,
the will can be disposed on account of reason and passion to lean to a certain
side: but thewill preserves nonetheless full authority over its determinations; it
chooses because it wants to choose; it has some consideration for the counsels
of reason because it pleases it to have such consideration, and it is up to thewill
alone not to have such consideration, but to prefer instead other motives; with
the result that in all the circumstances of life, if the will chooses this rather
than that, it is because this is its good pleasure. Human freedom is therefore
something with no connection to general laws;7 it is detached from the rest of
the world. Adam and Eve’s choosing well or badly was therefore indifferent to
general laws and to the whole of nature.

Maximus: That is as clear as possible. Jaquelot is obliged to admit that to
produce a determination in the human will is beyond the sphere of every
general law, whatever that law, and of every particular being. He must admit
that God did not foresee the fall of Adam as a consequence of general laws, but
rather by a privilege that some Christians ascribe to His knowledge, namely
to know with certainty things that are purely fortuitous, even from God’s own
perspective.

He must say, therefore, that the universe, governed by general laws, had no
interest in the obedience or disobedience of Adam. It was of no concern to
any of these laws, or to nature in general, whether Eve was assisted by a good
inspiration, or abandoned to her own strength. Nevertheless, Jaquelot, through
inconstancy and prodigious disparity, says and repeats in a thousand places
that it was in the universe’s general interest for Eve not to be assisted, for if she
had been, he claims that disturbances and disruptions would have taken place
in the works of creation. What conformity to natural light!

Themistius: Let’s concludewithout delay that the systemof general laws cannot
supply Jaquelotwith anyargumentwithwhich to respond to aphilosopherwho

7 Note that Jaquelot, on page 357, denies that the situation of Adam in the garden was linked
to sin.
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begged him to say why God permitted sin. It is therefore with great justice that
Bayle renounced this system. Jaquelot takes great pleasure in reporting what
Bayle said on this subject incidentally in his Various Thoughts on the Comet. He
even cites the Dictionary. But all of this is in vain when an author gives solid
reasons for why he changed his mind.

If Jaquelot had wished to deliver a serious blow to Bayle, he would have
refuted the objections against Father Malebranche that are found in the third
volume of the Response to a Provincial’s Questions.8 The public would have
known thereby that Bayle had been guilty of an inexcusable inconstancy. How
did it come about that Jaquelot did not take advantage of this occasion to
mortify his adversary? It is because it would have been impossible. “Theremust
not be anything moremortifying for Bayle,” he says, “than to deny what he said
and to fall into contradiction.”9 And I respond that it must be very mortifying
for him who speaks in this way to be unaware that an author who warns the
public that he has changed his mind does not fall into contradiction. The least
schoolboy knows that.

Greater authors than Jaquelot and Bayle have rejected opinions that they
had held as true for several years in a row.Why do we study? Is it not to acquire
greater illumination day by day? In preparing to write against Bayle, hadn’t
Jaquelot begun to reject the system of Dordrecht that he had signed at the
Hague?10 Can it be said that the contradiction intowhich he falls ismortifying?
I am of the opinion that we should reserve this epithet for the diversity that is
found between his last two books. He renounced in his Examen several dogmas
that he had affirmed in the Conformity.11

8 See rqp ii, cli (od iii, 811) and clv (od iii, 825).
9 Jaquelot, etb, 338.
10 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 1 at the beginning.
11 We can see an example of this above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 5, 233–237. We will see a

mass of further examples below.
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chapter 18

New Considerations to Show That Since He Can No
Longer Use the System of General Laws, Jaquelot
Has No Other Resource to Justify the Permission
of Sin

Maximus: Our philosopher could claim that goodness is, of all divine attributes,
the one that had to have the greatest part in the creation of theworld, andmust
have shone above all in God’s works. Nevertheless, he would let up in order to
curtail the dispute, and would consent to Jaquelot’s doctrine that the power
of God had to take first place, that His infinite knowledge of architecture and
mechanics had to take second, and that goodness had to take third place. But
our philosopher wouldmaintain that Jaquelot could never show that goodness
actually took third place, or any other place in the construction of the world,
since God’s conduct toward Adam and Eve bears all the characteristics of
hatred, or at least of indifference to the human race.1

Themistius: Jaquelot, who nearly always misrepresents Bayle’s opinions, im-
putes to him “stopping uniquely at considering the goodness of God, as if
man had been the only object of God and creation.”2 This is neither Bayle’s
thought nor the goal of the objections he made on the origin of evil. “He
agrees,” as his adversary admits, “that men pass successively into virtue and
happiness.”3 Therefore, he does not ask God to heap on them every treasure
of His beneficence; he supposes only that the objections are based on God’s
not having had the degree of goodness toward man that would prevent those
who could be saved very easily from perishing right before His eyes. As for the
rest, he consents that God expressed His other attributes to the full extent that
they demanded. In another place Jaquelot asserts that according to Bayle “the
most appropriate plan for displaying the wisdom of God had to be changed.”4
Another misrepresentation.

1 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 16, 288.
2 Jaquelot, etb, 326.
3 Jaquelot, etb, 322.
4 Jaquelot, etb, 335.
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Maximus: Here is, it seems tome,what should be fromnowon the point of view
of this controversy. The interests of the wisdom of God, that is to say, of His
infinite abilities in architecture and mechanics, do not require men to abuse
their freedom. They do not prevent God, therefore, from putting His goodness
to use in continuously preserving virtue in man’s soul. Therefore, it can no
longer be claimed that if God did not prevent the ill use of human freedom,
it is because He could not prevent it without prejudicing His wisdom, which
is more precious to Him than His goodness, since the interests of wisdom are
preferable to those of goodness, which is an attribute subordinated towisdom.5

Jaquelot believed he could satisfy the objections provided that he supposed
this preference for divinewisdom, and that he added thatGodwouldbeobliged
to derogate fromHis laws, that is, to act against His wisdom, in order to prevent
the ill use ofman’s free will. We have chased him so often from this post that he
will surely not set his foot there again, for we have shown him that it would be
easy for God to prevent sins even if all the general laws were executed without
any interruption, and without ever derogating from them in any way.

Themistius: To convince him better of this truth, it is necessary to make several
remarks about what he said about the laws of the union of soul and body.
“In virtue of this union,” he says, “[the soul had to have] sensations of joy, of
pleasure, or of sadness in relation to such and such movements of the body
… This truth is beyond all dispute.”6 He is wrong: the majority of theologians,
including him,7 maintain that pain, illnesses, and sorrows are punishments for
sin, and that the state of innocence would have been exempt from them. The
author does not take into account that if the laws of the union of soul and
body subjected innocent souls to pain and sadness, then these lawswould bear
neither the character of goodness, nor that of justice, nor that of wisdom.

Concerning goodness and justice this is clear; as for wisdom, I will prove it
in this way. The admirable symmetry of the parts of the universe, the fecundity
of a small number of general laws, and in a word, everything that, according
to the author, gives to the interests of the wisdom of God what they demand,
would equally remain intact even if men never sensed any pain or sadness.

Maximus: He will reply that it is an act of wisdom to have subjected the soul to
pain and sorrow because these are prompt warnings to distance oneself from

5 Jaquelot, etb, 327.
6 Jaquelot, etb, 334.
7 Jaquelot, etb, 395, 405.
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objects that can harm the organs to which the soul is united. But hemust know
that in order to use such a reason with some sort of propriety, he must first
have refuted all the arguments8 that undermine it completely in the second
volume of the Response to the Provincial.9Moreover, hemust remember that he
believes that the state of innocence was not subject to any evil, and that beasts
are machines,10 yet they distance themselves nonetheless, or approach as is
needed, objects that can harm their machine or contribute tomaintaining it in
its state. Therefore, he must believe that the sensations of pleasure or of pain
are not necessary forman to approach or distance himself from certain objects,
and that a law established to this end would be superfluous, and consequently
unworthy of the wisdom of God.

He claims that God gave our soul love for itself,11 which “causes hatred to be
born, as well as vengeance, pride, etc.”; that the ill use of self-love and corporeal
pleasures were the cause and origin of sin, and that God could not prevent
sin “by one impression more or less in the soul, [for] that would have been to
disturb the whole universe and to renounce the general and immutable laws
that the infinite wisdom of God had established. A man born with such and
such a temperament according to the general laws, exposed in the midst of
such and such circumstances to such and such objects, will receive such and
such impressions from these objects following the same laws; andGoddoes not
will to change those impressions because He does not will to change the laws
that He established to manifest His infinite wisdom. If it happens, therefore,
that a man who detests or forgets his duty determines himself to follow these
impressions which urge sin upon him, it is his own fault, and God is in no way
the author of that sin.”12 He cites his treatise on the Conformity, and finds it
deplorable that Bayle passed over in silence “the example of David’s conduct
toward Saul, and that of Jeroboam toward Roboam.”13

Maximus: This example served for nothing in the affair in question, which
is why Bayle gave it no attention. But let’s bring back the pagan philosopher
and he’ll overturn the alleged solution of Jaquelot by the request that we have

8 Jaquelot has somewhat taken a stab at them, as we will see below in Dialogues, Part 2,
chapter 31.

9 See rqp ii, lxxxvii. It is necessary to see also the refutation of the abridgment that Bernard
made of this second part. It is found in rqp iii, from chapter ix to the end.

10 Jaquelot, etb, 401.
11 Jaquelot, etb, 334.
12 Jaquelot, etb, 336.
13 This is close to his heart: he repeats this complaint several times.
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already made. Either the general laws of the communication of movement
and those of the union of soul and body expose the human will to invincible
temptations or to conquerable temptations. According to Jaquelot, it is merely
to conquerable temptations. Therefore, our philosopher will conclude, all of
these laws can be fully executed without men ever abusing their freedom.
Therefore, the wisdom of God leaves Him free to use every efficacious means
of supporting men in the most violent temptations. Not a single atom needs
to be disturbed to that end, and every general law can accomplish its full and
entire effect: it is therefore in vain to say that God could not have prevented the
ill use of human freedom without acting contrary to the laws that His infinite
wisdom established; for this would be to insinuate that God had wanted to
preserve the reign of moral goodness among men but could not, because His
wisdomopposed it and impelledHim to let the human race fall into corruption
and misery. Such language will deceive several superficial minds, but people
of solid mind will clearly see that God could save the human race without
derogating in the least bit from His wisdom, that is, from wisdom’s plan as
Jaquelot conceives it. The result is that in the future, this author will be obliged
to say: ‘God permitted sin because it was His good pleasure; I cannot give any
other reason.’

Themistius: The philosopher would not ignore Jaquelot’s constant illusion. He
believes, or he pretends to believe, that the objections tend to impute thewhole
of sin to God alone. By this false supposition he imagines that he responds very
well as long as he shows that men are guilty when they abuse their free will.
Two of Bayle’s examples could have made it clear to Jaquelot that Bayle agreed
with him over the crime of Adam and Eve.14 So what is being objected?

It is that God cannot be innocent of their sin, and that He is one of its
principal causes. The most evident notions drive us to this conclusion: the dis-
turbances that inferiors commit in the sight and in the home of their superiors
render the latter criminal, though this does not exculpate the former. The supe-
rior becomes criminal not onlywhenhe commands,whenhe excites, andwhen
he causes others to hope for impunity; but also when his entire fault consists
in connivance or permission alone.

Maximus: Jaquelot’s reply is ready to hand: God is not obliged, as other supe-
riors are, to prevent the disturbances of His inferiors. He will receive this
response: so be it, we will cease objecting to you that God is complicit in Adam

14 See rqp ii, cxlviii (od iii, 805) and cliv (od iii, 821b–822a).
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and Eve’s sin; we will content ourselves with saying that He was one of its prin-
cipal causes, and that He positively willed that they sin, which, on account of
the pre-eminence of His nature, cannot prejudice His infinite perfections. Not
only was He driven to this by a sort of necessity, for He subjectedHimself to the
servitude of allowing vice to reign out of consideration for His wisdom, but also
the general laws prevailed over goodness and the love of goodness in general.
God found the general laws so beautiful, so admirable, so worthy of Himself—
these general lawswhichwere to cause every crime, every heresy, and in aword,
every disorder of the human race—that He committed Himself to the contin-
uous and perpetual execution of these laws.

Themistius: I don’t know whether Jaquelot would be happy with such an expli-
cation, but I am persuaded that there are many Christians who would take it
for malicious irony on the part of the pagan philosopher.
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chapter 19

The Uselessness of the Remarks That Jaquelot
Makes to Show That His System is Not That of the
Supralapsarians; Exposition of His New System

Maximus: Jaquelot was not criticized for following the system of the Supralap-
sarians, but only for retreating in their way behind the entrenchment of the
glory of God. Furthermore, it was proven to him1 that because of the way he
asserted the interests of this glory as a solution to all thedifficulties surrounding
the permission of sin, he had to establish an indissoluble connection between
this permission and these interests. It was shown to him that the response that
he made to a certain objection was vain and illusory, unless he supposed “that
it was necessary for free beings to abuse their freedom.”2 Finally, it was shown
to him that he had so conformed himself to the Supralapsarian doctrine on
the subject of the inevitability of sin based on the reasons of the glory of God
that he was just as responsible as they were for the prodigious difficulties that
emanate from saying that the interests of God rendered the fall of the first man
inevitable.

As for the rest, it was well known that he distanced himself from the rigid
Predestinarians in the details, and nothing was said to him that indicated that
there was any doubt about this. Nevertheless, he seriously applied himself to
showing thedifferencebetweenhis systemand that of the Supralapsarians, and
having recognized the abyss into which he had thrown himself, he changed his
language and sought every detour that he could imagine to break the necessary
connection between the glory of the Creator and the sin of the creature. Bayle
could not have guessed that his adversary would abandon his first style and
adopt a completely new one. So I feel sorry for Jaquelot when, in considering
his new language, he finds that it must be a result either of ignorance or of
bad faith that he was accused of retreating with the Supralapsarians behind
the entrenchment of the glory of God.3

1 See rqp ii, cxlviii (od iii, 804).
2 rqp ii, cxlviii (od iii, 805–806). Jaquelot could not respond in any way to this remark; he

rejected in a general way, on page 355, the phrase, ‘it was necessary for free beings to abuse
their freedom.’

3 Jaquelot, etb, 345.
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Themistius: You feel sorry for him for that? You would be more reasonable if
you filled yourself with indignation toward his deception. As for me, I feel all
the distaste for him that theologians of bad faith deserve. I find him guilty of
bad faith on every page, and here is a remarkable example of it: he says that
according to Bayle, the Supralapsarians teach “that man contributes nothing
more to sin than being the subject in which God produces it, that man receives
sin as though hewere only a purely passive subject of it.”4 He cites neither page,
nor chapter, nor book, and I guarantee you that in this passage he behaves like
an infamous forger.

Maximus: I have carefully noted that the hypothesis that he gives us, andwhich
is the principal part of Malebranchism, does not resemble any of our systems;
which reminds me of Sieur de Vallone, who having embraced the Reformed
position in Germany, published an apology of its doctrine of predestination,
and then a defence of this apology. To do something useful he needed to
justify the system of Dordrecht, but instead of that, he scattered about new
thoughts on predestination and played the part of aMalebranchist. A Lutheran
might have embarrassed him by asking, ‘wouldn’t proselyte zeal urge you to
justify the system of Dordrecht if you believed yourself able to do so? Is it
not entirely useless to the Reformed for you to justify a hypothesis that you
invented at will?’ Jaquelot finds himself in the same situation, for even if he
could satisfy reason with a newly fabricated system, the agreement of the faith
of theProtestant churcheswith reasonwouldnot advance one step; and if these
churches wished to benefit from Jaquelot’s lights, they would be obligated to
sacrifice all their systems to his, that is, to adopt a hypothesis whose précis is
that the method for manifesting Himself that God preferred over every other
reducesHis goodness and love of virtue to inaction. But this is amonstrous idea
that resembles an infernal Fury far more than it does the notion given to us by
the natural light of a supremely perfect being. I doubt that Jaquelot would dare
to spread this idea among the people; he would fear that his listeners would
begin to murmur.

Finally, by these novelties we can sufficiently agree that Bayle was right
to judge our systems in the way he did, for no defence was undertaken of
any hypothesis already established within Christianity, but rather a newly
established one received all the attention.

Themistius: You are forgetting an essential point, which is that even if Jaque-
lot could harmonize his new speculations with philosophy, there would be a

4 Jaquelot, etb, 346.
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prodigious discord betweenhis speculative theology andhis practical theology.
There has never been a religion that didnot suppose that theprovidence ofGod
toward man involves an infinite number of particular volitions. The Christians
clearly suppose it, and it is even the basis of the public worship they render
to God, for it is the foundation of their prayers and their acts of individual
and public grace. But according to Jaquelot, God nearly never derogates from
general laws. Let him harmonize that a little with the prayers that he makes to
God in the name of an entire church.

Maximus: I admit that there is nothing that is more capable of throwing him
into confusion than this discord between his system and the public worship
that he must render to God in his function as Minister.5 But let’s lay out his
system a little if we can, for it is as poorly digested as a thing can be.

(i) God resolved to create the world in order to manifest His power and
wisdom, and He created free beings so that they might search for Him
in His works.6

(ii) God had formed this first plan, this first design, which was His “great and
general design,” without having paid any attention to sin, and without
informing Himself7 of whether or not free beings would abuse their pow-
ers.8

(iii) But since sin had introduced itself into the world by accident,9 God
benefited from this by making His justice and His mercy appear.10

(iv) Therefore, it is only by accident that sin entered into God’s decrees; it did
not enter into the first design of the formation of the universe or of the
creation of man.11

(v) Therefore, it must not be said that it was necessary for sin to occur, or that
sin was necessary to the interests of the glory of God, or that God willed
sin: His wisdom could have done very well without it.12

5 See Abbé Faydit, Rémarques sur Virgile et sur Homère… (Paris: 1705), 128ff.
6 Jaquelot, etb, 326.
7 This is what, it seems to me, is meant by these words of Jaquelot on page 347: “sin did not

enter into the first design of the formation of the universe or of the creation of man.”
8 Jaquelot, etb, 346.
9 Jaquelot, etb, 347–348.
10 Jaquelot, etb, 342.
11 Ibid.
12 Jaquelot, etb, 348.
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This is how Jaquelot retracted everything that he had said in his first book to
justify the permission of sin by the interests of the glory of God.

Themistius: He was forced into this retraction by his powerlessness to answer
the difficulties that Bayle proposed tohim. Iwould forgive him this inconstancy
if he had had the ingenuousness to admit the cause of his change of language.
But presumptuous authors would rather die than confess such things.

Maximus: To the five articles that youhave already listed, this sixthmaximmust
be added:

(vi) God “did everything that sufficed to turn the freedom of man toward the
good,” for He threatened him with death; but since He could not “oppose
the fall of man without changing the order of the universe, and without
derogating from the immutable laws that He had established,” He letman
succumb to the temptations of the devil.13

This is what he lays out more amply on page 350. God, he says, “in creating
this vast universe, chose the most appropriate circumstances for manifesting
His power and infinite wisdom. Among these circumstances there are some
that concern men on this Earth, this little corner of the universe. By this
arrangement, God willed to place man in the state of searching for Him in His
works and gave him the power to do as he willed, well or badly. Once this was
done, God foresaw that man in such circumstances would abuse his freedom,
yetHewilled to permit it, becauseHe did notwish to change the first order that
He had wisely established for the manifestation of His glory. Is there anything
there from which to conclude that God efficaciously willed sin? Not at all: He
willed to permit it, and this is the only consequence that is justifiable.”14

From all of this we can gather this seventh proposition:

(vii) Adam and Eve lost their innocence because God did not will to disturb
the “plan that He had formed in order to show His infinite wisdom.”15

13 Jaquelot, etb, 346.
14 Jaquelot, etb, 350.
15 Jaquelot, etb, 337.
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chapter 20

Examination of Jaquelot’s New System

Themistius: There aremany censurable passages in Jaquelot’s new system. Let’s
no longer insist on his first article, namely that men were created in order to
search for God in His works. We have already shown1 that he ascribes conduct
to God that would be extreme folly or dark malice among men: namely, that
instead of givingmen, who were supposed to undertake the extremely difficult
task of searching for God in His works, guides that had the skill never to go
astray, it was instead necessary for Him to give them guides that could go astray
at every moment.

I will say nothing of the second article of this system because in order to
judge it properly it is necessary to make use of remarks that will be made
concerning the third and fourth articles, where Jaquelot asserts that sin entered
the world and the decrees of God by accident.

Maximus: Thewords, ‘by accident,’ are so shockingwhen applied toGod’s prov-
idence that Jaquelot was indispensably obliged to explain them,2 for readers
would be able to believe, if he did not explain them, that hewanted thosewords
to be taken in the ordinary sense. But if we take them in that way it will be nec-
essary to say that things tookplace that deceived thepiercing eyeof providence,
such that they forced their way into the world without God knowing it, with-
out His intention or His participation.We never say that we changed, or added,
or took away from a project ‘by accident’ something that we knew only to be
a result of chance events, events that the directors of the enterprise had never
considered, events that were the cause of abandoning in part the first plan and
accommodating it to the unexpected events that arose. It would be horrible
impiety to understand Jaquelot’s words, ‘by accident,’ in that way. So what will
we do? I don’t see how he could make use of any other meaning of them.

Themistius: Let’s show that the author of this system poorly linked its parts.
He says “that God, having created the universe to be conducted by such and
such completely general and immutable laws, finally formedman on the earth”

1 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 14, 277–280. See also chapter 13, 273.
2 This by accident is the linchpin, or the key to the vault, of Jaquelot’s new system: this is why

it is entirely inexcusable for him not to have given an explanation of it; for until he gives one,
it will be impossible to understand his new system.
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and left him exposed to the action of these “constant and invariable laws”
from which He did not wish to derogate.3 Now it must be observed that these
laws, considerednaked and in themselves, containednothing that deserved the
choice and approbation of the divine wisdom; they did not become worthy of
this honour except by the beauty, the regularity and the fecundity of the effects
that they were to produce from the beginning of the world to the end of the
ages. God examined all of these effects one by one; He inspected each of them,
He gave them His approbation, and in a sense, His blessing before decreeing
to establish these laws for the government of the universe, and to render them
immutable and invariable.

According to Jaquelot, the fall of Adam and Eve was a consequence of the
general laws4 becauseGod couldnot prevent it except by derogating from these
laws, and He did not want to derogate from the general laws to prevent this
fall. It is therefore false that sin entered into the world and into the decrees of
God by accident. It entered by the usual door taken by all the other effects of
general laws. It entered into the first design of the formation of the universe and
the creation of man, since God did not approve any general law until He had
known, one by one, all the events to which they would lead, among which the
fall of man and the consequences of this fall rank very high in importance. So
you see that there are many falsehoods in this system, as well as things which
mutually undermine each other.

Maximus: Allow me to cast new light on what you have just said. We can
suppose that God initially consideredmerely as possible the effects of a certain
number of laws executed in a certain manner, but having found them most
appropriate for manifesting His power and wisdom, He pulled them from
the state of pure possibility and rendered them actually future. To do that
necessarily demands thedecrees of thedivinewill; and sinceGod, in examining
one by one all the effects of the general laws, would have eliminated those
that would cause Him displeasure if He had found such effects, we can say
that among those which He rendered future there were none that He did not
approve, that He did not love, and to which He did not destine actual existence
with all the consent of His good pleasure.

According to Jaquelot, the fall of Adam and Eve was one of the events to
which the general laws had to lead. Therefore, since God rendered this event
future, it follows that this fall entered into the first plan of God and into His

3 Jaquelot, etb, 330.
4 To see Jaquelot’s contradictions on this point consult Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 17, 295.
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decrees just as the other consequences of the general laws; the consequences,
I say, that God approved of as very fitting for the execution of His great design.
It would be a childish illusion to claim that in the system of general laws God is
not the arranger and the dispensator of every particular event, for He estab-
lished these general laws as immutable only after having approved all their
consequences, and He is properly speaking the author of these consequences,
given that He chose the laws that would lead to them.

Themistius: I don’t know what Jaquelot could respond to that, or to a man who
might say coldly to him, ‘you did not learn either from Scripture or from the
natural light that sin did not enter into the first, into the great, and into the
general design of God; it is a pure fiction of your mind that everyone has the
right to reject; you will never be able to prove it.’ As I say, I don’t know what
he would respond to this, but I do know that his system fails everywhere, and
that if he wants to make something tolerable out of it he will have to lick it into
shape for two or three years as if it were a little bear.

Maximus: I am just as convinced of this as you are and I will give you a new
example. Jaquelot supposes in his fifth article that sin has no relation to the
interests of the glory of God, and yet he says elsewhere that God could not
prevent the fall of man without derogating from the general laws, which His
wisdom did not permit Him to do. Once one is obliged to consent to the sin of
man under pain of departing from the rules of wisdom, is it not true that one is
necessarily obliged to consent to it out of interest for one’s glory? Moreover, is
there any necessity more invincible or more inevitable than that which arises
from the execution of the general, immutable, and invariable laws from which
God did not will to derogate?

Fromthat I conclude that the fall ofAdamandEveoccurred just as inevitably
and necessarily as the lunar eclipses, since according to Jaquelot, it was one
of the consequences of the general laws, and God willed that these laws be
executed according to their form and content. Nevertheless this new forger of
systems would like us to cease saying that it was necessary for sin to occur. Do
you admire thepainhe took to fit together his aphorisms?Can you imagine that
from the first sight of them he did not realize their defects and contradictions?
Do you not find that the more we study this author, the more we find him
incomprehensible?

Themistius:What shallwe say about his sixth aphorism, inwhichhe asserts that
God, having threatened Adam and Eve with death, did what was sufficient to
turn their freedom toward the good? One of the Polish Brethren might justly
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speak in this way, but Jaquelot, who cannot deny that God foresaw that, on
the one hand, His threat would render no service, and that on the other, it
would render the sin of man more punishable, should be ashamed to affirm
what he affirms. It is utterly impossible to believe that everything sufficient is
given when it is known that all that is given will be useless and pernicious.

Jaquelot feels so little shame on this point that he dares to accuse his adver-
sary of having contradictedhimself in asserting thatGod showedvery little con-
sideration for the freedom of man by the threat of death given for its defence,
and in asserting that God intervened in the sin of Adam as a moral cause.5 He
claims that Bayle wished to say in the first place that God’s threat “should have
necessarily determined Adam to do the good.” I cannot understand from what
source the Theologian of Berlin derives somany contradictions that he objects
gravely to Bayle. Is there even the shadow of a contradiction in this thesis?:
‘According to our manner of judging things, the threat of death should have
produced a very good effect in the soul of Adam; but according to God’s judg-
ment, and according toHis foreknowledge, it should have served only to render
the crime of the first man even greater.’

5 Jaquelot, etb, 351.
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Continuation of the Same Subject. That It Clearly
Follows from Jaquelot’s System That GodWilled Sin
and That He was Properly Speaking One of
Its Causes

Maximus: Let’s abandonall other particular criticismsof his system. Let’s rather
attack it broadly, in its entirety, and show that it would be useless to resolve the
difficulties in question. Let’s have Jaquelot wrestle with a Zoroastrian philoso-
pher and then we’ll see that he can’t escape his troubles. He nicely reduced the
whole state of the question to the following: “from the claim that God permit-
ted sin, does it follow that God is the efficient cause of evil and the true
author of sin?”1 It will be shown to him that his retreat behind the word ‘effi-
cient’ is only an artifice that the least skilled theologians should recognize as
vain.

Themistius: I am eager to imagine this Zoroastrian philosopher in Jaquelot’s
cabinet; perhaps he would begin with the following remark:

i. ‘The conduct that you attribute toGodmanifestly shows thatHenever had
good intentions toward virtue and that His penchant was rather to promote
vice. You teach that He gave Adam and Eve the power to do good and evil: this
augured badly. Would He have done this if He had wanted virtue never to be
troubled while it was possessed?Wasn’t the true and infalliblemeans of always
preserving virtue in the world this: never to allow there to be a cause that could
produce vice? Therefore, to have produced such a cause and to have placed it in
the soul of man is to have wanted the door always to be open to moral evil; it is
to have placed the wolf in the sheepfold; it is to have obligated man to nourish
a domestic enemy and to hold in his breast a snake that would pierce his heart
sooner or later.’

‘I don’t see how you could say that after reviewing His works in general He
did not find anything that was not good,2 for the faculty of doing evil could not
be a good thing, since it is impossible for evil to arise from the good. You will

1 Jaquelot, etb, 324.
2 This refutes what Jaquelot advances against the Manicheans: see etb, 344.
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tell me that this faculty is united to the faculty of doing good, but I respond
that the union of a bad thing to a good thing does not do away with the natural
qualities of either, and that all that we can grant to you is that since free will is
comprised of both the faculty of doing good and that of doing evil, it is in part
a good thing and in part a bad thing.’

‘Christians, generally speaking, are so persuaded that the power to do evil is a
defect inman and a capital imperfection that they teach that souls are stripped
of it once they enter heaven. Those who describe the love of God for His elect
with the greatest force say that even from the time of this life He rids them
very often of this unfortunate power in acting on their wills with irresistible
grace. From several prayer formulas it is seen that the most ardent desire of
devout souls is to be freed from this grievous faculty of offendingGod. Of all the
moral virtues, the one desired most strongly by those who aspire to perfection
is a habit which determines them to the good and renders them incapable of
listening, without an extreme aversion, to the solicitations of evil.3 I conclude
that even if the faculty of doing evil were never actualized, it would still be
an evil thing in the universe. A viper that has never harmed anyone is still a
pernicious beast.’

Maximus: If you don’t mind, leave the second point to me; that is, allow me to
report what would follow these objections of the disciple of Zoroaster. It seems
to me that he would continue in this way:

ii. ‘The way to silence all calumny would have been to keep in sight the
faculty of doing evil, or to put it under the direction of something that would
prevent it from executing that of which it was capable. But you teach that God
did not make use of such direction, and that, on the contrary, having foreseen
with certainty that Adam and Eve would put their freedom to good use in
some circumstances and to very bad use in others, He did not will to place
them in the first, but willed instead to place them in the second. These second
circumstances involved, among other things, a clever and cunning tempter
entering into battle against Eve, and ultimately triumphing over the innocence
of this good and simple woman.’

‘God, an attentive spectator of this battle, followed its progress closely; He
knew of all the harmful impressions that Eve allowed herself to receive, andHe
observed the fatal moment at which she would be infallibly overcome if she
were not given some aid. But far from providing her with aid in a time of such
pressing and important need, and far from pulling her off this dangerous path,

3 See rqp ii, lxxxiii (od iii, 666); cxi (od iii, 682).
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He refused her every sort of assistance and left her as prey to the tempter who
went off victoriously. From that time, whatwas once awell-founded conjecture
became a matter of scientific fact: God gave men the faculty of doing evil only
so that evil could inundate the human race. Thus, the consequences of your
doctrine are that God created man only from a principle of enmity for human
nature and for virtue, and in order to benefit vice. The threat Hemade to Adam
is a powerful confirmation of this.’4

‘It cannot be doubted, on the basis of what has just been said, that God
willed formally, fully, and positively that Adam and Eve sin; for there is nomore
certain sign of a complete volition than to observe that the measures taken
to render something successful are infallible and as sure as could possibly be
invented. Now, such are themeasures that God took to introduce sin: He chose
circumstances in which He knew with certainty that Adam and Eve would sin,
and He placed them precisely in those circumstances to the exclusion of all
other circumstances in whichHe knew that they would use their freedomwell.
Therefore, God made use of them in so far as He knew that they had neces-
sitated themselves toward evil by the ill use of their free will. The event was
therefore just as certain as it would have been if a cause naturally determined
to sin had been used.’5

‘I ask you, Mr. Jaquelot, to suppose for a moment that God had willed with
as much force as possible that Adam and Eve sin: could He have employed
more efficient or more infallible means to arrive at His goal than the ones
that He in fact employed in the Garden of Eden? I challenge you to deny that
with some sort of acceptable proof. I know very well that on the question—
‘what difference is there between placing aman in circumstances in which it is
known that he will necessarily sin, and placing him in circumstances in which
it is known that he will infallibly sin?’—you have advanced two differences;6
however, they bear no relation to the question, for it concerns only knowing
whether thewill of thosewho place individuals in circumstances inwhich they
know that they will sin infallibly is just as full and as entire and arrives just as
certainly at its goal as thewill of thosewho choose circumstances inwhich they
know that the individualswill necessarily sin. Youwere not able to say anything
about this difficulty, which was the only one put to you, and you will never be
able to invent any quibble to elude the clear and evident principle that serves
as a foundation for this objection.’7

4 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 16, 289.
5 See rqp ii, cxliv (od iii, 798), maxim 17.
6 Jaquelot, etb, 358.
7 Note that Jaquelot puts much weight on the claim that God did not have any efficacious
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‘I will confirm all of this by several remarks. In the first place, I note that
these two thingswere equally impossible: one, that AdamandEve neither obey
nor disobey God; the other, that they obey Him and that they disobey Him
at the same time. From this it follows that: 1. It was absolutely necessary for
their obedience or for their disobedience to pass from a state of pure possibility
to future actuality; 2. By the decree that rendered their disobedience a future
event, their obedience became impossible.’

‘In the second place, I note that while the different determinations of their
wills, according to the diverse combinations of circumstances, were the object
of middle knowledge, they were properly speaking only possible, for their con-
ditional futurity did not make them change state before an absolute decree of
the divine will intervened to choose a determination that had been condition-
ally foreseen.’

‘I note in the thirdplace that thedecree, bywhichGodestablishedabsolutely
that Adamand Evewould be placed in circumstanceswhereinHe had foreseen
that they would sin, rendered their disobedience so infallible, so inevitable,
that their obedience would have implied a contradiction; for it would be con-
tradictory if an event that had been rendered future by a decree of God’s will
did not take place, but instead, some contrary event took place.’8

‘Finally, I note that by this decree their obedience (as possible as you like,
considered abstractly) became impossible, since it was impossible for that
which God had decreed not to occur, and for that which He had not decreed,
to occur.9 From which I conclude that the measures that God took for the
introductionof sinby thedisobedienceofAdamandEvewere so inevitable that
themost consummate and powerful will for them to sin could not have chosen
more certain measures, and thus one would have to be nearly hallucinatory to
assert that sin entered the world merely by accident.’

volition that absolutely decreed that sin exist. This is pure illusion: he will be shown in
chapter 26 that on his hypothesis, such a decree was impossible.

8 Cf. rqp ii, clii (od iii, 819).
9 Normally we say that whatever does not imply a contradiction is possible: consequently, the

obedience of Adam and his disobedience were equally possible, since neither one nor the
other implied a contradiction; but onemust remark that this ceases to be true oncewe do not
consider these two acts in themselves, but rather relatively toGod’s decree; for just as it would
be contradictory for Adam to obey and to disobey at the same time, so too if God’s decree had
rendered his disobedience actually future, then from that time his obedience would become
impossible and imply a contradiction. It is of no importance whether the decree was anterior
or posterior to the divine foreknowledge.
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Themistius: I left you the second point, now leaveme to recite the third remark
of our Zoroastrian. It is again to Jaquelot that he continues to speak:

iii. ‘You surprise me by supposing that all the objections are nullified pro-
vided that God is not the efficient cause of sin. Do you not know that there are
several ways of being the proper cause of a crime? I will only indicate four of
them to you: One is guilty of murder: 1. when one kills somebody; 2. when one
has somebody killed by people whom one necessitates to perform the killing;
3. when one places somebody in circumstances in which one knows that they
will be killed; 4. when one allows somebody to be killed whomone could easily
have saved.’

‘I believe that in Calvin’s day there were fanatics who made God the author
of sin in the first sense. He is the author of sin in the second sense according to
the system of Dordrecht, assuming we rely on the claims of the Lutherans, the
Arminians, and theMolinists. Youwill not be able to deny that He is the author
of the sin of Adam and Eve in the third and fourth senses, sinceHe placed them
in circumstances in which He knew they would sin, and since He abandoned
them—thoughHe could very easily have saved themby refreshing some idea in
their minds—to themalice of a tempter, and endured the sight of this cunning
spirit causing them to perish miserably.’

‘If you maintain that the third and fourth ways of being the cause of some-
thing are improper andmetaphorical, you delude yourself; for nomanwas ever
moreproperly the cause of the death of another thanDavidwas of that ofUriah;
and it is generally accepted that a mother who might easily feed her son but
instead leaves him to starve, or who permits in cold blood a snake to slip into
the cradle of her son and kill this innocent creature, is just as properly the cause
of the death of this child as if she had killed him herself.’

‘By common notions we join together these two duties:10 1. That one must
not do harm to one’s neighbour; 2. That one must not permit harm to be done
to one’s neighbour. These are two of the characteristics of the predestined in
one of the Psalms of David.11 This union indicates that to fulfill one’s duty, both
of these two things are required, not merely the first. You have not reflected
enough on the confidence with which Reformed theologians maintain that
once the Lutherans, the Arminians, and the Roman Catholics admit that God
did not preserve the innocence of humanity as He might have, they are no

10 “I suppose that you know that two kinds of injustice are spoken of: one, when we inflict injury
on somebody; the other, when we do not prevent somebody’s suffering, though the means to
do so are in our power” (Julius Caesar Scaliger, Orat. i in Erasmum, 14).

11 “He that backbiteth not with his tongue, nor doeth evil to his neighbour, nor taketh up a
reproach against his neighbour” (Psalm 15:3).
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longer able to resolve the objections. This is because it is a principle of the
natural light that the permission of an evil that can be prevented is itself an
evil action.’

‘I am surprised that at your age you could have hoped to remove all the
difficulties provided that you maintained that sin was committed by a free
agent. Are younot aware that one is just as guilty ofmurderwhenonehas aman
assassinated by people who perform the act only after a long deliberation as
whenone causes aman to die by having the floor collapse under him?Are these
old madams who oversee so many impurities any less criminal because they
do not themselves commit them, but only leave all the young people whose
meetings they arrange to their own free will?’

Maximus: It’s my turn now to recite the fourth remark of our philosopher.

iv. ‘There remains one other resource at your disposal, which is to say that
it is true that according to our common notions it would follow from your
doctrine that God willed that Adam and Eve sin, and that He was in two ways
properly speaking the cause of their sin, but that one must not judge God
according to our common notions that you have rejected, for God is above
all comparisons by the pre-eminence of His nature, and He can do, without
harming His holiness, that which men could never do without being guilty
of a crime. You believe that you have thereby escaped a great labyrinth, but
you do not realize that you have fallen into another even more terrifying
one.’12

‘For what would you respond to the fanatical contemporaries of Calvin who
might have maintained that God is the efficient and immediate cause of sin,
without this taking away in the least from his infinite perfection, because of
the pre-eminence of His nature?What could you tell them, other than that it is
evident by the natural light that God cannot be the author of sin in this way?13
But, they would reply, it is no less evident by the natural light that He cannot
be the author of sin according to the two methods properly speaking that you
admit.’

‘It is evident that if David could be exculpated for what he did to Uriah,
or if the mother could be exculpated for allowing her son to die in the two

12 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 13, 272; dhc iii, “Pyrrhon,” rem. b, 733a.
13 Note that we can see here a sample of what Bayle offered to Jaquelot (od iii, 809). What is

amusing is that Jaquelot, in etb, 359, accepts the challenge, but not in remaining with
the principles with respect to which the challenge had been made, but in adopting a
completely different system. What is more pitiful than that?
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cases described above, then they could be exculpated even if David and this
woman had killed with their own hands Uriah, in the one case, and the son
in the other case. It is up to you to offer us a sure and evident rule by which
we can judge that the natural light must be followed up to a certain point
regarding the conduct of God, but that it must be abandoned for all the rest.
Where will you find such a rule? We defy you ever to indicate a certain fixed
point, and thus by the same liberty with which you reject all the common
notions that are inconvenient for you, we reject those that you wish to retain,
for you retain them only by caprice or by the interest you have in your hypoth-
esis.’

‘Will you allege that Scripture teaches us that God is not the efficient and
immediate causeof sin?That iswherewewant you; for it is Scripture that brings
us to believe by precise and formal texts thatGodproduces sin in thiswaywhen
the interests of His glory demand it. Witness Pharaoh, whom He hardened
several times in a row because it was necessary to manifest the superiority of
His power. If you say that it is necessary to explicate these passages by others,
these will only bewords tomake your case; but if, finally, you reduce yourself to
saying that the literal sense, which ascribes conduct to God that is manifestly
opposed to the natural light, is false, you will fall into a pitiful contradiction,
since you have rejected the natural light in as many articles as it pleased you
to reject it, besides which you have no right to set limits for us after having
extended yourself as far as you wished.’

‘You will declaim against the appalling consequences of our doctrine, you
will say that we will no longer be able to assert that God does not deceive,
that it is the introduction of the most dreadful Pyrrhonism. You will say all
that you please; nobody ismore interested than you are in these consequences,
for they are born of your dogmas and of your principle of the pre-eminence of
God; and your disregard for the natural light drags you there necessarily: you
will never be able to make an objection that we cannot retort in an invincible
manner.’

Themistius: I feel that there remains for him yet another objection. Allow me
to describe it to you in the following way:

v. ‘I have another small question to ask you that will place you between
two labyrinths, into one of which you will necessarily fall. Could God have
prevented the fall of Adam, or was He not able? If He could have prevented it,
it follows that He did not will to prevent it, but that He willed it positively and
formally, since it was a necessary consequence of His not willing to prevent it
that it happened infallibly, forHehadplacedAdamandEve in circumstances in
whichHehad foreseen that theywould sin. Therefore, youmust say that, having
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the complete freedom to save the human race or to let it perish, He chose the
latter without reluctance and because it was His good pleasure.’

‘So there you find yourself in a labyrinth in which, far from being able to
hope that you will be seen as a man fit to demonstrate the conformity of
faith and reason, you must rather fear that every philosopher will look at you
loathingly as a Doctor who attributes conduct to God that is diametrically
opposed to the idea of a supremely perfect being. Nothing shines with greater
brilliance in this idea than goodness, the love of virtue and the hatred of vice.14
Will you ever persuade those who contemplate this idea that, though God
had the capacity to make men happy and virtuous, His good pleasure was for
them to fall into the lamentable and abominable condition in which they have
stagnated since the beginning of the world, and in which they will eternally
stagnate?’15

‘If you reply that God could not have prevented the fall of Adam because
He was obliged by very important considerations for the general laws that He
had established, and for the freedom that He had given to man, then I will ask
you another question. Either these important considerations were inviolable
or they were violable. If they were violable, your response is worthless. God
preserved His freedom of indifference either to prevent the fall of man or not
to prevent it. If they were inviolable, then this fall emanated from the divine
nature, which was absolutely necessitated to render it actually future. You fall
into the labyrinth of the necessary connection between sin and the interests of
God.’

‘You were treated so badly by Bayle over this issue that in order to heal
your wounds you invented a new, completely different hypothesis according
to which God had no regard for sin, and took notice of it only after the fact, that
is, after sin had introduced itself into the world by accident. You do not have
less reason to fear in this second labyrinth than you did in the first that all the
contemplators of the idea of a supremely perfect being will look at you with
horror.’

Maximus: I am of the opinion that we should put an end here to the attacks
of the Zoroastrian philosopher. They will suffice to exercise those who have
endured them.

14 This agrees perfectly with Scripture, which does not speak of any other attribute of God
more strongly than of His goodness and His love of virtue and hatred of vice.

15 With the exception of a handful of predestined souls.
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chapter 22

Confirmation of the Preceding Chapter by the
Refutation of Several of Jaquelot’s Maxims

Themistius: You are right: those were five blows that destroyed all of Jaquelot’s
machinery. But let’s have him mount his great battle-horse to see whether he
can put some order back into his sorry affairs.

Maximus: I see: you want to observe what will happen if he has recourse again
to the immutability of the general laws. But have we not already reduced to
rubble everything that he had built on this miserable foundation?1 Let’s just
say that this great battle-horse has already died from his wounds.

Themistius: Jaquelot claims two things: 1. that God did not will the sin of Adam;
2. that the great designofGodwas already formed, alreadyprepared, even to the
point of having received its final touches, althoughGod had not yet deliberated
on the fate of man, when sin entered by pure accident into the universe, after
which God considered that state of affairs.

Maximus: Against the first of these claims, I observe that there is no prosecutor
impudent enough whowould dare to suggest to amother, who had left her son
to die of hunger, to offer the following quibble: ‘tell the judges that you indeed
willed to permit your son to die of hunger, but that you did not at all will for
him to die of hunger.’ What a distinction! How insane; how extravagant! Yet it
pleased Jaquelot to make use of it in order to exculpate God before the pagan
philosophers. God, he says,2 did not will sin;3 He willed only to permit it.

Let’s remember that the conduct of God as He stood by and watched Eve’s
combat with the snake, and the conduct of the mother who was overflowing
with milk but let her son die of hunger, are very similar. If Jaquelot insists that
there is a difference in that the permission of themother is a crimewhile God’s
permission is innocent, then the pagan philosopher will reply in two ways to
him: 1. That on this footing itwouldbeeasy tomaintain thatGodcan innocently

1 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 17, 292, and chapter 18, 300.
2 Jaquelot, etb, 350.
3 Here he adds efficaciously, which is nothing but chicanery. So does he claim that God willed

sin inefficaciously? It’s pure gibberish. See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 21, 312n7.
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necessitate people to sin and even innocently produce sin in the soul of man;
2. That it is not a matter here of examining the moral difference between these
two permissions, but rather of knowingwhether by their physical state they are
not equally joined to a complete will that their objects actually occur.

Jaquelot will make Christianity the laughing stock of outsiders if he insists
on maintaining that it is truthfully impossible for a mother to permit her son
to die of hunger while nevertheless not willing that he die of hunger, but that
it is very possible for God to permit Eve to die under His eyes while not willing
that she die. As for his second claim that sin did not enter into God’s original
plan, we have already refuted that invincibly.4

Themistius: He is stubborn enough inhis pettiness that I can supposewith some
plausibility that he will claim that the conduct of this mother toward her son,
and that of God toward Eve, should not be compared because the child cannot
resist hunger, while Eve could resist her tempter.

Maximus: I believe he is very capable of offering in all seriousness a difference
as illusory as that one, andwhich I can refutewith the following twoarguments.
The first is that Godwasmore certain that Evewould perish if shewas not given
aid than the mother was certain that her son would perish if he was not given
aid. From which it follows that the resolution not to aid Eve indicates in God a
complete will that she die just as much as the resolution of the mother not to
aid her son indicates fully that she willed his death.

Second,5 once Evewas reduced to a statewherein she no longer knewhow to
make use of the weapons God had given her, it was just as great an act of hatred
not to help her then as it would have been if she had never been given any
weapons in the first place; for being completely unarmed, and having weapons
that are entirely useless because one does not know how to use themwhen the
need arises, are the very same thing. I would feel no more indebted to a man
whohad givenmeweapons fromwhich he knew Iwould derive no benefit than
to a man who had absolutely refused me all weapons.6

Themistius: Your second argument is so evident that I could make even the
crudest peasant understand it immediately. I would ask him: ‘if you were
swimming with one of your neighbours, saw him at risk of drowning, and left

4 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 20, 306–307.
5 I am still supposing that it is the Zoroastrian who is attacking Jaquelot: this holds once and

for all.
6 See rqp ii, clxix (od iii, 858).
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him to perish instead of saving his life as you could infallibly have done by
extending your hand to him, would you believe that you could justify yourself
by alleging that you knew that he was a good swimmer, but a good swimmer
who had lost his mind, and who no longer remembered any of the rules of the
art of swimming, so greatly had the fear of death disturbed his soul?’ I am sure
that this peasant would reply that he would feel guilty about his neighbour’s
death if he had conducted himself in the manner that I described.

Maximus: If Jaquelot does not perceive the evidence of these things, then his
mind is constituted differently than those of other humans. Let him not dare
to reject our comparisons proudly, for he must admit them at least in order to
discover the sense of several essential phrases, such as ‘to will something,’ and
‘to will something fully,’ etc.; expressions which are naturally clear, but which
he strives to cover over with impenetrable obscurities in order to hide the bad
state of his cause.

Themistius: Let’s spare him the shame of examining trifles that are unworthy of
a man of good faith and judgment, such as those which you have refuted. Let’s
not use the example of a mother who leaves her little son to die of hunger, but
that of a mother who can tell by a number of different signs that her daughter
will soon allow a cajoling gallant to do all that he wishes to her, and who
nevertheless does not stir to action, nor say a single word, but pretends to look
elsewhere; a mother, in short, who endures the sight of this tempter making
off with his prey. There is no longer any difference between our examples left
to invent. They now resemble each other like two drops of water, and if the
mother of whom we have just spoken could not say without rendering herself
ridiculous, ‘I indeed willed to permit my daughter to give herself up entirely,
but I did not will that she give herself up entirely,’ she would not render herself
any less ridiculous by excusing herself on the basis of her daughter’s free will.

Maximus: The only response that Jaquelot couldmake to the last comparison is
to say that it is indecent, but a Manichean would justly mock such subterfuge.

Themistius: We can put an objection to him that he will find disagreeable.
Sacred History teaches us that the Garden of Eden was formed by a particular
volition of God, that Adam and Eve were placed there by a similar volition, and
that God prescribed a single law to them and appended to that law a very harsh
threat—two more things that cannot be the effects of a general law. We see,
therefore, that God took a particular interest in the use they would make of
their freedom, and thus Jaquelot contradicts Scripture when he affirms: 1. That
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God paid no attention to sin except after a pure accident had given rise to it;
2. That God permitted sin only in order to leave the general laws that He had
established immutable.

Maximus: This second response involves an absurdity that we have already suf-
ficiently refuted. But let’s continue to show that he has forgotten Scripture. He
would like us to say not that God places man in such and such circumstances,
but “that man finds himself placed in the midst of such circumstances by an
effect of immutable laws of the universe.”7 If he applies that to our first fathers,
then he brazenly contradicts Sacred History, and if he confesses that he was
wrong not to except them, he will still meet with strange difficulties, for he will
give us ideas of divine providence that are conformable neither to Scripture nor
to our systems, and that directly oppose what he had taught concerning the
efficacious permission of God.8 He said positively in his book, the Conformity,
“that God is the Master of the disposition of objects and of the circumstances
in which it pleases him that we find ourselves.”9

Themistius: I would add that either he understands nothing about the systemof
general laws, or that he must say that on this system the will of God is as much
the cause of every particular event as it is on the common system. Let’s have
no respect for passages from Scripture—Jaquelot will very willingly consent to
this—and let’s say that Cyrus, without any particular volition of God, but by
the consequences alone of general laws, became King of Persia and Babylon:
we will still be forced to assert that it was by the will of God that he walked
from day to day along the route he took from his birth to his death. God knew,
before choosing the general laws that He ultimately established, all the events
that would be consequences of their execution,10 and not one of these events
became actually future except becauseGod approved it andwilled its existence
in such a time and place. Having found among the consequences of the general
laws the whole fortune of Cyrus, God commended it, and bound it up in the
decrees concerning the government of the world, such that it is only by the
divinewill that thismonarchwaswhat hewas. It is to speak very properly to say
thatGodplacedhim in these circumstances, but itwould be impious to say that
he foundhimself placed thereinby an effect of general lawswithoutGodhaving

7 Jaquelot, etb, 358.
8 See rqp ii, clxvii (od iii, 852); and below, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 27.
9 Jaquelot, cfr, 138.
10 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 20, 307.
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any hand in it. Bayle’s sixth theological proposition11 is as true on the system of
general laws as it is in the ordinary system; namely that God eternally foresaw
everything that would happen and that He ordered all things and placed them
each in its place.

Maximus: Jaquelot could not bear the assertion “that God destines nearly
every free creature to a sequence of combinations of circumstances in which
He had foreseen that they would sin.”

“The term, ‘destines,’ is a poor choice here,” he adds; “it is not God’s intention
tomake use of combinations of circumstances for the damnation ofmen. Does
he not know that according to a large number of very learned Reformed the-
ologians, the intention of God was to save men by the death of Jesus Christ?”12

I fear that this minister is concealing a monstrous doctrine concerning the
providence of God, for the proposition that he condemns is in the style of the
majority of theologians, and could be false only by supposing that a thousand
things occur that God neither fixed nor determined. As for these theologians
who assert that the intention of God was to save all men by the death of
Jesus Christ, the Zoroastrian philosopher could verywell be reasonable enough
to counsel Jaquelot in friendly terms to keep such a doctrine hidden in the
Christian schools, for, he would show him, if you were surrounded by learned
pagans, theywould ridicule you andwouldwrite songs against your God just as
the Jews did against the idols of the Gentiles. The subject matter would favour
these pagans: ‘The God of the Christians wills that all men be saved; He has the
power necessary to save them all; He lacks neither the power nor the good will;
and yet nearly all men are damned.’ Contemplate from all imaginable sides,
and in whatever way pleases you, the vast and immense idea of the supremely
perfect being; you will discover nothing that opposes this doctrine. It is clearly
repugnant to such a being to fail in any of His designs; everything Hewillsmust
occur; and if anything does not occur, it is because He did not will that it occur.
This is clear by the most evident natural light; it is not a proposition similar to
themany aphorisms by which you wish to reconcile your faith and reason, and
which are not in agreement with the natural idea we have of a being eternal
and necessary, infinite in every sort of perfection.

11 rqp ii, cxliv (od iii, 796).
12 Jaquelot, etb, 351–352.
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Collection and Examination of Several Propositions
That Show, among Other Things, That Jaquelot
Abandoned the Principles That He Shared in
Common with the Supralapsarians

Themistius: We could end our examination of Jaquelot’s reply here, for after
having ruined his new system, and after having shown that his free will, which
was supposed to destroy all the difficulties, does nothing to explain the origin
of evil, what does it matter to us if several of his critical observations scattered
here and there were successful? The fate of this dispute does not depend on
such observations, and we could legitimately release ourselves from all sorts
of new discussions. We can above all abandon a hundred insignificant things
that Jaquelot repeats on nearly every page concerning the foreknowledge and
permission of sin, etc. They should be set to fall to pieces along with the total
destruction of the building.

Maximus: I agree with you. However, I would like to tell you about something
that I noticed, and that perhaps you noticed as well: namely, that I found only
one solid observation1 among all those that Jaquelot joined to the citations of
the second part of the Response to a Provincial’s Questions.2 These citations,
as you know, are very numerous and ordinarily very short. This will deceive
gullible readers who, in reading this latest work by Jaquelot, will not remember
the third volume of the Response to a Provincial’s Questions. They will judge
that since there are so many passages of this second part3 in Jaquelot’s book
accompanied by refutation, he has replied very well to Bayle.

Themistius: Let’s not worry about what this kind of reader will say or think.
Their judgment deserves only scorn from connoisseurs. Let it suffice to know

1 It is on page 361 and concerns the accusation of begging the questionwhich Bayle incorrectly
believed that the Manicheans could make [against Jaquelot’s doctrine of the permission of
evil].

2 [od] Citations from rqp ii, cxxviii–clxxi.
3 [mh] Recall that the third volume of rqp contained the second part of that work.
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that the connoisseurswho confront the second part of the Response to a Provin-
cial’s Questions and the Examination of Bayle’s Theologywill judge that Jaquelot
did not reply to anything while remaining committed to the principles on the
basis of which he was attacked. He had no other resource than to invent a new
hypothesis that had not been exposed to Bayle’s arsenal. He left his first work
crushed beneath the weight of objections, he did nothing in favour of his old
doctrine, he merely forged new principles that permitted him to escape from
objections that he never could have eluded if he had persisted with his first
doctrines.

Thus the prognosis of the public voice was fully realized.4 Jaquelot was
forced to cede complete victory to Bayle over his book, theConformity. He in no
way undertook its apology; all he could do was change his opinion and present
himself with a new system that had been unknown and had not been attacked
in the Response to a Provincial’s Questions. It is no great exploit to respond to
invincible objections made against another doctrine by means of some new
doctrine.

Maximus:What is regrettable here for theMinister of Berlin is that theweapons
that we set up against his new system have been at least as devastating as those
used in the Response to a Provincial’s Questions in order to demolish his design,
his project,5 and all his work; such that if, after having failed shamefully twice
in a row, he is not disheartened, it will be necessary for him to forge a third new
hypothesis. Religion’s peacemakers are so stubborn in their undertaking that
no ill success discourages them. We can therefore predict that the theologian
whom we are refuting will try again.

Themistius: He might finally end up with something if he had the genius for
systematization; but this is visibly lacking in him. We have seen this from how
many poorly assorted pieces his new system is built,6 and we are about to see
a collection of propositions that would be very difficult to fit together.

i. “Supposing that men had never sinned, the manifestation of the wis-
dom of God in the creation of the world would have been the same.”7

4 See above, Dialogues, 219.
5 Understanding, as always, that we are speaking only of those passages that concerned

Bayle.
6 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 20, 306–309.
7 Jaquelot, etb, 336.
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ii. If God had willed to prevent the fall of man, He would have derogated
“from the plan which He had conceived in order to demonstrate his
infinite wisdom.”8

iii. If God had “prevented sin by a stronger or weaker impression in the
soul [of man], He would have disturbed the entire universe and re-
nounced the general and immutable laws which His infinite wisdom
had established.”9

iv. If God were a benefactor “so beholden to man that He could have no
other goal than that of rendering him happy at whatever price,” then
Hewould not have given graces which according to His foreknowledge
were to serve only to ruin those to whom He had given them; but it is
false that God is a benefactor so beholden to man.10

v. “In creating this vast universe, God chose the most fitting combi-
nations for manifesting His power and infinite wisdom.”11

vi. God “willed to permit [sin] because He did not will to change the
original order that He had wisely established for the manifestation of
His glory.”12

vii. “The goodness of God toward man is ruled by the wisdom of God and
subject to the principal end, which is the manifestation of His glory in
the creation of the universe.”13

viii. God could have found in virtue a suitable means proportioned to His
ends.14

ix. “Sin occurred by accident; it was not a part of God’s original design.”15
x. It is false “that God necessarily loves all the means without which He

could not arrive at the manifestation of His glory.”16
xi. If there were only four means of manifesting God’s glory, and alone

each was sufficient, then God would not love any of them necessarily,
since He might leave any to take another.17

8 Jaquelot, etb, 337.
9 Jaquelot, etb, 337 and 347.
10 Jaquelot, etb, 343.
11 Jaquelot, etb, 350.
12 Jaquelot, etb, 350.
13 Jaquelot, etb, 355.
14 Jaquelot, etb, 364.
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.
17 Jaquelot, etb, 365.
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xii. “Sin became by accident one of these means; God did not choose it by
any efficacious decree, He only permitted it.”18

xiii. “It was not impossible for God to form this Earth in another way, nor
to place men there in another state and in different circumstances.”19

xiv. It is false “that the method God chose to manifest His glory was the
only one suited to His wisdom.”20

xv. “Sin is not the only method that was suited to God’s wisdom for the
manifestation of His glory.”21

xvi. “The goodness of God did not have to oppose itself” to the existence of
intelligent and free beings who sought God in His works.22

xvii. If it had been so opposed, then the wisdom and power of God would
have been sacrificed to His goodness.23

xviii. This proposition, “the infinite wisdom of God could do nothing more
worthy or more excellent than what it in fact did,” as though it had
exhausted all its energy, “is rash and false.”24

xix. It is false that God created the world for His glory, if by that is meant
that He created it in order to manifest His mercy and His justice.25

xx. “Having given freedom to man in order to recognize His power and
infinite wisdom in the creation of the universe—which was God’s
original plan—God should not have taken back this freedom because
He foresaw that man would abuse it. To say the contrary is to attribute
to the all-perfect Being an inconstancy that is unworthy of a craftsman
with any skill whatsoever; from which it follows that God, seeing this,
had to permit sin.”26

Maximus: Allowme first of all tomake two general remarks about these twenty
propositions. The first is that it is not possible to go further astray than Jaquelot
of the principles he established in his first book. I am referring to the necessary
connection that he recognized between sin and the interests of the glory of
God. Today it is no longer the case: sinwas something entirely indifferent to the

18 Ibid.
19 Ibid.
20 Ibid.
21 Ibid.
22 Jaquelot, etb, 367.
23 Ibid.
24 Jaquelot, etb, 367.
25 Jaquelot, etb, 371.
26 Jaquelot, etb, 377.
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glory of God; it entered the world only by accident. This new hypothesis is able
to resolve several difficulties thatwere insolublewhen Jaquelot’s first principles
were followed. If he prides himself in responding to these objections, then he
will revel in an imaginary victory.27 There is no schoolchildwho in passing from
‘yes’ to ‘no’ cannot get out of invincible objections.

My second remark is that these propositions sometimes mutually destroy
each other, and they do not have the clarity that is necessary for them to be
useful for the reconciliation of faith and reason. Far from sensing that they
emanate from the idea of a supremely perfect Being, we find that they oppose
the notions that the natural light gives us of the divine attributes. In a word,
most of them give rise to many new difficulties.

Themistius: These three defects will appear as clearly as possible if we dissect
each of these twenty propositions to some extent.

Proposition i agrees neither with ii nor with iii nor with vi nor with xx, for
if the obedience of Adam and Eve was just as suitable to the manifestation of
the wisdom of God as their disobedience, then it is clearly false that God was
obliged to permit their fall in order to conserve the plan that He had formed to
demonstrate His infinite wisdom.

Proposition ii, in addition to iii and vi, recalls thatwhich Jaquelot took great
pains to avoid, namely the necessary connection between sin and the interests
of the glory of God.

Proposition iv is chimerical, since those who find that the fall of Adam and
Eve does not agree with the goodness of God do not claim that God was so
beholden to man that He could not have had any other goal than to render
him happy at whatever price. They claim only that without prejudicing His
other attributes or the other parts of the universe, His goodness and love of
virtue could have permitted Him to exempt the human race from all moral and
physical evil. What is more absurd than opposing such a claim with Jaquelot’s
fourth aphorism?

Proposition v does not fit well with xiii, xiv, xv, or xviii, for if the com-
binations which God chose are the most appropriate “of all”28 for manifesting
His power and infinite wisdom, then it is not easy to understand howHemight
have chosen less appropriate ones. Those which He chose are unique means,
for there are not twomeans each of which contains themost appropriate com-
binations of all. Thus, these unique means deserved preference over all others
and the divine wisdom had to fix itself upon it.

27 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, 323–326.
28 This “of all” is not in Jaquelot’s book, but it must necessarily be understood.
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What Jaquelot asserts in vi, andwhathehadalreadyuttered in ii and iii, is so
false thatwehave already refuted it by invincible arguments. Butwhenweneed
only object to him that what he advances is in no way suitable to the common
notions we have of an infinitely perfect Being, thenwe can very justly disregard
him. What trait did he find in the idea of the divine nature that evidently
taught him that the preservation of the innocence of Adam and Eve would
have disturbed the entire universe and would have changed the plan for the
manifestationof the glory ofGod?Towhomis this gibberish intelligible?Where
are themenwho cannot conceive clearly by the idea ofGod thatHis knowledge
can furnish Him with a thousand ways of reconciling His goodness and His
wisdom, and of conserving the universe in the same state whether or not men
are virtuous or vicious? Jaquelot confesses as much in Propositions i and xv.

Thesis vii is entirely useless because we conceive clearly that although the
goodness of God toward man is ruled by the wisdom of God and subordinated
to the manifestation of the glory of God in the creation of the universe, the
human race could still be both happy and virtuous.

Proposition viii exposes Jaquelot to unusual difficulties: here’s how. If a
system from which sin had been banished was suitable to the ends for which
God created the universe, it would be impossible to understand that God did
not prefer it to the systemwhich contains the crime andmisery of men. By the
idea of God we evidently conceive that, all things being equal elsewhere, He
will prefer a system inwhich virtue reigns over a system inwhich vice reigns; yet
Jaquelot asserts that the system of virtue, however suitable and proportioned
it was to God’s ends, and although it was equally fitting for the manifestation
of the glory of the Creator,29 was rejected in order to make room for the system
that favours vice.

If the Zoroastrian philosopher attacked Jaquelot on this point, he would
soon reduce him to silence or to the necessity of employing the energy of
his lungs only for uttering absurdities. The philosopher would ask: what kind
of divinity are you producing for us? A divinity who cheerfully delivered a
contradictory judgment in favour of vice and against virtue; a divinity who,
having compared side-by-side the system that contained neither moral nor
physical evil, and the system that was completely inundated with this double
evil, preferred the latter to the former, despite finding that they were equally
suitable to the interests of His glory.

Proposition ix of our theologian agrees neither with ii nor with iii nor with
vi. We have refuted it invincibly30 and we can add here that it is opposed by

29 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, Proposition i, 324.
30 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, 306–307.
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Sacred History, which teaches us that God did not abandon the fate of man to
general laws, but that He instead took an interest in it by particular volitions
which are, according to Jaquelot, derogations from general laws. God came to
convey to our first fathers that they were to abstain from a certain tree and that
He would condemn them to death if they did not obey;31 He came, that is, to
convey thismessage by a derogation fromgeneral laws andwithout fearing that
He would disturb the universe.

He fearedno such thing, according to Jaquelot, andHe foundhimself obliged
to respect the general laws only when it was a matter of deciding whether
men would be vicious and unhappy, or virtuous and content. The decision
fell upon the first option because otherwise it would have been necessary to
make use of a particular volition. Is there anything further fromplausibility and
from the idea of God than these dogmas that Jaquelot employs to reconcile
theology with philosophy on the difficulties surrounding the origin of evil?
What becomes of a man’s good sense when he dogmatizes in this way? I have
no idea.

Proposition x is so evidently false that it would be pointless to refute it.
Proposition xi becomes a completely useless hors-d’oeuvre in light of propo-

sition v.
Concerning proposition xii let’s say only that Jaquelot will never be able to

respond to the objections of the Zoroastrian philosopher related above,32 nor
escape the ridiculousness of his position that we have shown him.33

The difficulties that accompany propositions xiii, xiv, and xv were indi-
cated when we discussed proposition viii.

Proposition xvi is ridiculous because it gives no other task to the goodness
of God than to have consented to man’s searching well or poorly for God in His
works. There is nobody who will conceive of this as an act of goodness, and
nobody who will not conceive that in order to make of this an act of goodness,
it is necessary to join to it that men are led with certainty in their search for
God, such that they would not fail to find Him.

Proposition xvii is no less ridiculous than xvi, for if the goodness of God
had arranged for men to be led with certainty in the search for their creator,
then the divine power and wisdom would not have failed to conserve all their
advantages. What prejudice could be done to the power and wisdom of God
if His goodness prevented men from straying from the right path? Where did

31 See Genesis, chapter 2.
32 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 21, 310–317.
33 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 22, 318–320.
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Jaquelot derive such rare knowledge, so opposed to common notions? I would
like to know.

Proposition xviii hardly agrees with v.
Proposition xix is founded solely upon ix and xii, the falsity of which is easy

to show.
Proposition xx shows us that Jaquelot finds plenty of difficulties where

there are none. For who told him that there was no mean between these two
things—‘take back the freedom that was given,’ and ‘permit that this freedom
be abused’? The most limited minds will easily find a mean between these two
propositions, namely that by congruent graces God will always appropriately
assist the human will so that it is determined toward the side of the good. By
means of this, free will can be preserved entirely in man, who will never make
a bad use of it.

Jaquelot confesses34 that the evidence of an arithmetical demonstration
does not prevent the use of freedom. He must therefore confess that a light
communicated to men to enlighten them concerning their true interests in
every temptation would not prejudice their free will even though it would
surely aid them always to make good choices. It does not appear necessary
for this light to be extremely bright, for we see that with mediocre attention
a great number of people make good use of their freedom in some matters all
their life. How many old painters, old musicians, old preachers, old lawyers
(and so on with other professions) are there who can sincerely say that they
have never wished to paint poorly, sing poorly, preach poorly, plead poorly,
etc.?

This is why we can maintain that a certain amount of light communicated
tomen when they were destined to use their freedom in search of their creator
in His creatures could have brought about that they always searched freely
for the creator and that they never abused their free will.35 Jaquelot will be
forced to recognize this since he admits that man, acting according to the
principles of the Supralapsarians, would not fail to act with the whole essence
of freedom.

Although he doubted that any could be found, in fact a second mean
between these two things can be demonstrated. God had only to place men in
circumstances in which He had foreseen that they would fulfill their duty well.

34 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 15, 285.
35 Note that it is necessary to suppose, in order to understand that a certain amount of light

wouldhave sufficed forman, thatmanwould therebyhavebeendelivered from the violent
inclinations that he had contracted toward evil. In this last state it appears more difficult
for him to be led toward the good. See below, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 28.
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It is therefore false that it is necessary to speak as Jaquelot does, or to attribute
to God “an inconstancy unworthy of a craftsman with any skill whatsoever.”
But if it were necessary to choose between these two extremes, or to attribute
to God the revocation of the freedom that He had given to man, or the obdu-
racy to leave the human race to perish, there is nobody who would not reject
the last option.

To persevere in a resolution which according to the natural light has all the
appearance of cruelty is a greater defect than to move to a contrary resolution
after having considered the harmful consequences of the gift one might have
given. I add that it marks no inconstancy, but is rather a firm attachment to
the same principle that recommends removing what one has given once one
realizes that it is a present that will cause the ruin of the one to whom it is
given. It is from a principle of goodness36 that magnificent gifts are given; it is
therefore from a principle of goodness that such gifts are taken back once it is
a matter of preventing them from causing harm.37

How base and injurious to the divine nature is the idea that Jaquelot forms
of the power and wisdom of God!38 He claims that after having givenmen free-
dom,Godwas devoid of the power to save them fromcrime andmisery because
there was only one way to save them from it, but this way was absolutely
impracticable, since it was unworthy of a craftsmanwith any skill whatsoever. I
will leave aside the variations of this author; he gives us here an argument very
different from the one he has given so many times, and which he derives from
the commitment God made to Himself to observe the general laws.

Maximus: The criticisms you have just offered are very fitting to disillusion
those who might have thought that Jaquelot was a clever man.

36 Jaquelot confesses (etb, 323) that the spirits which God endowed with free will are the
creatures whom He loves the most. The distinction he joins to that is pure gibberish.

37 See rqp ii, lxxxi (od iii, 662); xci (od iii, 680).
38 We will return to this below, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 28.
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chapter 24

Reflection on Jaquelot’s Pomp in Claiming That
FreeWill Lifts Every Difficulty Concerning the
Origin of Evil

Themistius: If a twenty-year-old student of theology allowed himself to be
infected with the Pelagian heresy, and then at twenty-five published a text
filled with all the praises that Jaquelot has given to the faculty to sin or not
to sin, I would not be astonished by it. I would say to myself: ‘the great fire of
youth did not permit him to examine this question on every side; he considered
it only from the side that pleased him and he applied himself to it only in
order to become an even greater admirer of free will, thereby avoiding all that
might trouble his admiration.’ Jaquelot had all the necessary leisure to examine
dispassionately the strengths andweaknesses of free will; that he should reveal
that he considered it only from the side that enticed him is what will surprise
and appal me for a long time.

Maximus: I am no less surprised, nor any less scandalized than you are by his
conduct; but alas, each has his own method of studying and meditating upon
a subject. Take Jaquelot’s method: it is in no way the path toward solidity and
precision of the mind. But that’s his problem and means little to me; let’s just
say that it appears in his case to give rise to a very crass ignorance of everything
in the writings of the Reformed theologians concerning retortions against the
permission of sin; for if he had known the force of these retortions,1 which is
even greater against him than against the other Arminians on account of the
wayheexplainsGod’s permission,2 hewouldhave spokenmoremodestly about
human freedom.Hewould not have asserted so proudly that freewill suffices to
destroy all the difficulties, which is the same as saying that it suffices to level all
the Zoroastrians, all the Manicheans, all the freethinkers, all the philosophers.
He would not have said that because of this admirable virtue of free will, those
whowish to emphasize theManichean objections “turn against this freedom in

1 See rqp ii, clxvii.
2 Writers are so persuaded that the retortion against permissionmust push back and confound

their adversaries that Mr. King even used it against the Manicheans. See rqp ii, lxxv (od iii,
654).
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order to destroy it.”3 Experience could have cleared this matter up for him, for
he was overwhelmed with insoluble difficulties even when, following his lead,
the free will of the Arminians was assumed. It depends on him alone to know
by the way of sentiment that his free will is that broken reed that pierces the
hand of him who leans upon it.

Themistius: If he had paid the least attention to the fact that so many max-
ims, so many examples, and a certain light cast upon every mind lead us to
acknowledge the complicity of those who have no other part in a crime but to
have arranged the occasion and to have adroitly brought the passions of others
into play, would he have said with so much confidence that every difficulty is
removed by proving by appeal to free will that God was not the efficient cause
of the sin of Adam?

Maximus: If he had known what is most commonly objected when this matter
is disputed, he would not have dared to employ a distinction that is capable
only of making Christianity seem ridiculous, and of exposing it to the cruellest
and bloodiest gibes of the pagan philosophers.4

Themistius: Finally, if he had not limited himself to the admiration of what
pleased him about free will, and if he had spent some time informing himself
of the difficulties that accompany the project of the reunion of theology and
philosophy over the origin of evil by means of human freedom, then he would
have contented himself with having failed once, he would not have made any
other attempt, and hewould not have hoped that in piling up several principles
and in forging a new system he would come to the end of reconciling faith and
reason. This is what a judicious man cannot ever hope while he advances only
maxims that can be denied and of which he can offer no proof when they are
denied; orwhile he constructs a system,not in consulting the vast and immense
idea of the supremely perfect being, but in consulting the needs of his present
situation.

Maximus: You have marvellously described the weakness of Jaquelot’s last
book. This author bases himself on principles that contain no evidence and
therefore will be contested by the first to confront them; such that, instead of
making great strides toward his goal of reconciliation, he will at every moment

3 See rqp ii, cxlii (od iii, 791).
4 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 22, 318–322.
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need to engage himself in particular disputes inwhich hewill be detained for as
long as it pleases his opponents. Moreover, his new system is entirely built on
gratuitous assumptions that can be denied and that he can never prove. The
rule he followed in introducing one assumption rather than another has not
been the idea of the supremely perfect being, or the evidence of the natural
light.His only rule has been to avoid thedisadvantages towhichhehadexposed
himself in his first book, and the objections that Bayle made against him. I
will say nothing about the awful discord that rings throughout the parts of his
system, and nothing about the opposition he leaves between his maxims. The
worst is that he advances nothing that we have not wholly overturned.

Themistius: That is what stubbornness is capable of bringing about in a pre-
sumptuousmind that does not take the time to study what might diminish the
admiration it has conceived for a certain dogma.
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chapter 25

WhyWeWill Not Refute Several of Jaquelot’s
Objections to Various Passages from the Second
Part of the Response to a Provincial’s Questions
Which He Took Out of ContextWhenever It
Pleased Him andWhich He Paraphrased However
Much It Pleased Him. Several Characteristics of
His Mind

Themistius: I have just remembered something you said to me to which I have
not yet responded; it’s time I did so. You toldme that perhaps I had noticed the
same thing as you concerning the quality of the criticisms that Jaquelot joined
to his citations of the second part of the Response to a Provincial’s Questions.1
Your conjecture is well-founded, for it appeared tome that among these critical
notes there is hardly a single one that could honour a mediocre writer. They
are nothing but scratches similar to those a cat makes on its wooden post.
That is why I am of the opinion that we should not amuse ourselves with their
refutation; we would merely fall into boring minutiae and would pointlessly
tire ourselves since the fate of this dispute does not depend on the refutation
of each remark that Jaquelot made, but rather on the fact that his system and
the bulk of the tree were reduced to ashes.

Maximus: What necessity is there to follow an author in every detail of his
critique when it is seen clearly that he seeks only to quibble and to disguise
things? Tell me your opinion of an example that I will recount for you. Bayle
had remarked2 that his adversary had left many things without a response and
had reused observationswithoutmentioning the arguments bywhich they had
already been refuted. He had indicated in themargin an example of the latter.3
Jaquelot concluded that he was guilty only of this single fault.4

1 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 23, 323.
2 rqp ii, cxliii (od iii, 794–795).
3 rqp ii, cxliii (od iii, 795), note (o).
4 Jaquelot, etb, 304.
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Themistius: Since you would like to know my opinion of that, I will tell you
that it is something that is just as unworthy of a serious author as it is wor-
thy of a petty sophist. But here are two examples to show you that Jaque-
lot’s preoccupation resists even the strongest lights. Bayle had shown with
the greatest evidence5 that a prince who chose one hundred people to make
a voyage, on the condition that if the money he gave them for the voyage
was in fact sufficient for them, then they would be rewarded, but otherwise
they would be punished, would lack goodness toward those who employed
their money poorly, assuming the prince had been assured of this before-
hand. Jaquelot coldly maintains that this prince would not lack any good-
ness.6

Bayle had shown evidently that if it is impossible for men to accomplish
the law of God, then it is impossible for them always to avoid sin.7 Jaquelot,
ignoring this evidence,8 maintains that even if it were impossible for them
always to avoid sin, they would nonetheless never sin necessarily, that is, each
time they sin theywouldhave theproximate ability9 not to sin.Does amanwho
maintains these two things at the same time—1. ‘it is sometimes impossible
formen to avoid sin’; 2. ‘men never sin without the possibility of not sinning’—
deserve that we follow him in all the details of his defence? Does he not rather
deserve to be abandoned to his obstinacy and stubbornness?

Maximus: This deception and bad faith of Jaquelot are sometimes so inane that
it is astonishing how much he disdains the public; but no doubt his boldness
stems from his confidence that the majority of readers compare nothing, such
that he prides himself on being able tomutilate the arguments of his adversary
with impunity. This is what he did in an infuriating manner on page 375. He
rashly supposes there that the fourth of Bayle’s reflections10 is based only on the
passage cited in that place, which provides an occasion for him to act as though
he were a great wit, to make jokes, and generally to puff himself up. The whole
spectacle is the display of a Sophist that would cause shame in any author who
still had a conscience. There is nothing easier to show every reader than this

5 rqp ii, cxlviii (od iii, 804).
6 Jaquelot, etb, 353.
7 rqp ii, clii (od iii, 816).
8 Note that he falsely states that it was a question of man in his innocence, emerging from

the hands of God. If the entire passage from Bayle is read, however, it will be seen clearly
that it was a question only of the men of today.

9 Jaquelot, etb, 374.
10 But which he erroneously gave as the third reflection.
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point of fact: the fourth of Bayle’s reflections is based on a very great number of
demonstrative passages that he faithfully pulled from Jaquelot’s book.

Themistius: He is sometimes so careless that he undermines his ownprinciples.
“Who can be made to understand,” asked Bayle,11 “that the fall of Adam and its
consequences contributed something to the regularity of the heavens or else
to the good of some part of the Earth?” I don’t know whom he is addressing
here, responds Jaquelot, “but as for me, I neither said nor believe this.”12 How
did it come to be, then, that he repeated hundreds of times that if God had
assisted Eve in her time of great need, the whole universe would have been
disturbed? He adds “that he never preached that sin introduced disorder into
the elements; that he would consider such an idea to be foolish.” The sacred
historian therefore said something foolishwhen he reported that the Earthwas
damned as a result of the sin of Adam.13 Honestly, our theologian gives himself
over to his presumption too often. He should have respected the large number
of great men who have written and preached what he calls foolish.14

Maximus: We have already collected enough of his character traits to dis-
pense us from having to follow him step-by-step; let’s leave aside several of
his remarks, notably all his new quibbling over the comparison with a mother.
He tormented his mind and ended up saying nothing reasonable, when a sin-
gle thing sufficed, namely to say that ‘a mother is obliged to take care of her
daughters’ virtue, but it is a prerogative of God to be dispensed from the care of
preserving the virtue of men and of opposing the progress of vice.’ Now there’s
an admirable subject for a sermon!

11 rqp ii, clii (od iii, 817).
12 Jaquelot, etb, 377.
13 Note that Bayle cited this passage, and another from St. Paul, in the place that Jaquelot

seeks to refute.
14 Compare what King declares: rqp ii, lxxix (od iii, 658).
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chapter 26

On the Two Species of DivineWill

Themistius: Here is a subject concerning which we cannot avoid following
Jaquelot, for it is too tied up with the principal matter at hand. It is, moreover,
very difficult, so that if one had succeeded in coming to agreement with the
pagan philosophers on the questions that we have encountered, this article
alone would be able to cause a rupture and to put to an end to all peaceful
negotiations.

Maximus: This is where I expected to witness Jaquelot’s enthusiasm.

Themistius: I was sure that he would lack the necessary resolve in this instance,
and I was not wrong in my prognosis. I compared with his chapter 18 Bayle’s
chapter 154, and I found that it was not possible to respondmore pitifully than
Jaquelot responded. He met with several objections there that he respected,
or rather dreaded, such that he did not even approach them and took no side
on the issues besides that of the mute. His silence here is a remarkable sign
of the triumph of his antagonist. His babbling over several other objections
will not indicate the victory of Bayle any less, as we will demonstrate shortly,
and he must not congratulate himself if, in denying that there is any necessary
connection between sin and the interests of God’s glory, he avoids several
difficulties that overwhelm and crush the doctrine that he spread throughout
his first book.

Maximus: We will finish our examination of his chapter 18 all the more quickly
since it contains a great deal of verbiage aimed uniquely at treating Bayle
disagreeably. Recall that we made a law for ourselves not to pay any attention
to vague reproaches or the insults of authors.1 We are focusing only on the
passages where the authors engage in reasoning. Following this method, I will

1 See Dialogues, Part 1, 129. It is because of this that we have paid no attention to Jaquelot’s
repeated complaints that Bayle follows no order in his thinking, that he leaves things in a
confused state, etc. These are commonplaces and formulas of reproach that Jaquelot could
have copied in the first polemical book that fell into his hands. Very often he pretends to
speak of Bayle’s book with the greatest disdain. This is how he responds to the honesty and
the praise that Bayle had heaped on him.
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pass immediately to the fourth page of Jaquelot’s chapter 18, where he begins
to enter into the matter at hand.

He complains2 that Bayle left out several words in citing a passage from the
Conformity. It says there “that nothing happens against the will of God, or even
without His permission.” Bayle contented himself with citing “that nothing
happens against the will of God,” and then it was alleged that this suppression
marked the “culmination of a fallacy.” What an absurd claim! For the terms
that Bayle omitted were far more favourable to his cause than those that he
did report, considering the manner in which Jaquelot explains the dogma of
God’s permission. It is certain that Bayle left out thewords, “or evenwithoutHis
permission,” only because he did not want to engage in that placematerial that
he claimed to treat elsewhere and that he in fact did treat in two chapters, doing
great damage there to his adversary. I will never understand by means of what
mental feat he could have persuadedhimself that thesewords, “or evenwithout
His permission,” even more than the preceding words, are the culmination of
the alleged fallacy. His character has some peculiar features.3

Themistius: Let’s continue to press him, this time with this observation of
Bayle’s,4 namely that sinceGod is incapable of the indifferenceof theEpicurean
gods who take notice of nothing and who will neither sin nor its absence, it is
necessary that everything be either in conformity with, or contrary to, the will
of God, such that if something occurs that is not contrary to the will of God, it
occurs according to the will of God. Let’s see how Jaquelot tries to recover from
this.

“If by ‘according to the will of God’ he means that it is in conformity with an
efficacious will that had absolutely decreed the event, then it is false; but if, by
‘according to the will of God,’ he means that God did not will to prevent it by
an efficacious act of the will, and that He even permitted it, then it is true. And
there you have a mean between the two terms ‘against’ and ‘according to,’ such
that it is true to say that things happen that God did not decree absolutely and
before the foreknowledge of the use that men would make of their freedom,
which He did not will to prevent and which He even permitted.”5

2 Jaquelot, etb, 386.
3 If he had understood thewriter’s trade inwhich he is getting himselfmixed up, hewould have

putBayle’s argument into syllogistic formandwouldhave shown the four terms.Without that,
he disregards his readers and neglects their instruction by saying in a vague way that it is a
fallacy.

4 See rqp ii, cliv (od iii, 821).
5 Jaquelot, etb, 386.
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Maximus: This solution is the vainest in the world; it presents us with the very
distinction thatwehadundermined: “God, the spectator of Eve’s battlewith the
serpent, willed to permit that she be conquered, but He did not will that she be
conquered.” Do you not, therefore, look upon as nothing, a philosopher would
respond to Jaquelot, that the creator of human souls, which are the creatures
He lovedmost,6 willed to permit that they lose their way? If you spoke this way
with some timidity, you would not offend me; but the confidence, or rather
the arrogance, with which you repeat at every opportunity this will to permit
the ruin of the human race—a will so obviously opposed to the ideas that
the natural light gives us of a God infinite in goodness, holiness, power, and
wisdom—horribly scandalizesme, especially when I pay attention to the force
you give to the word ‘permit’ when it concerns God.

Moreover, if Goddid notwill that Eve be conquered, then shewas conquered
against the will of God. ‘Distinguo,’ Jaquelot will respond: ‘I admit that this
occurred against the inefficacious, or moral, will of God; but I deny that this
occurred against the efficacious, or physical, will.’7 What a pitiful distinction!
For what use is it in exculpating God to say that the disobedience of Adam
and Eve relates to the physical will, from which everything happens inevitably
in its time, and that this disobedience does not relate to the moral will of
God, but on the contrary, the obedience of the first man relates to it. None
of that can lift any of the difficulties, since Jaquelot is obliged to teach that
the objects of the moral will of God never attain existence unless they are
the same as the objects of the physical will. The majority of the objects of the
moral will are never realized, a clear indication that God cares little for them.
What can be concluded, therefore, from the supposition that the obedience of
Adam and Evewas the object of themoral will of Godwhile their disobedience
was contained in the decrees of His physical will? We cannot infer anything
from this that does not demonstrate the discord between philosophy and theo-
logy.

But we are amusing ourselves toomuch with this examination of theMinis-
ter of Berlin’s response; it would have been better to defer this response to the
philosopherwhoproved demonstratively to Jaquelot that the decrees posterior
to God’s foreknowledge are no less a consummate will that the event in ques-
tionoccur than the absolute decrees; for by the absolute decrees, the event does
not become more certain and more inevitable than by the decrees of Jaque-
lot.

6 Jaquelot admits this.
7 Jaquelot, etb, 390.
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Themistius: What an illusion to speak to us of a physical will and of amoral will
of God, and to say that the objects of the physical will are always realized while
the objects of the moral will often fail to be realized! What an illusion, I say, to
speak to us of these two species of will without proving that it is possible for
a single substance to will by its physical will that something occur, and by its
moral will that it not occur.

Maximus: He refers us to his first book in vain;8 all that can be found there is an
exposition of the ordinary doctrine without the resolution of any difficulties. Is
thatwhatwe get for consulting an author?All his clarifications, all his examples
with which he seems so pleased, do nothing but teach us that God deludes
human beings into believing that He does not will certain things, and yet they
are things that He set infallibly in the future by decrees of His physical will,
which nothing can resist. Now, far from removing any of the problems, on the
contrary this gives rise to a terrible problem, concerning which we would like
to remain silent, following Jaquelot’s example.

He is on no more solid ground when he asserts that Bayle “did not say a
single word about the explication [of the two wills of God contained] in the
Conformity; [that Bayle] wished to ignore the pages that he had before his eyes;
that when one wants to hide the arguments of one’s adversary it is necessary to
remainmoremodest;9 that it is surprising to hear the samedifficulties repeated
so often without saying a single word about the clarifications that are given.”10
This discourse teaches us two things: first, that Jaquelot is full of admiration for
his clarifications, which nevertheless, instead of resolving any difficulties, give
rise to terrible ones; second, that he was poorly instructed concerning what
Bayle had done.

Here is what we find in chapter xliii on page 819 of the second part of
the Response to the Provincial: “Jaquelot will easily win the approval of the
docile and humble faithful by the doctrine that he shares in common with
all the Predestinarians and that he explained very well.11 I am referring to the
doctrine of two wills, of which one suits God in His capacity as Sovereign
Director of the Universe, and of which the other suits Him as well, this time as
supreme Legislator. Aristotle, with his analytic mind, could find much in that
topic to keep himself busy, in which case the Rationalists who might happen

8 Jaquelot, etb, 385–387.
9 Jaquelot, etb, 384–385.
10 Jaquelot, etb, 387.
11 Note that Bayle cites the same pages to which Jaquelot refers.
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to hear him dispute this matter would find themselves in the state in which
Cicero places one of the characters of his dialogue.” I would like, Cicero has
his character say, the Stoic dogma on the formation and the nature of the
world to be true, but it is incomprehensible, and I see the torrent of Aristotle’s
eloquence demolishing them. What will I hold on to? In the following chapter
Bayle examines in somedepth the dogmaof the twodivinewills andhe crushes
Jaquelot. Judge after that the audacity of the latter, who dares to complain that
not one word was said of his explication of the two wills of God, and that his
arguments were hidden, etc.

Themistius: I would not be able to excuse him any better than by supposing
that he wrote this last book without paying any attention, and if we should
be surprised at his laziness, we should be even more astonished that even
though he wished to reconcile his theological commitments with philosophy,
he recognizes velleities in God,12 that is to say, imperfections that are man-
ifestly incompatible with the supreme majesty of an infinite and necessary
being.

Maximus: The apology he offers on behalf of one of Descartes’ examples is so
poorly expressed that it is not worth our time to point out its faults. Besides,
since he did not dare to touch the great and capital difficulty surrounding
the two wills of God,13 and since he judged it appropriate not to move this
Camarina, let’s imitate his discretion, let’s be just as mute as he. I congrat-
ulate him on the fact that his attachment to the Pelagian free will has not
yet completely ruined his mind. The stubbornness that this attachment has
produced in him hardened his intelligence to the point that what has always
appeared to the greatest geniuses to be a very difficult question seems to him
to be no more than a trifle; but the difficulty surrounding the two divine
wills removed all his calluses and Jaquelot became sensitive to it. If philoso-
phers pressed him a little on this, he would have great trouble escaping their
hold.

Themistius: It seems tome that we have not shaken harshly enough the passage
where Jaquelot tries to demonstrate that there are events that are neither in
conformity with nor contrary to the divine will. So let’s deliver it an even
stronger blow and bring it to the ground.

12 Jaquelot, etb, 392.
13 See rqp ii, cliii (od iii, 819–820).
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First, I notice that this author contradicts himself when he asserts in his
first work that “nothing happens except in such a way that it is in confor-
mity with god’s plans,14 and that every event is driven and led by Provi-
dence such that nothing happens except in conformity with the divine
will.”15 Second, I observe that he gives no examples of these events that are
neither in conformity with nor contrary to the divine will, and that he does not
teach us what name we ought to give to this third species of things that occupy
the middle position between events in conformity with and events contrary to
the divine will. Is this what it means to know the method of clarifying difficul-
ties and instructing one’s readers?

Third, I observe that he takes theword ‘will’ tomean twoverydifferent things
when he searches for a mean between ‘being contrary to’ and ‘not being in
conformity with’ the divine will. First he means an efficacious will, then he
means a permissive will. The former decrees the event absolutely, while the
latter orders nothing and only releases the bridle so that wemight go where we
please. It is clear that he understands nothing about the state of the question
or that he writes solely for the sake of confusing matters. Who can doubt
that Bayle always attached the same idea to the word ‘will’ when he said that
under a providence to which nothing is indifferent, “everything that is not in
conformity with the will of God is contrary to it, and everything that is not
contrary to it is in conformity with it.”16 Now here is his antagonist responding
to him by assuming that there are two species of will.

In the fourth place, I observe that however much he takes refuge in these
two species of will, even if the two wills exist, he would have to abandon the
efficacious will that decrees events absolutely; for according to him, God never
exercised such a will with respect to free actions. Nothing, therefore, can be
either in conformity with, or contrary to, this will, or occupy a mean between
these two extremes, since this will is pure nothingness.

Thus Jaquelot is left with only the permissive will, concerning which I
observe, in the fifth place, that such a will is sometimes accompanied by com-
plete indifference. A father who permits his sons to go to war is sometimes in
a state of equilibrium. If they go, he is not sorry; if they do not go, he is not
sorry. This is because his will to permit forms neither an act of approbation,
nor of condemnation, nor of hope concerning the thing permitted. A similar
permissive will cannot be imputed to God; this would be to attribute to Him

14 Jaquelot, cfr, 315.
15 Jaquelot, cfr, 312.
16 rqp ii, cliv (od iii, 824).
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the indifference of the Epicurean gods. Jaquelot is one of the theologians who
can least sidestep this issue, consideringwhat he has said about the permission
of God.17

Let’s establish, then, as a certain fact, that the permissive will of God was
accompanied by an act by which He willed either that Adam and Eve do what
He permitted them to do, or that they not do it. He permitted them to sin;
therefore, He willed either that they sin or that they not sin. If He willed that
they sin, the event was in conformity with His will; but if He willed that they
obeyHis orders, the event was contrary toHis will. Search for amiddle position
all you want: you will never find one. The Minister of Berlin, under attack now
by my dilemma, will have some trouble escaping.

Maximus: Since you are stopping yourself there, youwill not have all the spoils,
and so I will have some part in the plundering of Jaquelot. He does not cease
to repeat, as if it were something that removes every difficulty, that God did
not have an efficacious will relating to sin, that His decrees are posterior to
His foreknowledge, that they are not absolute, that they leave man with all his
free will, and in a word, that God merely permitted man to sin. It’s to wish to
exculpate the divinity at the expense of the Reformed churches; it’s to give Him
thehonour of something thatwas impossible forHim. Letmedemonstrate this.

It is impossible for a workman who is infinitely wise and skillful, for God
in other words, the Sovereign Perfect Being, to err.

It is an error to do pointless things.
Pointless things are done whenever two means are employed where

one alone is sufficient.18
It is therefore impossible on Jaquelot’s hypothesis that God made any

efficacious decree concerning sin, since this decree would have been very
pointless; the fall of Adam was as sure, as infallible, and as inevitable
without such a decree as with such a decree.

I wish Jaquelot could have gone and told the pagan philosophers that he
reconciles reason with the difficulties over the origin of evil by showing that
the divinity has always willed that men use their freedom well. Since the
divinity has never decreed anything efficaciously concerning sin, they would

17 See the following chapter.
18 There is nomore certain or evident maxim than this one: It is vain to do bymeans of many

things what can be done just as well by means of few things.
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have responded to him that this conduct shows not love of virtue, but only a
skill in avoiding pointlessness which, in so far as such pointlessness is a fault,
is impossible for the divine nature. We see that even among men, when one
knowshow to exercise enmitywith skill, even thenonedoes not push an enemy
to his ruin in order to be certain that hewill soon fall, assuming that this enemy
is running toward his ruin well enough on his own. Prudence requires that in
such a case one remain silent; it condemns everything superfluous.
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chapter 27

Examination of Jaquelot’s Doctrine of
God’s Permission

Themistius: Since he never ceases repeating that all the difficulties disappear
provided that we say that God merely permits sin, let’s no longer put off con-
sidering what he understands by the permissive decrees of God. The second
part of the Response to a Provincial’s Questions contains few chapters where
he was reduced to such regrettable extremes as he was in the 167th and 168th,
where his doctrine of the permission of God was examined. Those who com-
pare these two chapters with the chapter in which he tried to refute them will
clearlywitness his collapse.He behaved like amute regarding a large number of
embarrassing objections, and he manages only a few weak skirmishes against
several other passages that he chose at random in the two chapters of his adver-
sary. I guess he realized the bad state he was in, for he was more boastful in the
chapter that we are about to discuss than in any other in his book.

Maximus: To keep things in good order I think that we should begin with this
remark, namely that according to Jaquelot, it is not necessary for God to per-
mit the soul of man to use or to misuse its forces in general; this permission is
necessary only regarding the actual and particular uses in the various combi-
nations of circumstances. “God,” he says, “foreseeing that man will make such
and such a bad use on such and such occasion, indeed willed to permit him to
do so, though He might have prevented him.”1

It follows that it is necessary to say that all the acts of middle knowledge
by which God knew that if He put Adam and Eve in such circumstances,
they would employ their freedom now well, now badly, contained a decree of
permission such that wemust conceive those acts of middle knowledge in this
way: ‘if I placed Adam and Eve in the circumstances of the Garden of Eden, and
I permitted them to do so, they would sin.’ Now since the object of this act of
middle knowledgewent frombeing conditionally future to absolutely future by
a decree of the divine will, wemust conceive this decree in the followingway: ‘I
will to placeAdamandEve in the circumstanceswherein I foresaw thatwithmy
permission they would sin, and I will to permit them to sin.’ Jaquelot will agree

1 Jaquelot, etb, 448.
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without doubt that all these things are natural and necessary consequences
of his principle. It is now only a question of knowing what he means by these
words, ‘God permits’ this or that.

Themistius: We will find his doctrine on this subject on page 313 of his first
book. “God,” he says, “as theCreator and SovereignMaster of events, governs the
world in such a way that nothing happens against His will, or even without
His permission. This cannot be contested. This permission of God must not
be considered as a simple permission of something indifferent; rather, because
God directs everything by His wisdom, when it is said that He permits
something, it is not only to say that He does not will to prevent it, for He directs
as well the things that He permits in the execution of His designs. He places
limits on the iniquity of the wicked and prevents it from going here or there in
order to conduct it precisely to the goal thatHe set forHimself… thepermission
of God brings it about that things happenwhen it pleases Him and as it pleases
Him.”2

From this we manifestly see that according to Jaquelot the permission of
God is the result of an activity and infallible efficaciousness which always
make things arrive at the goal that God proposes. Since, therefore, God’s decree
concerning the first sin must be conceived in these terms—‘I will to place
Adamand Eve in the circumstanceswherein I foresaw thatwithmy permission
they would sin, and I will to permit them to sin’3—it is necessary to say that
in willing to permit their sin He committed Himself to directing things so
certainly toward their disobedience that it occurred when it pleased Him and
as it pleased Him.

It is necessary to say that He placed limits on the iniquity of the serpent, and
thatHeprevented it fromgoinghere or there in order to lead it precisely
toward the goal that He had proposed. Now, this goal could not be a thing that
did not occur, for the direction of God is infallible; it is therefore necessary to
say that it indeed occurred—I mean the fall of the first man—and who can
doubt that the immediate goal of God in permitting a thing is not the existence
of that thing? This immediate goal leads to another, and so on, accordingly as
it pleases God tomake use of secondary causes in the execution of His designs.

Maximus: Jaquelot is now caught in his own net: he believed he was employ-
ing only vague terms, without influence and without consequence, while he

2 Jaquelot, cfr, 313.
3 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 27, 346.
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repeated at every moment that God merely permitted sin; but he finds him-
self falling into the same difficulties as the Predestinarians by the explication
that he gave of divine permission. Nothing is better than this explication for
confirming the arguments by which the Zoroastrian philosopher proved that
according to Jaquelot’s system, God’s will that Adam and Eve sin was just as
complete and just as strong as it was on the hypothesis of absolute predestina-
tion. Iwill leave aside the consequences that Bayle derived from this doctrine of
his antagonist; they can be seen in the second part of the Response to a Provin-
cial’s Questions.4 Jaquelot rested in respectful silence regarding the majority of
these consequences; he felt too weak to attack them.

Themistius: He would have been wise to remain mute concerning all of them,
for his replies further reveal his weakness. The proof of this will soon follow. He
admits that once the permission of God is granted, “it cannot come about that
the thing permitted does not occur, for,” he adds, “the permission assumes the
foreknowledge that God had before the permission of the bad use that Adam
would make of his freedom on such an occasion.”5 He is mistaken, for we have
shown him that the foreknowledge assumed the permission;6 but this is not
the heart of the issue. Here is the main point. If I admit, he says, that assuming
the permission of God, it is impossible for the thing permitted not to occur,
Bayle would claim that “I am introducing a necessity just as fatal as the one
the Remonstrants attribute to an absolute decree.” That is no worry; “nothing
is further from the truth than this consequence,” he continues, “as everyone
sees.”7

Maximus: But on the contrary, everyone sees the necessity of this consequence,
for what is the fatal necessity that the Remonstrants attribute to absolute
decrees? Does it not consist in the fact that, assuming such a decree, it is
necessary for the thing decreed to occur? Have the Remonstrants ever accused
their adversaries of maintaining that the obedience of Adam was impossible
even when it was considered without relation to God’s decrees? They have
never been unjust enough to attribute such craziness to them; they knew too
well that their disputes did not turn on the question of whether, antecedent
to God’s decrees, it was equally possible for man to employ his freedom well
and to employ it badly; they knew, I say, too well that on this point they were

4 rqp ii, clxvii and clxviii (od iii, 852–855).
5 Jaquelot, etb, 450.
6 See Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 26, 344.
7 Jaquelot, etb, 450.
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in agreement with the Counter-Remonstrants, such that the only fatality for
which they reproached them is the one that arises from the fact that thedecrees
of God are absolute, and that on the assumption that they contain some event,
it is necessary for that event to occur, and impossible for it not to occur.

Now Jaquelot admits that once the permission of God is supposed, it is
impossible for the thing permitted not to occur, and he is obliged to acknowl-
edge that the permission of sin is contained in the decree because of which
AdamandEvewere found in themidst of circumstances inwhichGodhad fore-
seen that they would be disobedient. Therefore, the fatality that he introduces
is perfectly similar to the one that the Remonstrants attribute to an absolute
decree. If he did not understand that, then he had a more limited understand-
ing than the weakest schoolboy; if he understood it, but by pride and a spirit
of contradiction spoke the way he did, then he deserves the disdain of all his
readers.
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chapter 28

Digression Containing Remarks ConcerningWhat
Jaquelot Teaches about FreeWill, and Several
Difficulties with His Claim That God Could Not
Prevent the Fall of Man

Themistius: It would be useless to pause over the remarks in which he intro-
duces free will, which is something he can employ with both hands: with one
hand, in the manner of the Molinists; with the other, in the manner of the
Supralapsarians. These are, he says, disputes over words. Let’s allow him to say,
therefore, thatwhenGodprevented the Jews fromexecuting their plan to arrest
theMessiahHe did not destroy their freedom, “although they could not
carry out their plan.”1 What could be objected to him on this point? If he does
not find any advantage in theMolinist account of freewill, he will escape to the
freedom of the Supralapsarians.

Maximus: I don’t believe you’ve successfully entered into his way of thinking.
As I see it, he is very persuaded that in whatever way God represses the wicked
in order to prevent the execution of their plans, this divine repressive action is
so tempered that it leavesmenwith their entireMolinist freewill, just as, on the
other hand, the heavenly graces by which good people are certainly motivated
to the practice of good works do not prejudice the freedom of Molina.

I don’t doubt that this is the constant faith of Jaquelot, and I won’t press
him on any of this; I will only tell him that by an absurd and impious fallacy
he believes that in Adam and Eve’s case, the Divinity had no other way of
preventing the bad use of theirwill than by removing their freedom. The power,
thewisdom, the knowledge, the goodness, the holiness, and all the other divine
attributes found themselves utterly exhausted; they could discover only one
single method that was impracticable.

If Jaquelot is displeased with the renewal of this objection, we will remind
him that he renewed his fallacy, for he said in the chapter that we have before
us that “God foresaw that Adam, in the midst of such circumstances where he
found himself, would make a bad use of his will. he did not take back his

1 Jaquelot, etb, 451.
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freedom, since his wisdom did not permit this, but left him to
act.”2

Themistius: I concede that you’ve grasped this theologian’s thought better than
I had, and I congratulate you on the blow you’ve just dealt him. What an impi-
ous and extravagant paradox to suppose that the divine nature was entirely
exhausted when it came to finding some means of preventing the fall of man!
This alone could prove that Jaquelot is the least fit of all authors to demonstrate
the conformity of faith and reason, for howwill he demonstrate it, the philoso-
phers would demand, he who cannot discern when a dogma is in conformity
with or opposed to reason? Does he sincerely believe that this total exhaustion
of the divine nature is a philosophical truth, or rather that he must judge it to
be a manifest impiety?

Some ideas are coming back to me that make me realize that not only did
I not entirely understand Jaquelot’s thought, but also that it was not clear
enough to you, either. You said3 that it seemed to you that according to Jaquelot
Molinist free will is preserved throughout everymeans by which God represses
the wicked and assists the elect by His graces. I don’t doubt, you added, that
this is his constant doctrine. These expressions do not show the certitude that
you ought to have. He explained himself clearly on that topic in his first book4
as well as in his second.5

Before telling you the consequence that I would like to derive from his
dogma, I ask you to notice that there are not two men who resemble each
other perfectly in taste, inclination, and passion. One and the sameman differs
from himself depending on the changes in the air, whether he has had a good
night,whether hehas heard goodor badnews, etc., such thatwe realize that the
approaches that we have often taken with a person successfully can infuriate
that same person if he is bothered at the time we approach him again in that
way. This gives us a vast idea of the variety of approaches that Godmust employ
in order to direct free will toward the execution of His plans. What might have
repressed a reprobate at noon has no effect two hours later; perhaps he has
had time to drink or to get excited about doing evil through some favourable
opportunity. In a word, the means of repressing the wicked and of exciting
good people to virtue must vary according to the infinite diversity of the soul’s
dispositions and of the circumstances wherein each man has been placed.

2 Jaquelot, etb, 455.
3 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, 350.
4 See Jaquelot, cfr, Part 2, chapters 11 and 12.
5 See Jaquelot, etb, 470–471.
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According to Jaquelot, from the fall of Adam until the end of the world,
divine providence has been, and will always be, continuously occupied with
employing this infinite diversity of means in order to bring it about that men,
both good and bad, arrive at His end without their Molinist free will suffering
the slightest infringement. How does it come about, then, that with respect to
Adam and Eve, God cannot find any means of reconciling their freedom with
their obedience? Is it that in this fatal moment, from which the Devil profited
so greatly, God’s knowledge fell into a total eclipse fromwhich it emerged only
when there was no longer any remedy to offer? If Jaquelot dared to propose
such things to serious people, they would believe he wished to insult them
by leaving them to imagine that he took them for boors. In any case, he must
give a reason why, as Eve was being tempted, God knew of no way to aid her
other than removing her freedom, which was absolutely impossible for Him,
while since the time of the first sin, God has known an infinite number of ways
of aiding the faithful and of surely conducting them to the gate of salvation
without infringing on their free will in the least. The one who can give a good
reason for this change in the divine nature must have a great mind indeed.

Maximus: This change was very considerable, for while the divinity knew of no
means during the time of Eve’s temptation, it knew infinitely many afterwards.
Man is a creature so fickle, so capricious, so full of disparities, of inconsisten-
cies, of contradictions, and of passions, all of which dispute the terrain of his
heart, that according to our ways of judging things, we would easily convince
ourselves that the direction of the human race causes more trouble for God
than the government of the whole rest of the universe. The manoeuvre that is
required to conduct somany people who are so poorly conditioned to a certain
goal of which they are ignorant and to which they are always brought without
their ceasing ever to employ their freedom however it pleases them, can never
be admired worthily enough.

Themistius: I fear that if Jaquelot sees our exchange, he will accuse us of act-
ing like declaimers. He can say what he wants, I will forgive him as long as
he sincerely acknowledges that he was wrong to advance a doctrine that gives
occasion for accusing him of subjecting the divinity to exhaustion, or to black-
outs, or to eclipses, or to lethargic acts, or to apoplexy that causesHim to lose all
knowledge, if only for awhile. I demand of him once again that he demonstrate
for us the conformity of his dogma with the immutability of the divine nature.
He can play the outraged declaimer, he can work himself up into enthusiasm;
all of this would be a pleasure to me as long as I found the solution to these
difficulties.
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Maximus: He is an influential man; it is said that he can both help and ruin
people, which is why he will find only flatterers in Berlin who will heap com-
pliments on him for having acted as the defender of the faith.

Themistius: I am sure that if a powerful faction in the Prussian Court rose
up against him, he would be exposed to the same affront to which Vorstius6
was exposed when the Count of Bentheim, his master, ordered him to justify
his faith before the Faculty of Theology at Heidelberg. Various propositions
could be extracted from Jaquelot’s book concerning which he could be sent to
Frankfurt-on-Oder in order to explain himself before the Faculty of Theology.
I believe that if he were dependent on the Walloon Synod, as he once was, he
would be in some trouble.

6 See dhc iv, “Vorstius,” rem. d.
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chapter 29

Continuation of the Examination of Jaquelot’s
Doctrine of God’s Permission

Maximus: Let’s return to our subject, and let’s not forgive theMinister of Berlin
for the contradiction he falls into when he says that “this proposition—‘God
permitted the sin of Adam’—assumes this one—‘God foresaw beforehand the
bad use that Adamand Evewouldmake of their freedomwhen they could have
made a good use of it.’ ”1

How can we reconcile this with what he affirms elsewhere, namely “that
nothing happenswithout God’s permission,” that is to say, without having been
directed “precisely to the goal that God proposes to Himself, and that the
permission of God brings it about that things happen when it pleases Him and
how it pleases Him?”2 It is certain that all things happen precisely in the way
that God foresaw that they would happen. Since, therefore, nothing happens
without God’s permission, it follows necessarily that God foresaw that things
would happen according to thewayHewould permit them to happen, that is to
say, according to the direction by which He would lead them to one goal rather
than to another.

This proves that, before foreseeing the fall of Adam and Eve, God knew that
He would permit it, that is to say, that He would lead toward this goal the
circumstances and secondary causes that had to concur with this event. It is
therefore clear that the foreknowledgeof the first sinwasposterior to thedivine
permission concerning that sin, such that Jaquelot, in assuming the contrary in
his new book, completely overturns what he had taught in the earlier work.

Themistius: If he knew how to reason consistently, he would have found in the
efficacious and directive permission a reason for the foreknowledge of contin-
gent events more certain than the one he employs. For once this efficacious
and directive permission is granted in the way in which he describes it, the
thing permitted could not fail to come about. Therefore, God necessarily sees
the futurity in the act by which He wills to permit this thing to come about.

1 Jaquelot, etb, 470–471.
2 See Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 27, 347.
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Maximus: Allow me to warn you that Jaquelot cannot dogmatize in that way,
for he will pass over to the hypothesis of those who say that God foresees con-
tingent events only in His decrees. Now, there is no hypothesis less agreeable
to him than that one. Notice, by the way, that he changed his opinion since the
year 1690. He believed at that time that it was rash to try to say precisely how
God knew the future.3

But in the book that we are examining and that he had printed in 1706, he
finds it possible to discover this knowledge in God “because wemust represent
to ourselves that God’s knowledge follows, if we can express ourselves in that
way, from one moment to the next the dispositions of man and those of all the
circumstances that surround him. Thus, when He arrived at the moment that
immediately preceded the determination ofman,who does not easily conceive
that an infinite mind would be able to know infallibly what would happen?”4

“Therefore, I am” he continues, “entirely of the opinion of Mr. Amyraut, who
believes that God disposes all circumstances in such a way that it necessarily
follows from them that man will do this or that, although very freely. It is
true that I would not employ the word necessarily; but that does not change
anything at bottom, since it is merely a dispute over words.”5

Themistius:With that commenthebrings downall that iswonderful in the fore-
knowledgeof contingent events,6 and insteadof saying “that it is not impossible
to conceive that it is in God,”7 he should have declared magisterially that there
is nothing easier to understand. For if there is a necessary connection between
the determination of the will of man and the dispositions and circumstances
that surroundmanwhenhedetermineshimself, the disobedience ofAdamand
Eve was foreseen just as God foresaw solar eclipses. Jaquelot cannot evade this
criticism by rejecting the term ‘necessarily,’8 for it would be necessary for him
to replace that word with the word ‘infallibly’ or some other that, as he himself
asserts, “changes nothing at bottom, since it is merely a dispute over words.”

3 See rqp ii, cxlii (od iii, 792).
4 Jaquelot, etb, 300.
5 Jaquelot, etb, 302.
6 He does not appear to have studied this matter. Had he leafed through the books that the

Thomists have published against the Concordia of Molina, etc., he would have known that
this question is far thornier than he imagines. See rqp ii, cxlii (od iii, 792).

7 Jaquelot, etb, 300.
8 Jaquelot is extremely delicate when it comes to the word ‘necessary,’ for on page 319, he does

not wish us to say that the love of God for virtue is necessary. This is mere quibbling, for when
we love something that we cannot hate, this love is properly speaking necessary.
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In addition, I would advise him to consult the Scholastics, who undoubtedly
understand far better than he the nature of the freedom of indifference. If he
understood it, he would not say9 that the human will, attracted from one side
and not from the other, loses its equilibrium, and he would not have employed
the frivolous distinction that he did10 against “the equal power” that Bayle had
objected to him.

I also believe that he is hardly familiar with the world, since he affirms
that, “since man always acts wisely with respect to his knowledge and his
inclinations, it is rare for him inmatters of some importance and seriousness to
act solely for the sake of demonstrating his freedom rather than to determine
himself on the basis of the serious and important reasons that he has for
acting.”11 The whim to exhibit freedom is not the only whim that brings men
to abruptness and ridiculous temerity. The bizarreness of the human will and
the craziness it produces in every time and place are immeasurable.

Maximus: I am astonished that you did not warn me about the fault that had
escapedmewhen I said that there was no hypothesis less agreeable to Jaquelot
than the one that makes the divine decrees the source of the foreknowledge of
contingent events. I was seriously mistaken. He clearly adopts this hypothesis
in a very prompt revolution in his opinions. He proves on page 292, by a
syllogism in proper form, that the knowledge of contingent events must not be
refused to an infinite mind, even though such knowledge is incomprehensible.
He says on page 295 that the infinity of God’s knowledge is a sufficient reason
to assert that God foresaw the determinations of the human will. “It is unjust,”
he says on page 297, “to demand ofme that I explain precisely how and in what
sense God knows the diverse determinations of free will.”

After these observations and several others, Jaquelot embraces on page 303
the opinion of Amyraut, according towhichGod foresaw the determinations of
man’s freedom only by His decrees, for this disposition that God makes “of all
the circumstances in such away that it necessarily follows from them thatman
will do this or that, although very freely,” can be only an execution of the will of
God by which He established from all eternity that each thing would occur in
that way. Jaquelot has found an invention unknown until now, namely a way of
avoiding his enemies’ weapons by lining himself up under the enemy’s banner.

9 Jaquleot, etb, 299.
10 Ibid.
11 Jaquelot, etb, 297.
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Themistius: If one had been charitable enough to believe that Jaquelot would
not want to renounce a doctrine that did him honour among the most ortho-
dox theologians—Imean his doctrine touching God’s permission—onewould
be mistaken. He renounces it, and here is the proof. He says here that the fore-
knowledge of sin was anterior to the permission of sin. What he adds—“that
the goal that God proposed to Himself to employ sin for this or that end is
posterior to the foreknowledge of the fall of Adam”12—is completely useless;
for God’s immediate goal must be considered before considering the goal of
this goal, and so on successively until the end. Now, God’s immediate goal in
permitting sin could only have been the existence of the thing permitted. It is
therefore false that this immediate goal was posterior to the foreknowledge of
sin.

Maximus: It is amusing that Jaquelot reproaches Bayle for supposing “always
that there is no mean between a pointless permission and an efficacious per-
mission,”13 for Bayle never advanced any position of his own on the dogma of
the permission of God, he only examined the doctrine of his adversary; conse-
quently, since the latter had not supposed any mean between these two per-
missions, Bayle did not suppose there was one. Another amusing peculiarity is
that Jaquelot does not at all teach us the nature of that mean.

Themistius: He reproaches Bayle for something else, namely “always” confusing
“permissionwith direction.”14 I repeat your response to the first reproach: Bayle
merely followed Jaquelot, who declared in these very words that when it is said
that God permits something, it is necessary to understand “that he directs
the things He permits in the execution of His plans,” and that He drives them
“precisely to the goal He set for Himself.” Is this not to say that direction is
included inHis permission as its essential and distinctive character? If Jaquelot
could elude some difficulty by supposing today that permission is distinct from
direction, what would he do but refute himself?

Maximus: He teaches us “that [permission] properly concerns only the resolu-
tion that man forms in himself, and that direction belongs to the execution of
this resolution.”15 This diminishes permission considerably. Nothing happens
without this permission bywhich God directs things infallibly to a certain goal:

12 Jaquelot, etb, 451.
13 Ibid.
14 Jaquelot, etb, 452.
15 Jaquelot, etb, 452.
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this is what Jaquelot teaches in hisConformity. But presently he says that all the
determinations of thehumanwill occurwithout this permission, and that there
is only the execution of the acts of the humanwill, that is to say, themovement
of arms and legs, of the tongue, etc., that occur by this permission of God. Is this
not to subtract from the direction of the divine wisdom the most considerable
events,whetherwe consider their number or their quality?What comparison is
there between the local motion of bodily organs and what takes place in souls
before they form their good or bad resolutions? God, according to Jaquelot’s
last book, is an idle spectator with respect to the resolutions of the soul; and
with respect to everything that precedes them, He simply permits it and leaves
things alone; He employs His direction only whenmenwill to move their arms
to execute some plan.

Themistius: You will see that he gets muddled in two doctrines, of which one is
incompatible with the other. It is certain that the execution of the soul’s reso-
lutions greatly influences several other resolutions of the humanwill, for those
who see that Titius undertakes such and such motions in order to carry out
the resolution that he has settled upon, and who find themselves affected by
that resolution, enter into deliberation and eventually form their own resolu-
tions in which the actions of Titius play a great role. Now, since, according to
Jaquelot, the divine direction belongs to the execution of the soul’s resolution,
God directed the movements that Titius undertook. These movements were
the principal motives of the resolutions that other souls undertook; thus they
are related to these resolutions. If Jaquelot admits that this relation depends
on the direction of God, it will be necessary for him to admit as well that
this direction concerns not only the execution of acts of free will, but also
the formation of these acts. If he denies that this relation depends on the
divine direction, he overturns everything that hehas said concerning this direc-
tion.

Maximus: You’ve raised a great difficulty for him. Experience teaches us that
that there is a continuous correspondence between the executions of the
determinations of the will, and the production of several other determinations
of the soul. It has happened to me more than once that in executing some act
of mywill, I formed others that I had not foreseen; I was adjustingmyself to the
circumstances. Now, the meeting of these circumstances must not be ascribed
to chance, but to the providence of God.

Themistius: I would like someone to tell me how Jaquelot learned in so few
months so many beautiful things of which he could give no proof if somebody
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denied them. And anybody can deny them with the same confidence with
which he affirms them.

Maximus: I think he has regretted having been so orthodox on the nature of
divine permission, for he attracted terrible objections to himself on account
of that, and it is not clear that he can reconcile his new system, in which
general and immutable laws play such a great role, with this doctrine. He had
not reflected on the consequences of that doctrine; he felt them only by the
confusion they caused him.

Themistius: I wouldn’t think that at all; there has never been a man who felt
less shame than Jaquelot feels in spinning himself around like a weather vane.
It matters little to himwhen he is escaping some difficulty whether he upholds
what he had previously maintained or whether he advances the contrary. You
have examples of this in chapter 25, which we are presently criticizing, and
which it is finally time to abandon, since several things that are repeated
therein are of the same nature as those about which we said16 that they must
be considered part of the ruins of the building.

16 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 23, 323.
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chapter 30

How Jaquelot Responded to the Authorities Cited
by Bayle to Prove That Several Solemn and
Venerable Authors Have Acknowledged That
Reason Cannot be Satisfied Concerning the
Mysteries of the Gospel, and Notably Concerning
Predestination, but That It is Necessary to Oblige
Reason to Submit Itself in Obedience to Faith

Maximus: Bayle collected these passages in order to convict Jaquelot of extreme
rashness in his attempt to render suspect the faith of those who teach that our
reason, not finding that our mysteries agree with all evident maxims, ought to
sacrifice all its difficulties to the authority of God.

Themistius: The two chapters that Jaquelot devoted to this are without doubt
themost pitiful of his entire book. He seems stunned by the cudgelling he took
from so many citations that he had not expected. His goal is undiscoverable;
he fears endangering his reputation so much that he speaks vaguely, he with-
draws at strange moments, he needlessly dogmatizes like an Arminian about
chapter 9 of the Letter to the Romans, and he never forgets his darling, I mean
the illusory differences that he calumniously forged between Bayle’s doctrine
and that of the Counter-Remonstrants.

Maximus: I am delighted that he conducted himself in that way, for if he had
made several plausible remarks, we would have had difficulty in disputing
them, and would not have arrived at the end of our work as soon as we had
hoped.

Themistius: I am not quite of the same mind as you, for I don’t think that the
ridiculousness of his remarks ought to dispense us from discussing them. To
convince you of this, I will insist a little on the first thing he observed.

Bayle reproached him1 for having judged the faith differently than did Jesus
Christ, who declared them happy who believe without having seen. Here is

1 rqp ii, clxi (od iii, 863).
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Jaquelot’s reply: “This is to abuse miserably the words of the Son of God. He
teaches us on the occasion afforded by the doubting Apostle that we must
receive with faith the promises that God made to us, without expecting to
see the accomplishment of them. Therefore, according to Bayle’s logic, we
are well-grounded in asserting that religious dogmas are opposed by evident
maxims, such that they are nearly always opposed to reason. Does he call this
reasoning?”2

I have trouble imagining in what state Jaquelot composed what I have
just recited to you. Is there not a completely rash imprudence involved in
revealing the shameful inclination that leads him to favour the Socinians? All
the Orthodox use these words of Jesus Christ to prove that reasonmust submit
itself to the authority of Scripturewith respect to ourmysteries, whether reason
can respond to philosophical objections or not. They oppose by these same
words of Jesus Christ those who refuse to believe what does not appear to them
to agree with evident maxims of reason; they employ them notably against the
Socinians; and here you have a Counter-Remonstrant Minister by profession
who wishes to take this passage of Jesus Christ away from us. He reduces it to
next-to-nothing by a false gloss of his own invention; or rather, he copied it from
the book of some member of the Polish Brethren.

Finally, a man does not appear to be in his natural state, but animated by a
violent passion,whenhe imputes an illusory absurdity tohis adversarywhocan
promptly justify himself. This is how Jaquelot acts, for he wants Bayle to have
made the following argument: ‘Blessed are those who have not seen, but have
believed. Therefore the dogmas of religion are opposed by evident maxims,
such that they are nearly always opposed by reason.’ There isn’t the slightest
trace of this ridiculous argument in Bayle’s book. It is pure fiction written by
his adversary, which demonstrates that there is not a single lie that he does not
have the audacity to publish.

Maximus: As you can imagine, I feel some aversion for the unreasonablemeth-
ods of thisman: he tramples good faith underfoot andhands himself over to the
most worthless quibbles. He acknowledges the truth of three principles that
Bayle established,3 of which the first maintains “that it is necessary to aban-
donwhat the natural light dictates when it does not agreewithHoly Scripture.”
Then he supposes that this argument is useless unless this falsehood is estab-
lished: “God teaches us several things that are manifestly contrary to reason.

2 Jaquelot, etb, 431.
3 Jaquelot, etb, 432.
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This reasoning,” he concludes, “is therefore just as ridiculous as the following
one”: Reason’s testimony must be believed rather than that of the senses. Now,
reason dictates that a man is no different from a tree. “Therefore, etc.”

If I could be sure that he spoke in this way during some moment of distrac-
tion, I would feel true compassion for him; but it appears instead that sophistry
directed his pen and did not permit him to see what everyone else would have
seen, namely that the natural consequence of the three principles that he rec-
ognized as true is this one: “therefore it is necessary to believe the mysteries
of the Gospel whether or not they appearmanifestly contrary to reason.” There
you have our theologian convicted of finding ridiculousnesswhere there is only
reasonableness, which is not a lesser fault than finding reasonableness where
there is only extreme ridiculousness. These two faults reign equally over this
author’s character.

Themistius: I am quite patient, but not patient enough to put up with the arro-
gance with which he maintains that he has proven that the dogmas of religion
are not contrary to reason,4 which is something that he assumed and affirmed
thousands of times, but never proved. I challenge him to indicate, either in his
first or second book, any passagewhere he examined the objections and proofs
of the Socinians. Now, short of undertaking such a discussion and of showing
that the last replymade to the Socinians ismore evident than the last objection
made by them, it is in vain that he boasts of having proven that our mysteries
do not oppose several of reason’s maxims.

How pitiful is the manner in which he shakes off theManichean objections,
which prove that the fall of Adam and its consequences are manifestly con-
trary to the evident notions that reason gives us of God, that is to say, of a
being infinitely perfect, infinitely good, infinitely opposed to vice, and infinitely
friendly to virtue. He escapes this labyrinth only by treating these notions as
false,5 thereby usurping a right that belongs only to those who confess that it is
impossible to resolve the difficulties surrounding the origin of evil, and he falls
for a method that favours proponents of Transubstantiation and other sorts of
visionaries just as much as it favours the Orthodox. Besides, if he engaged in a
purely philosophical debate concerning his claim that these notions are false,
he would be overcome; everything that would be answered to him would be
more agreeable to the natural light than his replies.

4 Jaquelot, etb, 432.
5 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 11.
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Maximus: If he had had the same idea as Nicole6 of the verb ‘to prove,’ and
if according to this rigourous notion he had proven everything he boasts of
having proven, then it would have been a noble and legitimate confidence in
his exploits, and not vanity, to advise his readers from time to time that he has
givenproofs of a certain thing; butwe clearly see that he took the verb “to prove”
in its popular sense.

Themistius: He is all the more inexcusable for not having proven (according
to the idea of Nicole) the evangelical mysteries, since he maintains that they
are in conformity with reason although reason cannot comprehend them in
their entirety,7 and that when it is said that they are above reason, what is
meant is that they are not comprehended in their entirety, which is what
is needed to respond clearly and precisely to all the difficulties that can be
raised against them. The situation is the same in religion as in all the sci-
ences.8 Two things follow from these statements: 1. that reason comprehends
the evangelical mysteries almost in their entirety;9 2. that they possess nothing
loftier than what the most common objects of physics possess, for it is cer-
tain that we do not understand entirely what the philosophers tell us about
heat and cold, about weight and fluidity, etc., and that nobody responds clearly
and precisely to all the difficulties that present themselves on these mat-
ters.

Jaquelot, who debases our mysteries in this way, will appease the other
theologians however it pleases him, and I won’t burden myself with this; but
he is blameworthy indeed for not having ever proven what he so positively
affirms concerning the comprehensibility of the mysteries. He must know this
by experience, which is a fortune unique to him, since nearly every theologian
confesses that themysteries entirely absorb their reason and that they consider
them to be objects of faith. If Jaquelot, either by an extraordinary sagacity, or
by a special favour fromGod, has penetrated what nobody has yet understood,
that is to say, our mysteries nearly in their entirety, he should hurry to make
known to the public how his reason elevated itself so far beyond what is
above reason, for if he dies with his secret it will be a very great misfortune,

6 See rqp i, xvii (od iii, 525–526).
7 Jaquelot, etb, 416.
8 Jaquelot, etb, 420.
9 This is howwe ordinarily understand the expression, ‘I do not understand that in its entirety.’

In any case, Jaquelot should have indicated whether the extent to which we understand the
mysteries surpasses or equals the extent to which we do not understand them.
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considering that for many years now there has not been a Doctor who has
matched him in the wise penetration of our mysteries.10

I knowverywell that hedoesnot ascribe this quality tohimself, for heblames
reason for rejecting our mysteries whenever it “cannot comprehend them in
all their entirety.”11 That means: 1. that reason would not be blameworthy for
rejecting them if it understood only little about them; 2. that reason is capable
of conceiving a large extent of them. I will nevertheless not retract what I have
said.

Maximus: I did not believe that the two chapters opposed to Bayle’s citations
would occupy us at length, despite comprising 16 pages. I hopedwe could aban-
don all their parts as poorly digested superfluities. However, I have discovered
on the last page12 an illusion that very frequently occurs in Jaquelot’s reply,
because he employs principles completely different from those his adversary
had attacked.What is evenmore shameful is that evenwith this change he does
not remove the difficulty; let’s leave intelligent readers to be the judge of that,
for theywill seewithoutneeding to compare thewritings of the twoantagonists
that Jaquelot did not dare to bite at the proof that Bayle gave of this proposition:
“the fall of Adam was absolutely inevitable and, antecedently, even one of
God’s decrees.”

Themistius: Do not call that an illusion; it is the guile of a sophist who proudly
scorns good faith.

10 See Dialogues, Part 2, 248.
11 Jaquelot, cfr, 280.
12 That is, Jaquelot, etb, 446.
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chapter 31

Response to Several of the Remarks Contained in
Chapter 21 of Part 2 of Jaquelot’s Book

Maximus: Nothing is more admirable than this chapter by our theologian. We
find nearly nothing other than the repetition of thoughts and calumnies that
had already appeared in a hundred passages of his work. This author cannot
satisfy the admiration that he has for himself, except by pouring it out every
day onto paper.

Themistius: This admiration does not occupy him so much that he can no
longer remember his sophistical maneuvers. Bayle had claimed that “the most
orthodox confess that we do not perceive the conformity of our mysteries
with the maxims of philosophy. It appears to us, therefore, that they are not
in conformity with our reason. Now, that which does not appear to be in
conformity with our reason appears to us to be contrary to reason, just as what
does not appear to be in conformitywith the truth appears to be contrary to the
truth; and so, why would we not say equally both that themysteries are against
our feeble reason and that they are above our feeble reason?”1

Jaquelot derived from this passage the consequences dictated to him by his
spite,2 but he did not say oneword about this confessionmade by the orthodox.
That is because he saw how this confession refuted his calumnies; for how can
an author be reproached who acknowledges that it does not appear to him
that our mysteries are in conformity with reason, which means the same thing
as, it appears to me that our mysteries are contrary to reason; how can he be
reproached, I say, if the most orthodox make a similar confession?

Maximus: We have seen more than once that Jaquelot is not lucky when it
comes to reproachingBayle for contradictinghimself. The reproachonpage 419
has some plausibility to it, which makes it astonishing that he did not repeat
it in several places for his own pleasure. Bayle, he says, “must reconcile himself
with himself when he admits that, if it were true to say that what is false in
philosophy can be true in theology, this would open the door to every sort of

1 rqp ii, clix (od iii, 833).
2 Jaquelot, etb, 419.
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error. How can he now say that what appears contrary to our reason can be true
with respect to reason in general, to the universal reason that is in God? For to
be false in philosophy is nothing other than to appear contrary to our reason,
such that if what appears contrary to our reason can be true with respect to
the supreme reason, it follows demonstratively that what is false in philosophy
can be true in theology, a proposition that Bayle nevertheless has rejected and
condemned.”3

Themistius: As you say, there is an air of plausibility in that charge, but no reality.
In order to clarify this, I must report what Bayle observes when he teaches us
that, according to Luther, there are propositions that are true in philosophy
and false in theology. “Misunderstandings and much verbosity can slip into
this debate, but Luther’s doctrine would be unjustly blamed if it had been
expressed in this fashion: the same dogmas that appear false and impossible
when they are judged only by the natural lights are true and certain when they
are judged by the light of the word of God. But it is a mistake to claim that even
after revelation has taught us that a doctrine is true, it continues to be false
in philosophy. It is far more just to acknowledge that the philosophical lights,
for which evidence appeared to us to be a certain guide for judging things,
were deceitful and illusory, and that it is necessary to rectify them by the new
knowledge that revelation communicates to us.”4

There is Bayle’s observation: it clearly demonstrates that he does not believe
along with Jaquelot that ‘to be false in philosophy’ is the same thing as ‘to
appear contrary to our reason.’ His opinion is that there are things that can
appear contrary to reason even though they are true, and this is the opinion
of the most orthodox theologians, since they have no trouble admitting that
there are apparent disagreements between our mysteries and reason.5 They
also acknowledge apparent contradictions in Scripture without persuading
themselves that these are real.

I don’t know if you would accept the observations of Antonio Bernardi della
Mirandola,6 the Italian Bishop, one of the most learned and ingenious authors

3 Jaquelot, etb, 419.
4 dhc iii, “Luther,” rem. kk.
5 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 3, 228; chapter 8, 248; chapter 10, 255; and rqp ii, clx (od

iii, 835).
6 He determines by arguments and examples that Christians believe things that differ from the

conclusions of reason. “Wewho are Christians do not deny that natural reason sometimes leads
to conclusions that differ from what we believe … Of those of us who truly profess the holiness
and compassion of Christ our redeemer and saviour, there is no onewho does not know that from
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of his century, but in any case we cannot conclude with certainty, from the
fact that a thing appears to us to be contrary to something, that it in fact
is; we cannot, I say, conclude this with certainty if we have not completed
all the necessary examinations. How many times have we seen that there is
some opposition between a certain consequence and a principle.7 When we
consulted a man of skill, or meditated for some time, then we rid ourselves of
this error. In this way Jaquelot’s objection is wholly overturned.

Maximus: All that he adds8 concerning the necessity that he wants there to be
in the claim that our portionof reason is always in conformitywith the supreme
reason that is in God, and concerning the distinction, ‘to be above reason’ and
‘to be contrary to reason,’ should not give us pause; these are matters that have
been dealt with too often. It is only necessary to beg him to remember his
doctrine from 1690 and to reconcile that with his current position.9 Hewrongly
treats what Bayle said about reason in general as pure illusion and an escape
mechanism “invented at will to deceive his readers.”10 ‘Reason in general’ is
a reasonable phrase: it means either our reason with all its evident maxims
without excluding a single one, or reason such as it is in the Divinity, in the
angels, and in the glorified souls.

Themistius: To see what little sound judgment Jaquelot possesses, one needs
only to consider the consequence that he derives from these words of Bayle’s:
the orthodox “conclude that since [amystery] has been revealed, wemust pass
beyond all the philosophical arguments and sacrifice them to the authority of
Scripture.”

That is false, responds Jaquelot: “There is not a single theologianwhoaccepts
the mystery of the Trinity while maintaining that it implies a contradiction.
There is consequently no philosophical argument that we are obliged neces-

natural principles we cannot arrive at the conclusion that ‘from nothing, something can be
made’ or the conclusion that ‘the word became flesh’. Yet none of us fails to believe firmly that
the whole world was created by the most high God from nothing, and that the word became
flesh, andnone of uswould fail to give his life gladly, if it were necessary to do so, for the sake of
defending and spreading these truths” (Anton Bern. Mirandula lib. 27 Eversionis singularis
certaminis sect. 6 apud Launoium de varia Aristot. fortuna, 79).

7 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 10, 254.
8 Jaquelot, etb, 420.
9 See Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 7, 242.
10 Jaquelot, etb, 416.
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sarily to sacrifice to the authority of Scripture.”11 What a blunder! He considers
every argument that does not prove that ourmysteries imply a contradiction to
be despicable. Does he not know that there are other arguments that are very
capable of showing the falsity of a doctrine and that are so troubling that we
cannot extricate ourselves from them?

Maximus: Let me make another observation. It is almost impossible for an
author who lays out his arguments and clarifications at some length not to
make, on occasion, several incidental remarks that do not pertain to his prin-
cipal subject. If they are false, the principal affair is hardly affected; if they are
true, the affair derives no advantage. What must a great author do when writ-
ing against this author? Hemust ignore all the incidental remarks, since even if
he found errors in them, the result of the dispute would not change on account
of it. Jaquelot did not follow this advice; he exhibited a mind so punctilious
and quibbling that he ran after all the incidental remarks of his adversary that
appeared to him to be susceptible to censure.

Would he not have been better off ignoring this remark: “Concerning the
mystery of the Trinity, the evidence of the object was not greater in the soul of
Martin Luther than in the soul of Socinius”?12 If he shows that it is false, what
profit will he gain in the principal dispute? But it is unfortunate for him that he
does not show its falsity.

“The Socinians”—these are Jaquelot’s words—“on the assumption that the
word ‘person’ necessarily means a singular nature, as when it relates to crea-
tures, conclude on that basis that there would be manifestly three Gods in one
singleGod,which implies a formal contradiction; such that on this assumption,
they are right to reject thismystery in themanner inwhich they conceive it. But
since this is neither the thought nor themeaning of the orthodox, the question
ought to be reduced to these proper terms: that Scripture reveals to us that in
theDivinity, who is simple andunique, there is Father, Son, andHoly Spirit, and
these are all intended by our use of the word ‘persons,’ because it is the only
word that we have that expresses a principle of action, even though it does not
signify a singular nature in thismystery as it doeswhen referring to creatures.”13

Themistius: There is very little precision in this passage. The issue involved
proving that the evidence of the object with respect to the mystery of the

11 Jaquelot, etb, 421.
12 rqp ii, clix toward the end.
13 Jaquelot, etb, 422.
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Trinity is not greater in the minds of the orthodox than it is in the minds of
the Socinians; and instead of proving that, Jaquelot settles for showing that the
consequences drawnby the Socinians differ from those drawnby the orthodox,
which is something Bayle had formally admitted.14

If Jaquelot believes that he is unravelling themystery of the Trinity by saying
that the three persons are three principles of action, then he no longer knows
what he is saying, for nothing is more incomprehensible than a substance that
is three principles of action. The purest natural lights show us that a principle
of action is a substance, from which it follows that principles of action cannot
be multiplied without multiplying the number of substances.

14 rqp ii, clix.
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chapter 32

On Physical Evil

Maximus: After wandering in order to follow Jaquelot, we finallymeet up again
with the main issue, the origin of evil. The Manicheans powerfully fortify their
objections by means of the innumerable miseries to which men are subject.
For if these miseries are a necessary consequence of sin, the difficulties they
advance in order to show that the Beingwhopermitted the fall ofman ismalev-
olent, the enemy of the human race and of virtue, become evenmore insoluble,
since they will maintain that He permitted the fall only because it would sub-
ject the human race to an infinite number of diseases, misfortunes, and pains.
There is nothing weaker than what Jaquelot opposes to these great difficulties.

Themistius: He believed he worked wonders in his other book and he accuses
Bayle of having left what he taught him there without any reply, and of not
having said a word of the responses that were made to his difficulties.1 All
readers who hope to convince themselves of this point of fact are referred to
chapter 7 of the second part of the Conformity and to Bayle’s responses.

Maximus: Theold gibe,hewhoowesmedemandsofme, wasnever better applied
than in this instance. But let’s not waste our time in amusing ourselves with the
verificationof thepoint of fact that Jaquelot proposes. Let’s leave that to readers
who might have this curiosity: I am sure that their verdict will be in favour
of Bayle; I am, I say, all the more sure since I know that Jaquelot’s chapter 7
contains nothing considerable that has not been refuted in the third volume
of the Response to a Provincial’s Questions, such that Jaquelot remains in debt
even when he replies to the best of his ability.

Themistius: It is amusing when he imagines2 that he will silence Zoroaster by
proposing to him five principles fromwhich he concludes that the sorrows and
miseries of life stem from the fact that men are sinners and that the justice
of God joined sorrow to sin.3 Does this bring us closer to the great, capital
objection? Does it not rather distance us from it in a thousand different ways?

1 Jaquelot, etb, 394.
2 Jaquelot, etb, 395.
3 He does not wish to quarrel with the theologians (see etb, 405); he believes along with them

that the state of innocence was not troubled by any pain or misfortune.
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It is no less amusing when he cites a response by Bayle and deprives it of its
eight most important lines.4

He claims to have refuted the other part by saying that “the goodness of God,
though infinite, is nevertheless directed by the wisdom of God in conformity
withHis plans.”5What doeshehope todowith such a vague response?He could
not derive the slightest benefit from it without first proving that the wisdom of
God could not exercise itself in a way worthy of itself unless His goodness and
His love of virtue were reduced to inaction. I challenge him ever to show the
conformity of this article of his faith with reason, or to satisfy the philosophers
who will prove to him by the natural light that this article is formally contrary
to reason. If we took the trouble to bring together all of Jaquelot’s maxims that
would be needed for this task, and if we put them to work, we could prove to
him that his doctrine contains this monstrous and abominable blasphemy: ‘if
men were wise, God would not at all be wise.’ Yet he admits in other passages
that a system exempt from sin would have furnished God with something to
manifest perfectly His wisdom.

Maximus: You might call his books an abyss of contradictions. He saves all the
children who die before the age of reason; that is to say, they are exempted
by him from punishment for sin.6 Several lines later, he asserts that the little
children who do not die from their illnesses must be subject to the same pains
to which they will be subject once they will actually be sinners; “unless,” he
adds, “we suppose continuous miracles, which the wisdom of God does not
permit us to do.” Thus, according to Jaquelot in one and the same paragraph,
little children are not subject, and are subject, to punishment for sin.

Recall that he determines 1. that a judge who “knew with certainty that a
twenty-year-old man would become a killer or a thief at the age of forty would
not have the right to punish himwhile he was innocent”;7 2. that amother who
currently disinherits and chases from her home one of her daughters who is
“at the time very wise and very innocent; and if the mother does this because”
she foresees “with certainty that her daughter would eventually behave badly,”
then thismotherwould not perform “an action in conformitywith exact justice
… for in order for punishment to be just, it must necessarily have a relation to
the crime, and there is no crime in this case.”8

4 Jaquelot, etb, 396.
5 Ibid.
6 Jaquelot, etb, 396.
7 Jaquelot, etb, 353.
8 Jaquelot, etb, 380.
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Themistius: Let’s see his response to this objection of Bayle’s: “if, in order to
know virtue, it is necessary for there to be crimes, it will no longer be a contin-
gent thing thatmanuseshis freedomeitherwell or badly; it is entirelynecessary
that he employ it sometimes well and sometimes badly, and thus vice and
virtue would be things equally necessary and inevitable. Try to accord that a
little with our free will.”9

“There is nothing easier than this accord,” responds Jaquelot.10 “Let us sup-
pose, then, that it was just as necessary that man do good or evil as it is
necessary” that I will go for a walk today or not go for a walk. “These are contra-
dictory statements and so there is nomiddleposition; it is completelynecessary
to do one or the other. Who will dare to say, however, that I will not act freely
whether I go for a walk or do not go for a walk, even though it is an absolute
necessity that I do one or the other?”

Maximus: If he has no better secret for bringing into agreement things that
appear opposed to one another than changing the whole state of the question,
then he is to be pitied. Now, without a doubt, he had no other secret here
than this one: he used the disjunctive ‘or’ when, according to the state of the
question, it was necessary to use the conjunctive ‘and’. Bayle’s objection does
not suppose that it is necessary that man do either good or evil, but that it is
necessary that he do both good and evil, such that the necessity falls equally
on one and the other of the opposed terms; while in Jaquelot’s example, it falls
only on one of the two. Thus his alleged solution is merely a puerile sophism,
and here is a good way of demonstrating its invalidity.

Virtue, according to Jaquelot, cannot exist without vice. Therefore it is im-
possible for man always to abuse his freedom and impossible for him never to
abuse it. It is entirely necessary that he abuse it sometimes and that he use
it well other times, for if he always used it well, virtue would exist without
vice, and if he always used it poorly, vice would exist without virtue, which is
contrary to his assumption. Now, if it is impossible for man always to abuse
his freedom and impossible for him never to abuse it, then he does not act
with the freedomof indifference that Jaquelot attributes to him. Thosewho act
with this freedomhave the immediate ability to choose badlywhen they in fact
choose well, and the immediate ability to choose well when they in fact choose
badly; from which it follows that it is always possible for them to perform an

9 rqp ii, clv (od iii, 826). Note that this objection is followed by another with respect to
which Jaquelot was mute.

10 Jaquelot, etb, 397–398.
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act of virtue and always possible for them to fall into sin; from which it in turn
follows that it is possible for there to be only virtue or only vice in the soul of
man, and that it is consequently false that the existence of vice is necessary
for the existence of virtue, and that the existence of virtue is necessary for the
existence of vice.

However, Jaquelot assumes this reciprocal necessitywhich ruinshis Pelagian
free will: for howwould he bring it into agreement with the fatal necessity that
renders impossible the existence of virtue without vice and the existence of
vice without virtue? By this free will it is possible for man either always to
do good or always to do evil; there is consequently no necessity attached to
the existence of vice in the world. Yet we assume that if there were no vices,
there would be no virtues. The explication of this supposes that man acts with
necessity andnotwith an equal power to choose one or the other of two contra-
ries.

Themistius: Hemakes a second remark concerning the sameobjection: “accord-
ing to this rarediscovery, he says, itwould follow that it is thoroughly impossible
that there ever was, or that there ever could be, free actions either in God
or in creatures. That is because there can be no action that is not contained
in this necessary alternative—either the action will be done, or it will not be
done.”11

Jaquelot’s inference does not give us a very flattering impression of his
dialectic. He demonstrates that he was unable to tell the palpable difference
between a necessity that falls only indeterminately12 on one or the other of two
contradictory terms, and a necessity that falls precisely on one and the other
of two contrary terms. Let us assume a fact that is certain and that Jaquelot
brazenly denied,13 namely that virtue could exist without vice and vicewithout
virtue; human freedom is conserved in its entirety.Man is always free to employ
his powers well and always free to use them badly. It is incomprehensible how
this Minister could lose himself along such easy paths.

Maximus: I ammore willing to excuse him for the weakness of a reply hemade
to anobjection that couldnot fail to be devastating, given that the things hehad
said were entirely devoid of good sense. He had said that, in the end, it makes
little difference “whether a city is consumed by a flame carried by the wind, or

11 Jaquelot, etb, 398.
12 That is to say, with respect to us.
13 See rqp ii, cxliii (od iii, 795, note o).
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by arson: society is no less burdened in either case. The only distinction is that
the arsonist brought guilt upon himself and will have to account for his crime
before God. But the universe is no more burdened by him.”14

Bayle finds in this passageneither themindof aphilosophernor that of a the-
ologian: forwhere is the philosopher—but above all, where is the theologian—
who is not farmore troubled in seeing the combination ofmoral evil and physi-
cal evil than in seeing physical evil alone? The orthodox theologians assert that
if we could save a city only by committing a crime, it would be necessary to let
the city perish, because the loss of a city is only a physical evil, while the crime
is an offence against the infinite majesty of God. If the most pious theologians
could not obtain the preservation of a city by their prayers, they would ask of
God that, at the very least, it perish by the sole action of bodies rather than by
the violence of soldiers, or by the mutiny of the inhabitants;15 for in the latter
cases the crimes that would be committed would be innumerable and dread-
ful. Jaquelot does not judge things in that way. He does not have such a delicate
conscience; it is a matter of indifference to himwhether pestilence and famine
ravage a country, or whether the Goths, Huns, and Bulgars massacre the popu-
lation and display every sort of lewdness, profanity, and sacrilege.

That is why it has been said that he spoke neither as a philosopher nor
as a theologian. It was easy to understand that, and yet he comprehended
nothing of it and complained that Bayle failed to indicate “precisely inwhat the
theologian’s error consisted. I want to believe for his honour that he recognized
that he advanced too far and that he recalled that it was taught in theology,
especially in his system, that God often punishes one sin by another.”16 It is
regrettable to dispute with such a hard-headed antagonist. One would have to
cover the same ground with him thousands of times if one wanted to refute his
quibbles, and then one would still have to fear that he would misinterpret the
most intelligible things.

Themistius: This proposition of Jaquelot’s—“the universe is no more troubled”
—was refuted in a demonstrative manner.17 He concealed this disgrace; he
neither justified nor retracted what he had said: this is the method of proud

14 Jaquelot, cfr, 200.
15 Without a doubt Abraham would have more greatly afflicted by the ruin of Sodom and

Gomorrah, etc., if enemies as wicked as the inhabitants of these cities had pillaged,
sacked and then burned them. The crimes that they would have committed would have
constituted a new source of affliction for this pious patriarch.

16 Jaquelot, etb, 400.
17 See rqp ii, clv (od iii, 826).
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minds. But to be able to say that he and Bayle would soon be equal, he discov-
ered a rather remarkable expedient. He shows that the physical evils that are
independent of humancrimes combine togetherwithmoral evil: several inhab-
itants of a city that has been flooded and “nearly destroyed become thieves in
neighbouring cities and along themajor roads.”18 Themisery of those on a ship
who have been obliged to toss their goods overboard “gives rise in them to a
desire to become corsairs.” The corsairs whom necessity has forced to become
pirates have often caused divisions among princes. People whose lives have
been “ruined by weapon fire commit robberies and assassinations in the land
of a neighbouring prince who seeks reprisal in war.” Jaquelot derives this con-
clusion: “that Society is no less troubledwhether a city is consumedby a chance
event or by ambush.”19

Maximus: Where did he learn to reason and to calculate in such a ridiculous
manner? All the crimes that he articulated as if they were consequences of
physical evils independent of man do not arise any less from physical evils of
which man is the cause. Moreover, since all the physical evils of this last sort
are accompanied by all the disorders that Bayle indicated, it is evident: 1. that
Jaquelot did not attain the equality that he claimed to reach; 2. that his thesis,
“the universe is no more troubled,” remains just as false as before.

The blunder that I am about to refute surpasses the one of which I have just
convicted him. He concludes on the basis of his entire discourse that “neither
the theologian nor the philosopher should have been invisible to Bayle’s eyes,
but,” he continues, “no man is blinder, as the proverb says, than the man
who does not want to see.”20 He is blind, however, for he did not see that if
the addition that he made to his former doctrine rendered him visible under
the character of theologian and philosopher in his new work, then it would
still remain true that he had been invisible under these two characters in the
preceding work.

Themistius: I have never met with his vain sophistry more than I did in reading
pages 403 and 404 of his Examination.We see him in his element therewhen he
employs themost unjust andnarrowquibbling.He is in perfect agreementwith
Bayle on the difference between extended and thinking substances. Therefore
he must be firmly persuaded that all the interactions between the thoughts

18 Jaquelot, etb, 400.
19 Jaquelot, etb, 401.
20 Jaquelot, etb, 401.
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of our souls and the modifications of our body that experience has taught us
are only an arbitrary institution of the creator. From which it follows that our
souls could have been united to our bodies without being subject to pain, or to
sorrow, or to jealousy, etc.

He admits elsewhere21 that no physical discomfort would have bothered
the peace of man in his innocence. And nevertheless he spared no sophistical
manoeuvres in arguing against Bayle’s claim that the feelings of pain were not
necessary for the conservation of animals. He is not content with quibbling:
he puts on a pleasant and agreeable air, and he distracts himself with cold and
tasteless gibes. What a character this man has!

21 Jaquelot, etb, 405.
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chapter 33

Collection of Various of Jaquelot’s Contradictions
and Quibbles Relating to Physical Evil

Maximus: I will start the analysis, you can finish it.
i. The first of Jaquelot’s quibbles involves saying “that a reduction of pleasure

is always attended with sorrow.” That is not true when it is applied to Bayle’s
hypothesis, according to which those who felt that their pleasure had dimin-
ished would be determined to search for a greater pleasure that they would
certainly find at the samemoment. Moreover, on Bayle’s hypothesis there is no
consequence to be derived from our experiences: if we feel that a reduction
of pleasure and a feeling of sorrow go hand-in-hand, it does not follow that
there is between them a natural and necessary relation. God was free to make
another interaction; I mean, to join pleasure in such a way that contentment
would continue even though pleasure suffered some small decrease.

ii. The second quibble is in opposition to these words of Bayle’s: “it will be
responded that this very necessity to flee from peril is a disorder, and that the
works of an infinitely good, wise, and powerful being ought never to run any
risk.”1 Jaquelot concludes from this, “that to be obliged to take a detour in order
not to hit a tree or a wall, not to fall into a grave or a great fire, is a disorder
that exposes the works of an infinitely good and wise being to critique.”2 “I
am persuaded,” he continues, “that such a censure deserves nothingmore than
scorn.” But the censure of this censure—what does it deserve? To be sent to
school to learn what is meant by ‘peril’ and ‘running a risk’; for Jaquelot does
not understand these words, and since he does not know their meaning, it is
very likely that a very great number of less common terms are unknown to him,
such that a language teacher would be most appropriate for him. Where is the
man of good sense who would dare to say that he had run a risk because along
his path hemet upwith a tree, awall, a grave, a great fire? Thesewould not even
represent ‘peril’ to many sorts of madmen, but only to frenetics and maniacs.3

1 See rqp ii, clv (od iii, 827).
2 Jaquelot, etb, 403–404.
3 “There was a man of privilege who lived in Argos,

Who believed he was hearing extraordinary tragedians…
Who looked after the other duties of life properly…
He was able to avoid a cliff or open well”

horace, Epistles, Book 2, epistle 2
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iii. I won’t relate thewhole of Jaquelot’s third quibble, since this time he had
the good faith to indicate4 the reflectionbywhichBayle destroyed thedifficulty.
It suffices, therefore, to refute what he objects to Bayle. Jaquelot denies that the
foretaste of a greater pleasure can determine a man who is content to distance
himself from a fire. “Nothing is lacking to the one who is content,” he adds. If
an ass who is beaten by his master “with a thousand blows of a stick in order to
make him walk” is content, then he will rest “firm in his place in order to taste
for a longer time the pleasure of the blows of the stick.” If another animal is
hungry or thirsty, why would it “take pains to find something to eat or drink?”
It is content in its state; it finds pleasure in it. Jaquelot concludes that this
criticism of the works of God is insensible.

If he did not demonstrate a great deal of ignorance in all of this, we could
have some consideration for his critique, but it turns out that he lacks several
experiences shared throughout the world. There are times when the cold does
not yet bother us, but if we felt the warmth of the fire we would taste a certain
pleasure thatwould easily attract us toward it.When the sunbegins to regain its
intensity in spring, if it imparts a gentler warmth than that of the fire, we leave
the fire in order to go to the window, even thoughwe find nothing disagreeable
about the fire. If a group of people had a meal catered and were perfectly
contentwith all themeats andwines provided, but the caterer then announced
that hehad justmade a stew that surpassed everythinghehad served them, and
had just received several bottles of finer wine than what they were drinking, it
is certain that they would immediately want to have this new stew and this
newwine. Not only would the voluptuous act in this way, but alsomany people
who are far from intemperate, for they would say that since they were there to
enjoy themselves honestly, they could take pleasure in the most exquisite gifts
of nature. There you have several common experiences that nobody would fail
to recognize.5

What should we think, therefore, of the theologian of Berlin who wishes to
prove that we care little about greater goods when we are content with our
current condition? Can arguments refuted by experience be anything other
than hollow and illusory speculations? He should consult Balzac who mocks
these shameless quibblers. Let’s take up his book and read what he recounts:

4 Jaquelot, etb, 404.
5 We could put forward many others and take as our witnesses those who appreciate listening

to good music or to hearing good preaching to watching good dancing, etc. They would say
that when they leave one pleasure to seek out another, it is not necessary that they find some
fault in thepleasure being abandoned, for it suffices to hope that the pleasure they are seeking
will be greater.
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“A gentleman from Saintonge, [having arrived at the home of the French Prior
at la Rochelle], gave him the news that the Duke of Espernon returned from
England two days ago. Father ***, a famous and formidable dialectician who
was also present, did not give the great Prior the pleasure of speaking or of
saying what he thought about this piece of news. But rising from his chair, with
the expression and gait of a gladiatorial philosopher, cried out to the gentleman
of Saintonge: ‘but that cannot be, on account of precisely four indisputable
reasons! Andnow Iwill prove to youwith the strictest necessity that theDukeof
Espernon is still in London.’ The gentleman responded: ‘Yet I have just seen him
in Plassac.’ ‘Thatmatters little,’ replied the Father, ‘it is more believable that the
eyes deceive than that reason deceives. You saw a phantom; I know the truth.
I think you are a man of honour and that you did not wish to delude anybody;
but Imaintain that the senses are imposters, that the externalman is subject to
illusions, that the news you have reported implies a moral contradiction, and
perhaps a physical contradiction.’ ”6

Shall we pardon Jaquelot for the boldness with which he distorts Bayle’s
thoughts? In my opinion, we should not. Bayle teaches that God might eas-
ily have joined a feeling of pleasure to all the modifications that objects excite
in our organs, which would not prevent man from appropriately distancing
himself from, or from approaching, such and such places accordingly as the
preservation of the human bodilymachine demanded. But according to Jaque-
lot, he teaches that men would let themselves be burned and be reduced to
ashes,7 and “that a rock falling on their heads would not crush them.”8 Another
misrepresentation: Bayle supposed that all the actions of objects on our organs
might have been joined to feelings of pleasure; Jaquelot assumes that according
to this supposition animals would nevertheless feel hunger and thirst.

Themistius: Your analysis was long; minemay be even longer. You exhausted all
the quibbles on pages 403, 404, and 405. I am going to reveal others.

Jaquelot, who had his work cut out for him by a real adversary, nevertheless
invented an imaginary adversary to whom he lent a declamation against the
works of God and a critique in which rocks complained that they were not
crowned with flowers, plants that they were not endowed with the faculty of
self-motion, flies and ants that they were not peacocks and eagles, etc.9 He was

6 Balzac, Socrate Chretien, 78.
7 Jaquelot, etb, 404.
8 Jaquelot, etb, 405.
9 Jaquelot, cfr, 245.
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told,10 among other things, that it makes no difference to insensible creatures
whether they are rocks or mud or trees; that it matters only to thinking sub-
stances whether they are under some form rather than another; and that the
infinite goodness would act sufficiently in accordance with its nature provided
that from the lowest degree of grace up to the highest, there was no degree
that did not content the creature that received it,11 so that if ants are content
with their condition, then it matters little to them that they are not peacocks
or eagles.

Any man who sincerely searched for the truth would approve of these
responses by Bayle; but Jaquelot, starving for a dispute, takes up the defence of
his imaginary censurer of the works of God. Hemaintains that this critic would
say: “considering that the wisdom of God formed plants to produce fruit, why
did He not give them the faculty of moving themselves and of sinking into the
earth in order to avoid the hardships of excessive cold and heat, which often
deprive them of leaves and fruit?”12

But if we showed this critic that it is a matter of indifference to plants,
which feel nothing, to avoid cold and heat or to have leaves and fruits that
cause themneither goodnor evil, would he understand that his censure cannot
undermine the goodness of God? For it would not be a result of His goodness
that God would give plants the advantages mentioned by the censurer, since
these advantages would not be felt by them. Therefore, if we wish to remain
within the boundaries of the state of the question, it is necessary to speak only
of creatures endowed with sensation and subject to a thousand evils. They
alone give rise to great difficulties. Let’s count this as the fourth quibble of our
theologian.

The fifth is contained in this question: since Bayle “gives some knowledge
to beasts, why would he not want ants, tortoises, and hares to have a desire for
wings, like those of birds.We ourselves, though entirely reasonable, would envy
the fortune of certainmen if we knew they could fly in the air at everymoment
they wished to travel.”13

Never has anything been proposedwith less judgment; for if Bayle supposed
that the beasts that cannot fly wished to have wings, he would augment the
misery of animals which have never sinned, as well as the force of the objec-

10 See rqp ii, clvii (od iii, 831).
11 The claim here is just what the theologians say of the several degrees of the glory of par-

adise; on the following page, the claim concerned what they say about the subordination
of the good angels.

12 Jaquelot, etb, 412.
13 Ibid.
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tion that a Manichean could base on that. It would then be up to Jaquelot to
find some escape. Thus in thinking that he was embarrassing Bayle, he falls
himself into his own trap. I don’t know whether tortoises, ants, and hares envy
birds: I don’t think they do. But it is hardly possible to doubt that beasts are sub-
ject to certain kinds of jealousy, which is incontestably a very incommodious
physical evil. Themisery ofmen in that respect surpasses that of beastswithout
comparison, for “though they are entirely reasonable,” according to the claims
of Jaquelot, who has perhaps never regarded human life through any other lens
than that of Pelagianism, envy and jealousy perpetually eat at them.

Many people wouldwant to persuade us that this passion and several others
were given to man as something useful to him. It is as much against these peo-
ple as against those who claim thatman has been subjected to pain for his own
good that Bayle proposes the hypothesis that Jaquelot persecutes, even though
it doesnot at all differ from Jaquelot’s dogmaconcerning the state of innocence;
for if anything is asserted by this hypothesis it is only that God could join feel-
ings of pleasure and total contentment to every impression of objects on our
organs. Nothing is said in this hypothesis to the effect that man would allow
himself to be reduced to ashes with pleasure or that he would not be crushed
by a rock that fell on his head. These are fictions and lies told by Jaquelot.

His sixth quibble consists in the claim that his imaginary censurer can
uphold that an infinitely good and powerful being is obliged to confer the
same graces and privileges on every creature, “for whywould an infinitely good
being will to prefer some creatures over others, rendering some of them more
perfect than the others?Doesn’t less excellence imply less goodness?…Can the
benefits not be both finite and equal?”14

Jaquelot has a great need for us to advise him that when an argument
has been solidly refuted, those who advance it without any consideration for
the refutation resemble those who would like to call as their witness a man
whom justice has declared intestable. It is evident that such aman cannot bear
witness before judges until he has regained his honour. Let’s say the same thing
about a well-refuted argument: it should never be used until a solid reply has
been made to all the arguments employed to refute it. There you have a very
certain maxim unknown to Jaquelot, or at least not used by him to guide his
actions.

He knows that the argument that he returns to the scene had been entirely
ruined by Bayle,15 and he proposes it once again without resisting its destruc-

14 Jaquelot, etb, 411–412.
15 See rqp ii, clvii (od iii, 831); clxv (od iii, 846); clxxiii (od iii, 866).
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tion and without taking notice of the fact that since God acts with a sovereign
freedom, nothing obliges Him to distribute graces equally. In fact, order
demands on the contrary thatHedistribute themmore and less because variety
is one of themost beautiful andmost necessary ornaments of the universe, and
even though the goodness that He would show several of His creatures would
be greater than that which He would show others, He would do nothing that
was not in conformity with goodness, if in addition He rendered every sensible
creature perfectly content with the portion of goodness that fell to it.16

The seventh of Jaquelot’s quibbles stems from his considering the supposi-
tion of the contentment of all sensible creatures to be illusory. Bayle, he says,
brings us back “to his illusory world. Earlier we saw17 in this wise Republic of
his invention a man who burns himself with pleasure and contentment,” and
now we will see another spectacle that will be no less enjoyable, “namely that
the poor as well as the rich, etc., are subject to a thousand sorrows, a thousand
pains, and a thousand vicious inclinations.”18

The fact is certain, it is a spectacle that we have always in front of our eyes
and that afflicts good souls, and that cannot be enjoyable except for peoplewho
resemble Timon theMisanthrope. It is, moreover, a difficulty that Jaquelot had
to resolve; he was warned of it19 and it is certain that he will never show that
the spectacle that seems enjoyable to him is in conformity with what reason
and the natural light teach us about the infinite goodness of God and about His
love of virtue.

But, finally, let’s look at the reasoning of our theologian. If there is no prob-
lem, he says, “in seeing men both rich and poor, then there should not be any
problem in seeing somemen sorrowful and some in pain, for the conditions of
these men follow from the fact that they are poor. Or if a rich man is unhappy
with his situation, it is because he considers himself poor in some respect, for
something is lacking that he would like to have.”20 This reasoning would be tol-
erable if the connection between sorrow, on the one hand, and the knowledge
that we are poor or that we lack certain terrestrial goods that other men enjoy,
on the other, was natural, necessary, and inevitable. However, since it was very
easy for God to join to such knowledge a total contentment of the soul,21 Jaque-
lot’s observation is the most vain and illusory in the world.

16 See the marginal note (e) in rqp ii, clxxiii (od iii, 865).
17 That is false, and a ridiculous lie.
18 Jaquelot, etb, 412.
19 rqp ii, clvii (od iii, 831).
20 Jaquelot, etb, 413.
21 See rqp ii, xci (od iii, 682–683); clvii (od iii, 831).
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The eighth quibble is merely an extension of the seventh. There is nothing
easier, he says, “than to make suppositions; but to imagine a poor man eating
his stale and dirty bread, and working night and day to earn that bread, while
the rich man lives in the lap of luxury and pleasure; or to imagine a rich man
who sees other wealthy peoplewho are happier than he is; and then to imagine
nonetheless that thepoormanand the richmanare equally happyandcontent:
this does nothing more than bring us back to the man who burns himself with
pleasure. Bayle will not find it strange if we do not buy into these illusions.”22

There are a number of gross faults to be found in this discourse, for first of
all, the introduction of the “poor man eating his stale and dirty bread, working
night andday to earn that bread,”was introducedby Jaquelot byhis ownprivate
authority into thehypothesis hewas opposing.Not only doesBayle’s hypothesis
not contain such things, nor anything that is probably connected with such
things, but also it is natural to say that his hypothesis even excludes them, at
least implicitly.

Second, one places boundaries injurious to the divine power when one
supposes that it is impossible to join the soul’s contentment with the necessity
to work night and day, and to eat only stale and dirty bread, while others live
lavishly. Jaquelot extends the impossibility of such a juncture to the rich who
know that there are people even wealthier than they.

Third, by often repeating the remark that a man burns himself with plea-
sure, etc.,23 Jaquelot displays a bad heart that takes pleasure in the continual
needless repetition of its deceptions.

Fourth, Jaquelot attacks himself, for other than his shameless distortions of
Bayle’s hypothesis, this hypothesis is, in all its purity, Jaquelot’s own doctrine
concerning the state of innocence. Thus, everything that this Minister alleges
against Bayle—“this illusory world, this wise Republic of his own invention”—
crashes equally on the state of innocence as he describes it.

Does he want us to object to him that after the resurrection, the union of the
soul and body will be just as real and just as hypostatic as it was in this world?
The person of each glorified saint will be essentially composed of body and
soul. Is it not true that the body of the blessedwill never cause any disagreeable
sentiment in the soul to which it is united, and that it will rather be the vehicle

22 Jaquelot, etb, 413–414.
23 He repeats in these words (etb, 444): “That brings us back to the new Republic of Bayle’s

invention, in which the man pulling the carriage would be just as content as the people
sitting in the carriage, other things being equal, and the one who was hungry and thirsty
would be just as content as the one who was satisfied. What a rare and happy country,
which no doubt appears on the map of imaginary places.”
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of diverse pleasures? How is it possible that Jaquelot did not foresee this ad
hominem argument or recognize that he himself was striking down this part of
his theology?

Maximus: You were right to believe that your analysis would be longer than
mine. I am not surprised that in addition to the quibbles that you wished to
collect, you also found several contradictions, which are the predominant sin
of the Minister of Berlin. Here is a considerable one: “As for the particular laws
of the human soul joined to an organized body, once it is supposed that the body
of man is subject to being destroyed, there is nothing more wisely established
than these laws, which warnmen and animals by the afflictions and pains they
feel to work for their preservation.”24

Let’s recall: 1. that he rather openly declared himself for the opinion of
Descartes that beasts are merely automata; whereas here he grants them feel-
ings; 2. that he said in precise terms that physical evil is punishment for sin,
and thatman in the state of innocencewas not subject to any physical inconve-
nience;whereas here hewants the afflictions andpains towhichGod subjected
animals to be useful to the latter, rather than to comprise their punishment.

Another contradiction: “If Bayle,” in order to uphold his hypothesis, “sends
us back to the state of innocence, then we will tell him that we are not familiar
enough with that state in order to describe it.”25 Here you have a man who
is about to quit his post and seems to regret what he has confessed. But if
he has made a mistake, he will bear its burden throughout: we will press
him to reconcile these two theses taken from his book: 1. “I would like to
believe alongwith the theologians” that neither pain, nor sorrow, nor any other
physical affliction would have disturbed Adam’s peace if he had preserved
his innocence;26 2. “Bayle, in order to uphold the hypothesis according to
whichmodifications of our organsmight have been always joined to feelings of
pleasure cannot send us back to the state of innocence, for we are not familiar
enough with it in order to describe it.” A pitiful escape: is it not enough for the
success of Bayle’s plan that Jaquelot recognize what he admitted in the first
thesis above concerning the state of innocence?

Here is yet another contradiction, more shameful than the preceding ones.
He asserts that Bayle “perpetually argues about the infinite goodness of God
as though it always had to act with the whole extent of its power; and then

24 Jaquelot, etb, 447–448.
25 Jaquelot, etb, 445.
26 Jaquelot, etb, 405.
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he concluded that if this were the case, then creatures would be the best
and most perfect beings that could have been produced. He responds that
this consequence does not hold, but I don’t see his reasoning.”27 I will not be
employing any hyperbole if I tell you that there is not one drop of common
sense in this objection.

There is nothing more false than to assert that Bayle claims that the infinite
goodness of Godmust always act with the full extent of its power. The contrary
manifestly appears in passages of his book that Jaquelot cited and criticized.
It is rather Dirois and the adversaries of Bayle who, in order to elude the
objections, attempt to conclude that they prove that the goodness of Godmust
always actwith the full extent of its power. Bayle denied them this consequence
and showed them the falsity of it, but without opposing the other consequence
that Jaquelot alleges, namely that if the divine goodness acted with the full
extent of its power then creatures would be the best and most perfect beings
that God could have produced. To represent his adversary’s text in this way is
to distort it miserably. Bayle never said that this consequence does not hold;
he merely refuted a far stronger consequence that Dirois and Le Clerc had
objected.28

Themistius: “I don’t see the reason”—this is Jaquelot speaking29—why this
consequence30 does not hold. “Why would men and animals not be immortal,
considering that matter, as well as mind, can be destroyed only by a total
annihilation? It was solely a question of maintaining organized bodies in the
same state. Why, therefore, couldn’t an infinite all-powerful goodness, that
maintains them for forty or fifty years, conserve them forever? Is it that this
eternal durationwould not be compatiblewith the perfect idea of their species,
or with the goodness of God? But we do not see this incompatibility; rather we
see the contrary.”

To clear away all theseminor difficulties we need only recall: 1. what we have
already said concerning the sovereign freedomwith which God distributes His
favours. He selects either strong or weak favours, and He directs the beginning
and the end accordingly as He sees fit in order to vary the events; 2. that our
reason finds nothing contrary to goodness except doing evil, and thus it judges
that it does not derogate from the infinite goodness of God to return sensitive
creatures to the nothingness from which He pulled them, for that is a state in

27 Jaquelot, etb, 445.
28 See rqp ii, clxv (od iii, 847–848); clxxiii (od iii, 865–866).
29 Jaquelot, etb, 445.
30 That is to say, the one that he had reported and that he falsely claimed Bayle rejected.
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which they are not unhappy in anyway. That beasts live only 10, 20, 30, 100 years
more or less, though if God willed it they could live forever, is not something
opposed to His goodness.

Maximus: You spare Jaquelot by stopping there. You could have said that he
displayed himself as a bad logician. He wanted to prove that this consequence
is good: “if the goodness of God actedwith the full extent of its power, creatures
would be the best and most perfect Beings that God could have created.” For
the whole proof of this he alleges that men and animals could be immortal.
Yet when they became immortal, their perfections would never increase:31 an
ant would always be merely an ant; no beast would equal man; and it would
consequently be false that the beasts would have been produced the best and
most perfect way that God could have produced them. There are a hundred
qualities that they would not have and that God could have given them if He
had willed.

Themistius: I would regret the time that the details of this chapter have cost
us if I did not realize that Jaquelot believes that he surpassed himself in these
passages, that he caused such a brilliant fire of imagination to shine, and that
he believes he deserves praise to be heaped upon him from all around.

31 See rqp ii, clxv (od iii, 847).
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On Eternal Punishment

Maximus: Eternal punishment certainly deserves its own chapter. Those who
will compare Bayle’s difficulties with the responses made to them will be
astonished that Jaquelot, who is usually so sensitive to human glory, took so
little trouble to conceal from his readers’ eyes the rout in which he was placed.
He leaves it entirely visible to them.

Themistius: Let’s renew for him, therefore, our congratulation: the calluses
of his understanding are not impenetrable; several difficulties pierce them
straight through and become so noticeable that since he does not take himself
to be strong enough to attack them, he honours them with respectful silence.
It is in this way that he treats the difficulty that he himself proposed in his
first book, namely the one that “depends on the great number of wicked and
unhappy people in comparison with the few good and blessed ones.”1 Bayle
employed every possible insinuation to get him to resolve this objection,2 but
Jaquelot played deaf and kept a profound silence.

Maximus: He acted the same way toward the objection that was made to him3
based on his saying that the damned, finding themselves excluded from the
eternal happiness enjoyed by others, would allow themselves to be devoured
by jealousy and remorse.

Themistius: Hewas bolder with respect to the five remarks that it was supposed
that nearly every philosopher would oppose to his system.4 But this boldness is
at bottom an act of cowardice, since he attacks these remarks only after having
crippled them, or rather, only after having masked everything in them that
had any force. The first remark5 presented us with philosophers who judged
that if the infinitely perfect Being had known that if He gave existence to free
creatures, then it would be necessary to punish them eternally on account of
their sins, He would have preferred to deprive them of any being, or not to

1 Jaquelot, cfr, 232.
2 rqp ii, clvi (od iii, 828–829).
3 Ibid.
4 rqp ii, clvi (od iii, 829–830).
5 Ibid.
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permit them to abuse their freewill, rather than to seeHimself obliged to inflict
punishments that would never end on them. Is there anything more evident
than this proposition when we consult only the natural light?

What would we say of a man who boasted that, like Prometheus, he had the
power to breathe life into statues, andwho said, ‘I am going to grantmovement
to this one here; it will have eyes to guide it, and itwill be able to visit places that
aremost agreeable; however, I am sure that it will visit only those places where
it will suffer thousands of afflictions.’ ‘You do not have the heart of a man,’ we
would say, ‘but the heart of a tiger, for you do not wish to breathe life into this
statue except to see to it that it passes from a state wherein it feels no evil to a
state wherein it will feel only evil.’

Jaquelot failed to address this first remark; insteadhe contentedhimselfwith
saying that “all the philosophers, except the atheists, have granted the divinity
knowledge of the future, andhave conjectured that there are punishments after
death for the wicked, although they have accompanied this conjecture with a
thousand fables.”

Maximus: It is clear that this vague manner of representing the opinions of
philosophers cannot elude the objection. For in order to know how they would
judge some particular matter, it is nearly useless to know what they have said
in general when they were not at all considering the matter in question. It is
instead necessary to imagine that we are consulting them on the very subject,
thatwe faithfully explicate for them thewhole state of the question, thatwe ask
them to examine attentively the arguments on both sides, and then finally to
give their opinion. This is howBayle treated the philosophers: he supposed that
they were asked, concerning the doctrine of hell, to say what they considered
most in conformity with the wisdom of God by consulting only their natural
light.

Themistius: It must be said that Jaquelot is a master when it comes to making
an objection worse before undertaking to refute it. I don’t deny that he submits
his system of freedom for the consideration of the philosophers, but he masks
what theymust necessarily know; hedoesnot tell them that allmenwouldhave
made a good use of their freedom if they had been placed in the circumstances
wherein God had foreseen this good use, instead of which they6 were placed
by the very hand of God in circumstances wherein God had foreseen that they
would fall. If he hopes that philosophers well-instructed in this article of his

6 Meaning, “those who will be damned.”
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systemwill pronounce in his favour, hemust be so infatuatedwith the Pelagian
doctrine of freewill that hewill never be able to hear the voice of reason on this
subject.

What can be expected from a Doctor who affirms7 that a philosopher will
profess that God fills everything with what goodness demands of Him; but
first He gives men the power to do good, a power that He knows must be
infallibly the cause of their eternal damnation. If this exhausts the ideawe have
of goodness, thenwhy does Jaquelot renounce commonnotionswhen it comes
to judging God’s conduct? Is it not to contradict oneself visibly to renounce
them and to suppose nevertheless that a philosopher would profess what we
have just said?

Maximus: It strikes me that Jaquelot understands the word ‘goodness’ just as
poorly as he understands the word ‘peril,’ which augments the need for our
discussion above. He says that eternal punishment involves “nothing opposed
[to divine goodness], unless we form an idea of goodness that includes indif-
ference or insensibility toward good and evil.”8 This mix of gibberish and error
appears inexplicable to me.

Themistius: The second remark of Bayle’s philosophers turns on the uselessness
of the punishment of the damned,9 which only renders themmorewicked, and
servesnopurpose for othermen. Jaquelot responds:10 1. that the first difficulty is
nothing, since the punishment that God inflicts on the damned consists only in
the privation of beatitude; 2. that the second difficulty is uncertain because the
state of the damned “might serve to augment the gratefulness of the blessed,”
and because it is very useful in this life to fear hell.

If Jaquelot had refuted the objection that ruins his first response,11 then he
would have been permitted to repeat that response; but since he was as mute
as a fish when facedwith the objection, he is rather bold to repeat his response.
This principle cannot be doubted: ‘when we will to inflict punishment, we also
will to inflict all the consequences that we know will certainly follow from it.’
A husband who is perfectly assured that if he scolds his wife in the presence of
all the maids, then she will die from her sorrow, cannot scold her in this way
without willing her death; and it would be useless for him to argue before the

7 Jaquelot, etb, 409.
8 Jaquelot, etb, 407–408.
9 rqp ii, clvi (od iii, 829).
10 Jaquelot, etb, 409.
11 See rqp ii, clvi (od iii, 828).
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Tribunal of God that the whole punishment he inflicted on his wife consisted
in scolding her and that, consequently, he is not responsible for the sorrow
that killed her. In reality, he willed, and was the cause of, the death of his
wife. Let’s say in like manner that if God knew that the privation of beatitude
would plunge the damned into a sombremelancholy thatwould augment their
wickedness, then He plainly willed that they fall into this state.

Jaquelot could have found his other response in the News from the Republic
of Letters as one of King’s opinions. But what is baser than claiming that
the glorified saints would not be grateful enough unless they cast their eyes
upon hell? And who would dare maintain that unless God revealed to them
what happened in hell, they would run the risk of flagging in their duty? Our
philosopherswould believe that Bayle’s antagonist attributed behaviour toGod
that resembles that of a great Emperor who said: ‘I want to ruin ten provinces,
destroy a hundred towns, make a million men perish, because these would be
newmotives to lead my favoured ones to think of me; though they think of me
already night and day, and they remain fixed to me even without such motives
by a relation so firm that I am sure that nothing will ever be able to release
them.’ As for the usefulness of the fear of hell in this life, it cannot be extended
to cover the time that will follow the resurrection, and it is principally to this
time that we refer when we discuss this matter.

Maximus: By the third observation of Bayle’s philosophers, annihilation is, of
all forms of punishment, the one that appears to conform best to the ideas of
God’s wisdom. They give reasons for this that Jaquelot leaves without reply. He
contents himself with saying that the annihilation of several creatures would
“demonstrate an inconstancy that seems hardly worthy of the infinite wisdom
of God.”12 He continues to imitate those who call witnesses who have been
declared intestable by justice. The reason that was given why Godmust always
conserve beings once He has created them, namely the one given based on
the constancy of God, was so badly destroyed and annihilated13 that it is very
imprudent of Jaquelot tomakeuse of itwithout having rehabilitated its honour.
If among the spirits created by God there are some who have merited this
capital punishment, that is to say, the loss of life, does order not demand that
he inflict this punishment? Could his decrees not comprise such behaviour?Or
would it be inconstant?

12 Jaquelot, etb, 408.
13 By Arnauld. See Continuation of the Various Thoughts on the Comet, cix (od iii, 338–339).
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Themistius: The response to the fourth remark of the philosophers has great
affinity with the response made to the third. By this fourth remark “the annihi-
lation of the wicked would not be a void opposed to the wisdom of the creator,
for there was once a time when there were only two human souls, and yet the
universe lacked nothing essential.”14

“[That] appears to me to be unworthy [of Bayle],” Jaquelot responds. “There
was no void in the universe when God had yet created only two souls. Now, if
He had destroyed them after having created them, then there would have been
a void, and it would have marked an inconstancy unworthy of God; a fortiori it
would be a void and an inconstancy if God annihilated millions of souls after
having given them being.”15

Jaquelot has an extraordinary talent for finding distinctions where there are
none. Several ancient philosophers believed in a void, and it is anopinionmuch
in voguewith themost celebratedmathematicians of our day. But has anybody
ever believed in the hypothesis that a void that has been filled at some time
is different from a void that has never been filled? We should think ourselves
absurd if we affirmed such a difference. Jaquelot doesn’t fear being called
absurd, however; he supposes that the two voids that were in the universe
before Cain and Abel were in the world and the two voids that there would
have been had Adam and Eve been annihilated are of a very different nature,
for neither theuniversenordivine constancy can tolerate these two latter voids,
though they can easily tolerate the first two. If, in order to avoid this stumbling
block, he wishes to maintain that there was no void when there were only two
souls on the Earth, he will fall into another absurdity: he will claim that the
destruction of souls would be a void while their existence fills no void.

Maximus: To finish thismatter with some consideration for Jaquelot, let’s grant
him that the annihilation of the damnedwould form voids in the universe, and
afterwards let’s compare together the spectacle that Jaquelot puts before God
and the spectacle that ourphilosopherswouldputbeforeHim.The latterwould
haveGod contemplate asmany voids in the universe as therewere human souls
that were annihilated. This phenomenon, which is incapable of removing any
perfection from the universe, would be nothing new; God has always seen such
voids, because He created our souls successively and because their number
was finite, leaving an infinite number of places vacant, since God can always
produce new beings.

14 rqp ii, clvi (od iii, 829).
15 Jaquelot, etb, 409.
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The spectacle provided by Jaquelot is a vast number of men plunged into a
dismalmelancholy anddarkhatred for the creator.Godwill know thatHealone
might have brought it about that these men became worthy of eternal hap-
piness by their proper actions and consequently became the artisans of their
own happiness. This would have happened infallibly if He had placed them in
circumstances wherein He had foreseen that they would put their freedom to
good use; but it pleased Him instead to put them in circumstances wherein He
had foreseen that they would sin. With pleasure God will perpetually and eter-
nally contemplate the sad state of these unhappy and wicked men, and will
derive glory from it.

If Jaquelot hopes that his spectaclewill appearmoreworthy ofGod than that
of the philosophers to those who consult only reason, that is, what the natural
light teaches us about the divine nature—that it is infinitely good, infinitely
friendly to virtue and to order, infinitely wise, etc.—if he hopes, I say, to show
that his opinion ismost in conformitywith reason, then itmust be the case that
his stubbornness and his blindness are incurable.

Themistius: I would advise him to consult not theologians or the devout in
Berlin, but rathermembers of the court, whether of the robe or of the sword. He
will find among themmanywho have a sharpmind, and knowledge, andmuch
good judgment. Let him ask them to put aside for fifteen minutes everything
that the faith has taught them and to consider only the idea of a supremely
perfect being, and to decide afterwards which of the two spectacles, of which
hewill have given the description aswehave just given it, appears to themmost
in conformity with the divine nature. I am quite sure their responses will not
please him.

Maximus: What he says about the fifth observation of Bayle’s philosophers
serves no purpose.

Themistius: Youhave surely remarkedaswell as I have that he speaks of thepun-
ishments of the damnedmore nobly than anyone in the world, and that, citing
various passages from the New Testament, he avoids with extreme affectation
those who give a strong idea of this punishment. However, he was catechized
on that topic in a marginal note.16

16 rqp ii, clvi (od iii, 829–830).
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chapter 35

On Pyrrhonism, the Third and Final Issue in the
Dispute between Jaquelot and Bayle

Maximus: This final subject of controversy between these two antagonists will
not give us much pause. In Bayle’s Dictionary, in the article “Pyrrho,” there is
an account of a dispute between a Pyrrhonian abbé and a good Papist abbé.
The two parties share the common principle that the mysteries of the Roman
Church—the Trinity, the Incarnation, transubstantiation, the fall of Adam—
are dogmas that are indubitably true. From this assumption acknowledged as
true by the two disputants, the Pyrrhonian infers that evidence is not a certain
characteristic of the truth, since there are various evident propositions that are
false, assuming we admit the truth of these mysteries. That is the goal and a
complete analysis of the whole discourse of this abbé.

These things are so visible to every reader that has any common sense that it
cannot be sufficiently admired that Jaquelot understoodnothing of it,1 and that
he imagined that the goal of the Pyrrhonian abbé was to prove that the Trinity
and the hypostatic union both imply a contradiction. It is for this reason that
he took it to be his duty to rush to the aid of these twomysteries by explicating
with great carewhat is said about them in every part of theology andwhat every
student responds when upholding some thesis related to them.

Themistius: Bayle made it known as justly as possible that his adversary lost his
way. A modest author, sure of his reputation, would have admitted his error;
but Jaquelot, too proud to confess that had ever made a mistake, stubbornly
maintains that he understood the Pyrrhonian abbé’s thought, and he attempts
to prove it by this new argument: Bayle introduces Simonides, who asserts
that the idea of one God, who is also three persons, is a formal contradiction;
therefore, his Pyrrhonian abbé objects the same thing.2

Maximus: What a bizarre argument that you’ve recounted there! Even if it were
a hundred times more probable, would it undermine a fact of which everyone
who knows how to read can be assured at any moment? Is arguing against

1 Le Clerc fell into the same error. See above, Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 6, 165.
2 Jaquelot, etb, 425. See also etb, 119.
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experience a form of behaviour befitting a sane mind? What should we think
of a man, therefore, who wants to prove that the Pyrrhonian abbé objects
that the Trinity implies a contradiction because that abbé’s dispute is narrated
by a writer who says elsewhere that Simonides would object such a thing to
Christians? Is this not to try to prove that a fact, of which there is not a single
trace in some book, is clearly and precisely found in that book? How should we
define this strategy? It would sting Jaquelot too fiercely if we honestly saidwhat
this amounts to. Let’s spare him this embarrassment in case theseDialogues are
published, which they very well may be.

Themistius: In order to excuse him, his friends will perhaps say (because hewill
probably consider it beneath him to excuse himself) that a very great plausibil-
ity is the cause of his mistake. He found it so probable that his adversary lent
Simonides’ objection to the Pyrrhonian abbé that he asserted this without fur-
ther thought. But I can assure you that anyone who makes his apology in this
way is ignorant of something known in all the universities, namely that a good
disputant does not change his middle term in the same session. The conse-
quence is that, since the Pyrrhonian abbé appeared in the character of a good
disputant, Bayle would have overturned the rules of plausibility if he had lent
him two middle terms.

Maximus: We have seen that this disputant counts transubstantiation among
the mysteries of the Roman Church. Jaquelot maintains that Bayle “could have
and should have done without specifying that.”3 It was replied to him that “in
introducing a Roman Catholic it would have overturned all the laws of plau-
sibility if that Catholic mystery were left out.”4 Jaquelot finds this response
peculiar.5 “If Bayle,” he continues, “had wanted to introduce an Anthropomor-
phite, he would have been right to charge the Christian religion with several
other absurdities.”

Themistius: If we judged Jaquelot’s knowledge only by this passage fromhis last
book, we would swear that he had never read anything, not even the poetic
art of Despreaux. The rules of the art of speaking and writing dictate that
it is necessary to attribute to people a language that befits their character.
An Anthropomorphite brought onto the scene would have to speak like an

3 Jaquelot, cfr, 293.
4 rqp ii, clx (od iii, 835–836).
5 Jaquelot, etb, 429.
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Anthropomorphite,6 without which, the one who makes him speak renders
him ridiculous. And since there are no Christian societies that follow the error
of that sect,whichhasnever cut a good figure, everyone sees that it is indifferent
to them whether we make such a man speak according to the rules or against
the rules.

Maximus: It seems to me that Jaquelot’s misstep here shows that he is hardly
versed in the knowledge of Church history. For it would seem that he supposes
that if some writers did in the name of the Anthropomorphites what Bayle did
in the nameof theManicheans, theywould throw all the Christian systems into
a disarray as great as the one the Manicheans threw them into. The difference
is nevertheless very great and well-known to everyone. The Manicheans find
that in all the systems confessed and recognized by Christians they have an
advantage. But an Anthropomorphite would not find anything in any Christian
system from which to derive some advantage.

Themistius: Let me come back to the qualification of ‘peculiar’ that Jaquelot
gives to Bayle’s response concerning the inclusion of transubstantiation among
the mysteries of the Church of Rome. This response is as natural as can be. But
Jaquelot himself suffers from somany little peculiarities that do no honour to a
writer; he judges things so often in a way different from that of other men, that
it is not astonishing that he made this last error.

Maximus: We had reason to believe that he took transubstantiation for a mon-
ster so detestable that its very name should not have been pronounced by the
orthodox. Indeed, he even blamed Bayle for having recounted that a Pyrrho-
nian abbé said to a Catholic abbé that the Roman Church believes in transub-
stantiation. It was therefore thought7 that Jaquelot deserved to be warned that
the extremeness of his ideas offended Lutheranism and did not agree with the
commitment he was under in France to give communion to a man who was
persuaded of the doctrine of impanation, which in certain respects is subject
to the same philosophical difficulties as transubstantiation.

His response was that he did not receive “Lutherans to communion except
after having warned them of their errors, for which he is not responsible, and
which do not overturn the foundations of salvation.”8 He would admit the

6 See Dialogues, Part 1, chapter 6, 165.
7 rqp ii, clx (od iii, 863).
8 Jaquelot, etb, 429.
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same about transubstantiation if the Lutherans taught it independently of the
rites and practices with which it is accompanied in the Roman Communion.
In that case, the National Synod at Charenton in 1631 would not have judged
Lutheranism less favourably than he judged it.

I won’t pause over the judgment of several Reformed theologians who pas-
sionately maintain that impanation overturns fundamental dogmas; the
ardour of this disputemakes thesemen go too far. But I will tell you that not too
long ago a Professor of theology in Leipzig published an account of the Synod
of Charenton in which he seems to want to ridicule the indulgence displayed
there for Lutheranism.9 I return to Jaquelot to tell him that this response frees
him from no difficulties, and that if he had remained as mute as he did regard-
ing Bayle’s other objection added to the first, then he would have been more
prudent.

Themistius: One of the subtleties of the Pyrrhonian abbé was his use of the
maxim that conservation means continuous creation. From that he inferred
that we cannot be sure of being the same man at two subsequent moments in
time.

“A wise theologian [responded to him] that once creation is supposed, it
was as easy for God to create a new soul at every moment as it was for Him
to reproduce the same one; but that nevertheless, the ideas of His wisdom, and
more importantly, the light thatwe draw fromhisword, can give us a legitimate
certainty that we have the same numerical soul today that we had yesterday,
the day before yesterday, etc. He concludes that it is not necessary to amuse
oneself in disputingwith Pyrrhonians, or to imagine that their sophisms can be
comfortably eluded by the forces of reason alone; that it was necessary above
all things to make them feel the infirmity of reason in order that this feeling
bring them to seek a better guide, namely faith.”10

These last words serve as text in a long remarkwhere Bayle clarifies and even
confirms them by the baptismal liturgy of the Reformed churches.

Maximus: The way in which the wise theologian refutes the subtlety of the
Pyrhhonian in question, by means of the ideas of the wisdom of God, pleased
Jaquelot,11 but a few lines later he asserts that on the subject of this subtlety
Bayle does not give preference to the solid reasoning based on the wisdom

9 See Thomae Ittigii Dissertatio Theologico-Historica de Synodi Carentonensis erga Luthera-
nos indulgentia (Leipzig, 1705).

10 dhc iii, “Pyrrhon,” rem. b, 733b.
11 Jaquelot, cfr, 295.
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of God, but on the contrary, he “indirectly pronounces in favour of this overt
Pyrrhonism in concluding” that it is notnecessary to amuseoneself indisputing
with Pyrrhonians. I am amazed that Bayle did not hit upon such an obvious
blunder; that he did not reproach his adversary for having refuted his own
judgment on the same page. But the prescription is no longer in effect here,
so we can justifiably shame Jaquelot for his lack of judgment.

Themistius: He repeats his mistake in his last book, where he maintains that
with respect to this very thesis—“reason cannot assure me that I am today the
same person with respect tomy soul that I was twenty years ago”—Bayle again
pronounces in favour of the Pyrrhonian abbé.12 If he had stayed there, then he
would not have opened himself up to the mortifying objections that we now
have to make against him. But in bitterness he took his former blunders even
further.

“If reason,” he says, “is not sufficient to assure me” that I am today the same
person that I was twenty years ago, then “heavens! what can it do?”13 You see
that he constantly assumes that the Pyrrhonian objection in question was
taken to be valid, and yet he had said that it was refuted very well by the ideas
of God’s wisdom. Bayle adds, he continues, “that it would be easy to show him
very pious, enlightened people, very zealous for evangelical orthodoxy, who
have based themselves on this foundation. But I challenge Bayle to point to
a single passage from a Christian Doctor, of whatever communion he pleases,
who has degraded reason to the same extent as Bayle, who believes that rea-
son is not even sufficient for guaranteeing that a man is always the same per-
son.”14

Maximus: We see by these repetitions of the same falsehood that he worries
little about contradicting himself, and that although he accuses people wildly,
it matters little to him that he can be defeated by his own arguments. I don’t
believe hewould blush if he realized thatwe can refute by his first judgment the
lies he has just repeated; but too bad for him that we cannot apply these words
of Terence to him: “he blushed, all is well.”15 I blush for him, or for the honour
of his character, which is something dishonoured not only by committing
gross crimes, but also by trampling good faith underfoot in order to follow
the instincts of personal hatred. Would an author who had been guided by

12 Jaquelot, etb, 430.
13 Ibid.
14 Jaquelot, etb, 430.
15 Terence, Adelphi, act iv, scene 5.
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the integrity that guided a pagan, who was even remotely just, have believed
that the words of Bayle are a just foundation of the challenge that the Minister
of Berlin proposes after having acknowledged that the sole quibble of the
Pyrrhonian had been refuted in the Dictionary?

Themistius: We will better appreciate the little mystery of this Minister’s iniq-
uity if we supplement the passage that he reports with a part that he omitted.
Bayle notes that Jaquelot finds it highly suspect that it was said “that it was
necessary above all things to make the Pyrrhonians feel the infirmity of reason
in order that this feeling bring them to seek a better guide, namely faith,” and
then he adds what Jaquelot cited and makes a marginal note that advises that
the three or four following chapters will prove that very pious and learned peo-
ple with a great zeal for orthodoxy have based themselves on the foundation
of the necessity that reason is under to submit its difficulties to the authority
of Scripture and to acknowledge its incompetence faced with our mysteries.16
Jaquelot saw in this compilation something that he had not expected: that
Luther, Calvin, Beza, several confessions of faith in the Protestant churches,
various professors of theology, of which some are still living,17 strike down both
his principles and his suspicions.

Maximus: I don’t think that he understands yet what he must do in order to
make what he publishes useful to his readers, and usefulness is nevertheless
the principal goal that a writer should set for himself. It was important for the
instruction of the readers to know the judgment that they ought to make con-
cerning the passage that we have cited from the Dictionary. Jaquelot was thus
indispensably obliged to teach us whether it is necessary to pursue the Pyrrho-
nians wherever they go until we have forced them to agree that our mysteries
are in conformity with reason; and if, while these disputes are taking place, it
is necessary to suspend the acts of faith with respect to our mysteries, for to
believe these mysteries before having refuted all the sophisms of these men
would amount to believing things rashly.

16 rqp ii, clx (od iii, 863).
17 We can add to this list Mr. Van Til, who is still full of life and who is professor of theology

at Leiden. For in 1704 he had published, along with an approbatory preface written in his
style, theTheologianaturalis of feuMr. Bachman, professor of theology atDuisbourg. Now,
Bachman declares on pages 88 and 89 that it is necessary to count among incomprehen-
sible things, akatalepta, that the fixed knowledge of God and the free determinations of
man always end up at the same point. This incomprehensibility, he adds, does not preju-
dice the truth of the thing in question.
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If he embraced this approach then he would have to prove the conformity
of ourmysteries with reason by solid arguments and by strong responses to the
objections of his adversaries. If this approach did not please Jaquelot anymore
than Bayle’s approach did, then he would have been obliged to invent a third
way and to support it with arguments. We would then indicate to himwhether
we wanted greater detail fitting for the instruction of readers. Instead of doing
such things, he contented himself with saying in his first work, as well as in the
second, “that it is suspect.”

Themistius: At least he should have explained whether the doctrine contained
in Bayle’s passage was suspect in itself, or whether Bayle rendered himself per-
sonally suspect in offering it. It is beyond doubt that he understands thematter
in the second way; thus all the instruction that he gave his readers amounts
to nothing more than an insult against his antagonist and a confirmation of
his prejudice against Bayle. Now, all of this is just a skirmish of no interest or
importance to the public.

Maximus: If he were obligated to explain himself, I am sure that he would
not dare to say that the doctrine in question is dangerous, for bold as a tiger
against Bayle, and cowardly like a hare faced with Jurieu, he would fear that
someone would show him that this Minister of Rotterdam had spoken even
more strongly against reason than did the theologian of the Dictionary. Let’s
note that the dogma of this theologian, aboutwhich Jaquelotmakes his general
pronouncement—“that it is suspect”—responds marvellously to the spirit of
Scripture, to that of the ancient Fathers, to that of the vast body of Greek
and Latin Christianity, and to that of the two Protestant communions: only
Socinians and Arminians find trouble with it.

Themistius: Besides, if Jaquelot had embraced the first approach,which is to say
that it is necessary to push the Pyrrhonians to the farthest extremity, then he
would have imitated the Pharisees,18 who placed heavy yokes on the shoulders
of others without so much as touching themselves; for of several great and
terrible difficulties contained in the Pyrrhonian’s discourse, he did little more
than rub up against several of the less difficult ones, and he left all the others
completely undisturbed.

18 Matthew 23:4.
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chapter 36

WhyWeWill Not Examine the First 303 Pages of
Jaquelot’s Last Book; andWhyWeWill be Content
with Only a Few Observations Concerning the
Collection of Difficulties Amassed in
Bayle’s Dictionary

Maximus: Please stop urging me to discuss a certain number of passages from
the first 303 pages of Jaquelot’s book. I’ve takenmy position: I no longer want to
think about that book; I’m becoming tired of these disputes; yet I must reserve
some energy for our meetings concerning the last reply of Le Clerc to Bayle.1

Themistius: If we had wanted to take the trouble to examine step-by-step the
first part of Jaquelot’s book, the harvest of triumphs would not have been less
great for us than what we found during our consideration of the last part. I
don’t understand why you would want to miss so many opportunities to refute
invincibly a man who has a great need to be humbled. The abundance of
subjects worthy of censure frightens you, but I’ll remedy that by offering you
the choice of a certain number of passages among themost considerable ones.
We will remain focused on these and abandon the rest.

Maximus: I beg you not to speak to me any further about this. Jaquelot had
principally in mind to demonstrate that he could write a fairly thick book in a
short period of time.We know that while he was working on it he used to show
everyone he visited or who visited him how much his writing was advancing
from week to week. This motive made him forget what authors with good
judgment who are convinced of the importance of their subject would never
forget. He did not remember that a reply to the second part of the Response
to a Provincial’s Questions had to lead its readers straight to the solution of the
Manichean difficulties and to the proof of this important doctrine, namely that

1 [od] The reference is to Dialogues, Part 1, which was printed first, though from this passage
it would seem not to have been written first. [mh] The inference of the editors of the od that
Dialogues, Part 1, was not written first is invalidated by Bayle’s correspondence. See above,
“Note on the Text,” 111.
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the fall of Adam and its consequences can be accorded with reason provided
that it is supposed that man was endowed with free will. Jaquelot should have
begun immediately with this subject, and drawn a straight line from which he
whowould never stray, not even to respond to objections thatmight attack free
will, since his adversary permitted him to act as a Pelagian and assumed him
always to be a goodMolinist. There is not a single reader who has a just idea of
their controversy and of the true means of carrying it out that did not believe
that he would find in the first pages of Jaquelot’s book the beginning of this
straight line of which I’ve just spoken. But instead of that, we find:

i. General remarks on the second part of the Response to a Provincial’s
Questions.

ii. Two long chapters aiming to show that Bayle compared Christians to
atheists, and discussing several things that Bayle said about atheism.

iii. A chapter devoted to examining whether Bayle made a great error in his
article “Perrot” concerning thedoctrine of the immortality of the soul, and
whether Locke’s principles are pernicious.

iv. Several observations about things that should be considered merely inci-
dental and matters of personal difference. We usually consider com-
plaints that authorsmake that the state of the questionwasmiserably dis-
figured by their adversaries to be such incidental things. Jaquelot makes
complaints of that sort here and in a hundred other passages.

v. An ample collection of passages from Bayle’s Dictionary with Jaquelot’s
reflections, all of which aim to show that Bayle attacks religion. Even
the Clarification on Obscenities was attacked, even though it is related
neither directly nor indirectly to the dispute between these two authors.
But in the end these were collections that Jaquelot was happy to share
with his readers in order to thicken his bookmore quickly. This collection
of passages from the Dictionary, along with the glosses of the collector,
comprise 78 pages.

vi. An examination of whether Bayle’s position on the creation of matter
changed.

vii. A long discourse on the use of reason in religious matters.
viii. A long series of passages touching the same subject. Jaquelot treats Bayle

here as the author of the Philosophical Commentary, which is fraudulent
and malicious, since Bayle always disavowed this Commentary, not only
privately, but also publicly in proper form,2 and Jaquelot cannot have

2 See News from the Republic of Letters, April 1687, and the Addition to the Various Thoughts
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forgotten that once this book appeared, Jurieu refuted it and attributed it
to the dangerous cabal of Refugee Ministers,3 of which we spoke above.4

ix. A second discourse, again on the use of reason.
x. Finally, a tiresome and boring examination of everything that Bayle re-

plied or objected concerning free will. That alone takes up 108 pages!

What? Because Jaquelot found it convenient to make use of several long col-
lections in order to accomplish his plan to win over the public by composing a
long book in a short time, you expect me to discuss everything in his book that
precedes the principal matter in the dispute and that, for the most part, bears
no relation to that issue? I have everything that I was looking for; along with
the other keen readers, I took an interest only in what touched on the origin of
evil. We have discussed everything that Jaquelot could have said about that; I
ask for nothing more.

Themistius: Unless your ears are plugged or you plan to leave this room, youwill
getmore thanwhat you demanded, for don’t forget that I told you about several
observations that I’ve made concerning several of the articles that you’ve just
listed.

Maximus: Since there are only a few observations, I will sit patiently and listen
to you.

Themistius: I can assure you that on the basis of the second article, we can hum-
ble Jaquelot very rudely. Without any necessity, and only in order to follow the
ill intentions of his heart, he touched on something concerningwhat Bayle had
said about atheism, but he did this so ignorantly that he was soon overcome by
convincing arguments. Because of the shame of having been caught commit-
ting so flagrant an offence, and because his heart had been long ago spoiled, he
engaged in evenmoremalicious quarrelling. Everymalicious thing that a hard-

on the Comet, chapter 5 (od ii, 179–180). [od] Although Bayle disavows the Philosophical
Commentary, he is nevertheless very certainly its author, the proof of which can be seen in
The Life ofMr. Bayle (by Pierre DesMaizeaux) alongwith the reasons Bayle had for disavowing
the work.

3 Thewords he uses in his Preface to the reader have greatweight and so readers are encouraged
to consult them. Notewhat he repeats on page 9: “This book is not thework of a single author.
This appears to be the work of a cabal and of a conspiracy against the truth. There is nothing
less uniform than its style.”

4 Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 1, 221.
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ened sophist enflamed with hatred might have invented without any concern
for good faith was put into practice by Jaquelot when he tried to justify himself
on this point.

If he succeeded in anything, it was in proving that Bayle spoke of Vanini
without having first informed himself of certain facts. This occurred in the
Various Thoughts on the Comet, composed in 1681, when Bayle had little leisure
andvery fewbooks.He learnedafter awhile of this error concerningVanini, and
nevertheless he left it in all the following editions; he did not wish to correct it,
or to add anything to it. This was because he did not want to change a single
letter of that work in 1681, and so he later took it to be a more sincere course
of action toward his readers if he refused to present himself as having known
in 1681 more than he in fact did know and what he would only later learn. A
further reason obliged him not to correct the error concerning Vanini; namely
that he had the intention of offering a long article on thisman in hisDictionary.

I have the same judgment to make of the third article you’ve listed as I had
of the second, but I would add in particular that the Minister of Berlin, as
unlucky as possible in imputing contradictions to Bayle, claims to convict him
of contradicting himself in a chapter by means of these two propositions: 1.
“when Jaquelot assumes that according to Bayle religion is always obliged to
retreat before reason, it is a calumny as ill-founded as it is atrocious”;5 and
2. “the portrait that Jaquelot paints of Bayle’s doctrine on atheism does not
resemble the original at all; I cannot persuade myself that he disfigured it on
purpose, for I take him to be too conscientious to want to deceive in such a
way and too prudent not to want to avoid ill success.”6 There is not the slightest
trace of a contradiction there; a calumny is always a calumnywhether or not the
person who utters it knows that it is false. The same person can have enough
conscience not to want to affirm publicly what he knows to be a calumny,
and enough credulity and abruptness to publish a calumny as though it were
true.7

The fifth article led me to imagine a clever and erudite man who goes to
Jaquelot to seek clarification in the following way:

‘I believe that you are incomparably more skilled than Bayle, and conse-
quently, all the difficulties that he found in questions of religion had already
presented themselves long ago to your mind as being even stronger and more
troubling, for what is the penetration of your genius not capable of perceiving

5 rqp ii, cxxxiv (od iii, 771).
6 rqp ii, cxxxiv (od iii, 772–773).
7 This person has the character of a calumniator. See the eighth volume of the Morale Pratique

of the Jesuits, page 3.
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and what have you not already meditated on profoundly? If these difficulties
have already appeared to you, then why have you not already refuted them in
some book? If you thought that your responses would not be solid, and that
it would be dangerous to make known to the public such a mass of difficul-
ties that could not be well refuted, then you have not acted in good faith, and
you have maintained the interests of religion only fraudulently. I ask you once
again if the difficulties related by Bayle are so much his own invention that no
vestige of them can be found in the writings of the ancients or those of the
moderns? I would find it difficult to believe this even if you swore to it, for it is
highly implausible that the appearance of such thoughts would await the birth
of a simple individual in the seventeenth century after infinitely many great
men had already penetrated so deeply all the most important subjects. If our
authors have not refuted these difficulties, I distrust either their hearts or their
minds. If they had sharpminds, they had to discover all of these difficulties just
as well as, if not better than, Bayle. If they have discovered them but passed
them over in silence, then this is a pious fraud.’

Maximus: You’ve piquedmy interest; I no longerwant to sit by and listen; I want
to share with you the care of developing this curious matter. Let me suppose
that your clever and erudite man asks three further things of Jaquelot, in the
following words:

1. ‘Can the difficulties which Bayle spread throughout his works, and which
you partially collected in your own, be easily refuted, or are there some that
are difficult to resolve? If the former is the case, then you have made a lot of
noise for nothing, and you should have rather said that this author furnished
the orthodox with the most favourable occasions to make the truth triumph
with renewed pomp. You in particular, Mr. Jaquelot, should have seized this
occasion and destroyed all of the difficulties in Bayle’s writings. You were not
ardent enough about this; there are even some objections that you did not
combat even though you transposed them from the Dictionary into your last
work.’

‘Now if there are some difficulties in the Dictionary that are not easy to
resolve, then you make a lot of noise imprudently; for you make it known
that you cannot endure the sincerity with which an author admits the strong
and the weak side of what he examines. You would have us rest content with
proposing only those objections that we can answer, and if there should be
any that present themselves as invincible, you have us suffocate them like
monsters. You might make us conjecture that your books on the existence of
God and on various points of religion and controversy were written in that
way.’
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2. ‘You should consider that there is a noteworthy circumstance that excuses
Bayle for having proposed certain difficulties freely and sincerely. It is that the
remedy that he furnished against all his readers’ scruples appeared infallible to
him.8 Hemade use of a principle that has always reigned amongChristians and
that reigns over them now as much as ever, excepting a hand-full of heretics,
schismatics, and several individuals hidden within the Reformed church who
are called the Rationalists. This principle is ‘that reason must submit itself to
revealed truths even if it has not been able to resolve all of the difficulties,which
it must then sacrifice to the faith.’ It would not be surprising for an author who
wanted to resolve the difficulties by a principle in which we can put so much
confidence to dare to say what Bayle said.’

3. ‘Notice that Jaquelot never ceases claiming that the triumph that Bayle
grants to faith over reason is a principle that is very pernicious and dangerous
to the Christian religion. This is a lost cause, since this objection cannot harm
Bayle unless it is first demonstrated that his opinion differs from that of the vast
body of Christians. You would have done infinite damage to Bayle’s work if you
had shown by means of a parallel in two columns that Bayle goes further than
the innumerable Doctors cited by Bayle in his Dictionary, in his Clarifications,
and in his Response to a Provincial’s Questions; and in particular, that he goes
further than Jurieu, whom the Walloon Synods have found orthodox since the
time of the publication of the books from which four remarkable propositions
were drawn. Why have you neglected to instruct the public by a parallel of
passages that what Bayle says most strongly surpasses what has ever been said
strongly concerning the necessity of submitting reason to the authority of the
faith? As long as he can boast of following the general spirit of the Christian
religion, he will coldly respond to anyone who objects to him, ‘your principle is
pernicious,’ that they go take up the issue with the whole body of Christianity,
or at least with the Walloon Synod, which has declared Jurieu orthodox.’

Themistius: If we were making a complete compilation of all the difficulties
spread throughout Bayle’s writings and wished to print the result as a book, we
could entitle it, Proofs of the Truth of Jurieu’s Four Propositions. Moreover, Jaque-
lot employs all his arts of deception in order to bias his readers when he reports
what Bayle made Simonides say. All of that is barricaded in the Dictionary, and
our theologians showno scruples in acknowledging the incomprehensibility of
God. Amyraut shows that the difficulties that remain once we have gotten rid
of those surrounding the Trinity are terrible and numerous.9

8 See above, Dialogues, Part 2, chapter 5, 233.
9 See his Traité des religions, 406, and his book on the Elévation de la foi, 56.
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To spare your patience I will not make any observations about articles 6, 7,
8, or 9,10 and I will merely brush up against article 10, which treats the subject
of free will, the discussion of which gives you so much displeasure.

1. There are fewpageswhere Jaquelot does not accuse his adversary of having
made every effort to reduce man to a purely passive subject. Nevertheless, the
accuser collects reasons why the accused “treated so lightly this important
subject [of freedom],whichdecides thewholedebate.”11He is “greatly surprised
and astonished”12 that Bayle did not wish to make the dispute over free will a
preliminary to the rest of the dispute, under the pretext that “it would have
been a means of putting off for a long time the principal subject. As if it were
not the principal matter in a dispute to examine the foundations of an opinion
that is contested.”

I searched in vain in these words for some sign of an author who thinks about
whathewrites. Instead everything there reveals distractions that overturn com-
mon sense. What! Even though Jaquelot was given complete permission to
employ the doctrine of Pelagius on free will, he still finds it central to the dis-
pute to examine and to establish positively and with certainty whether man is
endowed with free will? Could anything more superfluous be discussed? The
principal question between Jaquelot and Bayle was to know whether, assum-
ing the freedom of the will, all the Manichean objections could be resolved.
Bayle denies it, and since he claims to give authentic proofs of his thesis even
while granting everything one could desire concerning the power and reach
of human freedom, he did not need to ask whether man is free: freedom was
to be taken as a common principle between him and Jaquelot. It therefore
sufficed for him to respond to the difficulties raised against his former argu-
ments.

One of the strongest proofs that Jaquelot claims to have of the freedom of
the will is that we have a lively feeling of the authority with which our will
chooses one thing rather than another. Now, if this lively feeling did not prove
necessarily that we are masters of ourselves, and that our freedom determines
itself by itself as it pleases, God would be the cause of our error. I have three
questions to put to him. First, whether he consulted diverse people or merely
stopped at his own experience, which wouldmean nothing since naturemight
have given him a happy temperament that would make his will flexible in all

10 Concerning those who have written about the use of reason, see above, Dialogues, Part 2,
chapter 10, 252.

11 Jaquelot, etb, 203.
12 Jaquelot, etb, 204.
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sorts of cases. But this would tell us nothing about other men. Second, I ask
him whether the experiences that have convinced him of the empire he has
over himself had for their object ordinary affairs of everyday life—going for a
walk, buying a house, bringing someone to court, paying visits, etc. Third, I ask
him whether it is not rash to have recourse to the argument that God would
deceive us.
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